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1.0

Purpose of Report

The report is prepared under s42A of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) to assist
the Commissioners, A R Watson, R van Voorthuysen and A Coffin, appointed by Hauraki
District Council (HDC) under s34A of the RMA to determine the application s by Oceana Gold
(New Zealand) Ltd (OGNZL) for land use consent and subdivision consent to build and
operate Project Martha in Waihi.
This report concerns the applications made to the HDC. Applications were made to the
Waikato Regional Council (WRC) for a range of resource consents required to undertake
Project Martha.
Two applications have been made to the HDC regarding Project Martha as follows:


Land use consent application for all mining and mining operations that are involved in
Project Martha.



A subdivision consent to accommodate the realignment of Bulltown Road/Cambridge
Road that is required to enable the Martha Pit to be extended to remedy the North Wall
failure.

The primary focus of this report is on the application for land use consent to undertake
Project Martha. Issues regarding the subdivision application are addressed in conjunction
with the land use consent application and matters specific to the subdivision, including
proposed conditions that may form part of any subdivision consent that is granted , are
discussed in a separate section (refer section 16).
As noted above, in addition to the land use and subdivision applications, a number of
applications for necessary regional consents have been made to the Waikato Regional
Council (WRC). These include:
Additional dewatering to provide for the Martha Underground Mine
Placement of backfill including Cement Aggregate Fill (CAF) material into the Martha
Underground Mine
Take surface water from the Ohinemuri River to flood the pit and underground mine
workings
Discharge overflow water from the pit to the Mangatoetoe Stream
Discharge limestone to the pit lake
Various structures, vegetation removal and associated other consents
It is noted that the applicant holds consents for a number of these matters but new consents
are required to accommodate the changes that Project Martha brings to current works.
Although the regional applications were jointly notified with the land use and subdivision
applications and that the Hauraki District Council is the lead authority for the application
processing, this report addresses only the applications for land use and subdivision
consents.
A separate s42A Report has been prepared by WRC staff addressing the regional
applications and submissions to those.
The report draws on specialist advice concerning vibration, noise, traffic, economic and
property values, visual and landscape and geotechnical matters and the specialists’
technical reports are attached as numbered appendices as follows:
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Processing Team

Personnel

Dave Burton Planning ltd
assisted by HDC planning
staff

Dave Burton
Leigh Robcke
Marina van
Steenbergen
Dr Peter Fuller

Dalmour Pty Ltd
Blastechnology Ltd
Acousafe Consulting &
Engineering Ltd
Transportation Manager
Hauraki District Council
McDermott Consultants Ltd
Mansergh Graham
Landscape Architects

Scope of Interest and
Reference
Reporting
Resource Management This Report

Stability/Geotechnical

Appendix 1

Dr Cameron
McKenzie
Nigel Lloyd

Vibration/Blasting

Appendix 2

Noise

Appendix 3

Lukas de Haast

Traffic

Appendix 4

Phil McDermott

Economic and Property Appendix 5
Values
Visual and Landscape Appendix 6

Dave Mansergh

Legal advice has been provided by Mr Andrew Green of Brookfields. The HDC overall
Project Manager for the application and hearing is Mr Mark Buttimore (Strategic Planning
Projects Manager, HDC).
The report has been prepared on the basis of information available on 19th October 2018.
The conclusions and recommendations reached in the report are not binding on the
Hearings Commissioners and it should not be assumed that the Hearings Commissioners
will reach the same conclusions or recommendations after having considered all the
evidence presented at the hearing.
The Hearing Commissioners will have a copy of the application and submissions tha t have
been received. The application documentation is extensive, is generally thorough and has
been made widely available to the public through the notification process. For this reason, it
is not intended to extensively repeat information that is provide d in the application
documentation.

2.0

Overview of Project Martha

Project Martha comprises two key components:


The Martha Underground Mine which involves new underground mining beneath the
Martha Pit and a vein of ore (Rex Orebody) located nearby to the south east of the pit .



The Phase 4 Cutback which generally comprises a small extension to the north of the
Martha Pit to remedy the failure of the north wall in a manner that:


will enable the pit walls to be left in a stable and safe condition at the completion of
mining; and



restores access to the remaining consented ore reserves in the pit that have been
rendered inaccessible by the failure of the north wall. The applicant intends to
recommence open pit mining once the Phase 4 Cutback has been completed to the
stage that the pit haul road can be re-established and operations can recommence.

The intention is that the two key components of Project Martha will run concurrently but with
the mining of the Rex vein being completed by the end of Year 3, i.e. early in the
underground programme. All the described components of Project Martha are included in
2

the one land use consent application, i.e. the underground and surface aspects are not
separate applications.
The applicant advises that Project Martha will extend the life of mining in Waihi by
approximately 12 years and that the economic gains will average approximately $73m per
year over that time.
Project Martha will require between 250 and 350 full time employees and in addition
between 50 and 100 contractors will be required for the project. Much of the existing
underground workforce at Correnso / SUPA as well as other OGNZL employees are likely to
transfer to Project Martha as these other projects are completed.
The north wall stripping will not commence until Year 3 and that cutback will take some five
years before the pit is restored to enable opencast mining of ore in the pit to recommence.
Project Martha relies on the use of currently consented infrastructure to transport, process,
store and dispose of material extracted during Project Martha.
Access to the Martha Underground Mine (including Rex) is via the existing Favona Portal
and the tunnels connecting through the Trio, Correnso and SUPA underground mines and
the MDDP drives under the south wall of the pit.
New surface works that will be part of the Martha Underground Mine will be a fresh air portal,
a return air portal and a return air ventilation shaft all of which are to be esta blished within
the Martha Pit (will break through the pit wall deep in the pit).
New portals are also to be established around the south wall of the pit to provide direct
access to the Martha Underground Mine from within the pit. The positioning of these access
portals is not confirmed as yet.
It is also noted that the Phase 4 Cutback and the Martha Underground Mine will provide
some 4.5m tonnes of ore which is more than the remaining tailings capacity at the current
end of life of the mine. Towards that time the OGNZL will need to make some choices as to
which parts of the project (pit and underground) are to be given preference for completion.
Details of the proposed works are set out below.

2.1

Martha Pit North Wall Cutback (MP4) and Reopening of the Pit

The following is a summary of the Martha Pit dimensions comparing the pit as at the expiry
of ML 32 2388 (2017) and as proposed for Project Martha. The North Wall cutback will result
in some 2.6ha of land being added to the pit area; all but .08ha of which is within the current
consented boundaries (i.e. former ML 32 2388; now a permitted activity in the MMZ) and the
EMMA land use consent.
With the failure on the North Wall, a large volume of material was deposited onto the lower
section of the pit such that the current bottom of the pit (with debris cover) is approximately
920mRL. Immediately prior to the failure, the pit depth was some 885mRL (mine datum has
the current land surface at approximately 1120mRL with the depth of the mine being
measured relative to that).
Approximate Measurement

Expired ML Value

MP4 Value

Pit area (ha)

51.1

511

Pit depth (m)

275

2751,2

Pit depth consented (mine datum mRL)

890

875

Pit length x breadth (m)

960 x 770

960 x 7701

Total waste rock volume (bcm)

40 million

48 million
3

Approximate Measurement

Expired ML Value

MP4 Value

Total ore processed (t)

30 million

31 million

Total tailings (m3)

28 million

29 million

NOTE:

1 Relative dimensions that depend on points from and to which measurements are
taken. As these remain effectively unchanged as a result of MP4, those listed in
Annex A are retained.
2 The level of the north wall crest is reduced with the proposed mining, s o while
the reduced level of the pit floor is lower the pit depth remains relatively
unaffected.

2.2

Martha Underground Mine

The North Wall Cutback and development of MP4 is to potentially occur in parallel with two
types of underground mining:


Extraction of the previously unmined Rex lode which lies to the south of the Martha pit
rim and previously unmined parts of Martha, Edward, Empire, Royal, Welcome and Mary
lodes, and



Remnant mining of some wall skins of unfilled historical stopes and some skins and
backfill of old historic filled stopes in Martha, Empire, Edward and Royal lodes. These
mainly lie beneath the central part of Martha pit, beneath the base of the north wall and
under its east and south walls.

Underground mining will extend to about 600m below surface and require dewatering to
500mRL, some 270m below the current water level. Mining in Rex and Royal lodes will have
their upper levels closest to the surface, with Rex being about 90m below surface and the
top of Royal workings being within about 60m of the surface below the pit south rim. Both
lodes are on the south side of Martha pit and closest to the central part of Waihi.
Access to the underground will initially be via the Favona portal but after the haulroad in
Martha pit is re-established and the underground mine develops, two additional portals are
to be developed in the south wall of the pit for both access and ventilation, as well as a
return-air ventilation shaft. [Note MDDP – now proposed to be an air intake not an exhaust]
About half of the current resource will be mined in virgin ground with a bottom-up sequence
by the Avoca method or its modified version which have been widely used to date at Waihi.
Remnant mining will likely involve the remote extraction of stope walls and backfill using a
side-ring method discussed later or some variant thereof and will progress downwards. It is
currently proposed to mine about 30% of the resource with this method with the remainder
from in-ore development.
All mined stope voids are to be backfilled either with rockfill as is currently used underground
at Waihi or cemented aggregate fill (CAF) where greater backfill strength and stiffness (and
hence greater overall structural competence) are required.
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3.0

Details of Applications Lodged

Applicant ---- Oceana Gold (New Zealand) Ltd (OGNZL)
Application Numbers: LUSE-202.2018.00000857.001
SUBD-201.2018.00000857.001
Applications were received by the HDC on 28 May 2018. Applications for a range of regional
consents were received by the Waikato Regional Council on the same date. The HDC
accepted the applications for processing on 7 June 2018.
The HDC made Further Information Requests under s92 of the RMA on:


22 June 2018



25 July 2018

The further information requests and the responses are available on the HDC website along
with the application documentation. In the case of these requests for further information the
HDC stopped the processing timeclock while the information was assembled and provided.
A third request for information was made regarding subdivision matters on 31 July 2018. A
response was received on 14 September 2018. It was not considered that the information
requested warranted stopping the processing timeclock.
The applications were publicly notified jointly with the WRC resource consent applications in
the Waikato Times and the Waihi Leader on Thursday 16 August 2018. Submissions closed
on Friday 14 September 2018.
The HDC also served notice of the application on “affected persons” on Thursday 16 August.
The affected persons were considered to be all owners (and if rented in the Town Centre, all
owners and occupiers) of property located within the 2mm/sec vibration contour as shown in
the application AEE. In total around 1030 owners of properties were served notice as
affected persons and notice was served on around 250 occupiers. Notice was also delivered
to around 250 tenants in the Town Centre.
Copies of the applications were also put up on the Council web site and were made
available at the Paeroa and Waihi libraries and Council offices. The availability of the
documentation was advertised by the Council through press releases and social media.

4.0

The Application Site

The site for the Project Martha application is in central and south east Waihi. Almost all of
the site is within the EMMA consent boundary (extended open pit) and the surface
facilities/processing/tailings and waste rock disposal area currently consented and operating.
All these areas are zoned Martha Mineral Zone in the Hauraki District Plan. This land is
owned by the applicant and by Land Information New Zealand (part of the open pit). There
are also areas of Council land particularly in the south east section of the pit and surrounds
(former road which is not available for use but have not been formally closed).
The Rex Orebody which is part of the Martha Underground Mine is located beneath land
immediately to the north east of the Waihi town centre. The land under which the Rex lode is
located is currently used for playing fields, commercial/housing uses and open space. While
the applicant owns some of this area, a range of other owner s are involved.
At the western end of the pit, the site includes an area of land to be used for the pit lake
outlet structure. This is owned by the applicant.
Access to the Martha Underground Mine (including the Rex Orebody) will be via the existing
Favona Portal which is located near the ore processing mill. Access tunnels that have been
built as part of the Favona, Trio, Correnso and SUPA consented underground mines and the
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MDDP exploration tunnels will be employed to connect to the Project Martha works. As the
land use consents for the Correnso, SUPA and MDDP works expire before the programmed
completion of the Project Martha works and the Favona consent is specific to the Favona
Mine, these access tunnels are required to be included in the current application. These
tunnels extend beneath land used for a range of purposes and which is in a range of
ownerships.
The site also includes land at the north-west wall of the pit where the Phase 4 Cutback is
proposed to stabilise and rehabilitate the North Wall failure. A small area of these works
particularly involving road realignment and the building of a noise bund are outside the
Martha Mineral Zone and are zoned Residential and Low Density Residential. In part of this
area a subdivision is proposed to allow for the realignment of Bulltown Road/Cambridge
Road (application for subdivision included in current package).

5.0

Background to Mining Operations in Waihi – Consenting
regimes

By way of background this section sets out a brief summary of the consenting regime for the
existing mining works owned by the applicant in Waihi and in the vicinity of the Project
Martha application area.
The original Martha Mine was commenced in 1878 and the large underground mine that
developed continued until closure in 1952. It reached a depth of approximately 620m. In the
1980s a proposal to develop an open pit mine at Martha Hill (Pukewa) was worked up. This
involved working through areas that had been previously mined as part of the Martha
Underground Mine.
It is noted that before the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) came into force, the
mining of minerals was (generally) not subject to the then Town and Country Planning Act
1977. Land use authorisation was through the then Mining Act 1971. While no land use
consents were required, mining works nevertheless needed permits to take water and
undertake discharges etc.
The Martha Opencast Mine was approved and operations commenced in 1987 under a
Mining Licence issued under the Mining Act 1971 (ML 32 2388). Such licences continued in
force after the Mining Act 1971 was repealed via the Transitional Provisions of the Crown
Minerals Act 1991 but only until the expiry date of the Mining Licence ha d been reached (in
the case of ML 32 2388, July 2017). In 1999, a land use consent was granted for an
extension to the Martha Pit. This is known as the Extended Martha Mine Area (EMMA)
project and the consent expires in 2019.
With the coming into force of the Crown Minerals Act 1991, new mines and the on -going
operation of mines which had Mining Licences that had expired (e.g. Martha Mine-ML 32
2388) became subject to the procedures of the RMA. Resource consents or authorisations
through District Plan provisions were required.
In the case of the Waihi mines, the Operative Hauraki District Plan provides that once the
Mining Licence (2017) and EMMA consent (2019) have expired, the works authorised by the
Licence and EMMA consent are permitted activities in the Martha Mineral Zone (the
conditions forming what are effectively standards for permitted activities).
Mining Permits are still required under the Crown Minerals Act 1991 but these relate to
ownership of minerals, access thereto, royalties, work programmes etc. The applicant holds
authorities to access and mine the Crown’s minerals in the form of Mining Permit 41 808
which has been known as the Favona Mining Permit. This covers some 1485.38ha in Waihi
and includes the Martha Pit area and the Rex Orebody which are the subject of this current
application (i.e. this Permit includes the area covered by the expired ML 32 2388). Given the
scale of the plans that attach to Mining Permit 41 808, and the conceptual nature of the Rex
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mine design, it is not entirely clear if all Rex workings are within the area of the Mining
Permit. The applicant may wish to confirm this. Regardless, this is not a RMA matter and if
consent is granted for Project Martha under the RMA, it can be exercised only if authorities
are held to access the Crown’s mineral resource (i.e. hold a mining permit).
It is noted that Mining Permit 41 808 also covers the Favona, Trio, Correnso and SUPA
Underground Mines.

5.1

Martha Mine

The Martha Mine, associated processing mill, tailings dams, conveyor, stockpiles, etc. were
authorised in 1987 by the granting of Mining Licence (ML) 32 2388 under the then Mining
Act 1971.
ML 32 2388 expired in July 2017. The activities authorised by this former mining licence are
now permitted activities under the relevant zoning for the land (Martha Mineral Zone of the
Hauraki District Plan).
In June 1999 (post RMA and the repeal of the Mining Act 1971) a land use consent was
granted for the Martha Mine Extended Project (No 97/98-105) which allowed for the
extension of activities mainly at the north eastern end of the pit (beyond the boundary of ML
32 2388. This is known as the Extended Martha Mine Area or EMMA. The EMMA consent
expires in 2019.
In terms of the Hauraki Operative District Plan, the majority of the area covered by ML 32
2388 and the EMMA consent are included in the Martha Mineral Zone (MMZ) – a special
zone reflecting these works. The way that the zone is set up, once the ML and EMMA
expire, the activities authorised and the specified conditions become permitted activities in
the MMZ. Mining Licence 32 2388 expired in 2017 and EMMA expires in 2019.
There have been relatively recent works involving cutbacks to the south and east walls of the
open pit to improve the stability of the pit walls. These works are known as:


South Wall Stability Cutback

These works are now complete and involved a cutback of the south wall of the Open Pit to
flatten the slope and buttress an area of instability in this section of the pit. Council agreed
(2006) that these works could be undertaken within the terms and conditions of the former
Mining Licence and the EMMA consent. This work has now been completed.


Eastern Layback

The Eastern Layback is a further layback operation to access additional ore and to improve
stability on the north eastern and eastern pit face. This work was being undertaken when
recent failures on the north wall of the pit resulted in the closure of the pit. The Eastern
Layback was also undertaken under the former Mining Licence and the EMMA consent.


Current Pit Operations

No mining work is being carried out in the Martha Pit at present since the significant failure
on the north wall in April of 2016 removed the access haul road and made operations
impossible. Since that time interim remedial works have been undertaken to assist in
stabilising the failure area (all works within the EMMA and MMZ boundary). Part of Project
Martha involves extending the workings at the top of the North Wall failure to improve
stability. These works extend beyond the EMMA and MMZ boundaries by a small margin
and a land use consent is required.

5.2

Underground Mines

The applicant also owns and operates a number of underground mines in the Waihi area as
follows:
7

5.2.1

Favona Underground Mine

Initial development works for the Favona Underground Mine were authorised by land use
consent in February 2003 (the ‘Favona Decline Consent’). The Favona Mine Portal is on the
eastern side of Union Hill in close proximity to the processing mill and stockpile areas.
Subsequently, in August 2004 land use consent was granted for the Favona Underground
Mine.
Work began on the Favona Decline in 2004 and ore extraction commenced in late 2006. The
mine was completed in 2014.
5.2.2

Trio Underground Mine

This project is located in the vicinity of Union Hill.
Land use consent for the Trio Development Project (access drives and shafts, etc.) was
granted in September 2010. Subsequently in July 2011 land use consent was granted for
the operation of the Trio Underground Mine. Mining is largely completed but extraction of ore
at lower levels is to recommence once de-watering has allowed access to this depth.
5.2.3

Correnso Underground Mine

The Correnso Underground Mine is located beneath Waihi East. Land use consent was
granted for the project in July 2012. Mining commenced in December 2012 and is now
largely completed.
5.2.4

Slevin Underground Mine (SUPA)

The SUPA project is effectively an extension to the Correnso Mine that involves extracting
ore from ore bodies that are being worked as part of the Correnso Project but which have
been found to extend beyond the area covered by the Correnso land use consent into an
area towards the Martha Pit. A land use consent for the SUPA operation was granted by the
Council in October 2015 (non-notified). The SUPA Underground Mine is currently operating
and the project is expected to be completed in late 2019.
5.2.5

Martha Drill Drive project (MDDP)

The MDDP project involves constructing two exploration tunnels from the SUPA/Correnso
workings to positions beneath the Martha Pit. These tunnels will facilitate underground
exploration drilling work with the aim to prove further r ecoverable mineral resources in the
area. Land use consent for these works was granted by the Council in July 2017 (nonnotified). Work on constructing the tunnels is currently underway.
It is noted that in July 2018 an application was made to extend the tunnels some 150m
further to the south west. This application was granted by the Council (non- notified) in
September 2018.

5.3

Existing Infrastructure

All the underground mines are reliant on the use of existing surface infrastructure and
facilities which have been authorised by the expired Martha Mining Licence. The later
underground mines use the Favona Mine portal, access drives, ventilation shafts an d
hazardous substances storage.
In the Correnso and SUPA consents, the land use consent conditions make clear that
activities authorised not only include the mining and exploration activities in the mines
themselves but also the use of various facilities and infrastructure located outside the
specific areas of these consents both on the surface (stockpiles, processing plant, tailings
disposal etc.) and underground (Favona portal and drives etc.). In the case of the SUPA
Mine, the use of the Correnso drives etc. is specifically authorised for this operation.
8

6.0

Aspects of Project Martha Requiring Land Use Consent

As discussed above, Project Martha relies on existing consented infrastructure and no
additional authorisation is considered to be required for Project Martha to use/access the
following:


Tailings and waste rock disposal facilities



Processing plant and water treatment plant



Conveyor



Most stockpiles (ore and waste)



Surface facilities area in the pit including the crusher

The application does not include these aspects in the listing of activities for which land use
consent is sought.
All other aspects of Project Martha are considered to require land use consent. These
aspects are detailed in Section 4.1.1 (Table 4.1) of the application AEE as follows:

6.1


Martha Underground Mine
Underground mining associated within the Martha Underground Mine, including, but not
limited to:


Sill drive development;



Drilling, blasting, earthworks and the removal of rock material and ore;



Stockpiling of rock material from underground mining in the Martha Pit;



Further lowering of the groundwater table to enable mining activities within the
Martha Underground Mine;



The establishment and use of a Return Air Portal, Return Air Shaft and Fresh Air
Portal in the Martha Pit; and



Backfilling of stopes with rock and Concrete Aggregate Fill, and flooding of the
workings.



The use and storage of hazardous substances in the Martha Underground Mine.



The use, maintenance and rehabilitation of existing and conse nted portals, access
drives, ventilation shafts and other underground facilities and infrastructure outside of the
Martha Underground Mine, which are currently authorised as part of the Favona
Underground Mine, Trio Underground Mine, Correnso Underground Mine, Slevin
Underground Mine and Martha Drill Drive Project.

6.2


Phase 4 Cutback
Mining operations associated with the Martha Pit, including, but not limited to:


The realignment of Bulltown/Cambridge Roads and the relocation of network utilities;



The establishment of a new noise bund and fencing;



The realignment of the pit rim walkway and associated landscaping;



The realignment of Magazine Road (internal mine road);



The formalisation of a vehicle access off Grey Street (unformed road);
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The removal of overburden and rock from the Martha Pit, and the stacking and
storage of that material within the pit;



The use of machinery and vehicles on haul roads and along pit walls, including for
the provision of access to the Martha Underground Mine;



The use of a mobile crusher within the Martha Pit;



The use of the Surface Facilities Area to process and stockpile material from the
Martha Pit and Martha Underground Mine;



Rehabilitation of the Martha Pit by way of the creation of a lake and associated
recreation facilities and landscaping, including the establishment of a limestone
storage silo and pump unit and associated water take and discharge;



The establishment of an intake structure on the margin of the Ohinemuri River and
an associated pipeline route; and



The establishment of a discharge structure for overflow water from the pit lake .



Surface mining in the Martha Mineral Zone



Road Realignment



Subdivision of land to accommodate the realignment of Bulltown/Cambridge Roads



Removal and demolition of Company owned dwellings on Bulltown/Cambridge Roads.

6.3

Use of Existing Above Ground Infrastructure



Use of the stockpiles at the Favona Portal and Polishing Pond for the temporary
stockpiling of ore and rock, and for the temporary stockpiling of imported crushed rock.



Use of the concrete batching plant (consented but not yet constructed).



Use of other existing mine infrastructure which was authorised by ML 32 2388 or is
currently authorised by LUC 97/98-105 (Extended Martha Mining Area – ‘EMMA’).

Some of the activities that form part of the Project Martha application may be already
authorised by other consents or District Plan provisions. A case in point is the inclusion of
surface mining in the Martha Pit as a Project Martha activity requiring consent. It is
understood that this inclusion is to allow for mining operations and surface mining activities
that are not provided for by current authorisations (ex ML 32 2388 activities now permitted
activities in the MMZ and authorised by the EMMA consent). This includes increasing the
depth of the mining at the base of the pit, allowing for an increase in the volume of material
extracted and to increase the area of the pit (marginally).
The use of the Favona Portal and Polishing Pond Stockpiles to temporally store ore and
waste rock requires consent because the Favona land use consent which provides for these
stockpiles relates only to Favona Mine operations.
Use and maintain tunnels and drives that form part of the Correnso, SUPA and MDDP
projects the consents for which expire in 2025 which is well before the programmed
completion of Project Martha. The Favona Portal and drives are also part of this
transportation network and while this consent has no expiry date (nor do the Trio consents) it
could be argued that these works are specific to those mines.
The development and use of the concrete batching plant which is currently authorised as
part of the Correnso consent needs to be included with Project Martha because the
Correnso consent expires in 2025.
To avoid ambiguity and to be confident that a robust planning consent is granted (should this
be the decision of the Commissioners) it is considered appropriate to include all activities
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associated with Project Martha which are not clearly authorised as permitted activities under
the Hauraki District Plan (MMZ) or the EMMA land use consent (grandfathered to be
permitted activities when this expires in 2019).
As mining operations and surface mining in the Martha Pit are authorised already (permitted
activity in the MMZ and by the EMMA land use consent), it is very challenging to distinguish
the effects of those activities from the effects from activities that are the subject of the
current application. To be effective, conditions relating to the control and management of
environmental effects from all pit operations really need to be consistent. Recognising this, a
variation was made to ML 32 2388 in 2017 (before expiry) to update and correct anomalies.
Then earlier this year, Council approved changes to the conditions of the EMMA land use
consent again to update and ensure consistency with the conditions of ML 32 2388 (which
by then had expired and the activities it authorised and the conditions became permitted
activities and “standards” in the MMZ of the District Plan).
Conditions applying to any consent granted for Project Martha pit works need to be
consistent with the permitted activity standards of the MMZ and with the EMMA land use
consent. Regardless, all conditions must be able to be monitored and enforced.

7.0

Activity Status for Project Martha

Table 4.1 of the application AEE provides an assessment of the activity status of the various
activities (described above) that make up Project Martha. This description is supported and
the following comments are offered.


The majority of Project Martha requires land use consent as a discretionary activity
(underground mining (all areas), mining operations in the MMZ and Rural Zone, surface
mining in the MMZ, removal and demolition of dwellings in the MMZ, use of Favona
stockpiles, use of the batching plant in the Rural Zone).



Mining operations associated with the Martha Phase 4 Cutback are a non -complying
activity in the Residential and Low Density Residential Zones (small area above the
failure). The use and storage of hazardous substances is a non-complying activity in the
MMZ.



The application for subdivision consent for the realignment of Bulltown Road/Cambridge
Road is a non- complying activity.



The use of various existing authorised infrastructure is a permitted activity.

A key consideration is whether the Phase 4 pit works in the Residential and Low Density
Residential Zones fall within the definition of “mining operations” (non-complying activity) or
are “surface mining” (prohibited activity in these zones).
The works include part of the new noise bund and the upper section of the revised pit (the
new pit perimeter will be within these zones for a small area). On two counts, these works
are not considered to constitute “surface mining”.
“mining operations” in terms of the wording of the definition in the District Plan means
Operations in connection with mining (for any mineral) and shall include the
following
(c) the removal of overburden and waste rock, by mechanical or other means
----The definition provided in the District Plan for “surface mining” specifically excludes
“mining operations” which, as noted, is separately defined.
On the basis of these definitions the Phase 4 pit works in the Residential and Low
Density Zones are “mining operations”.
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It is also noted that these works are required to stabilise the North Wall failure
notwithstanding whether they constitute (a very small) part of a much larger undertaking that
will allow mining to recommence in the pit (removal of failed material, reinstatement of haul
roads and infrastructure etc.). The works in the Residential and Low Density Residential
zones at the top of the pit can, in this sense, be considered to be stabilisation and
rehabilitation works in this area and thus clearly are “mining operations” and not “surface
mining”.

8.0

Submissions

The HDC received 240 completed submission forms on the applications for land use and
subdivision consent of which 46 were received following the close of submissions.
The submission form that HDC prepared for this application invited persons to indicate
whether their submission was on the land use application, the subdivision application o r
both.
The vast majority of the submissions relate to both the land use and subdivision consent
applications although there are some that are specific to one or the other.
The submission form also asked (tick box) which proposal (all being part of Project Martha)
the submission is on. Options given were:
Part A: Proposed Martha Underground Mine
Part B: Proposed remediation/extension of Martha Pit (the phase 4 Cutback)
Part C: Proposed road realignment subdivision (Cambridge and Bulltown Roads)
Most submitters ticked all three proposals as being the subject of their submissions. This
tended to complicate matters as, in effect, the large majority of submissions did not
distinguish between the parts of the proposal in stating the reasons for the submission or the
outcome sought.
HDC staff have summarised the submissions and calculated that, of the submissions made
on the land use consent (Part A and Part B combined), 80% were in support, 14% in
opposition, 3% neutral with the remaining 3% ‘not stated’.
The following key issues have been raised in submissions received on the landuse consent
(many submissions raised more than one issue):

8.1

Project Martha Land Use Consent Application (Martha Underground
and Phase 4 Pit)



Economic and employment benefits



Public Good arising from mine operation



Blasting and Vibrations



Land stability/collapse pit stability



Heritage



Property values/ability to sell



Cultural Issues



Health and Wellbeing



General Amenity Effects



Closure and Rehabilitation
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Bonding



Dust – Phase 4 Pit



Noise



Noise Bund



Social Impacts



Traffic Including Traffic Issues at Cambridge/Bulltown Road Realignment



Various aspects re Consent Conditions



Compliance and Implementation/enforcement



Duration



General Effects



Lack of Information/evidence

8.2

Application for Subdivision Consent

As many submitters lodged their submissions in respect of both the land use and the
subdivision applications, a number of the topic issues noted for the land use application also
applied to the application to subdivide (most notably those around ‘economic
benefits/employment’ and ‘public good’).
HDC staff have summarised the submissions and calculated that, of the submissions made
on the subdivision consent (Part C), approximately 90% were in support, 4% in opposition,
4% neutral with the remaining 3% ‘not stated’.
Specific matters raised in the submissions on the subdivision consent were:


Subdivision/Road realignment



Traffic effects



Utility effects



General effects



Heritage

These matters will be addressed in the assessment of effects that is included below in this
report. Specific consideration of the subdivision application is included in section 16 of this
report
As noted above, there were 46 submissions received late by the HDC.
A report was prepared by HDC staff requesting the Commissioner Panel, using its delegated
authority under sections 37 and 37A of the RMA, to consider extending the timeline for the
receipt of submissions to 4.30pm on Wednesday 19 September 2018. On 3 October 2018
the Commissioner Panel decision was received to extend the timeline for the receipt of
submissions to 4.30pm on Wednesday 19 September 2018.

9.0
i.

Assessment of matters to be considered under the RMA
in determining the application

Section 104 Matters

The following assessment considers the land use application in terms of the relevant
assessment matters of Section 104 RMA:
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Relevant objectives and policies of the District Plan and other Statutory documents
(Waikato Regional Policy Statement and Waikato Regional Plan);



Relevant rules of the District Plan;



Actual and potential effects on the environment;



Any other relevant matters; and



Purpose and Principles of the RMA.

ii.

Threshold Test

Section 104D of the RMA provides an additional test for Non-Complying Activities, in that in
order to grant consent, the Council must be satisfied that either the effects of the proposal on
the environment are minor, or the proposal is not contrary to the objectives and policies of
the District Plan.
It is noted that an application must meet one or other of the “gateway” t ests in order that it
proceed to consideration under s104.
In the case of the project Martha application, the review in Section 11 of this report
concludes that the proposal is not inconsistent with the objectives and policies of the
relevant statutory documents. This includes the Hauraki District Plan and the Waikato
Regional Plan which are the “plans” referred to in s 104D 1 (b). The subject of this report is
the land use and subdivision applications both of which are matters primarily addressed in
an objectives and policies sense by the Hauraki District Plan. It is concluded that Project
Martha is not inconsistent with the objectives and policies of the Hauraki District Plan and
thus the application passes the “gateway” test on this basis. The WRC s42A Report also
provides a consideration of the implications of Project Martha for the objectives and policies
of the Waikato Regional Plan but in that case, the regional consent applications are all
discretionary activities and thus do not have to meet the “gateway” test).
It is accordingly not necessary to draw a conclusion as to whether the environmental effects
of Project Martha can be held to be “minor” in order that the “gateway” test is met for these
applications.
It is noted that following an assessment under s104 an application may be granted
notwithstanding that the effects may not be held to be “minor”. Rather consideration is given
to whether any effects identified are acceptable when balancing up the positive and negative
aspects of the proposal.
The balance of this report addresses the applications in terms of the key matters for
consideration as set out in s104. These are (in the order that they are discussed in the
report):
Effects on the environment (section 10)
Assessment in terms of the statutory documents (section 11)
Other matters (section 12)
Consideration of Part ll RMA matters (section 13)

10.0

Assessment of Environmental Effects

As noted in Section 1 of this report, several technical experts were engaged by HDC to
undertake assessments of effects of the application. It should be noted that experts were
engaged to focus on areas of potential adverse effects relating to an area of specialised
expertise and relevant to the territorial authority’s jurisdiction. Experts were not engaged for
those issues where the potential effects were likely to be minor, where there were likely to be
potential positive effects, where matters were likely to be within the jurisdiction of the
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Waikato Regional Council or other agencies, or where issues are outside the ambit of the
RMA. Nevertheless, this Section of the report endeavours to make comment in respect of all
the potential environmental effects either examined by the applicant or raised by submitters.

10.1

Surface Stability and Ground Settlement

As the proposal involves the development of an underground mine beneath the Waihi town
and under the Martha pit, careful attention has been paid to the effects that the proposal will
have for ground surface stability and ground settlement. Further, the failure on the Nort h
Wall of the pit was, at least partially, the result of ground disturbance at the base of the wall
and beneath the pit resulting from historic underground mining at Martha Hill. The effect s on
pit wall stability, of now developing the Martha Underground Mine beneath the pit have been
considered very closely.
These and other geotechnical and ground engineering aspects have been addressed in the
application and further information provided. Dr Peter Fuller has reviewed this
documentation and the stability related conditions that are proposed by the applicant.
Dr Fuller’s report is included as Appendix 1.
Overall findings from the review by Dr Fuller are that:
The separate technical assessments are all of the highest standard possible given
the current preliminary status of the proposed underground mining part of the project.
Stability Aspects of Future Mining
Martha pit and its new MP4 design to cutback the north wall and mine remaining ore
in the base to 875mRL have been extensively analysed and the conclusion that the
MP4 design will be stable, particularly if old mined stope voids 30m below the floor
are backfilled, is well founded;
Analysis of the proposed underground mine has focussed on critical dimensions for
individual stopes to achieve local stability, and stability of the pillar between the
surface and the top mined level in the new Rex lode. It has been inferred that lodes
are laterally separated for each to be mined without interaction from others and that
intervening pillars between essentially parallel lodes will remain stable. This is a
reasonable conclusion but if additional lodes are found and separations become
small, more investigation will be needed to confirm the adequacy of what are
effectively regional support pillars for the area;
Stoping of wide areas of previously unmined portions of lodes and remnant mining of
previously mined areas will need to be sequenced to ensure that back (roof) spans
are not excessive and there is no increased risk of backs becoming unstable;
The need for proper backfilling of mined stopes has been recognised as the major
control against the risk of the underground area becoming unstable and impacting
the stability of the surface. This has been proven worldwide to be effective. An
essential requirement is that each mined stope will need to be backfilled before stope
blasting commences in any adjacent stope. For remnant mining, it has been stated
that existing voids (assumed to be voids in historic stopes) within 10m of any
proposed stopes will be backfilled. This requirement is endorsed and has been
included as an additional draft consent condition;
It is noted that for remnant mining of unfilled historic voids in a top – down sequence,
initial backfilling of the voids is to occur with either cemented aggregate fill (CAF) or
rockfill. If rockfill is used for this, remnant stope spans will be larger than if CAF is
used throughout because the rockfill will be extracted with the ore whereas at least
some of the CAF could remain in place. Nevertheless, prior backfilling of old stope
voids before remnant stoping is essential and appropriate.
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Su r face – Un der gr ou n d In ter action
Interaction between underground, and MP4 pit and the surface has been examined
in considerable detail with a 3D model representation of the main unde rground
workings and proposed new stoping as well as a 2D model of Rex lode workings and
the surface close to the centre of Waihi. Both are appropriate for checking for
interactive effects. The extra work with the 3D modelling to check the sensitivity of
results to input parameters including the amount of underground mining has provided
a useful guide to the location, areal extent and amount of mining related surface
movement which is likely to occur;
Maximum vertical settlement of about 100mm is predicted in the central zone of the
SE wall of MP4 and spreading out onto the surface around the SE rim where the
settlement prediction is about 25mm, gradually reducing to zero about 200m E of the
rim. These values should be regarded as indicative only as they dep end on the
assumptions made in the model. Mining in the Rex lode is predicted to cause about
10mm of reasonably uniform settlement across a 150m wide zone immediately south
of the S rim of MP4. Movements of the magnitudes predicted have occurred in the
past within the Martha pit and as such, are not regarded as any undue cause for
concern regarding pit stability;
Settlement due to mining the main part of Martha underground has been shown to be
quite sensitive to the size of mined zones and to the backfilling of stope voids.
Placement of CAF in voids 30m below the base of MP4 is predicted to have a
beneficial effect of reducing both the extent and magnitude of displacement and
strain and the consultants concluded that the possibility of local crushing at the base
of the wall will be reduced by backfilling those voids with CAF. Since this is likely to
have a beneficial effect on both short and long-term stability of MP4, rather than
leaving it to be considered at some later stage, it should be an essential requirement
for the project and should occur as soon as suitable access for backfill placement
becomes available. It is preferable that it occurs well before the final stage of the N
wall cutback in MP4.
Gr ou n dwater Con dition s an d Impact on Su r face Settlemen t
Predictions of the effect of lowering the groundwater level to 500mRL seem to be
well founded and are based on extensive experience of previous dewatering to
progressively lower levels at Waihi. Importantly, the effect on the near surface and
essentially isolated groundwater system is likely to be minimal with only very minor
seepage from the upper system considered a possibility in the uppermost mined
levels in the Rex and Royal lodes;
No substantial increase in the area of dewatering is anticipated which seems
reasonable, given that the Lower Quartz Andesite below 700mRL has been found to
have lower permeability than levels above and drawdown will tend to be steep close
to the lodes;
Surface settlement due to additional dewatering (which will be additiona l to mining
induced settlement discussed above) has been assessed based to a large extent on
the extensive experience with settlement prediction and past response to previous
dewatering in the Waihi area to date. Some increases in settlement are anticipate d
and the area around the pit has been rezoned based on the predictions. Trigger
levels for settlement have been revised and will need to be included in a monitoring
plan that will require approval before project commencement. No increase in the
likelihood of excessive differential settlement has been predicted.
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Issu es Raised in Su b mission s
Stability related concerns expressed in some submissions received by the HDC will
be mitigated by the consent conditions relating to the placement of backfill in all
stopes. The issue of intersecting a previously unknown stope void at least partially
filled with water will be addressed in a Void Management Plan (VMP) required to be
approved by the HDC before underground mining commences. Concerns about the
likelihood of another N wall failure occurring have been covered by the detailed
examination of ground conditions in the N wall and also behind the cutback wall
position and analyses which show the cutback wall to be stable. Further assurance of
that will result from the early CAF filling of unfilled stope voids in a zone 30m below
the base of the pit which is to be included as a condition of consent.
Dr Fuller has also considered the proposed conditions included in the application and
recommends a number of changes and additions for reasons set out in his report.
Proposed condition 69 provided by the applicant deals with surface stability and Dr Fuller
recommends several changes to this:


Include provision for how remnant stoping is to be conducted



Requirements to report on groundwater and extensometer monitoring above the Rex
lode



No mining below and close around the Milking Cow settlement zone



Additional rock movement monitoring along the Rex lode



All historic voids within 30m of the base of the open pit to be filled with CAF material



Investigate and report if new lodes are found and are proposed to be mined between
currently known Martha lodes.

Proposed condition 73 monthly report to Council is to include data on unfilled voids, CAF
filled voids and historic voids.
Changes are also recommended to the Peer Review Panel conditions (Schedule One
conditions 5-13) to reflect the need to address the interaction between the operations of the
Martha Underground Mine and the stability of the pit walls.
The Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan conditions (Schedule One conditions 14 -21)
to include minor changes relating to additional piezometers and extensometers to be located
above the Rex lode.
It is recognised that the changes proposed to the peer review conditions will mean that this
provision will differ from that in the District Plan (formerly ML 32 2388) an d in the EMMA land
use consent. The changes do not serve to change the role and function of the Panel but
rather to ensure that appropriate expertise in underground mining and rock mechanics is
available to address the new situation of an underground mine operating beneath the open
pit.
Should this change not be accepted, it is noted that the current conditions for the Pee r
Review Panel enable it to co-opt additional expertise as required with the approval of the
councils.

10.2

Noise Effects

Project Martha involves earthworks and bund construction, road realignment and
excavations on the northern pit wall. The remediation of the north wall failure and the longer
term re commencement of mining operation in the pit are all activities that will generate
noise.
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The application includes a Noise Assessment prepared by Hegley Acoustics (Appendix F of
the application). This report has been reviewed for the Council by Acousafe Consulting and
Engineering Ltd (prepared by Mr Nigel Lloyd). This review is attached as Appendix 3.
Mr Lloyd is concerned that the effect of Project Martha would see the current 55 dB LAeq
and 50dB LAeq noise boundaries for the pit (established as a condition of the EMMA land
use consent) pushed further out into the Residential and Low Density Residential area in the
Cambridge/Bulltown Road area because, for the initial period of the PM4 Cutback works,
noise would exceed the 50 dB LAeq level for three residential properties in this location. This
would exceed the current EMMA noise control boundary in this area and also the relevant
District Plan standards. In other words, an element of “creep” would result whereby higher
noise levels from mining operations would be permitted in some area s in this vicinity.
As noted by Mr Lloyd, the applicant has advised that it is in the final phases of purchasing
the three properties for which the modelling shows that the 50 dB LAeq noise level would be
exceeded for Project Martha operations (PM 4 Cutback). Assuming that these properties are
purchased, there is no need to adopt the different noise control contour as proposed in the
application. Rather, a much more straight-forward noise control condition can be adopted
that requires that all noise received at residential properties not owned by the applicant be
set at 50 dB LAeq during daytime hours. Amended conditions are included in Appendix 8.
Conditions are also proposed by the applicant regarding construction noise control and the
requirement for a Noise Management Plan to be provided to Council for approval . These
proposed conditions are supported.
The issue of noise control for Project Martha highlights the potential problem that arises
where what are effectively overlapping conditions applying to activities in the pit. As noted
above, it is very important to ensure that the controls on environmental effects from pit
operations are consistent across the District Plan (former ML 32 2388), EMMA and now
Project Martha. With the development of the PM4 Cutback, the noise control regime
proposed in the application on the northern sector of the pit (extending noise control
boundaries) results in a lack of consistency between the EMMA consent and the conditions
proposed for Project Martha. In fact, the 50 dB LAeq noise control boundary for the EMMA
consent which currently runs along the Bulltown Road boundary will end up behind the new
noise bund and in the new pit in places. This will no longer be a viable noise control
boundary with which activities, authorised by the EMMA consent, are required to comply.
The simplified noise conditions recommended by this report overcome to some degree the
issue of inconsistent noise contours.
The outcome will be that the effective EMMA noise control in this area will be the standard
for Project Martha (if approved) of 50 dBA LAeq at any residential property.
While not overcoming the issue noted above regarding the viability and enforceability of the
EMMA noise control boundary condition, the effect will be to keep noise levels in the area
affected to the required 50 dB LAeq level that the EMMA contour stipulates.

10.3

Vibration Effects

The effects arising from blast induced vibrations have for many years been an issue of
significant concern to some residents of Waihi.
The applicant has provided a detailed assessment of the levels of vibration that will be
experienced from operations in Project Martha (underground and open pit). The author (Dr
Heilig) has considered the effects of these vibrations both for the integrity of structures and
for the amenity of the populace.
The applicant has proposed that the effects of blast induced vibrations can be effectively
managed by adherence to a range of consent conditions (as proposed in the application).
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By adherence to these conditions, the applicant considers that the effects of the vibrations
will be acceptable.
Here it is noted that modern mining activities have been carried on in Waihi since 1989.
Further, almost 15 years’ experience has been built up on underground mine bla sting with
associated blast design to achieve vibration standards. Likewise, a long record of monitoring
experience has been developed. Over recent years, OGNZL and its predecessors have
achieved a high degree of compliance with the vibration conditions th at are part of the
various consents that the Waihi mines operate under.
The applicant proposes that an extensive raft of conditions for vibration be part of any
consent that is granted for Project Martha. These include a 5mm/s Peak Particle Velocity
(ppv) at 95th percentile, limits on the number of blast events per day and no blasting to be
undertaken at night. A monitoring regime is proposed as is the preparation and
implementation of a Vibration Management Plan the purpose of which is to set out the
measures and procedures to be adopted to ensure that the required vibration conditions are
achieved.
While these proposed conditions are similar to those that are included in the most recent
consents for underground mines in the area (Correnso, SUPA and MDDP 1 and 2) there are
a number of important differences proposed.
Those differences that are of most potential concern are as follows:
The 5 mm/s limit is to be at 95 th percentile rather than 95 percent compliance (95
blast events of 100 to be less than 5 mm/s).
There is no distinction to be drawn between development and production blasts for
compliance and monitoring purposes. That is, all underground blast events are
considered as one item. This is unlike Correnso etc. where development and
production blast events are required to be separately recorded (the 95 percent
compliance levels for PPV for each blast type at each permanent monitoring
location).
There is no requirement in the proposed conditions to measure and achieve average
vibration levels. The Correnso etc. consents require that development and production
blasts meet an average vibration level of 2mm/s and 3mm/s respectively.
Production blasts, including blasts in the Martha Pit, however, do need to be carefully
designed in order to comply, and the condition requiring separation of the two types of
blasting was considered by all parties to be appropriate for the Correnso/SUPA consents.
Blastechnology supports the retention of the separate conditions for development and
production blasts, and the same average and 95 percent levels applied in the Correnso
conditions. It would be preferable if the Martha Pit (MP4) blasts can be included in the same
production blasts conditions, if possible.
Dr Cameron McKenzie of Blastechnology Ltd has reviewed the app licant’s vibration report
and assessment. He has also considered the vibration conditions that are proposed. Dr
McKenzie’s report is attached as Appendix.
Dr McKenzie concludes as follows:
Blastechnology believes that Project Martha can proceed with the same vibration
conditions as those applied to Correnso/SUPA, including separate reporting of
development and production blasting vibration impacts. Each blast type is to comply
with the 95% less than 5 mm/s, and each blast type must comply with the maximum
average values of 3 mm/s (production blasts) and 2 mm/s (development blasts).
Blastechnology concludes there is no compelling reason to abandon the separate
assessment of development and production blasting impacts and that vibration
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effects are likely to be lower if they continue to be separately assessed. The current
practice in the Correnso and SUPA consents of requiring that development and
production blast events achieve stated average levels is also supported. The
expected vibration envelopes prepared by Heilig and Partners in Volume 2 of their
February 2018 Vibration Impact Assessment, especially some of those for the year
2024, appear to support Blastechnology’s expectation that combining development
and production blasting impacts will tend to “soften” the focus on design and control
of production blasts in Martha underground and REX.
Blastechnology considers there are gaps in the monitoring -coverage of areas
potentially affected by blast vibrations. The gaps seem to be areas where structures
are predominantly commercial. While none of the consent conditions for current
mining operations includes vibration limits for commercial structures, it is
nevertheless recommended that a permanent monitor be installed in the commercial
area to the south of Martha Pit (red circle and yellow ellipse in the images above) for
the purposes of understanding actual vibration impacts in the event that claims are
made of damage to premises.
Blastechnology recommends that condition surveys, to be undertaken at the
applicant’s cost, be made available to owners of commercial premises in the area to
the south of the Martha Pit, and that condition surveys not be restricted to pr emises
within close proximity to permanent monitors.
Blastechnology recommends tighter flyrock control measures, in view of proposed
blasting as close to houses as 105 metres. It is recommended that OGNZL commit
to the use of either mechanical excavation or the use of blasting mats when blasting
outside the MMZ in MP4. Appropriate clauses in the Vibration Monitoring Plan could
adequately address this matter.
In addition to the technical concerns that Dr McKenzie raises regarding the proposed
changes to the vibration conditions, it is very important to understand the perspective held by
Council monitoring personnel in this regard.
Vibration from mine blasting has direct effects for residents and others above and adjacent
to the operation. When a concern from a citizen is raised with the Council (i.e. phones in with
a complaint about a blast vibration), it is essential that the compliance requirements are
easily explained to and understood by the resident. In this regard, the current approach to
the 5 mm/s compliance level (95 percent compliance) can be easily explained (95 out of 100
must be below 5mm/s). If the compliance requirement is changed to 5 mm/s 95 th percentile,
this will not be so easily explained and Council officers consider that it is likely conf usion and
suspicion will result.
It is acknowledged that in consent conditions compliance levels are frequently set as 95 th
percentile (e.g. for bacteria and other contaminants in discharges). But those type of
conditions are monitored and interpreted by trained staff/scientists. The Project Martha blast
vibrations are effects that are of direct and immediate concern to the ordinary citizen and the
regime for control needs to be set in this context.
In terms of control of the effects of the blasting it is doubtful that it matters whether the limit is
set at 5mm/s 95 th percentile or 95 percent compliance. They achieve the same end. But
Council sees no good reason to change from the current practice of 95 percent compliance
for the reasons stated. It is also to be noted that the 95 percent compliance approach was
preferred by the Environment Court in the MEP case, C Francis@ Ors v Minister of Energy
& Ors (change to the Mining Licence 32 2388 – 2012). Other approaches were under
consideration (e.g. 95% design to achieve 5mm/s) but these were considered complicated
and unclear to the public.
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We highlight Dr McKenzie’s concerns regarding the intention not to separate development
and production blasting. Over the course of several underground mine consenting
processes, it has been made clear that development blasts, as a rule, generate much less
vibration than production blasts. The former are employed for tunnel and drive construction
and relatively small quantities of explosives are used. Production blasts on the other hand
are used to create open stopes for the recovery of ore. Large volumes of rock are shattered
and much larger quantities of explosives are generally used. Further, in Project Martha a lot
more development blasts will be actioned than production blasts (less than 25 percent of the
total number of blasts will be production). As there will be a lot more development blasts
than production blasts and because development blasts generally result in less vibration, if
the two are combined for compliance purposes, more production blasts will be able to
exceed 5mm/s and remain compliant than if production and development blasts are each
required to achieve that compliance level separately.
The current requirement to include compliance with an average blast event intensity of
2mm/s for development and 3mm/s for production blasts is also supported by Dr McKenzie.
In seeking to achieve compliance with 5mm/s for production events, blasts are typically
designed to meet a vibration level well below that to account for ground conditions, human
error and other unforeseeable aspects). The average vibration level condition is intended to
reflect this understanding – that is, not only will production blast events achieve a level of
5mm/s (95 percent compliance) but on average, blast vibrations will be well below the limit
set. The same thinking applies to including an average for development blast events which is
set at a lower level than for production blasts in recognition that much less explosive is
typically used in development blasting.
Dr McKenzie’s concern regarding the location of a vibration monitor in the commercial area
can be addressed through the Vibration Management Plan. There have been no previous
underground mining activities beneath the town centre area in modern times.
Dr McKenzie considers that flyrock remains an issue of concern in terms of risk to dwellings
in the vicinity of the pit. The matter of closer control over flyrock from blasting in the pit is
proposed to be managed by procedures set out in the Vibration Management Plan.
Additional wording is recommended to the Vibration Management Plan conditions (42 and
43 of the conditions proposed by the applicant) with the objective of achieving a factor of
safety of 2 for the management of flyrock and the threat that this presents for dwellings in the
vicinity.
We also note that the proposed conditions have the measurement location for vibration
compliance purposes at the boundary of any site in the Residential, Low Density Residential
or Town Centre Zone that is lawfully used for residential purposes, or the notional boundary
of any occupied rural dwelling. Vibration from blasting may have adverse effects on the
amenity of the occupiers of properties used for commercial purposes in the town cen tre of
Waihi and the rationale of restricting the compliance location to properties used for
residential purposes is queried. There are various properties in the Town Centre that are
used for residential purposes (whether all are being lawfully used is not so clear) and to
implement the proposed condition a schedule of such properties would need to be
maintained by the consent holder and the Council. This aspect would be very difficult to
monitor for compliance purposes.
It would be a lot simpler to require compliance with the vibration standards at the boundary
of any site.
On rare occasions over an extended period of blast vibration monitoring, what can only be
described as “anomalous results” have been recorded. Such an anomalous result has
occurred with the vibration levels recorded at 6 Mataura Road, Waihi in late 2017 and early
in 2018. The vibration levels recorded at this property showed a significant lack of correlation
with the results recorded at the permanent compliance monitors in the vicinity ( some quite
close by).
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After considerable investigation, technical advisers to OGNZL and to HDC were unable to
confirm an exact reason for what was an anomalous situation. It is stressed that this
situation is rare in a long period of vibration monitoring. Nonetheless, where such situations
do arise, there needs to be agreed processes in place to address the matter. For example,
what constitutes an “anomalous” result; what actions should be taken if such a result is
identified; what options are to be considered in addressing the anomaly; what is the time
frame for these matters and who are the parties responsible?
This matter should be included in the Vibration Management Plan (VMP). An addition to the
proposed condition for the VMP (condition 43 as included in the application) is
recommended – refer Appendix 8.
Amended vibration conditions are included in the recommended set in Appendix 8 .

10.4

Traffic

A traffic assessment has been included in the application (refer Appendix E). This
assessment and the further information provided by the applicant have been reviewed by the
Council’s Transportation Manager Mr Lukas de Haast and his review is attached as
Appendix 4.
Three issues seem to be the focus of consideration regarding the traffic effects of Project
Martha. These are:


The impacts of traffic at the intersection of SH 2/ Baxter Rd (particularly arising from the
transportation of aggregate and cement for the CAF batching plant)



The SH25 access to the Martha Pit



Realignment of Cambridge Road/Bulltown Road.

These matters are addressed in the report by Mr de Haast. With regard to the SH2 / Baxter
Road and SH25 / pit access intersections, these are the subject of submissions by the road
controlling authority, New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) which seeks upgrades of those
intersections. Since submissions closed, there have been discussions between the applicant
and NZTA, and OGNZL has forwarded additional commentary and information to NZTA
dated 3 September 2018.
It is unclear at the time of writing if these parties have reached any agreement as to what
measures (if any) are required to address any adverse effects on the safety and efficiency of
the state highways, resulting from Project Martha.
Mr de Haast recommends that the conditions proposed by NZTA be in cluded in the
recommended conditions attached to this report (Appendix 8). This position may change
leading up to and during the course of the hearing.
The realignment of Cambridge Road/Bulltown Road is necessary to enable the new noise
bund and PM4 Cutback perimeter to be constructed. A number of submitters have raised
concerns regarding safety issues with the realignment proposed. These submissions are
addressed by Mr de Haast and safety issues will be addressed in road design and the
application of standard conditions that are applied by the Council. These conditions will be
part of any subdivision consent that is granted (refer section 16 of this report for
consideration of the subdivision application).
Amongst the activities for which consent is sought is the formation of a vehicle access off
Grey Street which is an unformed road located adjacent to the north east area of the pit. This
unformed road has a “driveway” located on it which is used by vehicles to access the mine.
There is a gate which prevents public access to the area by vehicle.
This unformed road also is used to get onto the pit rim walkway.
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It is not clear what the future purpose of the unformed road is intended to play in terms of
vehicular access to the pit area; whether it should be used by heavy vehicles (there are
residences nearby) and whether the intersection where it meets the Grey St reet formation is
adequate for the purpose that is intended. Further public access to the pit perimeter walkway
should not be precluded.
Given this lack of clarity regarding the formation of the vehicle access off Grey St reet and
the role that this will play, the applicant should address this matter at the hearing.

10.5

Economic Effects

The applicant has undertaken an assessment of the economic impa ct of Project Martha as
part of the application (Appendix B Economics Assessment by Sense Partners). This
assessment has been reviewed for the Council by Dr Phil McDermott and his review is
attached as Appendix 5.
The economic assessment confirms the significant role mining plays in Waihi and its
importance to the local economy.
The market assessment indicates that the positive impact of mining on the Waihi property
market outweighs any adverse effects on individual properties close to the mine, which are
in fact relatively short-term.
Submissions reflected these findings, with the majority supportive. This reflects the fact that
if granted the consent will enable continuation of existing activity and the retention of the
local jobs and businesses it supports. Regarding the economic assessment Dr McDermott
concludes as follows:
The economic report suggests a substantial economic contribution, particularly in the
build-up period. At the national level Project Martha is expected to contribute:


Annual gold exports with a gross value averaging $112m a year, generating
$1.2m in royalties;



Between $98m (earlier) and $73m (later) a year to GDP;



470 jobs, including direct employment and multiplier effects in other sectors and
businesses.

At the local level, the project is expected to retain 250 direct, highly- paid local jobs, a
further 80 jobs at peak capital investment, and 20 contractor jobs (all measured in
Full Time Employment).
Around 30% of total economic benefits are estimated to accrue in Hauraki District
Council, 45% in the wider Waikato and Bay of Plenty regions, 15% in the rest of New
Zealand and 10% overseas.
While the economic contribution is expected to be substantial, it represents a
continuation of activity. The report highlights the finite nature of this contribution,
concluding that:
“Extending the mine’s operation for another 11 years gives the local area
more time to seriously consider and invest in a transition plan for a post mining economy…”
There is no doubt that the economic well-being of Waihi remains tied up with the
continuation of mining. On these grounds, I recommend acceptance of the
conclusions of the Sense report.
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10.6

Property Aspects

The majority of submissions received are in support of Project Martha stating positive social,
economic and employment outcomes. On the other hand, some submitters have expressed
concern that Project Martha will negatively impact on property values in the application area.
This concern relates primarily to properties above and close to the Martha Underground
Mine (Rex Orebody) and the PM4 Pit cutback (Bulltown Road/Cambridge Road vicinity).
Generally, effects on property values are not regarded as an environmental effect in
resource management terms per se but rather are considered to be a consequence of the
impacts on environmental parameters that occur as a result of an activity (noise, dust, water
quality, traffic, vibration and the like). Land Air Water Association v Waikato Regional
Council ENC Auckland A110/01, 23 October 2001.
However, if it were the case that Project Martha proposal had a significant negative effect on
the property market in Waihi, whether that is an environmental effect in a RMA sense or not,
it would have significant adverse social consequences for citizens and that is an RMA effect.
Examples would include financial concerns and hardship, worry, stress an d all the pressures
on families, relationships, community involvement, etc. that financial hardship can generate.
The applicant has undertaken an assessment of the effects of the proposal for property
valuations. This assessment has been reviewed for the HDC by Dr Phil McDermott and his
review is attached as Appendix 5.
Dr McDermott agrees with the applicant’s position that the effect of mine operations for
property values and sales in Waihi has been limited. Dr McDermott summarises his property
market assessment as follows:
The Telfer Young assessment draws on recent market behaviour in response to the
Correnso mine and comparative market analyses (Waihi, Te Aroha, Paeroa; and
Waihi East and West) and case studies. It concludes:
1.

“that the market has not, and will continue to not, discount property values for the
risk of property damage outside of those properties potentially impacted by
proximity to underground mining …” (6.4.4)

2.

the authors “do not anticipate there being any effect on residential property a s a
consequence of vibration within the consented levels associated with Project
Martha …” (para 6.4.5.20)

3.

property sales and values will be affected by proximity to the mine, especially
through early operations due to the “fear of the unknown” and NIMBY a ttitudes,
but that any discount applying to residences above the underground mining area
(up to 20% in the first two years) will disappear over an eight to ten -year period.
Beyond that “normal forces could be expected to take effect reflecting supply and
demand pressures similar to other areas of the town” (8.4).

Given the evidence on which the Telfer Young assessment draws (including the case
studies, research, and a review of the Correnso mine experience documented in the
Appendices) the key conclusions from the Telfer Young report on the impact of
Project Martha on property values appear robust:


There will be no impact on commercial properties;



The greatest potential for changes in residential property values is between
announcement and the early part of mining activity, with the magnitude related to
proximity and a return to market conditions prevailing across the town as a whole
after eight to ten years.
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Any negative impact on the market will be confined to a small number of properties,
short-term in nature, and more than compensated by the value that mining adds to
the Waihi property market generally.
10.6.1

Measures to Address Possible Property Impacts Arising from Project Martha

The key to minimising the impact that Project Martha may have on property valuat ions and
sales is to ensure that the environmental effects of Project Martha are appropriately
managed. At the same time, measures should be considered to “compensate” any persons
who experience difficulty in selling their property and doing so at an accep table market
value.
In this regard, OGNZL has offered a Project Martha Property Policy which is published on
the Company’s website (attached as Appendix 7). This Policy is largely the same as the
Property Community Infrastructure Programme (PCIP) that Newmont Waihi Gold ran during
and after the Correnso consenting period.
The OGNZL Project Martha Property Policy contains six parts:


We break, we pay



Top Up



Amenity Effects Programme



BRANZ Property Inspections



Property Support Purchases and Payments



Waihi Community Forum

Some of these matters are included in the proposed consent conditions included in the
Project Martha application.
Proposed conditions 44 and 45 included in the application set out the property damage
approach which is the same as for the Correnso and SUPA consents.
The Amenity Effects Programme (AEP) is addressed in conditions proposed conditions 3239 included in the application.
Property support purchases and payments are provided for by proposed conditions 87-101
but this is restricted to residential properties that are directly above underground workings
(production stoping or development drives). In the Correnso consent, the conditions offer the
opportunity for the purchase of properties adjacent or nearby the underground workings .
Such purchases are as recommended by an Independent Review Panel operating under
procedures established by the Waihi Community Forum. Specific sums of money are to be
made available by the consent holder to facilitate these purchases. These matters were
confirmed as consent conditions of the Correnso consent. This procedure is not offered in
the case of Project Martha.
The Top Up programme is designed to avoid distortions in the property market due to the
effects (real or perceived) of mining. In this programme, OGNZL pays a “top up” to a seller
which makes up any difference between the fair price offered by a purchaser and the fair
value sought by the vendor. This aspect is not a condition matter in the Correnso consent
nor is it offered as a condition for Project Martha. The top up offer applies to an area above
the Rex Orebody and an adjacent area to the south west which is zoned Town centre and
Residential (as shown on a plan in the policy document). It is not clear if the Top Up is
offered to all properties (as seems to be the case) or only to residential properties (can be
implied). The Top Up programme is not offered to properties around the pit perimeter where
for example the pit perimeter is proposed to be extended closer to private properties as part
of the MP4 extension.
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The BRANZ inspections are offered to all properties in the “Rex area” – which appears to be
defined as the area above the Rex Orebody. These are not the same as the structural
condition surveys provided for by proposed condition 44 (representative properties and
control properties). It is not entirely clear where these condition 44 properties are located
other than they are to be in the vicinity of the vibration monitors. The BRANZ inspections are
part of the Property Policy but are not condition matters.
The Waihi Community Forum was set up for the Correnso project and its role in the
purchase of properties other than those directly over the mine wor kings is confirmed in
condition 61 of the Correnso consent. The Forum continues to operate and the Property
Policy includes provision for it to continue (it is funded by OGNZL). The Forum is not
referenced in the proposed consent conditions put forward by the applicant.
The question arises as to whether the elements of the Project Martha Prope rty Policy that
are not included in the conditions should be included and whether the proposed property
programme conditions go far enough. There is support for extending the property aspects
(Policy and conditions) from some submitters e.g. 208 R. Ordish, 209 J. Fisher. The
following comments are offered to assist this consideration.
10.6.2

Property Purchase Programme

The Correnso consent provides for the purchase of residential properties beyond those
located immediately above the mine. The applicant does not support this option for Project
Martha on several grounds including that most of the Martha Underground Mine is to be
beneath the pit (no private property above or in the immediate fringes). The Rex Orebody
does underlie private property but the applicant considers that this is a small operation and
will be worked out quickly (two years stoping). Neither has the property purchase
programme extended to private properties in the vicinity of the pit perimeter in the past.
In the Correnso case, there were a limited number of owners (not above the mine) who
applied to be purchased. Of 14 properties put forward, six withdrew and of the five that the
IRP recommended for purchase only three were purchased (the other two not wishing to
proceed). This programme is currently in abeyance (no purchase proposals coming forward).
This matter is not the subject of significant submitter concern.
Mr and Mrs De Vries (submission 197) who own a property at 1A Gilmour St and are located
above the Rex Orebody are concerned about the property negotiation process and describe
their frustration in dealing with OGNZL. The proposed conditions (87 -101) provide for
arbitration and other measures to assist in the negotiation. Other aspects of this submission
appear to reflect a breakdown in communications and concerns that adequate information
has not been provided. It is hoped that this concern has been overcome and further detail as
to the concerns of the submitter may be forthcoming at the hearing.


Top Up Policy

The applicant is also invited to address the hearing regarding considerations as to property
purchases in the vicinity of the (new) pit perimeter. Submitters 24 (E. Naumann 79 Bulltown
Road) and 188,189 (the Hollands at 81 Bulltown Road) express concerns regarding the
effects of mine extensions (PM4) and ask that the Top Up programme be extended to this
area. There appears to be some merit in this request. It is noted the “We Break/We Pay”
applies to this locality but relates to damage, not to property prices as such.
The Waihi Community Forum (submitter 217) seek that the Top Up programme be made a
consent condition matter. The submitter should address the hearing regarding the rationale
and need for this action.
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The AEP programme

The AEP scheme recognises that, notwithstanding compliance with vibration conditions on
consents, some members of the community feel that real or perceived effects of mining
operations may impact on their amenity. Payments are made to all properties that receive
vibrations above a stated minimum and the value of payments made is based on the level of
vibration received. This programme is set out in proposed conditions 32-40 of Appendix O of
the application.
The AEP programme has drawn little comment in submissions. Submission 208 (R. Ordish)
proposes that the AEP payment threshold should be set at 0.5mm/s (currently 1.5mm/s) and
that the dollar levies be increased overall (not clear by how much). The Hauraki District Plan
says that at 0.5 - 1.5mm/s, transient vibration is “slightly perceptible (barely noticeable)” –
Section 8.3.2.1 (4) e. On this basis setting the AEP threshold at 1.5mm/s seems reasonable.
Further, the AEP payments are adjusted each year by the CPI. No changes are
recommended in response to this submission on this point.
It is to be noted that the AEP applies to all occupied residential properties. Thus, unlike the
Top Up programme it is applicable to the area around the western section of the pit that may
experience some measure of vibration from blasting in the Project Martha operation (ope n
pit and underground).
The AEP does not and has never applied to non- residential properties. The applicant’s view
is that commercial properties and activities benefit from OGNZL’s operations in Waihi and
that the AEP programme should not apply to such properties (refer response to Further
Information Request section 9.2). This matter is not the subject of submissions and no
changes to the current practices are considered warranted.


Waihi Community Forum (WCF)

The Project Martha Property Policy says that the WCF “has worked well as a very effective
conduit between the company and the community”. The WCF has a specified role in the
Correnso consent conditions and to that degree, its existence is a condition matter. There is
no equivalent condition in the proposed PM conditions (Appendix O). The continued
operation of the WCF is supported, particularly given that the HDC does not operate a Ward
based Council system.
The WCF is a submitter to the application (#217) but does not express a view regarding
whether its continued existence ought to be a condition matter.
Both the applicant and the submitter may wish to address this matter at the hearing.


Streets Ahead Programme

While the PCIP programme included an aspect titled “Streets Ahead”, this aspect is not
included in the Project Martha Property Policy. In its submission the WCF (submission #217)
requests this be included as a consent condition along with other “current voluntary
programmes”. As Streets Ahead is no longer part of the “voluntary programme”, this aspect
of the submission cannot be readily addressed. It is noted that the applicant does provide for
“donations and sponsorships” on its website and these are strongly focussed on local
(Waihi) aspects.
10.6.3

Summary Comments re the Property Policy and Consent Conditions

A key consideration and objective of the property provisions (Policy and conditions) is to
seek to minimise any adverse effect that Project Martha may have for the property market
(availability of sales and price maintenance) in Waihi. The evidence presented shows that
the effect of mining projects for property sales and values in the locality is temporary. The
availability of the Top Up programme is understood to have been effective in the
maintenance of property values for previous mining projects.
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This and some other components of the Project Martha Property Policy are effectively
voluntary on the part of OGNZL. The Top Up aspect appears to have worked well in the past
on this basis. The desirability of making the Top Up aspect (as offered by the current
Property Policy) a consent condition should be discussed at the hearing. Should the matter
become a condition it is suggested that a time limit be placed on that condition (perhaps a 3
year period from commencement of any consent granted) to reflect the past experience that
property sales and values have been impacted by mining projects for a temporary period
only. It is considered that the Top Up programme should be extended to the area located in
close proximity to the pit perimeter extension on the north wall as part of Project Martha.
Likewise, the need to condition the continued operation of the WCF should be discussed.
However, it appears to operate effectively as it is.
The possible extension of the purchase of properties adjacent/near to, as against directly
over, the Rex Orebody is not the subject of strong and direct submitter support.
The AEP programme is proposed to be conditioned and should be retained in its current
proposed form.

10.7

Heritage and Trees Aspects

The following heritage features within the Project Martha Area are listed in the Historic
Heritage Inventory in the Operative District Plan.
Heritage Features (Category A)


Martha Mine No 5 Shaft Pumphouse (001)

Heritage Features (Category B)


Miner’s Cottage – 91 Kenny Street (052)



Miner’s Cottage – 95 Kenny Street (053)



Miner’s Cottage – 93 Kenny Street (054)



Grand Junction Battery, Powerhouse and Refinery (074)



Pye Factory (Newmont Offices) (091)

Heritage Items (Category C)


Forrester’s Hall – 9 Haszard Street (094) – building no longer on the site.



Miner’s Cottage – 3 Haszard Street (123)



Grand Junction Boiler Feeder Dam – Richmal Street extension (255)



Miner’s Cottage – 7 Haszard Street (272) - building no longer on the site.



Historic Tramline (264)

Significant Trees


One Kauri Tree (Judge’s Kauri) (028)



One Rhododendron Tree – Martha Hill (029)



Five Liquidambar trees and one Oak Tree – Martha Hill (030)



One Totara Tree – Martha Hill (031)



One Kauri Tree – Martha Hill (125)
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There are also a number of scheduled heritage features within the immediate vicinity (150m)
of the Project Martha Area.
Archaeological Sites
There are no archaeological sites recorded on the Historic Heritage Inventory. There are a
number of archaeological sites recorded on the planning maps as being within the Project
Martha area, however. These are shown for information purposes only. Some of these are
recorded sites on the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga register (refer section below).
Submissions
No submissions in opposition were received in relation to the listed heritage features and
significant trees in the Operative District Plan.
Two neutral submissions have been received, both seeking recognition of heritage values
and features.
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (submission 196) has noted that the archaeological
values associated with the villa at 12 Cambridge Road and other sites (77 Bulltown Road
and 85 William Street) may be impacted by earthworks from the proposed road realignment
and cutback, as well as of the historical underground mine workings. It states that
archaeological authorities will need to be applied for under the Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 to carry out these works.
It is also seeking the imposition of conditions that the villa at 12 Cambridge Road is
relocated to another suitable site in Waihi and details of the steps to be taken should
archaeology be accidentally discovered (Accidental Discovery Protocol).
In addition, it is seeking the imposition of an advice note setting out the requirements of the
Act with regard to obtaining archaeological authorities.
Waihi Heritage Vision (submission 108) wants all heritage values recognised and additional
heritage items, structures or features discovered to be dealt with in accordance with
recognised practices. The submitter requests that a video survey/record be made of each of
the Miner’s Cottages at 91-95 Kenny Street, Waihi.
District Plan Procedures
The rules in Section 6 of the Operative District Plan relating to the alteration, removal or
demolition of a Heritage Feature or removal or destruction of a Significant Tree, do not apply
where an activity is not likely to have any actual or potential effect on the heritage feature or
significant tree.
Category C Heritage Items are also exempt from the rules of Section 6.
None of the Heritage Features or Items or Significant Trees are located within the proposed
phase 4 cutback area or the land on which the proposed noise bund is to be located.
Whilst the proposed Martha Underground Mine is located beneath some of the Heritage
Features/Items and Significant trees, there is no intention or proposal to modify, damage,
alter or destroy the features.
As such no specific consent has been sought nor is one required for the project in terms of
the heritage and significant tree provisions of the Operative District Plan.
This conclusion is agreed with and it is not considered that the Martha Underground Mine
will impact on the Heritage Features and Items or Significant Trees.
In support of this conclusion, Dr Peter Fuller’s report in Appendix 1 considers that it has
been shown that there is little likelihood of surface stability being compromised due to the
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proposed underground mining and Dr McKenzie addresses the potential effects of blast
induced vibration for structures located on the surface (Appendix 2).
Miner’s Cottages
The three scheduled former Miner’s Cottages (052,053 and 054) at 91 to 95 Kenny Street
are located directly above the Rex Orebody. The other Heritage Features and Items are
located at various distances from the proposed workings.
It is recommended that the Miner’s Cottages be included in the structural condition surveys
to monitor any effect that blasting may have on structures ( refer Section 10.6.1 discussion
regarding the proposed BRANZ surveys of properties in the Rex area ).
Cornish Pumphouse
The provisions of section 5.17 Martha Mineral Zone, of the District Plan, and of the EMMA
land use consent, require monitoring in the ground at the base of t he Cornish Pumphouse
(001) when blasting is carried out within a 250m radius of the structure and set a peak
component vibration level of 25mm/s at frequencies in the range of 20 -30 Hz within this
radius.
A report addressing changes to the building’s structural integrity (with particular changes
likely to be caused by blast-induced vibration within 250m) was prepared a year after
commencement of the EMMA Project.
The applicant is asked to confirm if the underground operations for Project Martha (including
the Rex Orebody) will be located within 250m (horizontally and/or vertically) from the
Pumphouse. If so, it is recommended that the same monitoring condition as in EMMA be
imposed. The practicalities of installing a vibration monitor close to the Pumphouse require
consideration.
Grand Junction Refinery Building
The EMMA land use consent requires appropriate measures to be taken to protect the
Grand Junction Refinery building (Scheduled Heritage Feature 074) during construction and
mining operation activities associated with that project. This heritage feature is located at the
northern end of the Martha Pit within the Martha Project area, but clear of the proposed
cutback and underground mine. In May 2010 the Council granted land use consent to
relocate the building (and two associated strong rooms) to an adjacent property to t he west
of its former position. This new location is some 200m from the proposed underground mine.
The conditions of the consent to shift these features require the preparation of a
Conservation Management Plan for the restoration and conservation of the feature and
remedial works are required to stabilise the building/s in the event of any subsidence. It is
considered that this land use consent provides reasonably adequate protection of the
heritage feature.
Proposed Conditions
The application includes proposed consent conditions (to address the potential adverse
effects on Scheduled Heritage Features and Items and recorded archaeological sites. A
discovery protocol for culturally significant discoveries is also included.
Additional conditions are recommended to address an accidental discovery protocol
scenario. An advice note regarding obligations under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere
Taonga Act is also proposed for inclusion.
There are a number of recorded archaeological sites within the Project area. Authorities will
need to be obtained from Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga in relation to the effects
on the Cambridge Road villa and the underground workings.
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In addition, it has been identified that the curtilages associated with 12 Cambridge Road, 77
Bulltown Road and 85 Williams Street (from which dwellings are to be removed) have
potential for associated subsurface archaeological remains. Authorities will also be required
for the earthworks on these properties associated with the proposed road realignment, and
cutbacks.
All other activities within the Project Martha Area will need to be undertaken to avoid
damage to archaeological sites in accordance with the requirements of the Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014.

10.8

Social Effects

There are a number of submitters expressing concerns regarding the social implications that
the perceived physical effects of the project may have – concerns regarding land surface
stability, vibrations, noise and the implications for:


structural integrity of buildings;



value of houses and operation of the housing market in the area above and close to the
Rex Orebody and near the PM4 Cutback perimeter;



insurability; and



anxiety, worry, stress and fears of such implications as noted.

Many of these physical effects giving rise to these peoples’ concerns are proposed to be
addressed by the imposition of and adherence to appropriate consent conditions regarding
blast induced vibration (e.g. noise, etc.). Others, such as those regarding property sales, are
proposed by the applicant to be addressed (and mitigated) by the application of the Project
Martha Property Policy and community support (including donations). Some aspects are
secure commitments through consent conditions.
Submissions #208 (R. Ordish) and #209(J. Fisher) include widespread concern regarding
the social impact that mining in Waihi is having on the community. Current practices of
addressing complaints are criticised as are various of the environmental effects control
conditions (e.g. vibration). The property conditions are not seen by them as effective
measures to alleviate the concerns and impacts that at least some people experience as a
result of the effects of mining activities.
The adequacy and efficacy of the various environmental management conditions to achieve
a reasonable and acceptable level of amenity protection will be the focus of much of the
hearing. It is to be noted that the RMA is not a “no effects” regime, that the lev el of effects
that most people feel is reasonable and acceptable will not necessarily be seen this way by
everyone.
The submitters also express concerns regarding current social impact surveys and reporting.
This is assumed to refer, at least in part, to the Social Impact Monitoring Plan (SIMP) and
attendant annual Social Impact Monitoring Report that are required by conditions 3 8-45 in
the Correnso consent.
The SIMP (and annual monitoring report) is a requirement of the Correnso consent. It is not
a condition requirement of the SUPA consent. At the time this was considered to be
unnecessary as the procedure was a requirement of Correnso anyway and the SUPA
development was effectively an extension of the Correnso operation .
The SIMP establishes a series of subjects upon which objectives are stated, mitigation and
management actions are developed and for which indicators are set. Annually data is
collected on these indicators. The subjects that the SIMP identifies are:


Economy



Employment
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Property



Community



Health and Well being



Future of Waihi and Waihi Gold Operation (WGO) Legacy

It is considered that the SIMP procedure is valuable in developing a data base regarding
mining impacts for the Waihi locality over time. This should prove particularly useful in
identifying significant trends in indicator areas (e.g. housing market, AEP payments,
expenditure on community aspects, location of workforce, expenditure by location etc .).
Community perception (by survey) of how successfully OGNZL is undertaking its
responsibilities in these subject areas is also reported in the annual report.
The application proposes that the SIMP process be continued and conditions are proposed
for that outcome (same as Correnso consent conditions). This is supported.
It is apparent that the SIMP process is not seen by some submitters as appropriately
addressing the social impacts experienced by at least some sectors of the Waihi community
Submissions 208 and 209 (R. Ordish, J. Fisher) seek a wide range of changes to improve
how social impacts are addressed including:


Improving the manner in which complaints about mining effects are addressed



Determining whether the “we break, we pay” policy is effective for people



Local employment policy requirement



Minimum value of contributions to heritage and environmental aspects



Current donations to schools etc. be made mandatory and at a set minimum



Current community contributions (i.e. Streets Ahead) be made mandatory and at a set
minimum



Additional monitoring (e.g. where apparent anomalies arise with vibration results)



Several condition matters need tightening



Parameters for environmental enhancement should be set and monitored .

In considering such matters, it is noted that some requirements extend beyond what is
legally possible in a resource management context. If matters are to be made the subject of
consent conditions for example, they need to be for the purpose of avoiding, remedying or
mitigating the effects of the activity. In this regard, seeking to enforce various payments
(some of which are voluntarily provided now) and employment decisions is beyond the
scope of the current regime.
Other matters such as tightening up consent conditions are discussed elsewhere in this
report and are generally not supported (e.g. changes to vibration conditions).
Others such as determining the effectiveness of the “we break, we pay” policy and improving
how the complaints procedure operates should be addressed by the applicant.
Overall, the social effects of mining for Waihi are best addressed by the establishment of
and adherence to appropriate environmental controls (through consent conditions). The
Waihi Community Forum has an important role to play in maintaining an interface between
the Community and the operator and this role needs to continue.
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10.9

Maori Cultural Issues

In its application AEE the applicant advises that:
The impact on the mauri of Pukewa as a consequence of the mining of th e Martha Pit
and how that can best be addressed remains a matter under discussion between
OGNZL and iwi (AEE section 5.18 p148).
Pukewa is the Maori name for Martha Hill. Submission 185 has been lodged by Te Kupenga
O Ngati Hako opposing the application seeking that the application be declined in honour of
the Maunga of Pukewa and to allow the maunga to rest. The submission state s that the area
of the application is of high cultural value to Ngati Hako (i.e. Pukewa and other maunga).
These are areas of waahi tapu and contain burial sites of the ancestors.
The submission notes that Ngati Hako has long sought the closure of any continued mining
of Pukewa. This position was advanced by Te Kupenga O Ngati Hako at the Martha
Exploration Project hearing before the Environment Court in 2012 and again at the GLP
(Correnso) hearings in 2012-13.
Te Kupenga O Ngati Hako is the only iwi authority/agency that has submitted on the
application. Whilst other iwi are understood to have interests in the Waihi area, Ngati Hako
are recognised as having standing in the Waihi area from a Resource Management
perspective.
To address these issues of Maori cultural concern, the applicant is proposing to include the
same conditions that were negotiated in mediation to settle the appeals for the Correnso
consent and are headed Recognition of Tangata Whenua Values. There are:


Development and conducting of a Cultural Awareness Programme



Preparation and implementation of a Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan



Formation of an Iwi Advisory Group.

The Cultural Awareness Programme has been developed and is understood to operate
successfully. The Iwi Advisory Group is established and meets with OGNZL on a regular and
agreed basis. The Council understands that the Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan has yet to
be put in place. The applicant and submitter are invited to provide any update and
commentary on the implementation and success of these measures. These measures were
put in place by agreement at the mediation of the Correnso consent appeals to addre ss to
some degree issues of cultural concern identified by Te Kupenga O Ngati Hako. If
successfully implemented, these measures must presumably remain relevant in addressing
the cultural concerns at least to a degree.
In considering the plea that mining must cease and that Pukewa should be allowed to rest,
the following matters are noted:
Has the extent of Pukewa been mined out already?
Does the proposed Martha Underground Mine beneath the pit also represent the
mining of Pukewa – are the “roots” of the maunga being impacted?
As the groundwater regime beneath Pukewa is connected to adjacent areas (e.g.
Correnso Mine), the cessation of mining in the open pit may not necessarily mean
that the pit will begin to fill with water.
The PM4 Cutback is part of the stabilisation of the north wall failure. How is this
aspect viewed in terms of the cultural concerns expressed?
The application proposes that any consent granted for Project Martha have no expiry
date. The Correnso consent has an expiry date of 2025 as do the SUPA and MDDP
consents. Project Martha has an expected life of approximately 12 years. Is there
value in the applicant and submitter considering whether the inclusion of an expiry
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date on any land use consent granted would serve to address the cultural issues
raised? Would this be practically feasible and enforceable (for pit operations anyway)
given that the Mining Licence and EMMA provisions that provide for mining of the pit
have been or are soon to be grandfathered as permitted activities in the Dist rict Plan.
Such matters should be addressed at the hearing.
There may be matters that could assist in addressing the issues raised by the submitter. The
application AEE says that OGNZL is engaging with iwi in relation to Project Martha and that
these discussions are ongoing and are currently confidential in nature (section 5.18 p 146). If
these discussions have identified possible measures to avoid, remedy or mitigate potential
effects on environmental and cultural values, these measures need to be set out at the
hearing if possible.
The Coordinating planner and Mr Mark Buttimore, along with Ms Roa of Waikato Regional
Council met with Ms Clarkin (Te Kupenga O Ngati Hako contact) on 11 October to discuss
the concerns raised in the submission. The issues of concern to the submitter are wide
ranging and held from a Maori cultural perspective. The conditions proposed by the applicant
to recognise Tangata Whenua values are seen as valuable and should be retained if
consent is granted. If there is a lack of participation by iwi other than Ngati Hako in the Iwi
Advisory Group and this is resulting in a lack of progress in developing the Cultural Balance
Plan, consideration should be given to progressing the Cultural Balance Plan with Ngati
Hako. Time frames could be placed around the preparation of the Cultural Balance Plan.
These matters should be addressed at the hearing.
Also the possibility of including an iwi representative in the Peer Review Panel could be
considered thereby enabling a Maori perspective / World view to expand the currently rather
technical focus of the panel. The parties are invited to provide evidence and commentary
regarding this aspect at the hearing

10.10

Visual and Landscape Effects

The visual and landscape effects of the underground aspects of Project Martha are minimal
as the works are located underground and the infrastructure that the mine will use and rely
on is already consented and in place (part of the existing environment against which this
application is evaluated).
The North Wall Cutback and associated works do have visual and landscape effects that
may impact particularly on the residential properties close by in the Bulltown Road /
Cambridge Road vicinity. The associated works referred to include the realignment of
Bulltown Road/Cambridge Road in this area, the construction of a noise bund along the
edge of the pit cutback and the relocation of the pit perimeter walkway.
The application lodged includes a Visual and Landscape Effects Assessment (Appendix D of
the application AEE). This assessment has been reviewed by Mr Dave Mansergh for the
HDC and his assessment report is included as Appendix 6.
Mr Mansergh concludes that:
When read in conjunction with the application for resource consent, AEE and
property description documentation, the PMVLA Report provides sufficient
information to gain an understanding of the proposed activities and the changes that
will occur.
In general, the effects on landscape and visual amenity, character and natural
character (in and around the Ohinemuri River) will be low. The exception is in and
around the Pitt Street, Cambridge Road and Bulltown Road area, where effects will
be moderate, until proposed mitigation becomes established. This is considered to
be a temporary effect associated with the realignment of the Cambridge/Bulltown
Road intersection, construction of a new noise bund and wall and the relocation of
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the pit rim walkway. Following the establishment of the proposed planting, effects
are expected to reduce to low.
Development in support of proposed underground activity (portals and air intakes
within the Martha Pit) associated with the consent application will not affect existing
landscape character, amenity or natural character values beyond the pit.
Photomontages are provided for the two identified view location points and show the
existing view and the changes that will occur as a result of the proposed pit
expansion.
Effects on the natural character of the Ohinemuri River, associated with the
construction of the proposed water inlet structure for the filling of the Martha Pit (post
closure), are expected to be low. Effects on the natural character of the Mangatoetoe
stream, associated with the pit lake outflow (post closure) are also expected to be
low.
With mitigation, the proposal is able to meet the requirements of the relevant district
planning provisions in regard to effects on character and amenity.
In general the effects of the (above ground) activity associated with the proposal will
be no more than minor when considered within the context of the site. Localised
adverse effects in and around Cambridge/Bulltown Road will initially be more than
minor during construction, but will reduce to acceptable levels (no more than minor)
following the establishment of the proposed mitigation.
No submissions were received that specifically raised issues with effects on
landscape or visual amenity. Four submissions were received that raised issues
related to adverse effect on general amenity. In my opinion, the proposed mitigation
and restoration works will help reduce effects on general amenity (as far as
practicable within the scope of landscape and visual effects).
He recommends that amendments be made to proposed condition 57 relating to screen
planting. These changes look to ensure that where vegetation is lost in the realignment of
Bulltown Road/Cambridge Road this is replaced and that screen planting is provided along
the noise wall (on the new bund) for adjacent residents. Mr Mansergh also recommends that
measures be included to ensure that the privacy of existing dwellings adjacent to the
relocated pit perimeter walkway are maintained.
These recommendations are supported and are included in the proposed conditions
(Appendix 8) that it is considered should be part of any consent that the Commissioners may
grant to the Project Martha application.

10.11

Bonding

The applicant proposes a Rehabilitation bond condition for the Project Martha proposal.
In essence, the bond is there to ensure works can be completed, rehabilitation undertaken
and ongoing monitoring, etc. attended to in the event that the consent holder exited the site.
The bond arrangements for the mine developments have been in place in much the same
form since the Martha Extended project was approved in 1999. The bond provisions were
included in the Extended Project Land Use Consent and regional consents put in place at
the time. The same provisions are included in the Favona, Trio, Correnso, SUPA and
MDDP consents (District and Regional). Whilst there are several bonds in place, the main
one is the Rehabilitation bond which is held jointly by the HDC and Waikato Regional
Councils. It is in the form of surety bonds from financial institutions acceptable to the
Council(s). The current amount of the Rehabilitation bond is $41.235m. (Note: this excludes
a Water Rights bond, of $2.4m, and a Mining Licence bond of $1.25m, neither of which are
bonds of which the HDC is the beneficiary. However, part of the Water Rights bond may be
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accessible to HDC through the Waikato Regional Council). There is also a small bond in
place to the Department of Conservation. This dates from the grant of the Mining Licence.
The Rehabilitation bond is based on the value of the works set out in the Rehabilitation and
Closure Plan required under the EMMA consent and regional consents (and subsequently
by the underground mine land use consents) the quantum of which is updated annually. The
same condition requiring a rehabilitation plan as employed in the Correnso and SUPA land
use consents is included in the proposed conditions for Project Martha.
In practice, one Rehabilitation and Closure Plan for the Martha, Favona, Trio, Correnso,
SUPA and MDDP mines has been prepared. This is reviewed annually by the applicant for
approval by the Councils.
The Rehabilitation and Closure Plan is in two parts. Part A sets out rehabilitation works
undertaken over the prior 12 months and activities for the coming 12 month period. Part B
sets out the rehabilitation and closure activities that would be needed if closure were to
occur in the coming year, together with the estimated costs of those activities. This
comprises a detailed schedule of activities and costs which is reviewed annually.
It is on the basis of these costs that the quantum of the Rehabilitation bond is set. The
review of the Rehabilitation and Closure Plan takes place in association with the annual Peer
Reviewer meeting. In the event that the closure costs vary from one year to the next,
updated bond documents are required to provide for the varied quantum.
This system has worked well and should be continued. Should Project Martha proceed, it
would be included in the Rehabilitation and Closure Plan with a costing provided to complete
necessary backfilling, plugging of the portal and such other works as would be required at
the time and described in Part B of the Plan.
The only submission that specifically addresses the issue of bonds is 206 by Mr E. Schmidt.
He seeks that the rehabilitation bond be set at a sum of $150m and placed in a trust
account. The submitter does not provide any information to support the value of the bond
sought and may wish to address this matter at the hearing. As noted above, the
rehabilitation bond is regularly reviewed and the quantum is based on a detailed schedule of
matters that would require action should unplanned closure suddenly occur.
The EMMA land use consent conditions (and regional consents for those works) include the
requirement for the establishment of the Martha Trust. This Trust is to be responsible post
closure of the pit; its roles include the ownership of specified land (e.g. tailings storage area,
water treatment plant), maintenance and monitoring of the pit lake and other areas etc. The
Martha Trust was required to be formed by conditions of the consent for the Martha
Extended Project. The Trust Deed has been drawn up and the trust settled but not
capitalised, although not all Trustee appointments have been made.
It is noted that the EMMA bonding provisions also provide for a ‘Capitalisation Bond’ to be
held (again currently in the form of a surety bond). This bond is in favour of the Councils and
is provided to enable the Martha Trust to conduct its functions in perpe tuity post closure
(ongoing site management, monitoring, risk contingency and payment of insurance
premiums, etc.)
The capitalisation bond is currently $10.4m.
The underground mine consents (Favona through to MDDP) have not included conditions
regarding the Martha Trust and Capitalisation bond to fund it. These underground mines do
not add to the responsibilities of the Trust in that there is no land or assets to vest in the
Trust as a consequence of the underground mining operations.
However, Project Martha does involve changes to the Martha Pit and additional land will be
vested in the Trust post closure if the application is granted. On this basis, the proposed
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conditions include provisions for the Martha Trust to be established and funded via the
Capitalisation bond.
Generally, these proposed conditions are consistent with those applying to the EMMA land
use consent and are supported.
As noted, the conditions proposed for the Martha Trust and capitalisation bond are based
around the equivalent conditions that are part of the EMMA land use consent and which
remain in force and are to be grandfathered into the District Plan on expiry of EMMA in 2019.
It is noted that while there is a Trust Deed in place and that Trustees (some) have been
appointed it seems that these matters are somewhat overdue for review and possible
update. For example, the requirement for iwi representation (full trustee and an advisory
trustee) is to be from Ngati Tamatera. Is this still appropriate? There is also a need to have a
clear agreement as to which areas of land are to be transferred to the Trust and these lands
(defined) should be held in escrow pending transfer to the trust in the future. These concerns
have been apparent for some time with the Councils seeking various information from
OGNZL and predecessors at the time of the annual review of the Capitalisation bond.
However, limited progress has been made.
It is understood that the WRC is also concerned about this aspect and will be addressing the
matter in its s42A Report. The need to review the Trust Deed and the other related matters
noted should be addressed at the hearing by the parties. HDC would be pleased to rely on
the judgement of the Commissioners as to whether any direction in the matter by way of
additional conditions to any consents granted (district and regional) is needed.

11.0

Review of Statutory Documents

In Section 8 the application and AEE provides an assessment of the application in terms of
the provisions of the relevant statutory documents, namely:


National Environmental Standards



National Policy Statements



Hauraki Gulf Marine Park Act 2000



New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement



Waikato Regional Policy Statement



Waikato Regional Plan



Hauraki District Plan (2014)

This assessment is not repeated here in the s42A report but rather is considered to be
reasonable and appropriate for consideration of the Project Martha application. Accordingly,
these parts of the applicant’s AEE are adopted by the s42A report author in accordance with
s42A (1B) (b) of the RMA. In addition, I have also prepared a commentary on each of the
above statutory documents, as set out below.
National Environmental Standards
National environmental standards prescribe standards for environmental matters that each
local authority must enforce.
The application and AEE contain an assessment of Project Martha against the following
national environmental standards:


National Environmental Standard for Air Quality



National Environmental Standard for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to
Protect Human Health
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National Environmental Standard for Sources of Human Drinking Water

I have read the discussion in the AEE regarding Project Martha, and the potential relevance
of the above NESs, and concur with the conclusions reached in relation to each (that they do
not pose an impediment to Project Martha).
National Policy Statements
The AEE contains a detailed discussion and assessment of the relevant objectives and
policies set out in the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management. In particular
there is discussion relating to water quality, water quantity, integrated management and the
role and interests of tangata whenua.
I concur with the conclusions reached in the AEE and note that further assessment and
review with regard to directions in the NPS will be undertaken by WRC staff, and the Hearing
Panel, when assessing the ‘water’ aspects of Project Martha.
Hauraki Gulf Marine Park Act 2000
When considering an application for a resource consent for the Hauraki Gulf, its islands and
catchments (which includes the Waihi area), a consent authority must have regard to
sections 7 and 8 of the Hauraki Gulf Marine Park Act 2000 (HGMPA) in addition to the
matters contained in the RMA.
The HGMPA is relevant to Project Martha as the project involves the abstraction of water
from the Ohinemuri River and the discharge of water from the pit lake into the Mangatoetoe
Stream, which ultimately discharges into the Firth of Thames.
After reviewing information in the AEE I conclude that the likely effects of Project Martha on
the natural character, coastal processes, ecology, cultural values, access to and public
enjoyment of the Hauraki Gulf will be minimal. I concur with the conclusion reached in the
AEE:
“… it is not considered that Project Martha will adversely affect the life -supporting
capacity of the environment of the Hauraki Gulf or the protection of its natural,
historic, cultural, and physical resources.”
I also note that further assessment and review with regard to directions in the HGMPA will
be undertaken by WRC staff, and the Hearing Panel, when assessing the ‘regional council’
aspects of Project Martha.
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement
The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) outlines objectives and policies in
relation to the sustainable management of the coastal environment of New Zealand.
Proposed Project Martha is not within the coastal environment and does not co nflict with the
objectives and policies of the NZCPS.
Waikato Regional Policy Statement
The Waikato Regional Policy Statement (WRPS) provides an overview of the resource
management issues for the Waikato Region and sets out objectives, policies and methods
intended to achieve integrated management of natural and physical resources.
The AEE includes a reasonably extensive discussion on policy directions in the WRPS (e.g.
integrated management, the use and development of resources, built environment, natural
hazards, etc.). Whilst it is recognised that there is a series of competing tensions within the
objectives and policies of the WRPS, I concur with the overall conclusion reached in the AEE
that:
“… Project Martha can be undertaken in a manner that is consistent with the
objectives and policies of the RPS seeking to enable the use of natural and physical
resources, and regionally important industries.”
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Waikato Regional Plan
The Waikato Regional Plan (WRP) contains objectives, policies, methods and rules relating
to the management of natural and physical resources of the Waikato Region.
The AEE includes an extensive discussion on the relevant objectives and policies of the
WRP in relation to Project Martha (e.g. tangata whenua relationship with natural an d
physical resources, discharges to water, groundwater abstraction, geothermal water,
discharges to land, air quality, etc.). The AEE reaches the following conclusion:
“… it is considered that the various ‘regional’ activities associated with Project Martha
will be managed such that the project is not contrary to the relevant objectives and
policies of the Waikato Regional Plan.”
The above conclusions and the relevant discussions will be reviewed by WRC staff and the
Hearing Panel in considering the applications it is determining for proposed Project Martha
but, on the face of it, what is being proposed does not appear to offend the objectives and
policies of the WRPS or the WRP.
Hauraki District Plan (2014)
The Hauraki District Plan was made operative in 2014 and includes objectives, policies and
methods to achieve the integrated management of the use, development or protection of
land and associated natural and physical resources in the Hauraki District.
The application and AEE contained extensive commentary on the Hauraki District Plan (in
section 8.4.9) and the objectives and policies as they relate to Project Martha. Commentary
on the objectives and policies in the AEE is organised by Plan section, as follows:


Section 5 – Zones: objectives and policies for the various land use zones within which
Project Martha is proposed to be undertaken i.e. the Residential, Low Density
Residential, Town Centre, Rural, Reserve (Active and Passive) and the Martha Mineral
zones;



Section 6 – Conservation and Heritage: objectives and policies relating to the
management of historic heritage, indigenous biodiversity, landscapes and significant
trees;



Section 7 – Specific and District Wide Matters: objectives and policies for activities in
riparian margins and esplanade reserves, the management and use of hazardous
substances and contaminated land, earthworks, the transportation network and the use
of financial contributions;



Section 8 - District Wide Performance Standards for Development and Subdivision:
objectives and policies relating to performance standards for subdivision and
development.

I have read section 8.4.9 of the AEE and the relevant objectives and policies of the Hauraki
District Plan and, in relation to Sections 6, 7 and 8, I adopt the Applicant’s assessment.
In relation to Section 5 however (Zones), with particular regard to the proposed
encroachment of Martha Pit into the Residential and Low Density Residential Zones, I find
there are policy issues that require further examination, analysis and comment - particularly
in relation to outcomes sought in the neighbouring Martha Mineral Zone (MMZ).
Section 5 – Zones
The majority of the proposed Project Martha will be located within the MMZ, including most
of the Martha Underground Mine. The sole objective of the MMZ is “to provide for the
utilisation of the mineral resource in a sustainable manner.” The relevant policies to achieve
implementation of this objective seek to:
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(i)

Recognise the development of the mine and its processing areas, its ongoing
rehabilitation and its longer term likely uses.

(ii)

Provide for the social, economic and cultural well-being of the people of the
District and for their health and safety.

(iii)

Ensure that the amenity values of Waihi and the wider community are protected.

(iv)

Recognise that the risk s associated with the historic underground working areas
require a mixture of approaches to avoid, remedy or mitigate those hazards and
provide for appropriate longer term land use activities.

In the AEE a number of points are made in relation to Project Martha and overall consistency
with Objective 1 of the MMZ, namely:


continued utilisation of the mineral resource with associated social and economic
benefits;



rehabilitation of the failed area of the north wall of Martha Pit;



careful design of underground mine development without compromising underground or
surface stability;



proposed management practices and consent conditions to ensure that the health and
amenity of adjacent residents in the Residential and Low Density Residen tial Zones can
be maintained.

Turning to the Residential Zone, the AEE contains references to the relevant objectives and
policies for the zone, along with commentary, in relation to both the proposed Martha
Underground Mine, the Proposed Phase 4 cutback and associated works (i.e. the southern
portion of the noise bund). Specific mention is made of Objective 1, which seeks to provide
for residential development that maintains and enhances neighbourhood amenities and
qualities (which is not particularly relevant to proposed Project Martha), and associated
policies 1(a)(i) and (v) which are as follows:
(i)

Require activities in residential areas to be sited, designed and operated in such
a way that avoids, remedies or mitigates adverse noise, privacy and traffic
effects on health, safety and amenity values.

(v)

Provide flexibility for the development and operation of a range of non -residential
activities which are not incompatible in scale, intensity and character with the
residential area in which they are located.

Objective 3 seeks “To avoid, remedy or mitigate any adverse effect of residential and non residential developments on the environment and character of the locality” with Policy 3(a)(i)
directing that this be achieved by ensuring development is designed and located to integrate
well with the immediate locality and to provide occupants of dwellings with a reasonable
level of aural and visual privacy.
The AEE identifies the key potential effects of proposed Project Martha on residential
amenity as visual, noise, vibration, air quality and traffic.
The policy framework of the Residential Zone, in combination with other sections of the Plan
(e.g. Section 8.3 – Amenity Matters [standards for noise; standards for vibration in the
ground], etc.), anticipates the protection of minimum levels of residential amenity for those
people living within the Zone. However, the Residential Zone also provides the potential
flexibility for non-residential activities to locate in the Zone where minimum standards can be
maintained for neighbouring properties. With specific regard to ‘mining operations’, which
are not a prohibited activity in the Residential Zone, it would seem that the potential to
adequately manage effects to a large extent would depend upon the scale and location of
the proposed activity.
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The AEE provides substantial detail on likely effects from proposed works associated with
Project Martha and ways that these effects may be avoided, remedied or mitigated (through
a combination of careful design, proactive management, and suggested controls on various
activities via consent) for those living in the Residential Zone. It is also relevant to note that
Project Martha directly affects a very small area of the Residential Zone in Waihi and must
be seen in this context.
As noted in the AEE, the northwest corner of the proposed Phase 4 cutback, most of the
noise bund and the realignment of Cambridge/Bulltown Roads are proposed to be located
within the Low Density Residential Zone. Objective 2 of the Low Density Residential Zone is
aimed at providing attractive areas for low density development. Policy (a)(iii) seeks to:
(iii)

Protect and enhance the rural-residential amenities of the zone (e.g. privacy,
space, quiet) by controlling the scale, location and type of activities compatible
with the environment they are located within.

The AEE notes that the Low Density Residential Zone, similarly to the Residential Zone,
provides the ability to provide for careful design, management and control of effects from
activities (including temporary construction activities) to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse
effects on health, safety and amenity values. The AEE notes that tools available for the
management of potential effects on residential amenity such as noise, vibration, air quality
and traffic are also available for properties in the Low Density Residential Zone. As with the
Residential Zone, Project Martha directly affects only a very small proportion of the Low
Density Zone in the Waihi area.
The AEE also contains commentary on the objectives and policies in the Town Centre, Rural
and Reserve (Active and Passive) Zones. In summary the author is of the view that Project
Martha (and in particular the proposed Martha Underground Mine) will not unduly impact on
the outcomes sought in these zones. I agree with the commentary as there are less
stringent amenity expectations in these zones, which are predominantly of a working and/or
public amenity nature, and proposed mitigation measures will be used to manage effects. In
the case of the Reserve Zones, the area affected by Project Martha are already impacted by
mining works (mainly the pit, processing area and tailings storage location).
In terms of an overall assessment of Project Martha in relation to the relevant objectives and
policies contained in the Residential, Low Density Residential and the Martha Mineral Zones,
I conclude:


the proposed encroachments of mining operations (Phase 4 Cutback and noise bund)
into both the Residential and the Low Density Residential Zones are small in scale/area
with relatively few privately owned dwellings affected;



the proposed encroachments into the Residential and the Low Density Residential Zones
are on the fringe of the existing Martha Pit, which is a major existing feature in the
immediate locality;



objectives and policies are included in the Residential and Low Density Residential
Zones, and in other parts of the Plan, to ensure best practice desig n and operations (via
consent conditions) to ensure that the health, safety and amenity of adjacent residents
can be maintained;



the proposed Phase 4 Cutback works are, at least partly, aimed at rehabilitating the
north wall of Martha Pit an outcome that would be desirable and in keeping with the
approved Closure and Rehabilitation Plan;



continued utilisation of the mineral resource with associated social and economic
benefits would be consistent with the objectives and policies of the MMZ.
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Overall and given the imposition of appropriate land use and subdivision consent conditions,
Project Martha will not be inconsistent with the objectives and policies of the Hauraki District
Plan.

12.0

Other Matters

12.1

Independence of Monitoring

It is the Council’s responsibility to monitor compliance with any consents granted . Much of
the monitoring data collected and reported to the Council would be collected by the holder of
any consent granted. Council reviews that data. It also conducts its own monitoring.
This is the practice with existing mining authorisations held by OGNZL in the Waihi area.
The practice of consent holders undertaking the collection and provision of monitoring data
to the consent authority is a widespread RMA practice thr oughout New Zealand – it is indeed
common practice.
It is the responsibility of a consent holder to ensure compliance with consent conditions. It
must conduct monitoring to confirm such compliance. These results are reported to the
consent authority which typically may review the results and frequently conducts its own
monitoring to confirm results provided by the consent holder or to respond to concerns
raised in the community.
In the case of the Waihi mining operations, for the Council to effectively du plicate for
example the vibration monitoring regime now in place (and to which the Council has access)
would be at a very considerable cost and of no effective value as the monitoring data
collected would simply replicate the information generated by the h older of any consents.
Further, coordinating vibration data with actual mining operations and blast design would be
beyond the scope of Council acting alone.
The Council has now implemented a process of placing all effects monitoring data on its
website, once it has been reported to the Council, to allow the public to review all the data
received and actions taken.
In practical and cost terms, ‘independent’ monitoring is not feasible or necessary. This
matter was also addressed by the Environment Court in the MEP objections hearing in 2012
and in its report and recommendations the Court does not support ‘independent monitoring’
being required. This matter was also considered when the Correnso consent was applied for
(as the GLP Project). No requirement for independent monitoring was included in the
consent that was subsequently granted.

12.2

Insurance Provisions

Condition 3.31.1 e) in the EMMA land use consent requires the rehabilitation bond be
sufficient to enable the Councils to purchase public liability insura nce to the sum of $5m
(1998 dollars) and Special Risk Insurance in the sum of $12m (1998 dollars). The proposed
conditions for Project Martha include an equivalent condition but require that the
rehabilitation bond provide only for the purchase of Public Liability insurance (same dollar
value).
It is important that the provisions of the EMMA consent and any consent granted for Project
Martha and which involve works in the open pit are consistent. In discussion with the
applicant it was agreed that the rehabilitation bond needs to accommodate the purchase of
both Public Liability and Special Risk Insurances to the same sum as in the EMMA consent.
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On 3 October 2018 the applicant advised the Council that it proposes to reword prop osed
condition 28 e) of Schedule One to be consistent with the EMMA condition. These
amendments are included in the proposed conditions included as Appendix 8 to this report.
It is also noted that the EMMA consent at condition 3.31.27 requires that, in add ition to the
insurance cover required for the rehabilitation bond (discussed above), the consent holder
shall, throughout the term of the consent be able to demonstrate to the Council that it holds
sufficient funds, insurances or other financial instruments to enable any adverse effects
arising from the consent holder’s unauthorised activities to be avoided, remedied or
mitigated. Evidence that sufficient cover is held is to be provided to Council annually when
the Annual Work Programme is submitted. An Arbitration procedure is provided where
agreement regarding quantum etc. is not achieved.
The proposed conditions for Project Martha do not include this provision for risk cover to be
held by the consent holder. It is important that the provisions of any consent issued for
Project Martha are consistent with those of the EMMA consent. For this reason, it is
recommended that an equivalent condition be included in any consent for Project Martha
and the proposed conditions in Appendix 8 include a condition to this effect.

12.3

Property Access Arrangements

As noted in section 5.0 above, the applicant holds a Mining Permit for the Project Martha
area under the Crown Minerals Act 1991 (CMA).
Notwithstanding that the applicant does not own all the site and acknowledging that the land
titles extend below the surface (and certainly to the depth of the proposed workings), there
are no access rights that need to be in place for land not owned by the applicant to enable
the works to proceed.
The provisions of s57 of the CMA say that subsurface prospecting, exploration and mining
do not require an access arrangement where the works are unlikely to have any surface
manifestation in terms of damage, loss of enjoyment or prejudicial effects in terms of the
future use of the land surface. Notwithstanding that consideration of whether s57 is triggered
is a matter between a permit holder and a land owner (i.e. this is not an RMA issue) the type
of surface effects that are likely to be considered include those which must be assessed by
the HDC in considering this application under the RMA. Section 10 of this report makes such
an assessment of possible environmental effects for landowners in a RMA sense. The
assessment concludes that the environmental effects of the proposal are acceptable in an
overall sense.
On this basis the provisions of s57 of the CMA are met for Project Martha and it is
considered that access to conduct underground mining under private property within the
application area is available.
This view has been reviewed and is supported by the HDC legal adviser Mr Andrew Green
of Brookfields.

12.4

Stopping of Part of Bulltown and Cambridge Roads

Should these consents be granted HDC has resolved to stop the road under the provisions
of the Public Works Act 1981 (PWA).
Using section 116 of the PWA the Minister of Lands, by notice in the Gazette, may declare
any road or part of road to be stopped. The Minister is required to give notice to all territorial
authorities whose district adjoins the road. Under s116(2)(b) either adequate a ccess must be
provided to adjoining owners, or their consent in writing must be obtained.
Section 116 provides an avenue for the stopping of roads with no requirement for public
notification. In this instance, as members of the public have had an opportunity to submit on
the subdivision application which is a precursor to the road stopping, the re is not considered
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to be any loss of opportunity for public submissions that would be available should the road
stopping have been undertaken under the provisions of the Local Government Act 1974.

13.0

Part ll RMA Consideration

The Court of Appeal has released its judgment on RJ Davidson Family Trust v
Marlborough District Council. The judgment clarifies the application of Part ll of the RMA
when considering resource consent applications. The Court of Appeal found that, in
considering applications for resource consents, section 104 of the RMA expressly refers to
Part ll and that the Supreme Court in King Salmon did not intend to prohibit the
consideration of Part 2 by a consent authority when considering resource consent
applications. The issue had been whether it was necessary to have regard to Part ll matters
in evaluating an application where the relevant District Plan or other statutory documents
had been prepared relatively recently and having itself given full regard to Part ll.
In practice, it is considered that when assessing resource consent applications, local
authorities should keep Part ll in the back of their minds in their consideration of an
application against plan provisions. While the Hauraki District Plan was made operative
relatively recently (2014), other statutory documents are older ( e.g. Waikato Regional Plan).
In this situation, regard should be had to Part ll in assessing the Project Martha application.
In this situation, regard must be had to Part ll but in a more limited way than in a situation
where the relevant District Plan (this being an application for land use consent) is of an
earlier vintage. Accordingly, the following assessment of the proposal in terms of Part ll is
considered appropriate.
The guiding principles In NZ Rail Ltd v Marlborough DC, HC Wellington AP169/93 are still
relevant:
a)

The application of Section 5 involves an overall broad judgement of whether the
proposal will promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources,
taking into account conflicting considerations, the scale or degree of them and their
relative significance or proportion.

b)

The matters of national importance in Section 6 are subordinate to the primary purpose
of the promotion of sustainable management. They are not ends or objectives in
themselves, but are accessory to the principal purpose. (The same comments apply to
the consideration of Sections 7 and 8).

All considerations are subject to Part 2 of the RMA, which sets out the purpose and
principles that guide this legislation.
The RMA’s use of the terms “use, development and protection” is a general indication that all
resources are to be managed in a sustainable way, or at a rate which enables people and
communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural wellbeing, and for their health
and safety, while sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources to meet the
reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations, safeguarding the life -supporting
capacity of air, water, soil and ecosystems, and avoiding, remedying and mitigating any
adverse effects of activities on the environment. The enabling and management functions
found in Section 5(2) should be considered of equal importance and taken as a whole.
Section 6 of the RMA sets out the matters of national importance which need to be
recognised and provided for. In the case of this particular proposal, it is c onsidered that
sections 6(e) relating to ‘the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their
ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga’ and 6(f) relating to ‘the protection
of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use and development’ are relevant. The
relevant matters are considered in the evaluation section of this report.
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Section 7 of the RMA requires the consent authority to give particular regard to those
matters listed in the section. Section 7 matters are not ranked in order of priority. Therefore,
all aspects of this section are to be considered equally. In the case of this particular
proposal, the following matters are considered relevant:
(a) Kaitiakitanga
(b) the efficient use and development of natural and physical resources
(c) the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values
(d) intrinsic values of ecosystems
(f) maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment
Relevant matters are considered in the evaluation section of this re port.
Section 8 of the RMA requires the consent authority to take into account the principles of the
Treaty of Waitangi. This section of the RMA recognises the relationship of tangata whenua
with natural and physical resources and encourages active participation and consultation
with tangata whenua. Any relevant matters are considered in the evaluation section of this
report.
Section 5 in Part 2 identifies the purpose of the RMA as being the sustainable management
of natural and physical resources. This requires an overall broad judgement to be made as
to whether, on balance, the adverse effects are of such significance that consent should be
refused. This consideration needs to be made in the context that the RMA does not
necessarily require that all environmental effects be avoided, remedied or mitigated in
relation to a particular proposal. Rather, the consideration requires a measured approach,
whereby the overall benefit of the proposal is assessed and weighed against any adverse
effects that it might create. In other words, some level of environmental effect may be
considered acceptable in the context of the proposal where the bulk of the actual and
potential adverse effects on the environment have been appropriately avoided, remedied or
mitigated.
Generally, the application has had regard to these matters and actual and potential adverse
effects can be adequately addressed through the regional consents and with the imposition
of appropriate conditions on this land use consent.

14.0

Recommended Consent Conditions

As discussed in this report, there are a number of changes and additions recommended to
the proposed consent conditions that are included with the land use consent application.
No conditions were included as part of the subdivision application. A full set of conditions is
included in Appendix 8 (as 8b) that the Commissioners can consider should granting of the
subdivision application be confirmed.
In regard to the land use consent application, the recommended conditions are included as
Appendix 8 (as 8a) to this report. Appendix 8a includes both a track change version of the
recommended conditions and a clean set.
The key changes and additions to the conditions included with the application are discussed
below.
Activities authorised by this consent
This is a complex land use consent which in many aspects overlies existing consents
and authorisations for mining and mining related activities in the Waihi area. It is
recommended that a schedule of the activities provided for by the consent be
referenced in the conditions and set out in an appendix to the consent.
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Map/Plan of Consent Area
It needs to be clear where the boundaries of the Project Martha consent area are and
for this reason a plan should be referenced in and attached to the conditions. The
plans that are included with the application are a little difficult to follow but are
reasonable. Council is currently looking at the production of a clearer plan. This will
be provided prior to or at the hearing. The plan needs to show property boundaries
so that it can be clear where underground works are undertaken re lative to property
boundaries (e.g. for ex gratia payments and property purchase offers etc.)
Pit Dimensions
Project Martha will result in some increase to the dimensions of the Martha Pit.
Currently the dimensions of the authorised pit are those included in Annex A; Third
Stage: Continued Waihi Operations in the now expired ML 32 2388 – now a District
Plan provision (MMZ). The scale of the changes to the pit to be authorised by Project
Martha should be made clear in the consent conditions at least to an approximate
level.
Vibration
Vibration from blasting at Project Martha is a key environmental effect that must be
managed. In essence, Council considers that the vibration conditions developed and
implemented for the Correnso consent should be retained for Project Martha with
some changes to reflect the inclusion of open pit blasting. The reasons for this
recommendation are discussed in section 10.3 of this report.
Noise
The recommended noise conditions for operational noise are much simpler than
those included in the proposed conditions that are part of the application. The
reasons are set out in section 10.2 of this report.
Ground Stability and Settlement
A number of technical amendments are proposed to the ground stability and
settlement conditions for the reasons set out in section 10.1 of this report. This is a
crucial aspect of Project Martha and Dr Fuller’s recommendations regarding
additional conditions are endorsed.
Traffic
Council has recommended the inclusion of intersection improvement conditions as
proposed by NZTA in its submission. It is understood that there have been
discussions between the applicant and NZTA regarding the traffic effects of the
proposal and what, if any improvements are required to intersections. As we are not
aware of any agreements being reached as yet, the traffic conditions are seen as an
interim position pending negotiations/discussions between the applicant and NZTA.
Property Damage
The current Project Martha Property Policy adopted by OGNZL provides that subject
to property owner approval a BRANZ survey will be conducted of all properties in the
Rex area before any underground activities are commenced. It is assumed that this
policy applies to all properties not just those used for residential purposes. While this
voluntary initiative of the applicant is to be commended, this is recommended to be
included as a condition matter.
The structural surveys of at least five properties in the vicinity, as well as of control
properties, should be retained as proposed.
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Heritage Aspects
Amendments to the heritage conditions are proposed for the reasons set out in
section 10.7 of this report.
The inclusion of a condition reflecting condition 3.11 ( c ) of the EMMA consent is
intended to ensure consistency between the Project Martha conditions and those of
the EMMA consent. The applicant should advise whether Project Martha blasting will
take place within 250m of the Cornish Pumphouse (horizontally and/or vertically) and
if not there will be no need to impose this condition.
Property Policy
Some aspects of the Project Martha Property Policy are included in one form or
another in the consent conditions proposed by the applicant. The BRANZ surveys for
properties in the Rex area is recommended to be added as a condition matter.
Section 10.6 of this report discusses the possible inclusion of other Project Martha
Property Policy matters and invites discussion of this at the hearing. Any changes to
the recommended conditions will follow that consideration.
Consent Duration
The applicant proposes that no expiry date is set for any consent that is granted to
the Project Martha application. While no expiry date is recommended, this aspect
should be discussed at the hearing and a decision on the matter can then follow.
Matters to Come in Proposed Condition if the Application
The proposed conditions included in the application contain a number references to
figures and plans that are not included in the proposed conditions ( e.g. condition 41
of the main conditions, conditions 31 and 40 of the Schedule One conditions). It is
anticipated that these and any other such gaps will be filled by the applicant before or
at the hearing.

15.0

Conclusions Regarding Land Use Consent Application

Based on the information available at the time of preparing this report and subject to such
evidence and other input that this presented at the hearing, it is considered that the
application can be granted subject to the inclusion of appropriate conditions. A set of
recommended conditions are included in Appendix 8 to this report.
This conclusion is reached having regard to, amongst other matter s the following:
The environment in terms of which the application is assessed currently includes
open pit and underground mining activities and has done for many years .
The project will provide on-going economic and employment benefits to Waihi and
the surrounding area.
Those effects that may have an adverse effect on the amenity of the locality can be
managed and contained to a level that is considered to be generally acceptable to
the community by the imposition of and adherence to the recommended conditions of
consent.
The proposal is not inconsistent with the relevant statutory documents and in
particular, the Hauraki District Plan.
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16.0

Application for Subdivision Consent

16.1

Site Description, Locality and History

16.1.1

Introduction

OceanaGold (New Zealand) Limited has applied to Hauraki District Council for separate land
use and subdivision consents to enable the development of the proposed Project Martha.
The land use consent component has been assessed as a non-complying activity.
The proposed subdivision involves subdividing Lot 1 DPS 88853 (1,750m 2), Lot 2 DPS
28618 (2,005m2) and Lot 3 DPS 78565 (3,229m2) into two new lots shown in the proposed
scheme plan as Lot 1 (3,495m2) and Lot 2 (3,490m2). It is proposed that the newly created
Lot 2 would be vested in Council as road – to be used to accommodate the re-alignment of
Bulltown/Cambridge Road in the vicinity of the proposed Phase 4 Cutback.
16.1.2

Site Description and Locality

The three lots subject to this application are located on the norther n side of the intersection
of Cambridge and Bulltown Roads, Waihi (refer to the Location Map and Figure 1 below).
The area within which the lots are located is well-established and relatively typical of a low
density residential neighbourhood. A notable exception to this is the presence of a large
vegetated earth bund immediately to the east of Bulltown Road and beyond that, the Martha
Open Pit.
Each of the subject lots is zoned Low Density Residential and two of the lots (12 Cambridge
Road and 77 Bulltown Road) have existing dwellings (refer to the Table and Location Map
below). The third lot (79 Bulltown Road) is vacant. Each of the lots slope away from the road,
in some places reasonable steeply, toward the north and north -west. There are various
mature trees on the lots but none are identified as being ‘significant’ in the District Plan.
In terms of land ownership, there are only a small number of privately owned dwellings in the
immediate vicinity of the proposed subdivision and road realignment. Oceana Gold owns all
the land to the east and south of the existing road and two of the dwellings on the western
side (8 and 12 Cambridge Road) with an arrangement to purchase 77 Bulltown Road
apparently well advanced. Oceana Gold also owns the large vacant section (79 Bulltown
Road - not numbered on the Location Map) that adjoins 77 Bulltown Road to the west and
north.
The owners of the remaining three privately owned dwellings in close proximity to the
proposed subdivision/road realignment (at 10 Cambridge Road, 79 and 81 Bulltown Road)
have each made submissions in opposition to the proposed subdivision/road realignment
(refer to submissions 26, 24, 188 and 189 respectively). To avoid confusion, it is worth
noting there are two 79 Bulltown Roads – one a vacant section owned by Oceana Gold and
a second (with a house on it) immediately to the north (and owned by submitter 24).
16.1.3

Site History and Title Interests

Details relating to the three lots subject to the application are as follows:
Legal Description Identifier

Address

Owner

Dwelling

Lot 1 DPS 88853

SA 70B/235

12 Cambridge
Rd

Waihi Gold Company Ltd

Yes

Lot 2 DPS 28618

SA 29B/456

77 Bulltown Rd

David Sticovich & Nancy
Capizzi

Yes

Lot 3 DPS 78565

485606

79 Bulltown Rd

Waihi Gold Company Ltd

No
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A consent notice (B463070.3) exists on the title for Lot 3. The consent notice was registered
on the title in 1997 when Lot 3 DPS 78565 was created. The consent notice is to the effect
that trees along the road front of Lot 2 (DPS 78565) be kept trimmed back to the lega l
boundary and that stormwater from each of the lots (including Lot 3) be discharged to the
natural watercourse.
There is also a Fencing Covenant, registered on the title for Lot 2 in 2008.
Location Map: Cambridge/Bulltown Roads, Properties with blue boun daries
are owned by the applicant
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16.2

Proposal

16.2.1

Application as Lodged

As already noted, the proposed subdivision involves subdividing three existing lots into two
new lots shown in the proposed scheme plan as Lot 1 (3,495m 2) and Lot 2 (3,490m2).
It is proposed that the newly created Lot 2 would be used to accommodate the re -alignment
of Bulltown/Cambridge Road and that once the road is constructed, to Council standards
and all services relocated, Lot 2 would be vested with Hauraki District Council as r oad.
With regard to proposed Lot 1, whilst it would be zoned Low Density Residential, the
applicant has noted that there are no plans to establish a dwelling on the site – in essence
proposed Lot 1 will be a vacant ‘balance lot’, at least in the short to medium term.
16.2.2

Further Information

The Council received the subdivision application, along with the other parts of the Project
Martha resource consent application, on 25 May 2018 and the application was accepted for
processing from 28 May 2018.
On 22 June 2018 the Council requested further information of the applicant pursuant to
section 92 of the RMA and information was subsequently supplied by the applicant on 17
July 2018. A further request was made of the Company on 31 July 2018 and additional
information relating to aspects of the subdivision proposal was received on 14 September
2018.

16.3

Operative Hauraki District Plan

The Operative Hauraki District Plan (2014) is relevant to consideration of the application.
The intent of the proposed subdivision is to create a lot via a boundary adjustment to enable
the realignment and construction of Cambridge and Bulltown Roads, which will subsequently
be vested in the Hauraki District Council. Cambridge and Bulltown Roads are identified as
‘Collector Roads’ (between Savage Road and William Street) in the Road Hierarchy map in
the District Plan.
In terms of activity status, proposed Lot 2 qualifies as a ‘Special Purpose Lot’ under Rule
9.3.2(1)(c) of the Plan and its subdivision would be a Controlled activity – subject to
compliance with the District Wide Performance Standards for Subdivision and Development
in Section 8 (as applicable). Proposed Lot 1, essentially the balance area, is assessed
against the subdivision standards of the District Plan as follows:
District Plan Section Standard
9.4.2.1(1)
Subdivision: Low
Density Residential
Zone

Proposal

Minimum Net Lot
Area

Comment
2

Lot 1: 3495m

Lot 2: 3490m2

Complies as a
Controlled Activity.

2

(vii) 2500m

(viii) Can contain a
residential area of
700m2, with no
dimension measuring
less than 20 metres

Proposed Lot 1 can
contain a residential
area of 700m2 with
no dimension
measuring less than
20 metres.

Complies as a
Controlled Activity.

Maximum Net Lot
Area

Lot 1: 3495m2

Complies as a
Controlled Activity.

Lot 2: 3490m2

(ix) 1 hectare (except
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District Plan Section Standard

Proposal

Comment

that the balance lot
may exceed 1
hectare)
Ultimately however, the activity status for the proposed subdivision is determined via Rule
9.2.2(2)(d) of the District Plan which states:
“All subdivision applications in any zone, which are made in conjunction with an
application for a land use activity which requires a resource consent as a Non
Complying Activity, shall also be assessed as a Non Complying Activity.”
Therefore, the overall activity status for the subdivision consent is Non-complying.

16.4

Notification Assessment

A full notification assessment has not been completed for this application (proposed Project
Martha combined land use/subdivision consent) as the applicant requested:
“In the interests of ensuring the Waihi community has adequate opportunity to be
involved in the decision-making process on the applications, we request that the
applications be publicly notified.”
16.4.1

Public Notification and Submissions

The Project Martha land use and subdivision consent applications were publicly notified on
16 August 2018 with submissions closing on 14 September 2018.
As many submitters lodged their submissions in respect of both the land use and subdivision
applications, a number of the topic issues noted for the land use applicatio n also applied to
the subdivision application (most notably those around ‘economic benefits/employment’ and
‘public good’).
In terms of the submissions received on the subdivision consent application, approximately
90% were in support, 4% in opposition, 4% neutral with the remaining 3% ‘not stated’.
16.4.2

Matters Raised in Submissions on Subdivision Application

Subdivision/Road Realignment
A large number of submitters were in support of the proposed subdivision/road realignment
(in terms of Project Martha overall, general effects, public good, pit stability, etc.)
One submitter (submitter 24 - Naumann) raised concerns that there could be damage to
neighbouring property during road construction.
Traffic Effects
Two submitters (submitters 26 and 215 – Burrell, Purcell) raised concerns regarding
increased traffic speed and associated safety risks arising from the proposed road
realignment. Traffic calming measures were requested along with a safe pedestrian crossing
point.
Utility Effects
Powerco (submitter 255) made a submission on the proposed subdivision/road realignment
seeking that, should consent be granted, the proposed works take account of and include
measures to address the safety, integrity and protection or, where necessary, relocation of
Powerco’s existing assets.
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General Effects
Two submitters (submitters 188 and 189 – the Holland’s) raised concerns about the general
effects associated with the proposal to realign the road – more specifically, noise and dust
during construction, removal of houses and vegetation along with the realigned road leading
to increased road noise.
Heritage
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (submitter 196) requested that the villa at 12
Cambridge Road be relocated to another site in Waihi and that conditions be included in the
subdivision consent to this effect. The submitter also requested a condition regarding the
accidental discovery protocol (for archaeology) and an advice note setting out requirements
for obtaining archaeological authorities.
Waihi Heritage Vision submitted that all relevant heritage values be recognised and that
accidental discoveries are dealt with in accordance with r ecognised practices.

16.5

Assessment: Actual and Potential Effects on the Environment

The following assessment determines whether the proposed activity will have, or is likely to
have, adverse effects on the environment that are more than minor.
16.5.1

Proposed Lot 2: The Special Purpose Lot

The purpose of the proposed subdivision is to create Lot 2 to enable the realignment of
Bulltown/Cambridge Roads. The need for the realignment arises out of the proposed Martha
Pit rehabilitation works (also known as the Phase 4 Cutback) and the need to construct a
new noise bund to the west of its current location.
As outlined in the further information received from the Applicant on 17 July 2018, in order to
enable the proposed road realignment the following need to occur:
1. Subdivision of the existing three lots into the two new lots;
2. Construction of the new road realignment and noise bund, including the relocation of
services;
3. The vesting of Lot 2 in the Hauraki District Council;
4. A survey of the existing road reserve to identify the area outside the completed noise
bund to be stopped;
5. The stopping of the road and the amalgamation of the stopped areas with the adjacent
properties owned by OceanaGold New Zealand Ltd.
In terms of Step 1, proposed Lot 2 qualifies for consideration as a Special Purpose Lot via
Section 9.3.2(1)(c) of the District Plan as it is intended that Lot 2 be for a ‘public work’’.
There are no prescribed minimum dimension standards, except those applicable in Section 8
of the Plan, and controlled activity matters apply only to the size and shape of the proposed
lot – whether the areas and shapes of all lots are appropriate to their specified purposes and
intended use/s, whether each new boundary is practically located, etc. There is also the
requirement that the balance area (Lot 1) comply with the subdivision rules applicable to the
Low Density Residential Zone in section 9.4 of the District Plan (refer to section 3 of this
report).
Further information was requested of the applicant regarding the proposed boundaries of Lot
2 and advice was subsequently received that:
“The reason that Lot 2 is the size and shape proposed in the proposed scheme plan
is in order to enable all fill establishment works (1:4) on the western side of
Bulltown/Cambridge Roads. In this regard, it is considered appropriate that all fill
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required to establish the road realignment be located within the land to be vested as
road reserve.”
The response goes on to note that the extent of fill required to support the realignment of
Bulltown/Cambridge Roads is identified in Appendix E to the AEE and that all earthworks will
be undertaken in accordance with both Hauraki District Council and Waikato Regional
Council earthworks guidelines and standards.
In terms of contact with the road controlling authority responsible for Cambridge and
Bulltown Roads, there have been two meetings between representatives of Oceana Gold
and Council engineering staff and conclusions from those meetings have been:


Overall comfort with the proposed realignment of Cambridge and Bulltown Roads.



Requirement that the road reserve remain at a width of 20m (minimum).



Requirement that the formed road width remain the same (with a 3m taper over a 200m
length of road from 9m at the Cambridge Road end to 6m at the Bulltown Road end).



Council utility services (i.e. 300mm water main, sanitary sewer) be relocated in the road
reserve on the inside of the re-aligned road (i.e. on the western side of the road reserve)
at the applicant’s expense.



Streetlights, footpath, curb and channel to be replaced on a ‘like for like’ basis.

The Project Martha resource consent application and AEE, at Appendix E, contains a
Transportation Assessment that includes information relevant to this subdivision application.
Within the Transportation Assessment there is information on the overall transportation
environment (and the place of Cambridge and Bulltown Roads within that environment),
traffic volumes, road safety and the proposed 270m road realignment for Cambridge and
Bulltown Roads. In relation to the proposed realignment the report notes:
“The design of the new alignment will be in accordance with Council standards and,
as the traffic route will not be substantially altered, the net traffic effects of the
realignment are expected to be negligible. … The cross-sections and intersection
concepts have been prepared to the requirements of the Hauraki District Council
Engineering Manual.”
The Transportation Assessment includes a number of technical design details (and
incorporates a crossing point for pedestrians from the southern side of the realigned road to
the re-established pit rim walkway to the east) and concludes that the realignment is
expected to maintain the current overall network connectivity while improving the road
geometry and will ultimately have a small but positive effect on the safety and efficiency of
the road network.
Upon receipt of the Transportation Assessment it was referred to Council’s Transportation
Manager for review. In discussions with Council’s Transportation Manager it was not ed:


It is not expected that the re-alignment will significantly alter the speed profile along this
section of road as the geometrical alignment changes, although an improvement, are
not significantly different from the existing. The current speed limit in the area is 50
km/h. Consideration during design can be given to speed calming measures such as
narrowing the road width or customised road marking, such as double centrelines.



The design should include safety considerations in locating and constructing a
pedestrian crossing point from the existing footpath along Cambridge road to the new
Pit Rim walkway.

Council’s Transportation Manager also notes that, should consent be granted, there should
be a requirement for all realigned road designs and specifications (including pavement
design, proposed pedestrian crossings, road markings, signage and street lighting) to be
submitted to the Council for approval prior to any works taking place.
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Standard consent conditions titled ‘Engineering General’ and ‘Access’ ha ve been proposed
by Council’s Transportation Manager to address road realignment/design and road
construction matters.
16.5.2

Proposed Lot 1: The Balance Lot

As already mentioned, the primary purpose of the proposed subdivision is to create Lot 2 to
be used to realign Cambridge and Bulltown Roads. It is intended that proposed Lot 1 be
retained by the applicant as a vacant balance lot.
Regardless of current intentions, Lot 1 will potentially be available for development as a
house site in the future and it is therefore important that proposed Lot 1 be assessed against
the relevant development standards of the District Plan.
The further information provided by the applicant on 17July 2018 contains an assessment of
proposed Lot 1 against the district wide performance standards for subdivision and
development in Section 8 of the District Plan. I generally concur with the assessment
provided by the applicant.
A number of the standards are not applicable to proposed Lot 1 (e.g. those relating to
erosion protection setback lines, high voltage transmission corridor, sewage plant buffer
area, floor levels, noise and vibration, non-domestic effluent disposal, etc.) The Council’s
Transportation Manager has confirmed that sight distances along Cambridge/Bulltown
Roads will be improved, that corner splays are not needed and that there is no need to limit
or define a vehicle/access point at this time.
With regard to the provision of on-site utility services, Lot 1 DPS 88853 already has water,
power and telephone connections and these will need to be relocated to the proposed new
Lot 1. Stormwater can continue to be disposed of on-site but it is appropriate, given the
location of reticulated wastewater services and the shape and slope of proposed Lot 1, that
a connection be provided for wastewater reticulation.
16.5.3

Matters Raised in Submissions

In terms of the matters raised in submissions (refer back to section 4.2) I note the following:
Subdivision/Road Realignment
Submissions in support of the subdivision application (in terms of Project Martha overall,
general effects, public good, pit stability, etc.) are noted.
In terms of potential damage to neighbouring property during road construction activities, I
note that the proposed ‘Construction Management Plan’ conditions of consent deal with the
mitigation of damage done to privately owned property during road construction and Oceana
Gold operate a “we break, we pay” policy. I am confident that mechanisms are in place to
ensure any damage done to privately owned property during road construction will be
fixed/replaced.
Traffic Effects
The matters raised by submitters in relation to traffic effects (i.e. the potential for increased
traffic speed and associated traffic risks) have been addressed in section 5.1 of this report
above and in the recommended conditions of consent.
Utility Effects
I concur that there would be benefit in ensuring that Powerco electricity assets are relocated
prior to road realignment/construction works taking place. I agree that the electricity (and
phone) assets should be relocated prior to construction works taking place and have
included a condition and an advice note within the recommended decision to ensure this is
the case.
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General Effects
In terms of noise and dust during construction, it is noted that the applicant has proposed
conditions for ‘Construction Noise’ as part of the Project Martha consent and these
conditions are applicable for construction of the realigned Cambridge/Bulltown Roads. Dust
conditions are included in the recommended subdivision ‘Earthworks’ conditions attached to
this s42A report and are considered adequate for dealing with a potential issue of a short
term nature.
In terms of the removal of houses and vegetation, along with the realigned road leading to
increased road noise and loss of general amenity, it is noted by Nigel Lloyd in his “Peer
Review of Noise” for Project Martha that the volume of traffic on the road is low. Also, it is
recommended by Dave Mansergh in his “Review of the Visual, Landscape and Amenity
Components of the Application Documentation” that the applicant: “… replace any existing
planting lost as a result of the realignment of Cambridge/Bulltown Roads, and to screen at
least 80% of the noise wall from adjacent residential areas when viewed from Cambridge
Road and Bulltown Road… “. Overall, I believe the loss of amenity resulting from the
subdivision and subsequent realignment of Cambridge and Bulltown Roads will be less than
minor.
Heritage
There are no Heritage Features or Items (within the area covered by the subdivision
application) scheduled in the District Plan. However, the submission by Heritage New
Zealand has advised that the villa at 12 Cambridge Road is a recorded archaeological site.
Its associated curtilage, as well as that for 77 Bulltown Road ( from which a dwelling is also to
be removed) has been identified as having potential for associated archaeological remains.
Therefore, the proposed earthworks associated with the realignment of Bulltown/Cambridge
Roads will require an archaeological authority to be obtained under the Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014.
The recommended conditions of consent, along with the requested advice note, should
satisfy the submissions from Heritage New Zealand and the submission from Waihi Heritage
Vision - that all relevant heritage values are recognised and accidental discoveries are dealt
with in accordance with recognised practices.
16.5.4

Conclusion: Actual and Potential Effects on the Environment

From my assessment in sections 5.1. and 5.2 above I conclude that the proposed
subdivision will have adverse effects on the environment that are less than minor.

16.6

Offsetting or Compensation (s104(1)(ab)

Whilst the applicant has not offered any offset or compensation measures, and none are
considered necessary, it is noted all costs associated with the proposed subdivision, road
realignment, road construction and relocation of Council and other services are to be met by
the applicant.

16.7

Other Relevant Provisions (s104(1)(b))

Section 8 of the application and AEE provides an assessment of the Project Martha
applications in terms of the provisions of the relevant statutory documents.
The assessment, as far as it relates to this subdivision application, is not repeated here in
the s42A report but rather is considered to be reasonable and appropriate. Accordingly,
those parts of the applicant’s AEE are adopted by the s42A report author in accordance with
s42A (1B) (b) of the RMA. In addition, I have also prepared the following commentary in
relation to the subdivision application and the following statutory documents.
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Relevant National Environmental Standards
National environmental standards prescribe standards for environmental matters that each
local authority must enforce.
The Project Martha application and AEE contains an assessment against the following
national environmental standards:


National Environmental Standard for Air Quality



National Environmental Standard for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to
Protect Human Health



National Environmental Standard for Sources of Human Drinking Water



National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management.

I have read the discussion in the AEE regarding proposed Project Martha, and the potential
relevance of the above NESs, and concur with the conclusions reached in relation to each
(that they do not pose an impediment to the proposed subdivision/road realignment).
Relevant National Policy Statements
National policy statements state objectives and policies for matters of national importance.
The Project Martha application and AEE contains an assessment against the National Policy
Statement for Freshwater Management and I have also reviewed the policy directions
signalled in the National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity. I do not believe
either to be particularly relevant to the proposed subdivision/road realignment.
Hauraki Gulf Marine Park Act 2000
When considering an application for a resource consent for the Hauraki Gulf, its islands and
catchments (which includes the Waihi area), a consent authority must ha ve regard to
sections 7 and 8 of the Hauraki Gulf Marine Park Act 2000 (HGMPA) in addition to the
matters contained in the RMA.
After reviewing information in the AEE I conclude that there will be no adverse effects on the
Hauraki Gulf from the proposed subdivision/road realignment.
Waikato Regional Policy Statement
The Waikato Regional Policy Statement (WRPS) provides an overview of the resource
management issues for the Waikato Region and sets out objectives, policies and methods
intended to achieve integrated management of natural and physical resources.
The AEE includes a reasonably extensive discussion on policy directions in the WRPS (e.g.
integrated management, the use and development of resources, built environment, natural
hazards, etc.) and it is my assessment that the proposed subdivision/road realignment is not
in conflict with the WRPS.
Waikato Regional Plan
The Waikato Regional Plan (WRP) contains objectives, policies, methods and rules relating
to the management of natural and physical resources of the Waikato Region.
The AEE includes an extensive discussion on the objectives and policies of the WRP in
relation to Project Martha and it is my assessment that none are relevant to the proposed
subdivision/road realignment.
Hauraki District Plan (2014)
The section 42A report for Project Martha land use consent contains a detailed assessment
of the objectives and policies relevant to consideration of the overall proposal (i.e. the land
use and the subdivision applications for Project Martha). I do no t intend to repeat that
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assessment here although I do note the discussion on ‘Section 5 – Zones’ is of some
relevance to this subdivision/road realignment application, particularly that relating to the
Low Density Residential Zone.
Transport Network
Section 7.9 of the District Plan contains the objectives and policies relating to the transport
network of the Hauraki District. Objective 1 is of relevance and reads as follows:
Provide and maintain a safe and efficient transport network that will meet current and
future demands with minimal effects on the environment and adjoining land uses.
Given that the proposed realignment and construction of Cambridge/Bulltown Roads will be
to the same standard, and that the status of the roads in the road hierarchy will n ot change
(‘collector roads’), I do not see any challenge from the proposed subdivision/road
realignment to the objectives and policies contained in Section 7.9 of the District Plan.
Subdivision
Section 9 of the District Plan contains the objectives and policies for subdivision in Hauraki
District. The application and AEE for Project Martha draw attention to objectives 2, 3 and 6
of the District Plan which are as follow:
Subdivision that provides for and reinforces the existing built form and distinct urban
character of the established urban areas.
Subdivision is provided with the necessary infrastructure and services to ensure that
the land is able to be used for its intended purpose, the future needs and health and
safety of people and communities are protected, and amenity values are maintained
and enhanced, while avoiding, remedying and mitigating adverse effects on the
environment.
The creation of lots and intensification of subdivision does not create or increase a
risk (including residential risk) to people, property, infrastructure and the environment
due to natural hazards.
From my review of Section 9 of the District Plan, the objectives noted above are those of
most relevance to the proposed subdivision and I concur with the commentary contained in
the AEE which is along the lines of:


the subdivision does not involve the creation of additional lots or intensification of
development – it is for boundary adjustment purposes



the road realignment is relatively minor and does not alter the existing form or character
of Bulltown/Cambridge Roads



Oceana Gold proposes to relocate all network utilities in the road reserve of
Bulltown/Cambridge Roads that are affected by the realignment works



the proposed subdivision/road realignment will not increase any risk to people, property,
infrastructure or the environment from natural hazards.

Other Matters
A resolution to cancel the consent notice relating to the maintenance of trees along the road
frontage of Lot 2 will be required as the existing consent notice is no t relevant to the
proposed lots (as the entrance being protected will be removed as will the trees).
The Fencing Covenant registered on the title for Lot 2 DPS28618 is not a relevant consent
matter for the Council.
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16.8

Part 2 or the Resource Management Act – Purpose and Principles

Section 5

-

Purpose

Section 6

-

Matters of National Importance which shall be recognized and
provided for in achieving the Purpose)

Section 7

-

Other matters (that shall be had regard to)

Section 8

-

Treaty of Waitangi (its principles are to be taken into account)

Following a recent Court of Appeal ruling on the R J Davidson Family Trust v Marlborough
District Council case, limited regard needs to be had to RMA Part 2 matters where the
district plan concerned is recent and prepared to reflect the requirements of Part 2. The
Hauraki District Plan was made operative in 2014 (i.e. it is recent) and was prepared to
implement Part 2 of the RMA. Nevertheless, the following comments proved a brief review of
the application in terms of Part 2 matters.
The proposal is considered to be in accordance with Part 2 of the Act. There will be no
adverse effects on the life supporting capacity of air, water, soils and ecosystems, and any
adverse effects of the activity on the environment can be avoided, remedied or mitigated.
The matters set out in Section 6 do not apply to the application, and it is considered that the
proposal is not contrary to Sections 7 and 8 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

16.9

Conclusions and Recommendations

As a Non-Complying Activity, section 104B of the RMA (1991), states that council:


may grant or refuse the application; and



if it grants the application, may impose conditions under section 108.

Furthermore, section 104D of the RMA (1991) sets out the ‘threshold test’ for non-complying
activities. Accordingly, a consent authority may only grant consent to a non -complying
activity if it is satisfied that the adverse effects on the environment are minor, or the activity
will not be contrary to the objectives and policies of the relevant Plan or proposed Plan. If
either of these tests are passed then the application is able to be considered for approval
subject to consideration under section 104 of the RMA (1991) .
Based on the findings of this report it is concluded that the adverse effects on the
environment would be less than minor and the proposal will not be contrary to the objectives
and policies of the Hauraki District Plan.
Overall, the application has been considered in relation to the matters set out in Sect ion 104.
The effects on the environment would be less than minor and the proposal is not considered
to be contrary to any relevant provisions, standards or regulations created under the RMA
(1991). Additionally, the proposal is considered to be consistent with the policies and
objectives of the Operative District Plan (2014). Therefore, the application is recommended
for approval.
A full set of recommended conditions is attached to this report as Appendix 8 (b).
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Executive Summary
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Sections of the Project Martha Applications for resource consent and assessment of
environmental effects dealing with stability of the surface including the Martha open pit have
been reviewed for the Hauraki District Council (HDC). These included assessm ents of the
proposed MP4 pit, underground mining and the interaction between that and the surface
including the pit, and the further dewatering and its impact on further settlement above and
around the area of proposed mining.
Overall findings from the review are that:
The separate technical assessments are all of the highest standard possible given the current
preliminary status of the proposed underground mining part of the project.
S t ab ilit y As p ect s o f F u t u re M in in g
Martha pit and its new MP4 design to cutback the north wall and mine remaining ore in the
base to 875mRL have been extensively analysed and the conclusion that the MP4 design will be
stable, particularly if old mined stope voids 30m below the floor are backfilled, is well founded;
Analysis of the proposed underground mine has focussed on critical dimensions for individual
stopes to achieve local stability, and stability of the pillar between the surface and the top
mined level in the new Rex lode. It has been inferred that lodes are laterally separated for each
to be mined without interaction from others and that intervening pillars between essentially
parallel lodes will remain stable. This is a reasonable conclusion but if additional lodes are
found and separations become small, more investigation will be needed to confirm the
adequacy of what are effectively regional support pillars for the area;
Stoping of wide areas of previously unmined portions of lodes and remnant mining of
previously mined areas will need to be sequenced to ensure that back (roof) spans are not
excessive and there is no increased risk of backs becoming unstable;
The need for proper backfilling of mined stopes has been recognised as the major control
against the risk of the underground area becoming unstable and impacting the stability of the
surface. This has been proven worldwide to be effective. An essential requirement is that each
mined stope will need to be backfilled before stope blasting commences in any adjacent stope.
For remnant mining, it has been stated that existing voids (assumed to be voids in historic
stopes) within 10m of any proposed stopes will be backfilled. This requirement is endorsed and
has been included as an additional draft consent condition;
It is noted that for remnant mining of unfilled historic voids in a top – down sequence, initial
backfilling of the voids is to occur with either cemented aggregate fill (CAF) or rockfill. If rockfill
is used for this, remnant stope spans will be larger than if CAF is used throughout because the
rockfill will be extracted with the ore whereas at least some of the CAF could remain in place.
Nevertheless, prior backfilling of old stope voids before remnant stoping is essential and
appropriate.
S u rface – U n d ergro u n d I n t eract io n
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Interaction between underground, and MP4 pit and the surface has been examined in
considerable detail with a 3D model representation of the main underground workings and
proposed new stoping as well as a 2D model of Rex lode workings and the surface close to the
centre of Waihi. Both are appropriate for checking for interactive effects. The extra work with
the 3D modelling to check the sensitivity of results to input parameters including the amount of
underground mining has provided a useful guide to the location, areal extent and amount of
mining related surface movement which is likely to occur;
Maximum vertical settlement of about 100mm is predicted in the central zone of the SE wall of
MP4 and spreading out onto the surface around the SE rim where the se ttlement prediction is
about 25mm, gradually reducing to zero about 200m E of the rim. These values should be
regarded as indicative only as they depend on the assumptions made in the model. Mining in
the Rex lode is predicted to cause about 10mm of reasonably uniform settlement across a
150m wide zone immediately south of the S rim of MP4. Movements of the magnitudes
predicted have occurred in the past within the Martha pit and as such, are not regarded as any
undue cause for concern regarding pit stability;
Settlement due to mining the main part of Martha underground has been shown to be quite
sensitive to the size of mined zones and to the backfilling of stope voids. Placement of CAF in
voids 30m below the base of MP4 is predicted to have a beneficial ef fect of reducing both the
extent and magnitude of displacement and strain and the consultants concluded that the
possibility of local crushing at the base of the wall will be reduced by backfilling those voids
with CAF. Since this is likely to have a beneficial effect on both short and long-term stability of
MP4, rather than leaving it to be considered at some later stage, it should be an essential
requirement for the project and should occur as soon as suitable access for backfill placement
becomes available. It is preferable that it occurs well before the final stage of the N wall
cutback in MP4.
G r o u n d wa t e r C o n d i t i o n s a n d I m p a c t o n S u r fa c e S e t t l e m e n t
Predictions of the effect of lowering the groundwater level to 500mRL seem to be well founded
and are based on extensive experience of previous dewatering to progressively lower levels at
Waihi. Importantly, the effect on the near surface and essentially isolated groundwater system
is likely to be minimal with only very minor seepage from the upper system cons idered a
possibility in the uppermost mined levels in the Rex and Royal lodes;
No substantial increase in the area of dewatering is anticipated which seems reasonable, given
that the Lower Quartz Andesite below 700mRL has been found to have lower permeabil ity than
levels above and drawdown will tend to be steep close to the lodes;
Surface settlement due to additional dewatering (which will be additional to mining induced
settlement discussed above) has been assessed based to a large extent on the extensive
experience with settlement prediction and past response to previous dewatering in the Waihi
area to date. Some increases in settlement are anticipated and the area around the pit has
been rezoned based on the predictions. Trigger levels for settlement have been revised and will
need to be included in a monitoring plan that will require approval before project
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commencement. No increase in the likelihood of excessive differential settlement has been
predicted.
I s s u es Rais ed in S u b m is s io n s
Stability related concerns expressed in some submissions received by the HDC will be mitigated
by the consent conditions relating to the placement of backfill in all stopes. The issue of
intersecting a previously unknown stope void at least partially filled with water will be
addressed in a Void Management Plan (VMP) required to be approved by the HDC before
underground mining commences. Concerns about the likelihood of another N wall failure
occurring have been covered by the detailed examination of ground conditions in the N wall
and also behind the cutback wall position and analyses which show the cutback wall to be
stable. Further assurance of that will result from the early CAF filling of unfilled stope voids in a
zone 30m below the base of the pit which is to be include d as a condition of consent.

CONTEXT
Following receipt of the Application for Project Martha from Oceana Gold (New Zealand) Ltd
(OGNZL), the Hauraki District Council (HDC) requested that Dr Peter Fuller review and assess
the ground stability and surface settlement components of that Application.
Dr Fuller has worked as a consulting engineer in the mining industry since 1980 in the areas of
geotechnical input to mine design, mine stability assessment and ground control in mining. He
has previously advised the HDC on ground stability following the Barry Road collapse and
Applications for the Martha East Layback, mining of the Trio deposit, and mining in the Golden
Link project area (Area L) which was later reduced in size to become the Correnso Extended
Project Area (CEPA). Since mining in CEPA was approved, he has reviewed the SUPA
Application, the original MDDP Application and the further Alternative Drive MDDP Application
and has provided on-going technical advice to the HDC on ground stability and surface
settlement resulting from mining to date in the Trio, Correnso, Daybreak, Empire and Christina
orebodies and development of the MDDP drives completed to date.
The scope for the Project Martha review was outlined in an email of 10 August 2018 from Mr
Dave Burton on behalf of the HDC and is to include:


Matters reviewed



Key effects issues to be considered



Completeness and appropriateness of information provided together with further
information provided in response to Council request (including technical accuracy)



Appropriateness of mitigation measures including draft consent conditions



Overall robustness of conclusions.

1.1.

Matters Reviewed

These were contained in the documents and responses to requests for further information
listed below:
PROJECT MARTHA Applications for Resource Consents and Assessment of Environmental
Effects – 28 May 2018 and the following technical report Appendices and responses to requests
for further information – 17 July 2018 (s92 Response):






Appendix H Groundwater Assessment – GWS Limited
s92 Response, Appendix 4 GWS Limited memo – 6 June 2018
Appendix M Underground Geotechnical Assessment – AMC Consultants
s92 Response, and Appendix 5 AMC Consultants Report Addendum – 13 July 2018; SRK
Consulting Report – July 2016; SRK Consulting Report – August 2017
Appendix P Assessment of the Impact of Proposed Underground Mi ning on the Martha
Open Pit Phase 4 – PSM Report 125-283R
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1.2.

Appendix Q Geotechnical Study Martha Open Pit Phase 4 – PSM Report 125-282R Rev2
Appendix R Assessment of Ground Settlement – Engineering Geology Ltd

Project Overview and Key Effects Issues to be Considered

The Project Martha Application covers a cutback of part of the Martha pit north wall to remove
the failure and leave the pit in a stable condition. This will allow the haulroad to be re established, remaining in-pit ore to be accessed, and stockpiled waste rock to be trucked into
the underground mine through a new portal. This is to potentially occur in parallel with two
types of underground mining:


extraction of the previously unmined Rex lode which lies to the south of the Martha pit
rim and previously unmined parts of Martha, Edward, Empire, Royal, Welcome and
Mary lodes, and
 remnant mining of some wall skins of unfilled historical stopes and some skins and
backfill of old historic filled stopes in Martha, Empire, Edward and Royal lodes. The se
mainly lie beneath the central part of Martha pit, beneath the base of the north wall
and under its east and south walls.
Underground mining will extend to about 600m below surface and require dewatering to
500mRL, some 270m below the current water level. Mining in Rex and Royal lodes will have
their upper levels closest to the surface; with Rex to be about 90m below surface and the top of
Royal workings to be within about 60m of the surface below the pit south rim. Both lodes are
on the south side of Martha pit and closest to the central part of Waihi.
Access to the underground will initially be via the Favona portal but after the haulroad in
Martha pit is re-established and the underground mine develops, two additional portals are to
be developed in the south wall of the pit for both access and ventilation, as well as a return-air
ventilation shaft.
About half of the current resource will be mined in virgin ground with a bottom-up sequence by
the Avoca method or its modified version, both of which have been widely used to date at
Waihi. Remnant mining will likely involve the remote extraction of stope walls and backfill using
a side-ring method discussed later or some variant thereof and will progress downwards. It is
currently proposed to mine about 30% of the resource with this method with the remainder
from in-ore development.
All mined stope voids are to be backfilled either with rockfill as is currently used underground
at Waihi or cemented aggregate fill (CAF) where greater backfill strength and stiffness (and
hence greater overall structural competence) are required.

Key issues from the review relating to ground and surface stability of the Project Martha
Application are:
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The potential for pit – underground mining interaction similar to what has occurred
historically;
The potential for remnant underground mining in the upper level of Martha lode to
weaken the toe area of the north wall and cause it to fail;



Underground mining induced settlement in the south wall of the Martha pit to inte ract
with the Milking Cow zone, causing it to increase in area and compromise the stability of
the east wall of the pit where no further mining of the pit is planned;



Ground conditions in the crown pillar formed above the final mining level of Rex and
Royal lodes being less competent than currently assessed and either increasing surface
settlement or compromising the “seal” between the upper and lower groundwater
systems;



The shape of the underground resource changing from the current series of lodes
aligned approximately east-west to include additional aligned and/or cross cutting lodes
thus reducing intervening pillar thicknesses between current lenses and making
transverse (cross cutting) stoping an attractive option. This would change the plan
footprint of underground mining and could impact on regional stability of the overlying
area, particularly if mining were to extend closer to the surface and MP4 pit? than is
currently proposed;



In remnant mining of stopes above virgin stoping, if backfill were to progressively settle
into the voids left above each filled stope, a much larger void of unknown volume could
develop at or near the tops of lodes and increase the risk of piping failure developing to
higher levels; and



Further dewatering down to 500mRL broadens the zone of surface settlement and
potentially increases settlement gradients.

REVIEW AND ASSESSMENT OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION ON
GROUND STABILITY AND SURFACE SETTLEMENT
The technical information relating to overall ground stability provided in the Project Martha
Application covers essentially separate assessments of the Martha pit and Martha underground
mining, modelling to estimate the likely interaction between these two, the groundwater
changes that will be required to allow mining to the depth proposed and the likely effect of that
on settlement of the surface around the pit and generally above the underground workings.
Each of these has been reviewed and discussed in the following sections. Review findings are
also included within each section.

1.3.

Martha Phase 4 Open Pit

Phase 4 of the Martha pit (MP4), which involves a remedial cutback of the eastern portion of
the north wall to remove the failure and further mining at the base, has been assessed in PSM’s
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Report 125-282R Rev2 in Appendix Q. The report also includes detailed discussion of the
influence of historic mining on pit wall stability and the various pit wall cutbacks that have been
required to improve overall wall stability during the life of the Martha pit.
PSM’s technical appraisal has been based in part on their extensive experience with the Martha
pit and long-term monitoring of wall movement. Their assessment has also relied on a recently
updated rockmass model created from the collation of all available data from drill core (th e
coverage of which is extensive) and face mapping in the pit. This has enabled a prediction of the
ongoing stability of current walls to be made given the current knowledge of overall ground
conditions and also whether the north wall cutback is likely to have any impact on the stability
of existing walls.
A key focus of the geotechnical work was understandably a stability prediction of the north wall
cutback which involved the thorough process of:


collating geological information of the new wall,



establishing whether the rock to be exposed in new batters and benches could have
been loosened by effects from past underground mining,



defining the number of structure sets present, their likely orientation, and whether the
structure forming the back scarp of the north wall failure exists behind the exposed
structure,



checking any influences on stability due to changes in groundwater conditions, and



whether either old underground workings or new remnant stoping in Martha lode
would be likely to affect stability of the base of the newly formed wall.

Appropriate stability analysis methods have been used to determine the Factor of Safety (F oS)
against instability for current (most likely) and softened (post failure) material strengths. Three
analysis sections through the cutback area each allowing for the presence of rockmass
conditions affected by historic underground mining gave FoS values that were high, which is
indicative of a stable cutback slope. The lowest FoS value was for a failure path in disturbed
rockmass conditions around old stopes when softened material properties were assumed. This
prompted a separate check of base-slope stability on the cross section considered most likely to
have the most influence from underground workings, both in their current state and after
remnant underground mining proposed in the Application. The FoS results were relatively high
and there was slight to substantial FoS improvement by adding cemented aggregate fill (CAF)
rather than rockfill to newly mined remnant mined stopes in the uppermost mined areas.
Further ore removal at the base of the MP4 Pit has been assessed as being adequate in terms of
lower slope stability and reliant on the properties of observed “cave” rated rockmass being
better than used in the stability analyses.
Overall, the technical assessment of the MP4 pit is thorough, relying on both the extensive
experience with the Martha pit developed in large part through a rockmass influenced historic
underground mining. Proposed further remnant underground mining in the upper levels close
to the base of MP4 is indicated to not impact the stability at the base of pit walls provided
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stopes are properly backfilled (to minimise void volume). A further advantage to overall wall
stability is that the proposed remnant mining is scheduled for early in the Project cycle with the
result that upper level remnant stopes will be backfilled long before the cutback and removal of
the failure debris which is currently buttressing the lower north wall.
PSM have presented a summary and conclusions relating to anticipated stability of the MP4 pit
and the conclusions are technically robust and are endorsed. PSM have recommended that
consideration be given to placing CAF rather than unconsolidated rockfill in Martha stopes in
the zone 30m below the pit floor. Although the analyses do not indicate that this will greatly
improve the FoS in the limit equilibrium type calculations, it will provide increased lateral
stiffness of the mined voids which will be beneficial for long term control of creep of MP4 pit
walls. It will also create a structural artificial barrier pillar between the base of the pit and
Martha underground which will be of benefit to regional stability associated with mining in the
Martha lode. It is therefore recommended that this is a mandatory requirement and a consent
condition if the project Application were to be approved.
PSM have addressed the MP4 pit stability issues listed in section 1.2 above and the
recommended mitigation measures to manage the ground stability resulting from the proposed
development of the MP4 pit are considered to be appropriate.

1.4.

Martha Underground

Mining proposed for Martha Underground is at a much earlier stage of definition and design
than the MP4 pit. It is understood to be at a pre-conceptual stage and largely based on a
resource model assessed for potential mining by SRK Consulting (SRK) in 2016 and 2017. It is to
progress to a conceptual stage and ultimately to a full feasibility stage once the resource
defined by current exploration drilling is better understood. As a result, what reserves are
actually mined are highly likely to be different to the pre -conceptual layout presented in the
Application and in the plans and cross sections provided in Appendix 5 of the s92 response.
However, in conducting this review of the Application for the HDC, it has been assumed that
the mining methods to be used are only those state d in the Application albeit with some
modification where that might be found to be necessary and beneficial.
Unlike previous Applications for underground mining in the Waihi area, Martha Underground
will be a combination of stoping previously unmined lodes and parts of lodes (virgin stopes) and
remnant mining of previously mined backfilled lodes and skins in the walls of previously mined
but currently listed as unfilled voids. The Application states that the Avoca method or its
modified version will be used to mine virgin stopes in a bottom-up sequence but it will occur in
ground that has been ‘loosened’ to some extent by historic underground mining (as described
in PSM’s MP4 study in Appendix Q).
A side ring remote access method will be used to mine remnant reserves with longitudinal
stopes (having their longer length along the lode) taken with a primary – secondary sequence
(primary stopes mined and backfilled first and intervening pillars mined and backfilled at the
secondary and final stage). Remnant mining is to progress in the reverse direction to virgin
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mining with a top – down sequence. An essential requirement for remnant mining will be for
the first stoping in a block to be either under rock or under consolidated backfill such as CAF,
newly placed in a previously mined stope void.
SRK have based their study on mining open stopes in virgin areas and it is assumed that all are
to be longitudinal and only Avoca methods will be used.
Martha underground mining is proposed in multiple lodes, most of which h ave been partially
mined historically. These mainly lie under the south wall of MP4 and extend from about the
position of old workings in the Edward lode towards the east. A new , relatively narrow Rex lode
has a proposed upper mining level some 180m to the south of the south rim of MP4 and is
proposed to be mined with the Avoca method to within 90m of the surface under the Waihi
township to the east of the main business district.
Plans and cross sections provided in Appendices A and B of the s92 response; Appendix 5, have
allowed the relative positions of stoping in each lode and the separation between these to form
separation pillars to be assessed regarding their adequacy for regional stability. Minimum
separation distances are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Minimum lateral separation between lodes
Lodes

Minimum Lateral Separation (m)

Martha - Empire

30

Empire - Royal

150

Empire - Edward

30

Royal - Edward

60

Welcome - Edward

30

Royal - Rex

140

Martha - Mary

0 as Mary is an East extension of Martha

Although this aspect appears not to have been considered by AMC Consultants (AMC) in their
geotechnical assessments, it is implied from their analysis of stope stability that they co nsider
the separations to be adequate and stoping in each lode can be evaluated as being sufficiently
isolated from mining in adjacent neighbouring lodes. Since all mining methods require
individual stopes to be backfilled on completion and before adjacent stoping occurs, it is agreed
that stability can reliably be considered to be only due to stoping in each of the separate lodes.
It is also clear from the plans provided that the Applicant has set a ‘no mining’ condition within
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20m of the Milking Cow settlement zone. Given the long history of stability issues associated
with this feature, this approach is considered wise and appropriate.
AMC’s study in Appendix M of the Application has included a useful classification of the status
of geotechnical information which shows it to be appropriate for a scoping study with a
database for the evaluation of rockmass quality having reasonably good 3D coverage. Since all
proposed underground mining is to be in the Lower (Quartz) Andesite unit, AMC have
appropriately zoned the underground region for stability assessment according to the degree of
weathering.
Stability in AMC’s assessment has been based on the ‘limiting’ span of each stope being the
hangingwall which implies that all stoping will be longitudinal and even though some transverse
open stoping was contemplated by SRK, this appears to be off the proposed mining agenda.
With all stoping being longitudinal, it is agreed that if stope lengths for the three weathering
classifications are limited to those values indicated, it is highly unlikely that any stope, either
virgin or remnant, could create an ‘out of control’ situation due to hangingwall instability. AMC
have also provided some useful operational advice on managing stope stability but have not
identified any differences between virgin stoping and mining remnant areas except that the
latter is likely to be potentially difficult. This is agreed.
As part of this review for the HDC, the approximate depth range of mining and mining widths
for each lode has been examined from the plans and cross sections provided in Appendices A
and B of Appendix 5 of the s92 response document. For proposed Avoca virgin stoping in each
lode, widths shown in Table 2 are typically between 5m and 10m for all except the narrow Rex
lode. However, there are locally quite wide areas in both Martha and the deep Welcome lode
with zones 12m to 15m wide in all other lodes except Rex. For these widest zones, AMC’s
assumption that the limiting span is stope length may not always apply and the mi ned width
may be the limiting dimension based on the need to maintain stability of stope backs (roofs).
Further calculations as part of this review based on the data generated in AMC’s study (s92
response; Appendix 5, AMC Addendum Report, Table 1.1) and rockmass quality being the same
within the lodes have shown the critical stope widths (m) to maintain back stability for the
three states of weathering listed in Table 3.
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Table 2 Proposed Avoca Mining
Lode

Depth
Range
(mRL)

Typical
Width (m)

Maximum
Width (m)

Depth at
Maximum Width
(mRL)

Location of Max.
Width relative to
MP4 pit

Martha

640 - 800

6 -10

28

660

Under upper SE wall

Mary

820 - 875

5-8

12

860

Under upper E wall

Empire

660 - 950

5-8

15

860

Under upper S wall

Edward

540 - 740

4

15

700

Under SW wall

Royal

660 - 1060

5

12

950

110m S of S rim

Welcome

520 - 680

5 - 10

20

560

Under SW wall

Rex *

700 - 1018

2

2

700 - 1018

Under Waihi town

Note: Surface at approx. 1110mRL
*

MP4 pit bottom at 875mRL

Data from s92 response; Appendix 5, Appendix C

Table 3 Calculated Limiting Back Width
Limiting back width (m) – Avoca
stopes

based on AMC lengths and 18m
sublevel interval

based on AMC lengths and 25m
sublevel interval

Weathering
intensity

Range
Median

MW

25th
Percentile
4.9

5.5

75th
Percentile
7.3

SW

11.9

13.9

16.6

FR

12.3

19.9

>22.6

MW

5.0

5.7

7.7

SW

13.1

15.5

19.0

FR

35.6

23.5

>22.6
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Back widths to maintain stability for slightly weathered and fresh rock are indicated to be
greater than typical stope widths for all lodes in Table 2 and for all but the widest areas of
Martha and Welcome lodes. Since these widest areas are at 660mRL and 560mRL respectively
and both well below the base and walls of the MP4 pit in what is likely to be F resh rock, albeit
loosened, back stability of Avoca stopes should not become a stability issue that cannot be
managed as part of normal operations. However, since the Avoca method requires entry, it is
suspected that wide areas will need to be mined with multiple passes with CAF used in primary
stopes to maintain wall stability when adjacent secondary blocks are mined.
A similar review of information from plans and cross sections was conducted for remnant
stoping of previously mined stopes, both filled and unfilled. This method is only proposed for
Martha, Empire, Edward and Royal lodes and depth range and widths for each lode are shown
in Table 4. Typical widths range from 5m to 15m but in Martha, Empire and Edward, local
stopes 20 – 25m wide are proposed and because the mining sequence will be top – down,
backs of new remnant stopes will expose either newly placed backfill and possibly some
undercut wall rock, or old

Table 4 Proposed Remnant Mining
Lode

Depth
Range
(mRL)

Typical
Width (m)

Maximum
Width (m)

Depth at
Maximum Width
(mRL)

Location of Max.
Width relative to
MP4 pit

Martha

800 - 875

8

20

860

E of Milking Cow

Empire

780 - 950

8 - 12

25

840

Under mid S wall

Edward

720 - 895

15

20

820

Under mid S wall

Royal

860 – 910

5

8

875

Under S rim

965 - 1040

5

8

965

Under S rim

Note: Surface at approx. 1110mRL

MP4 pit bottom at 875mRL

backfill. AMC have stated that for remnant mining, existing voids within 10m of any new stopes
are to be backfilled with either CAF or rockfill prior to any new stoping. It is assumed that this
refers just to existing stope voids from historic mining rather than development. Regarding the
choice of backfill, CAF will need to be used where it is to be exposed by an adjacent remnant
stope and if this is what AMC intended, this requirement for initial backfilling of voids is
endorsed. When mined remnant stopes are backfilled, AMC have the expectation that CAF is to
be placed as a first pass to form a consolidated fill pillar at the base of the stope with a
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thickness at least twice the stope span. This should become a definite operational requirement
for backfilling all remnant stopes and it will be a critical requirement where remnant stope back
spans are relatively large.
Where remnant mining of old backfilled stopes is proposed, an essential requirement will be for
the first stope to be mined at the top level of the backfilled block (ie : the back of the first stope
needs to be in rock rather than backfill) otherwise remnant stoping could initiate piping of old
backfill and create an unfilled void of unknown size and location.
Managing back stability in the widest mining areas so regional underground stability is not
compromised will be a challenge that will need to be specifically addressed as part of the mine
operation for Martha underground.
The difficulty of providing access for backfill placement with top – down remnant mining has
been raised in the s92 request for further information and the Applicant has presented a
number of possible approaches to deal with this. Unlike bottom - up Avoca stoping, backfilling
remnant stope voids will result in some unfilled gap at each lift. It will be essential for this to be
minimised and for newly placed backfill in each block to be sufficie ntly stiff and strong to key to
sidewalls in historically loosened rock and not be allowed to move downwards and create a
much larger unfilled void. For areas where remnant stope widths exceed 15m it is
recommended that some appropriate form of monitoring be considered to confirm that the
backfill in these mined stopes does not move downwards. The requirement noted above for
CAF to be placed in the bottom of remnant stope voids will reduce the potential for downward
movement of backfill to occur and this is further reason for it to become an essential operating
requirement.
A further stability related matter to be reviewed is the highest mining level in each lode relative
to the surface and the MP4 pit and the ability of any overlying pillars to remain stabl e and not
affect the upper groundwater system (discussed later in this report). Highest virgin stoping
levels are shown for each lode in Table 2 with the highest being in Royal and Rex lodes where
there will be no remnant mining above these virgin stopes. Remnant mining data in Table 4
shows that remnant stoping in Martha and Edward lodes will be higher than virgin stopes (see
Table 2) but in all cases, vertical cover of at least 90m to the walls or base level of MP4 will be
achieved and be more than adequate to ensure that there will be no risk of piping failure from
new Martha remnant stoping in which each stope void is to be backfilled before any adjacent
stope is extracted. .
Stability of the pillar above the Rex lode has been assessed by AMC in their Addendum report
(s92 response; Appendix 5) using well known and appropriate methods. Given the current
knowledge of rockmass properties and degree of weathering, AMC’s analysis indicates that
even with a relatively thin cap of Lower Andesite above the upper level, upper level stoping in
Rex will not lead to any significant failure that could impact on surface stability and, by
inference on the integrity of the upper groundwater system.
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Figure 4.5 in AMC’s assessment in Appendix M of the Application suggests that the depth of
moderate weathering above the Rex lode could extend down to about 1040mRL (about 70m
below the surface and 20m above the top level of Rex) so a substantial portion of the cover
pillar above Rex may be in relatively weak ground. Given the unknown quality and condition of
the rockmass above the Rex lode and its location under the town, a conservative approach
regarding the final height of mining is recommended. Monitoring of the cover pillar is suggested
by AMC but this needs to be definite requirement and a monitoring plan for Project Martha
must include the installation of at least three multipoint wire extensometers from surface
(assuming access on surface is available) before mining in the Rex lode reaches its mid-height
stage.
The Applicant has made a case in the section 7.3 of the s92 response that the total thickness of
Andesite cover rather than just Lower Andesite be part of any relevant Consent Condition on
this matter. Without having geotechnical data to be able to check the condi tion and rockmass
quality of the total Andesite cover, this is not acceptable. However, it is reasonable to include
some flexibility in the relevant Condition as suggested by the Applicant which allows a
technically justified case for the cover of Quartz Andesite to be less than 40m above the upper
level to be mined in Rex to be presented to the HDC for its review and approval. Monitoring
data from the surface extensometers mentioned above would be an essential part of the
justification.
Stoping in the Royal vein is also planned to be within about 60m of the surface under the S wall
rim of the MP4 pit and according to Figure 16 of PSM’s MP4 evaluation (Appendix Q of the
Application), it is likely to be in a deformed/disturbed zone. It differs from Rex in that the cover
of Lower Quartz Andesite as shown in Section 6 (s92 response; Appendix 5, Appendix B) is 40m
and from previous technical evaluations and allowing for it to be in a partially loosened
condition, it is considered highly unlikely to lead to any instability which could impact the
surface.
Overall, the technical studies conducted by AMC in both of their reports cover the stability of
underground mining and its influence on surface stability. Their work has focused on:



ensuring that stopes are not to be mined oversize,
individual stopes are to be properly backfilled before mining adjacent stopes occurs,
and
 for remnant mining, open voids (assumed to be stope voids) within 10m of a proposed
remnant stope are to be backfilled before mining commences in that stope.
Their overall conclusion that ‘mining methods involve stope excavations that have a high level
of assurance of stability’ is generally agreed but this relies heavily on backfilling to a high
standard particularly with remnant stopes. This review for the HDC has shown that wide areas
and particularly those where remnant mining is to occur will require special treatment in terms
of stope sequencing and backfilling to ensure that local stability is maintained. AMC have
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acknowledged the practical difficulty of remnant mining and that with the proposed layout of
development access, designs can be adjusted.
It is implied in AMC’s study that mining in each lode can be treated as being independent.
Monitoring for mining induced seismicity and ground movement in key areas as suggested by
AMC is endorsed and needs to be included in a monitoring plan.

1.5.

MP4 – Underground Interaction

A separate study of open pit – underground mine interaction conducted by PSM and reported
in Appendix P involved creating a large regional 3D model to include the MP4 pit, historical and
proposed underground mining (except mining in the Rex lode) and the current geological model
including zones of loosening due to historic mining. Its purpose was to check the effects of
proposed underground mining on the settlement in the pit and surrounding surface and to
highlight any zones of mining induced damage, particularly around mined areas.
The modelled geology appears to differ slightly from that presented in Appendix Q for the
upper western end of the MP4 pit, but that area shows no interaction with the underground
and this apparent discrepancy is not considered to be an issue.
Shapes of all excavations are said to closely match those in the current model for proposed
mining with some minor modifications for the MP4 pit which would have no material effect on
the model results. Model formation also created some differences in mine d volume compared
to the current proposed mining but modelled volumes always exceeded those proposed and
the effect of relatively large enlargement of underground mined zones, both in height and
width was analysed for its effect on regional stability.
Modelling of mining was sequenced to initially remove the pit and all historically mined areas
underground including placement of backfill where it is known from old records to have been
used. The pit shape included the north wall failure and failure debris at the base of the failure.
Further Project Martha mining was simulated by excavating the MP4 north wall cutback in
stages followed by underground mining in stages according the current proposed yearly
schedule.
A very useful part of the overall analysis was to check the sensitivity of the overall results to
variations in the mined sequence, volume mined, backfilled areas and properties, stress
conditions and the extent of previously caved zones. This has highlighted factors which most
influence the predicted interactions due to the extensive mining that is proposed in Project
Martha. No distinction has been made between mining virgin parts and remnant mining of
lodes as the overall global effects are due to the total mined volumes at any time and their
relative locations, one to the other.
Results of all the analyses are extensive and the objective has been to try to simulate possible
worst-case conditions. Findings have been expressed as deformations (movements), both in
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magnitude and direction and strain which is the rate of change of displacement with distance.
Results of the study highlighted that:


Underground mining is predicted to result in a region of surface displacement covering
the entire SE wall of MP4 that is at its maximum in the centre of the wall and extends
out past the SE pit rim for about 200m;
 Surface movement tends to be parallel to the SE wall so the vertical settlement around
the rim is about one third of values shown in the modelling results , the maximum
indicative value being around 25mm. Within the pit, the maximum predicted
movement of the SE wall is about 200mm, with about half being vertical;
 Factors which had most influence on the displacements and strains were the presence
and stiffness of backfill and the size of mined voids. With CAF (in all underground
openings) predicted maximum displacement is reduced by 2.5 times and strain by 5
times. Surface movement was predicted to be very sensitive to mined volume and it is
suspected that mined width would be the most sensitive of the mine d dimensions;
 Placement of CAF in voids 30m below the base of the north wall of MP4 had a
beneficial effect of reducing both the extent and magnitude of displacement and strain
and PSM have concluded that the possibility of local crushing at the base of th e wall
will be reduced by backfilling those voids with CAF; and
 The size of the current caved zone is not indicated to affect the predictions of
displacement and strain.
All modelling exercises rely on making some assumptions with input data and with the w ay
rockmasses behave once failure has occurred. It is therefore important not to place too much
emphasis on the actual magnitudes of the results but the locations of where interaction is likely
and the relative effects of backfill and size of openings on the interaction are likely to be
reasonably accurate.
Results around mined lodes confirm the expectation expressed above in Section 1.4 that the
separation between lodes and the surface or pit surface is adequate for the effects of mining in
each lode to be considered independently and there is little likelihood that the proposed
underground mining could lead to any regional scale disturbance.
Overall, the work conducted in this interaction study is of the highest technical quality and it
has served to significantly increase the assurance that regional stability can be maintained
during what is currently proposed in Project Martha. It also emphasi ses the essential
requirement for each stope void to be backfilled, the potentially beneficial effect of using as
much CAF as can be justified, and also filling all stope voids with CAF within 30m of the base of
MP4.

1.6.

Assessment of Groundwater Effects

GWS Limited (GWS) in part of Appendix H of the Application have provided a comprehensive
assessment of the likely effects of lowering the current groundwater level at about 770mRL to
500mRL which will be necessary to mine the deepest Welcome lode below the western wall of
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MP4 pit. It relies on extensive experience from previously consented dewatering for mining in
the Waihi area and monitoring of the effect of that dewatering of the Lower Quartz Andesite on
the overlying near surface groundwater system.
Since dewatering commenced, groundwater level monitoring has shown that water pressures
in the near surface younger volcanic layers and the Upper Andesite have remained stable as
levels in the Lower Quartz Andesite were lowered below the upper layers. This has been
duplicated by finite element modelling and it therefore has continued to be used by GWS as a
reliable tool for the prediction of the further dewatering to 500mRL for the underground part
of Project Martha. Within the Lower Andesite, the permeability has been shown to be highest
above 700mRL and at least an order of magnitude lower below that level (s92 response ,
Appendix 4). This may have occurred in part due to the overall loosening of the Lower Andesite
rockmass caused by historic mining, most of which occurred above about 650mRL. The effect of
this is predicted to create a steep phreatic surface sub-parallel to lodes below 700mRL which
will effectively act as an underdrain to the Lower Andesite above that level.
Findings from the current assessment indicate that further dewatering down to 500mRL may
cause a nominal widening of the dewatered zone beneath the upper groundwater system and
where underground mining is close to the base of the low permeability upper Andesite layer,
there may some local seepage from the upper system. GWS have concluded that this will not
have any effect on the groundwater regime in the upper zone which will continue to be
recharged by rainfall.
GWS have identified the area around the pit to the S and SW as having a low density of
piezometers and additional multilevel instruments for that area will need to be included in the
overall monitoring plan for Project Martha. Preferred locations are shown in the Figure
attached to the GWS memo in Appendix 4 of the s92 response and these should provide
adequate coverage of the area above proposed Avoca stopes in the Rex lode and upper levels
of the Royal lode.
The groundwater study includes sufficient detail for reliable predictions of the effects of further
dewatering on groundwater levels to be made.

1.7.

Assessment of Ground Settlement

Engineering Geology Ltd (EGL) have used the GWS groundwater model results as the basis for
their assessment of the likely settlement due to further dewatering required for the proposed
mining (Appendix R of the Application). Any settlement directly associated with the geometry
effects of mining and particularly the effects of mining predicted in the interaction study will be
additional to those in this assessment arising from dewatering.
Estimation of surface settlement has involved extrapolation of existing settlement data for the
deeper dewatered level as well as numerical modelling which gave smaller predicted
settlements but provided insight into incremental settlements at various stages of dewatering
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and a useful prediction of differential settlement. From the findings, EGL have been able to re zone the surface into seven areas; the area with the largest predicted settlement (Zone 7) being
around the NE and E rim of the MP4 pit. Around that is a region of lower predicted settlement
(Zone 6) which takes in most of the business district of Waihi and an area further to the east as
shown in Figure 16 of Appendix R of the Application. Part of Zone 7 around the E end of MP4 is
likely to experience a further 25mm or so of settlement due the underground stoping in Empire
and Martha lodes but this should not result in any extra differential settlement. Mining the Rex
lode is likely to add up to 10mm to settlement in an area of Zone 6 about 100m wide around
the S rim of MP4 (s92 response; Appendix 5; AMC Addendum report, Figure 1.5).
EGL have reviewed the adequacy of settlement marker coverage given the zones of likely future
settlement and concluded that no new markers will be needed. Given the increases in likely
settlement, EGL have provided a list of revised settlement trigger levels which will need to be
included in the Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan should the project receive
approval.
Because there has been no change in overall mechanism of dewatering and the surface
settlement that results, the approach taken by EGL seems well founded and is likely to provid e
the best indication of both settlement magnitude and location resulting from extra dewatering
necessary to allow for the underground mining within Project Martha.

ISSUES RAISED IN SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED BY THE HDC
1.8.

Pit Stability, particularly the North Wall

Some of the submissions received indicate the perception that the current north wall of Martha
pit is unstable. Monitoring results indicate that this is not the case and any further failure is
highly unlikely, given the buttressing effect that the failure debris has on the lower wall. It is
agreed though that the failed wall has an untidy appearance and the proposed cutback as part
of MP4 will reshape the wall and remove the precarious looking ends of the current failure.
The cutback wall design has been thoroughly checked for stability using well accepted analytical
methods allowing for the fact that the failure debris which currently buttresses the lower N wall
will be progressively removed during the cutback and therefore no longer provides that
stabilising influence. Ground conditions and major structures where the cutback will be formed
and behind it have been checked by consultants PSM and they are confident that a similar
structure which forms the back scarp of the current failure is not present behind the designed
position of the cutback.
Mining the pit to the MP4 design will also involve removal of a toe block of ore at the base of
the pit which has the potential to destabilise pit walls including the N wall cutback. This has also
been analysed by PSM and the wall is indicated to be stable. A study of the interaction between
the pit and the underground part of Project Martha has shown that backfilling stope voids, both
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old and new around the base of the pit with cemented crushed aggregate fill (CAF) will tend to
stabilise the bottom of the pit. This is to be included in a relevant condition, should the
Application be approved.

1.9.

Potential for Cave-ins in or near the Town

A few submissions expressed concern about the likelihood of additional sinkhole s and cave-ins
occurring within a zone on the surface around the south and east side of Martha pit. All
previous events of this nature have been caused by piping failure from historical mine workings
that were left unfilled. The main culprit has been the piping failure above unfilled parts of Royal
lode which were sufficiently close to the surface to allow the chimney like failure to reach the
surface.
All future mining in previously unmined parts of lodes and remnant mining of parts of lodes
that were mined historically are to be backfilled to ensure that piping type failures cannot
occur. This is to be a consent condition in any approval that may be granted. A further
requirement is that separate stopes are to be backfilled before any adjacent (adjoining) stoping
occurs. All mining methods to be used underground in Project Martha rely on the placement of
backfill to form either a working floor or a stable back (roof) in stopes and further stoping
cannot proceed without this backfill being placed. It is proposed that two types of backfill will
be used;



rockfill where no exposure of backfill is to occur in subsequent stoping, and
cemented aggregate fill (CAF) where at least part of a backfilled void is to be exposed at
some future stage or where backfill with a higher stiffness is required to enhance
regional stability underground.
In some cases, it will be possible for a mix of these two fill types to be used in a stope void but
in all cases backfill will be selected according to the criteria in the dot poi nts above.
One submission raised the matter of the total length of tunnels in the Project Martha area and
that leaving these open could allow cave-in to occur which might then propagate. Drive size
openings that are well separated from others cannot initiate failures that can propagate far
enough to interact with other open voids and eventually impact on the stability of the surface.
The area with any likelihood of this being an issue is above a tight, vertically aligned spiral
decline but all decline development has a system of ground support to ensure local stability of
these openings. If there were a perceived risk of collapse, these decline accesses would be at
least partially backfilled to preserve regional stability. An example of this occurred in the Trio
mine where most stope crosscuts were partially backfilled to eliminate the risk of progressive
piping failure being able to initiate.
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1.10.

Risk of Intersecting previously Unknown, Water Filled Voids, Mined
Historically

One submitter raised this as an issue and it is a concern that the Applicant is aware of in the
dewatered environment at Waihi. Current consented underground operations at Waihi in areas
where historic mining has occurred (eg SUPA) are required to have a Void Management Plan
(VMP) approved by the HDC which includes among other matters, a requirement for there to
be minimum stand-off distances from open voids which are detected in advance by regular
probe drilling. A VMP including appropriate stand-off distances will also be required for Project
Martha but the details of that can only be defined once the mine design (particularly for
remnant stoping) including access requirements has been finalised.
In the case of Project Martha, prior dewatering to a level well below that required to access a
level is to occur and the likelihood of there being a void with at least some retained water is
small. Nevertheless, a VMP will be needed for underground mining within Project Martha and
this is to be included in a consent condition should the Application be approved.

PROPOSED CONSENT CONDITIONS - PROJECT MARTHA
(APPENDIX O and SCHEDULE 1)
1.11.

Mine Construction

The proposed wording in draft condition 68 relates only to the Martha Pit and perhaps the
heading title should be changed to reflect that. Part c. of condition 68 needs to specifically
cover pit wall movement likely to be due to underground mining.

1.12.

Surface Stability

This is addressed in draft conditions 69 to 73. Condition 69 wording is acceptable but requires some
additions listed below:





Condition 69 a) only covers virgin stoping with a bottom-up sequence. Remnant stoping
needs to be referred to separately and include the requirement for open voids from
historic stoping within 10m of a new remnant stope to be backfilled prior to mining
commencing in that stope. This is to ensure that the new stope cannot initiate failure
between the old and new stope voids and create an opening large enough for a piping
type failure to propagate;
Also in Condition 69 a), there is an added requirement for remnant stoping in filled
historic stoping areas to commence at the top level of the old workings to ensure that
the initial stopes are formed with rock rather than old backfill in the back;
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Condition 69 b) is acceptable but any investigation report is to include, at least, results
from groundwater and extensometer monitoring in the pillar above Rex and results
from surface settlement markers in the area above the Rex lode;
A new part c) of Condition 69 is required to record that no mining is to take place within
a zone 20m around the base of the Milking Cow and within 20m of a 65 o draw cone
above the base. This has been offered by the Applicant and it is considered to be a
prudent precaution to minimise the risk of the Milking Cow becoming larger;
The condition originally designated 69 d) requires the addition that movement
monitoring is to include the installation of three extensometers from the surface and
spaced along the upper level alignment of Rex lode to monitor mining induced
movement in the pillar overlying Rex lode;
A new part g) of Condition 69 is to be included to cover the requirement for all historic
stope voids within 30m of the base of the MP4 pit to be filled with CAF as access
becomes available and before the N wall cutback of MP4 reaches 900mRL. This is
needed to reduce displacements from underground – open pit interaction and enhance
the stability of the N wall cutback of MP4;
As a safeguard against mined areas in plan becoming excessive and pillars between
lodes becoming too thin to still remain stable, a new part h) of Condition 69 needs to be
included with the following proposed wording: Should any new lodes be found between
currently known Martha Underground lodes, mining in those new lodes shall not
commence until investigations reported to the Council , demonstrate to its satisfaction
that mining in the new lodes will ensure surface stability and MP4 pit stability.

Conditions 70, 71 and 72 are acceptable. Condition 73 also needs to include monthly reporting
of the cumulative volume of historic unfilled voids and CAF filled historic voids in the zone
defined in new Condition 69 g) above.

1.13.

Peer Review Panel

Proposed details for the operation and staffing of the peer review panel are outlined in draft
conditions 5 to 13 of Schedule 1. Conditions 6 to 13 all relate to the Martha pit which is not
considered to be adequate for Project Martha which is a combined open pit – underground
operation with at least some interaction between the two being likely. Additional conditions
are needed specifically for the underground mine and condition 7 a) also needs to record the
requirement for both open pit and underground rock mechanics experience (which one peer
reviewer may well have). Condition 13 will need to include additional reporting on the status of
underground mining (particularly upper level mining), backfilling of historic stope voids and
interaction between underground workings and the open pit.

1.14.

Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan

Draft conditions 14 to 21 in Schedule 1 cover the overall requirements of this plan which are
acceptable. Although condition 17 allows for the final details and monitoring locations to be
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agreed with the Councils, a specific requirement to include additional piezometer and
extensometer monitoring above the upper mining level of the Rex lode needs to be added to
ensure that the upper groundwater system is not affected by that upper level mining.

1.15.

Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Report

Requirements for this annual report are outlined in draft condition 22 of Schedule 1 and the
proposed wording adequately covers the essential content.

OVERALL FINDINGS
The technical evaluations of pit stability and the effects of underground mining on pit stability
and the surrounding area presented in the Application are comprehensive and provide sound
technical support of the Application. Background data on which these have been based are
sufficiently detailed to allow predictions of stability to be well founded and as reliable as
possible, given what is currently proposed.
The preliminary nature of the resource and underground mine design has meant that the
geometry of what ultimately becomes the mineable reserve is not yet known. Howeve r, what is
clear is that there will be a mix of mining previously unmined parts of lodes and mining of
remnants of what was mined historically, with the latter recognised as being technically
challenging and to be approached cautiously. Mining methods to be adopted for both types of
mining have been defined in the Application and importantly, both are shown to rely on each
stope void being appropriately backfilled before adjacent stoping occurs. This will ensure that
the risk of piping failures that have occurred previously at Waihi is mitigated.
Mining relatively close to the surface in the narrow Rex and Royal lodes has been examined in
detail for its potential to affect the surface and the upper groundwater system. It has been
shown that there is little likelihood of surface stability and the upper groundwater system being
compromised but that a cautious approach is to be adopted based on the observed condition of
ground when exposed in openings and on the results of monitoring groundwater conditions,
ground relaxation and mining induced seismicity. It is recognised that it may be necessary for
mining in the Rex and Royal lodes to cease at a lower level.
Surface settlement from the combined effects of dewatering and underground mining is
predicted to be a maximum of some 125mm (with say 100mm from dewatering and 25mm
from mining) in a zone up to 200m wide around the SE rim of the MP4 pit.
Overall, the Project Martha Application with the conditions proposed in Appendix O, amended
as recommended above ,address the key technical issues (listed in Section 1.2) likely to affect
the local and regional stability that may impact on the settlement of the surface within the
Project area.

Appendix 2. Vibration Aspects
Dr Cameron McKenzie
Blastechnology Ltd.

October 2018
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Technical Report on Expected Vibration Impacts from Project Martha
Prepared to assist in preparation of S42a report by HDC

INTRODUCTION
Blastechnology (Dr Cameron McKenzie) has been engaged by Hauraki District Council (HDC) to prepare a
technical review of the Oceana Gold (New Zealand) Ltd (OGNZL) Application to HDC for a resource
consent application for a major new development involving three new mining initiatives – Martha Pit,
Martha Underground, and REX Underground.
Dr McKenzie has been associated with, through provision of advice, analyses and reports to HDC, similar
resource consent applications for the South Wall stability cutback, East Wall stability cutback, MDDP2,
MDDP, Favona, Trio, Correnso (Golden Link) and Slevin Underground(SUPA) project areas associated
with the Waihi gold mining operations, dating back to 2004. Dr McKenzie is familiar with:
•

the type and scale of underground mining activities proposed for the Project Martha
operations

•

the type and scale of pit mining activities proposed for the Project Martha north wall
remediation
the vibration impact consent conditions applied to the previously-approved underground
operations
the monitoring systems deployed by the applicant throughout the Waihi area
the method by which the assessment of environmental vibration effects has been estimated
by the applicant’s vibration consultant, Heilig and Partners

•
•
•

SCOPE OF WORK
Blastechnology has been instructed to review and report on information provided by OGNZL in its
application, including the following matters:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Matters reviewed.
Key effects issues to be considered.
Completeness and appropriateness of information submitted together with further
information provided in response to Council’s request (including technical accuracy).
Appropriateness of mitigation measures including draft consent conditions.
Overall robustness of conclusions
Review and assess submissions received by HDC.
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DOCUMENTS REVIEWED
In assessing OGNZL’s application, the documents received and reviewed at the request of HDC are
listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Documents received and reviewed by Blastechnology for Project Martha Consent Application.

Date
23-Apr
24-Apr
3-May
1-Jun
6-Jun
9-Jun
18-Jul
18-Jul
18-Jul
18-Jul
19-Jul
30-Jul
21-Sep
29-Sep

Document
Received From
Initial Brief to Tech Reviewers Final.docx
Dave Burton
Project Martha Vibration Assessment Volume 2 - Property Vibration Envelopes.pdf HDC website
Project Martha Vibration Assessment Volume 1 V8.pdf
HDC website
Review for s92 - Brief to C McKenzie.docx
Dave Burton
Waihi Martha Phase 4 (All) Extra.pdf
HDC
Appendix G1.1 Vibration Assessment_Heilig.pdf
HDC website
HDC-s92-response-OceanaGold-apx1-4.pdf
HDC website
HDC-s92-response-OceanaGold-pg1-29.pdf
HDC website
Project-Martha-Further-Information-Clarification.pdf
HDC website
Final request.pdf
Dave Burton
Project-Martha-Request-Information.pdf
HDC website
Monitor location.pdf
H&P
Project Martha Summary_Blasting and Vibration.docx
Dave Burton
Appendix O to OGNZL application
HDC website

KEY TECHNICAL REPORTS CONSIDERED
In undertaking the analysis of the vibration effects, the key reports considered were:
1. Appendix G Part 1 of the OGNZL application, being the Heilig and Partners original Vibration Assessment
report dated June 2018
2. Project Martha Vibration Assessment Volume 2 by Heilig and Partners being individual property
vibration envelopes for 40 different properties considered to present representative vibration impact
spectra in the affected areas near to the proposed mining activities
3. Heilig and Partners Plate No A dated 06 June presenting the expected vibration contours from all Project
Martha mining areas
4. The report by Heilig & Partners prepared in response to the request for further information, Appendix
3 of the OGNZL s92 Response
5. The response by OGNZL to the request for further information, in particular section 4, Vibration
6. Vibration monitoring locations, and their proximity to the proposed blasting locations, were found in
the Heilig & Partners report dated April 2018, Plate D, page 55 of 110.

MATTERS REVIEWED
Blastechnology has reviewed the following issues:
•
•
•

Flyrock safety and control for blasting planned near the top of the Martha Stage 4 Pit on the
Northern Wall, lying outside the MMZ
The effects of combining vibrations from production and development blasting on compliance
Vibration monitoring locations and their ability to adequately cover the potentially affected
Blastechnology A.B.N. 81 028 632 349
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communities
Submissions received by HDC from members of the Waihi community

KEY EFFECTS ISSUES
The Key Effects Issues addressed in this report relate first to the safety of residents, near to the north wall
of the Martha Pit, from harm by flyrock. Secondly, there is the issue of vibration levels from blasting of
different scales in both the pit and underground locations, and the increased size of the vibrationaffected area in the Central Waihi area. Finally, there is the matter of the adequacy of the proposed
monitoring systems to verify compliance with consent vibration conditions. Some reference is also made
to the matter of identification and management of vibration anomalies.

COMPLETENESS AND APPROPRIATENESS OF INFORMATION
Blastechnology considers that the information provided in the application, together with the additional
information provided in response to the council’s request for further information, is sufficient and
appropriate for HDC assessment.

APPROPRIATENESS OF MITIGATION MEASURES AND PROPOSED CONSENT
CONDITIONS
Separate consideration will be given to the issues of flyrock, vibration averaging, vibration monitoring,
and vibration anomalies, and the unlimited duration of Martha P4 open-pit blasts. Consideration is also
given to proposed Condition 44 addressing assessment of damage to structures through condition
surveys. Other mitigation measures involving restricted blasting hours, restricted duration of
underground blasts, and restricted number of blasting events per day are the same as the measures
considered appropriate for Correnso and SUPA operations and are considered equally appropriate for
Project Martha.

Flyrock – Martha Pit Blasting
Blastechnology agrees that the first level of control must be appropriate design, in terms of charge size
and stemming lengths. But at some stage, as blasting comes closer to houses and the factor of safety
becomes questionable, the use of a second level of safety and protection becomes prudent, if not
mandatory.
The response by Heilig & Partners to HDC’s request for further information advises the minimum
distance of blasting from housing to be 105 metres, and the maximum calculated flyrock range of 75
metres. The maximum distance was derived using a model developed by Heilig & Partners which
undertook 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations to determine the maximum distance. Any single flyrock
incident can be expected to launch considerably more than 10,000 fragments, so that the maximum
projection distance could easily be considerably greater than 75 metres. As a reference, one could
consider the work published by Lundborg (Probability of Flyrock, 1979) who estimated that, when
modelling a single fragment ejection such as is presented in Dr Heilig’s simulations, the probability of a
rock fragment being projected the maximum distance is around 10-9, suggesting that as many as a billion
simulations may be required to establish the maximum projection distance for a rock ejected from the
blasthole collar region. The only point of this reference is that 10,000 simulations is not considered a
Blastechnology A.B.N. 81 028 632 349
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large number of simulations, and perhaps not sufficient to guarantee the safety of occupants in houses
as close as 105 metres.
The estimated maximum distance suggests a Factor of Safety of approximately 1.4 (i.e. minimum
distance to house divided by calculated maximum range, or 105/75), though the Heilig & Partners
response does not specifically define the charging conditions involved in the simulations conducted, and
there is ambiguity in the original application as to whether the proposed stemming length is 2 metres,
or 2.6 metres. The actual stemming length is critical to the task of controlling flyrock.
It has been established by Lundborg that an 89 mm diameter blasthole, as proposed for the MP4 blasting, is
capable of projecting rock fragments 600 metres. The blast design factor which is adjusted to ensure that rock
fragments can not be projected such extreme distances from blasthole collars is the length of stemming material
which acts to contain the extreme pressures generated by the detonation of the explosive. The addition of
stemming material to the blastholes is a manual operation and is therefore subject to human error, despite the
best efforts of any quality control process. Given the ease with which the proposed scale of blasting can generate
flyrock with projection distances significantly greater than 105 metres, and the potential consequence of a flyrock
event so close to occupied dwellings, a typical Risk Assessment would almost certainly conclude that a second
level of control be applied, at least in those areas where the Factor of Safety is considered low by normal blasting
standards. In Blastechnology’s experience, a Factor of Safety of 2, and up to 3, is considered common (e.g.
OSMRE in United States, Corps of Engineers in United States, BHP Iron Ore, BMA Coal). In this context,
a Factor of Safety of 1.4 could be considered low. Whatever the probability is of flyrock striking a house
at 105 metres with the proposed MP4 blast design, work by Lundborg (Probability of Flyrock, 1979)
shows that increasing the Factor of Safety from 1.4 to 2 will further reduce that probability by a factor
of 1 million. Such additional safety would appear to be more accommodating of human error in the
charging process.
The OGNZL response alludes to the possibility of using mechanical excavation for much of the upper part
of the Martha Pit north wall. If such excavation could be implemented in those zones where the blasting
factor of safety is less than 2, the risk to occupants of nearby houses would be very substantially reduced.
Blastechnology considers prudent options to be mechanical excavation or the use of blasting mats
whenever the factor of safety is less than 2. Flyrock control is currently addressed in the Vibration
Management Plan, requiring approval by HDC, and Blastechnology considers this to be the appropriate
place to address the matter. In relation to the use of blasting mats, the OGNZL response section 4.4
refers to the Vibration Management Plan mandating the use of mats “where there is a demonstrated
need to manage flyrock”. Other than an actual flyrock event, which must be avoided, it is not clear what
would constitute a “demonstrated” need.
The Heilig and Partners report also states that vibration effects from short duration blasting would be
less than the vibration effects from hydraulic hammers. Blastechnology considers this highly doubtful,
since vibration levels at 105 metres from hydraulic hammers are unlikely to be perceptible in terms of
vibration.

Vibration Averaging
Very little justification is given either in the consent application, or in the response to HDC’s request for
further information, for the abolition of separate production and development blast compliance
conditions (95% less than 5 mm/s for both types of blast and average levels less than 2mm/s for
development and 3mm/s for production), other than to say it is “considered unworkable in Project
Blastechnology A.B.N. 81 028 632 349
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Martha” (Heilig & Partners report, Executive Summary, page iii). The arguments presented by both Heilig
and Partners and OGNZL, including the argument that observers don’t distinguish between vibrations
from production and development blasts, seem to overlook the basic intent of the 95% compliance
condition for blasting. The intent of the HDC vibration standard is that all blasts be designed to achieve
95% compliance with the peak vector sum vibration level of 5 mm/s (the compliance measure).
Development blasts generate much lower vibration levels than production blasts, by virtue of their
reduced scale and size of charges, and generally do not need any detailed design effort in order to comply
with the 5 mm/s limit. Production blasts, including blasts in the Martha Pit, however, do need to be
carefully designed in order to comply, and the condition requiring separation of the two types of blasting
was considered by all parties to be appropriate for the Correnso/SUPA consents. Blastechnology
supports the retention of the separate conditions for development and production blasts, and the same
average and 95% levels applied in the Correnso conditions. It would be preferable if the Martha Pit (MP4)
blasts can be included in the same production blasts conditions, if possible.
To ensure that all production blasts were appropriately designed, Correnso/SUPA conditions referred to
a 95 percent compliance value of 5 mm/s (95 of every 100 blasts events must be less than 5mm/s). The
proposed conditions refer to the 95 percentile values of measured vibration (Appendix O, Condition 30)
that is, it is a different measure (percent compliance and as against achieving a percentile value).
Notwithstanding this change, the main concern relates to the proposal to combine development and
production blasting for compliance and monitoring purposes. As can easily be demonstrated by simple
modelling, using the data contained in the first table presented in the Heilig & Partners response dated
04 July, the 95 percentile vibration level is significantly affected when a combined data set exhibits a
bimodal shape, i.e. a high range data set relating to production blasting, and a low range data set relating
to development blasting. Such bimodality appears to be present in the modelled vibration impacts in
the year 2024 at several of the modelled locations, such as 1a Gilmour St as shown below (taken from
the H&P document Project Martha Vibration Assessment Volume 2 - Property Vibration Envelopes.pdf,
page 172 of 442). The effect of combining two such data sets is to lower the 95th vibration percentile,
relative to the value obtained for the high range data set alone, thereby lessening the focus on blast
design for the production blasts. In the opinion of Blastechnology, the 95 percent value of 5 mm/s for
production blasts remains the most effective way for HDC, and the Waihi community, to ensure that
those blasts are all designed with due care and diligence.

To ensure that production blast design efforts are assessed and updated on their own merits, the
practice of separating production and development blast vibration measurements should be continued
and conditioned.
The need for careful control during design, and implementation, of production blasts in REX is
Blastechnology A.B.N. 81 028 632 349
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highlighted in section 7.3 of the original report by Heilig & Partners which states “there is no ability to
reduce average vibration limits for those living above the lode by moving to and blasting within other
areas”. This statement acknowledges that production blasts in REX will be fired repeatedly in the same
area, repeatedly impacting on the same houses above, and it is these blasts which pose the highest risk
in terms of non-compliance with vibration conditions.
Blastechnology notes some ambiguity in relation to the scale of REX production blasting. Section 2.1 of
the Heilig & Partners report states “Mining of the Rex orebody is expected to be undertaken with
practices typical of small blasthole development blasting.”. Section 4.2 of the same report states
“Development blasting is significantly different from production blasting.”, and section 4.3 states that
stope size will be consistent with those in Favona, Trio and Correnso with sub-level spacing of 12 to 20
metres.
If the scale of REX production blasting is similar to the scale of development blasting (i.e. with charge
weight per blasthole around 4 kg), as stated in Section 2.1, then the argument to combine production
and development blasting, at least for REX mining, is considered reasonable. Separate consideration,
however, would be required for the effects of Martha underground blasting.

Vibration Monitoring
Monitoring locations are shown in Plate D of the Heilig & Partners report “Vibration Assessment: Project
Martha” report dated April 2018, and reproduced below.

In this figure, the black dots are taken to be the approximate locations of blasts, both production and
development, in the different areas of Project Martha. In addition to these locations, the applicant
proposes “… a fleet of roving monitors will be utilised” to help identify potential anomalous areas,
though the number of such monitors is not mentioned. While it is not explicitly stated, past practice
suggests that data from roving monitors will not be posted to the vibration monitoring website.
Blastechnology A.B.N. 81 028 632 349
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In the above figure, the permanent monitoring locations are shown as circle symbols with a vibration
pulse inscribed. These permanent monitors appear to give good coverage to most potentially affected
residential structures, with the exception of the area within the yellow ellipse which lies rather close to
the REX blasting operations. While the company does have a method to estimate levels at any location
by extrapolation from readings obtained from the three or four nearest monitors, historically there
appears to be doubt as to the accuracy of such estimations. The Heilig and Partners vibration envelopes
indicate relatively high vibration levels in the area above and near REX. Blastechnology considers it
would be prudent to install a fixed monitor within this area to help verify compliance.
There would also appear to be a potential gap in the monitoring programme in the red circled area which
seems to be predominantly commercial in nature. The comment is made after considering the vibration
envelopes presented in Vol 2 of the H&P Vibration Assessment report dated Feb 2018 (not found in June
version, assumed unchanged) for locations including Seddon St, Gilmour St and Kenny St, where 95
percentile vibration levels are in the range 3 to 4 mm/s for at least some years of the proposed project.
It would appear that the focus of the company’s proposed vibration conditions does not include vibration
induced in commercial structures (Appendix O, Condition 28). However, it is noted that one of the
submissions received makes specific reference to possible negative effects of vibration on “customers”,
suggesting that owners of commercial premises may be as concerned about vibrations and their effects
as those of residential premises.
It is also noted that Condition 16 d) of the MDDP Conditions required the company to install a monitor
within the red circle area for the MDDP/MDDP2 blasting operations (see below), but this is not shown
as part of the Project Martha monitoring array. Blastechnology considers that it would again be prudent
to include a permanent monitor in this zone for direct assessment of vibration impacts.

Vibration Anomalies
Blastechnology A.B.N. 81 028 632 349
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Blastechnology is concerned about the response time for anomalous vibration readings. HDC monitoring
at 6 Mataura Road continued for approximately 3 years before the anomaly was assessed, suggesting a
lack of communication between HDC and OGNZL, or a lack of engagement to resolve the matter. It is
unknown whether action has yet been undertaken at that location, either in terms of compensatory AEP
payments, or the installation of a permanent monitor. If potential anomalies are to be identified using
the fleet of roving monitors, and are to be managed according to the company’s vibration management
and monitoring plan, then that plan must include well-defined triggers, and appropriate/timely
responses. Such issues have not been addressed in any of the OGNZL-submitted documents other than
to suggest they be addressed in the Martha Project Vibration Management Plan. The applicant may wish
to expand on this aspect in evidence.

Duration of Martha P4 Blasts
According to the information in the H&P response, dated 04 July 2018, blasting in Martha P4 is scheduled
to commence in 2022 and to continue until 2029, i.e. for up to 8 years. Martha Mining Licence 32 2388
(now incorporated into the Operative District Plan) and the EMMA consent specify no limit on blast
duration, and it is understood that past practices have involved blasts of very long duration, perhaps as
long as 30 seconds. The H&P Response dated 04 July suggests a likely duration in the range 8.1 to 21.4
seconds, but does not discount longer-duration events. Such blasts are understood to have been fired as
a series of almost separate blasts, with blocks of holes being separated by long delays of several seconds
in order to minimise vibration enhancement and to achieve compliance with HDC vibration standards.
Large and long-duration blasts offer the benefit of less frequent firings, and it is noted that the
anticipated blasting frequency for MP4 is in the range 1 to 1.5 blasts per week, or 2 to 3 blasts every
fortnight. It is understood that residents to the north of the Martha Pit have been historically exposed
to such long duration blast vibration effects under ML 32 2388, now absorbed into the HDC Operative
District Plan.
The proposal to have no limits on duration is questioned, however. Given that 18 seconds is considered
an appropriate maximum duration for underground blasting, and for residents in Waihi East, it seems
appropriate to ask why the duration of surface blasting in MP4 cannot be similarly constrained,
voluntarily by OGNZL for the benefit of residents to the north of the pit.
The H&P report dated June 2018, section 7.6 presents the argument “… based upon the information
presented by Wiss and discussed in Section 3.2 that once the duration of a blast generally extends more
than a few seconds, extending the duration further has little effect on how it is perceived.” This seems
rather at odds with the more recent British Standard 6472: 2008, Section 6.2 which presents a
relationship between acceptable vibration limit (reflecting vibration effects) and vibration duration.
While the relationship is presented for more than 3 blast events per day, which may not always be the
case for north-side residents, it nevertheless shows that the difference between a vibration duration of
18 seconds and another of 30 seconds, in terms of vibration effects, may not be significant for buildings
with wooden floors, but may be a factor of 2 for buildings with concrete floors. That is, for events of the
same PPV, the effects of a 30 second vibration disturbance are considered to be twice as great as those
from an 18 second event in homes or buildings with concrete floors.
The question is therefore posed: “Is the efficiency of the open-pit operations significantly affected if the
duration of MP4 blasting is constrained to 18 seconds, in line with underground, and in line with the
maximum effects to which Waihi East residents are exposed?”. A voluntary (recognising that some blasting in
MP4 can occur under the terms of ML 32 2388 now ODP and the EMMA Land Use consent) maximum duration of 18
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seconds for MP4 blasting is likely to still permit several hundred blastholes to be fired in a single event.
It is understood that such a constraint may affect the frequency with which blasts are fired, and that an
increase in the frequency of blasting operations may also affect the effects of vibrations from blasting.

Property Damage
Proposed condition 44 relates to OGNZL undertaking independent assessment of at least 5
representative properties in the vicinity of permanent monitors. Condition 44 does not explicitly specify
the type of structure eligible for condition assessment, but perhaps implicitly restricts the type of
structure in the last paragraph of the condition by stating that the surveys will be conducted by
personnel qualified and experienced in domestic building design and construction.
Community submissions opposing the project appear to hold common fears for the effects of vibrations
on the value or condition of their respective houses/properties. Independent condition surveys should
not be limited to only structures close to permanent monitors since this may preclude some of the
concerned residents.
Blastechnology also considers that while it appears there are no vibration limits for commercial
premises, the owners of such premises should at least be able to claim against the company for damage
resulting from repeated blasting, should such nexus be demonstrated. As proposed condition 44 does
not explicitly limit condition surveys to residential premises, such surveys should also be made available
to concerned owners of commercial premises to the south of the Martha Pit. It is noted that condition
45 refers to where a “resident” does not agree with the consent holder’s advice regarding possible
property damage resulting from mining. This again implies that the property damage conditions are
directed to residential properties only. Blastechnology can see no reason why such assessments should
be limited to houses or to within a restricted radius of a permanent vibration monitor.

OVERALL ROBUSTNESS OF CONCLUSIONS
Blastechnology considers that there is no major impediment to the ability of the Martha Project to comply
with the HDC vibration standard of 5 mm/s.
The application documents have not presented any compelling argument for abolishing the separation
of development and production blasts and their compliance statistics, and the separation, averaging and
95% conditions of SUPA/Correnso still appear to be the best way to ensure that all blasts, and production
blasts in particular, are designed with due care and diligence.
Issues relating to flyrock control, duration of blasts in MP4, and the number of daily blasts in MP4 could
be voluntarily constrained by OGNZL to alleviate potential community concerns in relation to the effects
of the proposed blasting operations.

RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS
For the Martha underground and REX blasting activities, Blastechnology recommends the same
conditions addressing blast vibration effects as were applied to Correnso/SUPA. As Project Martha
includes works in the pit and these will be subject to the one consent (if granted) a number of changes
to the Correnso conditions are required. Recommended adjustments to the Correnso conditions include:
•

Commitments to flyrock control for excavations outside MMZ, via the Vibration Management
Blastechnology A.B.N. 81 028 632 349
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Plan (perhaps better called Effects Management Plan), which do not depend on “demonstrated
need” since such a term is undefined and vague, and seems to suggest a reactive response rather
than a proactive response
•

A commitment to an additional permanent monitor in the area to the immediate south of the
REX workings, marked above as a yellow ellipse

•

A best-endeavours commitment, at least, to MP4 blast durations less than 18 seconds

•

A best-endeavours commitment, at least, to a limit on the number of daily MP4 blasts

•

A stronger commitment to timely deployment of a monitoring system linked to BlastHub
when/if further anomalous areas are identified via the various (OGNZL and HDC) roving
monitors. This is probably best addressed in the Vibration Management Plan.

REVIEW OF SUBMISSIONS
Each of the 13 submissions received in the document from Dave Burton will be separately addressed
below, by reference to the assigned submission numbers. In general, the submissions indicate concerns
about effects including damage, property values, a belief that vibration monitoring is either not
independent, or deficient in terms of coverage, and that the allowable vibration limits are too high.

Submissions relating to Martha Underground
Submission 1.1. This submission expresses concerns about the potential damage effects to housing and
property. Blastechnology agrees that the limits proposed by OGNZL of 95% less than 5 mm/s should
ensure that houses and properties in the area are not exposed to levels capable of causing even cosmetic
damage. While the proposed conditions allow occasional levels in excess of 5 mm/s, damage occasioned
by such vibration levels would best be identified and confirmed via an inspection and review process
(proposed condition 45) using an independent structural engineer. It is understood that OGNZL
undertakes to make good all damage identified by such inspections and reports as being the result of
blast-induced vibrations. Levels in excess of 5 mm/s do not necessarily imply damage.
Submission 74.2 This submission expresses concern about accountability for blast-induced vibrations,
and casts doubt as to the impartiality of the self-monitoring programme of OGNZL. Damage attributable
to blast-induced vibrations is best identified using structural engineers and pre-mining condition surveys
(proposed condition 44). Residents would then be urged to have follow-up inspections done
immediately once new damage is observed. Blastechnology is satisfied with the management of the
permanent vibration monitoring systems deployed to date in Waihi, as well as the integrity of the data
being collected and the analysis undertaken.
Submission 80.1 Expresses concern about the potential for blast vibrations to damage the home, with
specific reference made to undermining of the concrete floor, and to the accountability of OGNZL under
such circumstances. The concerns appear to relate to the potential for vibration to cause differential
settlement of the ground beneath the concrete floor slab. While such an outcome is considered unlikely,
Blastechnology recommends a condition survey prior to commencement of Project Martha activities,
and immediate re-inspection if damage is observed during those activities.
Submission 103.1 Expresses concern in relation to both potential damage, property value and ability to
obtain insurance. The submission makes specific reference to the effects on premises and on customers.
The concern about customers supports Blastechnology’s view that vibration limits associated with
consent conditions should apply equally to commercial and residential premises. Blastechnology
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recommends condition surveys prior to commencement of Project Martha activities, and immediate reinspection if damage is observed during those activities.
Submission 206.1 This submission calls for no exceptions to the allowed blasting times and no more
than 3 events per day. It also calls for independent monitoring. Mining in MP4 will add to the existing 3
underground blasting windows, by adding a potentially-unlimited number of daily blasts in the open pit
as per the expired (now incorporated in the Operative District Plan) Martha Pit conditions. Given that
the number of anticipated annual blasts in MP4 varies from 49 to 60 (years 2022 to 2029, H&P Response
report dated 04 July), it appears that surface blasts are unlikely to occur more than twice per week,
assuming continuous mining activities. Blastechnology agrees that trying to align surface blasting
operations with those of the underground mining is likely to be problematic, and may lead to the
undesirable and potentially unsafe practice of “sleeping” loaded blast patterns overnight, with particular
concerns about electrical storms. Further, to avoid the potential for vibration interactions between
surface and underground blasting, it is recommended that conditions stipulate surface blasting not
occur during the underground blasting window hours. Blastechnology also agrees that on occasions it
may be necessary, in the interests of safety to underground operators, to fire small “clearing” blasts
outside of the permitted blasting window hours, on the understanding that such blasts will be small and
unlikely to be perceptible to occupants of houses. Blastechnology is satisfied with the quality of blast
monitoring and the transparency of monitoring procedures and results obtained.
Submission 207.2 makes reference to the proposal to not separate development and production
blasting events. The submitter may be mis-interpreting the proposed conditions which still require the
combined blasts (development, production, surface, underground, “clearing”) to comply with the 95
percentile limit of 5 mm/s. However, Blastechnology does not support the proposed condition on the
grounds that it effectively “softens” the compliance requirements for the larger- scale production
blasting.
Submission 208.8 Expresses concern about community responses which appear at odds with the
recorded vibration levels and requests that additional permanent monitors be installed in such areas to
provide more “realistic” monitoring results. Blastechnology agrees that the Vibration Management Plan
must include the ability for a timely deployment of an additional permanent monitor, or the re-location
of a redundant or superfluous existing monitor, to locations where anomalous vibration levels are
detected by the roving monitors deployed by either HDC or OGNZL. It is further recommended that the
Vibration Management Plan commits to using all available roving monitors to the task of either
responding to community requests/complaints, or verifying expected vibration levels in areas not well
covered by the permanent monitors. The plan must also address timely deployment of additional
permanent monitors if the roving monitors indicate further anomalies as defined in a Joint Report by
Heilig and Partners and Blastechnology dated 30 June 2018.
Submission 208.15 Calls for tighter vibration conditions (max 2.5 mm/s instead of 5 mm/s) and a higher
compliance percentile (98% instead of 95%). After reviewing the expected vibration envelopes for the
40 different locations surrounding the proposed Martha Project (H&P Vibration Assessment report
dated February 2018), Blastechnology concludes that a reduction in the maximum permissible vibration
level from 5 to 2.5 mm/s will not be economically or practically achievable. Such a reduction would, in
the opinion of Blastechnology, effectively prevent the proposed mining extension from proceeding.
Blastechnology supports the proposed AEP as an appropriate compensation scheme for those residents
exposed to levels generally considered throughout the Waihi community to cause a reduction in
personal amenity and quality of life, and applying to all vibration exposures in excess of the submitter’s
proposed limit of 2.5 m/s.
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Submission 209.8 This submission is the same as for submission 208.8. Please see above for
Blastechnology response.
Submission 209.15 This submission is the same as for submission 208.15. Please see above for
Blastechnology response.

Submissions relating to Martha Pit Stage 4 (MP4)
Submission 74.6 This submission expresses opposition to the 10 year project time frame (implied limit,
but not explicitly stated in the OGNZL application), and calls for independent monitoring. The submitter
claims previous observations of noise monitoring being conducted during periods of pit inactivity.
Blastechnology makes no comment about noise monitoring, but is satisfied that the permanent vibration
monitoring array proposed in the application by OGNZL provides appropriate 24/7 coverage of the
disturbances caused by surface and underground blasting. As regards the project duration, it must be
accepted that, at least to some extent, the project duration is limited by the proposed conditions relating
to blasting times and maximum allowable vibration levels. Reductions in the mining timeframe are likely
to only be possible if such operating constraints are relaxed.
Submission 188.3 Expresses opposition to the proposed re-alignment of Cambridge Rd/Bulltown Rd on
the north side of the Martha Pit, and a concern about the vibration effects from blasting close to the
submitter’s home. The realignment of the road is considered by Blastechnology to be a geotechnical
issue and beyond its scope. While occupants of houses in this area will again find themselves exposed
to vibration levels up to, and occasionally exceeding, 5 mm/s, after a period of several years of minimal
blasting in the Martha Pit, the spectrum of vibration exposures is unlikely to be new. Blasting in MP4
also will be relatively infrequent, averaging 1 to 2 events per week. Concerns in relation to damage to
houses should be addressed through condition surveys, with immediate re-surveying as soon as
evidence of fresh damage is observed. Neither structural nor cosmetic damage is expected from levels
of vibration less than 5 mm/s, and levels in excess of 5 mm/s do not necessarily imply damage.
Submission 189.3 Expresses concern about “continuing environmental disruption” very close to the
property, as well as a concern about property value. The submission is assumed to relate specifically to
MP4, but may also relate to Martha underground blasting activities. The concern may be in response to
an anticipated change in environment after a period of relative “quiet”, especially as the submission
comes from the north of the Martha Pit (81 Bulltown Rd). While the spectrum of vibration exposures
from MP4 is unlikely to be new, the additional impacts from Martha underground, with up to 3 blasting
windows per day, may create a vibration exposure not previously experienced. While it is accepted that
some residents may find vibration levels around 5 mm/s disturbing, Blastechnology supports the
proposed AEP as an appropriate compensation scheme for those residents exposed to levels generally
considered throughout the Waihi community to cause a reduction in personal amenity and quality of
life. Blastechnology also believes that the proposed vibration conditions provide a high level of
protection to home owners against vibration damage, and recommends condition surveys as an
insurance against unexpected response of the house to blast-induced vibrations.

SUMMARY
Blastechnology believes that Project Martha can proceed with the same vibration conditions as those
applied to Correnso/SUPA, including separate reporting of development and production blasting
vibration impacts. Each blast type is to comply with the 95% less than 5 mm/s, and each blast type must
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comply with the maximum average values of 3 mm/s (production blasts) and 2 mm/s (development
blasts).
Blastechnology concludes there is no compelling reason to abandon the separate assessment of
development and production blasting impacts and that vibration effects are likely to be lower if they
continue to be separately assessed. The current practice in the Correnso and SUPA consents of requiring
that development and production blast events achieve stated average levels is also supported. The
expected vibration envelopes prepared by Heilig and Partners in Volume 2 of their February 2018
Vibration Impact Assessment, especially some of those for the year 2024, appear to support
Blastechnology’s expectation that combining development and production blasting impacts will tend to
“soften” the focus on design and control of production blasts in Martha underground and REX.
Blastechnology considers there are gaps in the monitoring-coverage of areas potentially affected by
blast vibrations. The gaps seem to be areas where structures are predominantly commercial. While none
of the consent conditions for current mining operations includes vibration limits for commercial
structures, it is nevertheless recommended that a permanent monitor be installed in the commercial
area to the south of Martha Pit (red circle and yellow ellipse in the images above) for the purposes of
understanding actual vibration impacts in the event that claims are made of damage to premises.
Blastechnology recommends that condition surveys, to be undertaken at the applicant’s cost, be made
available to owners of commercial premises in the area to the south of the Martha Pit, and that condition
surveys not be restricted to premises within close proximity to permanent monitors.
Blastechnology recommends tighter flyrock control measures, in view of proposed blasting as close to
houses as 105 metres. It is recommended that OGNZL commit to the use of either mechanical excavation
or the use of blasting mats when blasting outside the MMZ in MP4. Appropriate clauses in the Vibration
Monitoring Plan could adequately address this matter.

Cameron K McKenzie, 09 Oct, 2018.
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Introduction
Acousafe has been asked to review the noise information that is provided as
part of the Project Martha application to HDC for Land Use Consent. The
review is of the Hegley Acoustic Consultants’ Assessment of Noise Effects (The
Report) Report No. 17086/2 dated 22 May 2018 which is Appendix F of the
Assessment of Environmental Effects.
Appendix 2 to a response (dated 17 July 2018) to the Request for Further
Information contained correspondence from Hegley Acoustic Consultants
dated 28 June 2018.
There are two main aspects to the proposed activity:
•
•

New underground mining beneath the Martha Pit and towards the
southeast of the pit, and
The Martha Phase 4 (MP 4) cutback at the north side of the Martha Pit.

Nigel Lloyd visited the surrounding area to the Martha Pit on Saturday 22
September 2018.

The District Plan Requirements
The Martha Mine is located in the Martha Mineral Zone in the Hauraki District
Plan and this is discussed in section 2 of the Report with the underlying zoning
for land involved in the MP 4 works set out as Figure 2. The underlying zones
are:
•
•
•

Martha Mineral (predominantly),
Residential, and
Low Density Residential.

The historical noise controls for the Martha Pit are discussed in Section 2 of the
Report and a fuller assessment of the Hauraki Plan Standards for the
Residential and Low Density Residential Zones is set out in Table 2.1 of the
AEE. These are useful in the context of the levels of noise that could be
expected in the areas surrounding the Martha Pit.
The daytime noise standard (7am to 10pm) in the Residential and Low Density
Residential Zones is 50 dB LAeq(15 mins). The noise limit in the Mining Licence
(ML 32 2388 – now included in the Martha Mineral Zone of the District Plan) for
the operation of the pit during the daytime is 55 dB L Aeq and the 50 dB Noise
Control Boundary for the Extended Martha Mineral Area (EMMA) consent is
located on the current boundary of Bulltown Road where it runs near to the pit
crest. The 50 dB Noise Control Boundary follows close to the pit crest towards
the south and alongside William Street in the area of MP 4 towards the north.
In this location there is no 55 dBA Noise Control boundary, only a 50dBA
Control Boundary. The existing EMMA consent Noise Control Boundaries are
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Noise Control Boundaries

Construction noise is provided for in the District Plan in 8.3.1.3(3). This will
control the construction of the Noise Bund which is expected to take 2-3 weeks
(weather dependent). This is “typical duration” as described by the District Plan.
The construction noise limits will also control the noise from the re-alignment of
Bulltown/Cambridge Roads.
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New Noise Bund Construction
The noise impact assessment has assumed that a new noise bund will be
constructed to screen the noise of the MP 4 works. Given that the New Noise
Bund is expected to be constructed over a 2-3 week period then we consider
that the higher noise levels that will result are appropriate in the short term given
that earthworks associated with the MP 4 works will occur over a significantly
longer term at ground elevations close to the pit rim.
The Report identifies dwelling 7 as likely to receive one of the highest levels of
construction noise but dwelling 6 will also receive high levels of noise when
work takes place at the eastern end of the bund and dwelling 10 when work
takes place at the western end. The Hegley correspondence of 28 June 2018
indicates that the topography in this area causes some variation in the predicted
noise levels for nearby dwellings close to the western end of the MP 4 works.
Construction works will be restricted to between 0730 and 1800 hours Monday
to Saturday when the proposed 75 dB LAeq 90 dB LAFmax construction noise
limits apply.
Separate construction noise limits are proposed for Waihi Central School during
term time and these are appropriate.

New Underground Mining
The Report identifies that fans and silencers (to be located deep in the pit) will
be engineered to ensure that noise levels are below 40 dB L Aeq. Predictions
have also been made for underground truck noise and portable crusher noise
which will operate close to the portal. These show that noise levels from the
ventilation will be low if the silencers are correctly selected.
The conditions proposed by the applicant provide for the portable crusher to be
restricted to daytime hours but allow hauling ore and waste rock between the
portal and pit stockpiles to take place 24 hours per day. In Appendix 2 to the
Response to Further Information, Hegley Acoustic Consultants confirms that
noise from the dump trucks has been assessed when operating from the fresh
air portal and this has shown the 40 dB LAeq limit will be complied with. The
prediction is that dump truck noise will not exceed 35 dB LAeq at the pit rim for
the worst scenario.
It is recommended that a further assessment of these aspects of the mine
operation (including exhaust ventilation fan and silencer design) be provided to
Council as part of the requirements of the noise management plan required by
proposed Condition 27, prior to those aspects of the operation commencing.

Martha Phase 4 - Operations
The various stages of the mining have been predicted in the Report using a
reputable noise prediction software programme. With the complexity of the
works and the topography it has not been practical to peer review the actual
predictions but the noise emissions will ultimately be controlled by noise limits
set out in the conditions.
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The operational phases have been calculated based on the noisiest aspects of
the work. The predicted mining noise levels are shown in Table 2 of the Report.
These predictions show that for dwellings 7, 10 and 11 a noise level of 50 dB
LAeq will be exceeded although by no more than 3 decibels.
Our understanding from email correspondence received from OceanaGold 1 is
that a sale and purchase agreement is being finalised for dwelling 7 and that
the owners of both dwellings 10 and 11 have signed sale and purchase
agreements with the settlement date being the 15th October 2018 in each case.
Where a property is owned by the Company, the standards in the draft
recommended conditions do not apply (see proposed condition 25).
Dwellings 12 and 13 will be exposed to noise levels of 50 dB L Aeq when
earthworks take place in the far western side of MP 4. The mining noise is
expected to be at least 5 decibels less than predicted within six months.

Submissions
Underground Mining
Four submissions were received in opposition concerning noise from the
proposed underground mining (206.2, 207.1, 208.14, 209.14).
These
submitters reside south and east of the Martha Pit and either discuss the
historical concerns about the mine operation (and noise monitoring) or seek the
imposition of tighter noise conditions.
One concern is regarding noise monitoring in different wind conditions. The
recommended noise standards are to be measured and assessed in
accordance with the latest (2008) versions of NZS 68012 and NZS 68023.
These Standards provide for noise to be appropriately adjusted to slightly
positive propagation conditions which will allow monitoring to be undertaken
more often. This should help to satisfy some of the submitters’ concerns.
Proposed MP 4 Cutback
Three submitters who are concerned about the MP 4 cutback noise, reside on
Bulltown Road (74.5, 188.1, 189.1). The owners of dwelling 4 discuss their
concerns about noise and the prospect of OceanaGold (OGNZL) purchasing
their property. Our understanding is that OceanaGold is not looking to purchase
the submitters’ dwelling. The noise level at dwelling 4 is predicted to be 46 dB
LAeq with MP 4 cutback works taking place to the ‘east’ and ‘near west’.
Concern is also expressed about noise monitoring, seeking this to be
undertaken independently of the applicant. While OGNZL undertakes the
primary noise monitoring, Hauraki Council has undertaken its own monitoring.
This would be more practical now that the monitoring is to be undertaken using
the 2008 versions of the New Zealand Standards.

1

Email correspondence dated 8th October 2018 between Teresa Harley (OceanaGold) and Andrew Green
(Brookfields)
2
NZS 6801:2008 Acoustics – Measurement of Environmental Sound.
3
NZS 6802:2008 Acoustics – Environmental Noise.
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Noise Bund
One submitter (215.4) expresses concerns about the noise (and dust) from the
noise bund. While there will be higher noise levels from the construction of the
bund this should be finalised in 2-3 weeks (depending on the weather) and is
necessary to screen longer term noise of the MP 4 earthworks
Realignment of the Road
While a number of submissions (188.7, 189.5, 208.18, 209.18) have been
received regarding the noise resulting from the road realignment the
construction noise is short term and the volume of traffic on the road is low. We
accept that the submitters’ concerns about noise form a small part of wider
cumulative impacts on their amenity that will result from the road realignment.

Draft Noise Conditions
The draft noise conditions are included in Appendix O of the AEE.
Our main concern with the draft noise conditions is that the new proposed noise
control boundaries (Figure 14 of the Report) are further from the pit than the
noise control boundaries that are established by the EMMA consent and which
will be referenced by the District Plan when the EMMA consent expires in 2019.
These control boundaries are (by definition) an extension to the original Mining
Licence. The proposed new noise control boundaries represent a creep of
Martha Pit Noise into the neighbouring community. The applicant has
purchased a significant number of properties in the area (illustrated in Fig. 8 of
the Report) and the dwellings that are predicted to experience greater than 50
dB LAeq are in the process of being purchased by OceanaGold.
Establishing new contours outside the MP 4 cutback works, as proposed in the
application, will conflict with the EMMA consent Noise Control Boundaries. It is
also unnecessary given that the applicant appears to be in the final phase of
purchasing those residential properties that are predicted to receive noise from
the MP 4 Cutback operation ( for a short period) that is above the 50 dBA level.
Further, the EMMA consent Noise Control Boundaries will sit inside the MP 4
works. Therefore, to differentiate the MP 4 cutback works from the EMMA
consent noise conditions it is recommended that the condition for the MP 4
works controls noise to below 50 dB LAeq at any residential site not owned by
the applicant
Our recommendation is therefore to replace draft condition 22 with the
following:
The MP 4 works shall not exceed the following:
Monday to Friday 0700 – 2100
Saturday
0700 – 1200
All other times
Monday to Sunday 2100 – 0700

50 dB LAeq
50 dB LAeq
40 dB LAeq
70 dB LAFmax

Conditions 24, 25 and 26 require these noise limits to be measured and
assessed in accordance with the current NZ Standards at occupied dwellings
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not owned by the consent holder, or where agreement has been reached with
the owner.
This recommendation is provisional until the property acquisition of the three
dwellings in question is confirmed.

Conclusions
Project Martha involves new underground mining towards the southeast of the
Martha Pit and the MP 4 cutback at the north side of the Martha Pit.
A noise assessment has been undertaken that demonstrates that low noise
levels will result from the underground mine. This will operate 24 hours per day
(except for the mobile crusher).
For the MP 4 cutback works, noise will result from the construction of the noise
bund, the realignment of Bulltown/Cambridge Roads and the earthworks
associated with the cut-back works.
The noise associated with the construction of the Noise Bund is shown to
comply with the typical duration noise limits in the District Plan (and NZS 6803).
This construction work will take 2-3 weeks (weather permitting).
The realignment of the road will also be controlled by reference to the
construction noise limits.
Submissions have been received that identify meteorological conditions as
having been an historical impediment to monitoring and controlling mine noise.
The conditions reference the latest (2008) noise standards which provide for
noise to be appropriately adjusted to slightly positive propagation conditions
which will allow monitoring to be undertaken more often. This should help to
satisfy some of the submitters’ concerns
The MP 4 works will extend beyond the EMMA consent Noise Control
Boundaries. This means that the EMMA consent Noise Control Boundaries will
be inconsistent with the circumstances of this consent application. The noise
control boundaries recommended by the applicant for the MP 4 works are set
out in Figure 14 of the Report.
We understand that the applicant has now arranged for the purchase of the
three dwellings for which noise levels were predicted to exceed 50 dB LAeq. This
is the limit provided for in the EMMA consent applied near to the pit crest in the
vicinity of the proposed MP 4 cutback works.
Because there will be no dwellings in the vicinity of the MP 4 cutback works (not
owned by the applicant) that are predicted to be exposed to noise levels that
exceed 50 dB LAeq then we recommend that proposed condition 22 be simplified
to reflect this circumstance. This removes the need for noise contours or
boundaries to be established. Such contours would conflict with the EMMA
consent Noise Control Boundaries and would logically need to become more
restrictive as the MP 4 cutback works progress. The application of the noise
limits as recommended is therefore preferred.
This recommendation is provisional until the property acquisition of the three
dwellings in question is confirmed.
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This application represents a creep of noise levels into the community (from the
EMMA consent Noise Control Boundaries) which is offset by OceanaGold
making further purchases of the worst affected dwellings but is only acceptable
if the MP 4 works are determined to be absolutely necessary for the integrity of
the Martha Pit.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Overview
The application for land use and subdivision resource consents for Project Martha contained an assessment by
Sense Partners of the its economic effects (Appendix B) and an assessment by Telfer Young of the effects on
the local property market (Appendix X). Both assessments draw on evidence of the effects of the existing
operations, particularly Correnso.
The economic assessment confirms the significant role mining plays in Waihi and its importance to the local
economy.
The market assessment indicates that the positive impact of mining on the Waihi property market outweighs
any adverse effects on individual properties close to the mine, which are in fact relatively short-term.
Submissions reflected these findings, with the majority supportive. This reflec ts the fact that if granted the
consent will enable continuation of existing activity and the retention of the local jobs and businesses it
supports.
Economic Assessment
The economic report suggests a substantial economic contribution, particularly in the build-up period. At the
national level Project Martha is expected to contribute:
 Annual gold exports with a gross value averaging $112m a year, generating $1.2m in royalties;
 Between $98m (earlier) and $73m (later) a year to GDP;
 470 jobs, including direct employment and multiplier effects in other sectors and businesses.
At the local level, the project is expected to retain 250 direct, highly- paid local jobs, a further 80 jobs at peak
capital investment, and 20 contractor jobs (all measured in Full Time Employment).
Around 30% of total economic benefits are estimated to accrue in Hauraki District Council, 45% in the wider
Waikato and Bay of Plenty regions, 15% in the rest of New Zealand and 10% overseas.
While the economic contribution is expected to be substantial, it represents a continuation of activity. The
report highlights the finite nature of this contribution, concluding that
” Extending the mine’s operation for another 11 years gives the local area more time to seriously consider
and invest in a transition plan for a post-mining economy. …
There is no doubt that the economic well-being of Waihi remains tied up with the continuation of mining. On
these grounds, I recommend acceptance of the conclusions of the Sense report.
Property Market Assessment
The Telfer Young assessment draws on recent market behaviour in response to the Correnso mine and
comparative market analyses (Waihi, Te Aroha, Paeroa; and Waihi East and West) and case studies. It
concludes:
1

2
3

“that the market has not, and will continue to not, discount property values for the risk of property
damage outside of those properties potentially impacted by proximity to underground mining …”
(6.4.4)
the authors “do not anticipate there being any effect on residential property as a consequence of
vibration within the consented levels associates with Project Martha …” (para 6.4.5.20)
property sales and values will be affected by proximity to the mine, especially through early
operations due to the “fear of the unknown” and NIMBY attitudes, but that any discount applying
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to residences above the underground mining area (up to 20% in the first two years) will disappear
over an eight to ten-year period. Beyond that “normal forces could be expected to take effect
reflecting supply and demand pressures similar to other areas of the town” (8.4).
Given the evidence on which the Telfer Young assessment draws (including the case studies, research, and a
review of the Correnso mine experience documented in the Appendices) the key conclusions from the Telfer
Young report on the impact of Project Martha on property values appear robust:



There will be no impact on commercial properties;
The greatest potential for changes in residential property values is between announcement and the early
part of mining activity, with the magnitude related to proximity and a return to market conditions
prevailing across the town as a whole after eight to ten years.

Any negative impact on the market will be confined to a small number of properties, short-term in nature, and
more than compensated by the value that mining adds to the Waihi property market generally.
Review Conclusions
This review of the Sense Partners and Telfer young reports accepts their data, methods, and conclusions.
There are no economic or property market-related reasons for the resource consent applications for Project
Martha to be rejected. Indeed, the opposite applies: the economic contribution of the existing mining activity
cannot be denied and its continuation is to be welcomed on economic grounds. Its discontinuation would have
adverse impacts on the local economy which would flow over into the business sector and the property
market.
A few properties close to the mine will suffer some adverse effects over the proposed 11-year lifetime of
Project Martha and may see a short-term decline in value relative to the rest of Waihi. Households significantly
affected by operations will be able to draw on Oceana Gold’s Project Martha Property Policy for redress.1
The bigger challenge remains, whether or not consent is granted, for the Council and community to find ways
to boost non-mining activities to compensate for any possible future downturn in mining. If consented, Project
Martha will provide breathing space in which initiatives to diversify the economy can be pursued.

1

www.waihigold.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Property-Policy-2018.pdf
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THE REVIEW

This report has been prepared in response to assessments of the economic and market effects of continu ing
mining beyond the current consent for the Correnso Underground Mine (2019). The new application is seeking
a resource consent to undertake remediation of the north wall of the Martha pit, to recommence mining in the
pit, and to mine under the Martha pit and within the underground Rex lode on the south side of the pit .
The application contained an assessment by Sense Partners of the economic effects of the proposal dealing
with its contribution of economic activity (mainly value added – or contribution to GDP - and employment) at
the national, regional and local levels; and an assessment by Telfer Young of the effects on the local property
market.
The proposal enables existing operations to continue for another 11 years so both reports could reflect
evidence of the effects of the existing operation. The economic assessment shows the significant role that
mining currently plays in the Waihi area and the importance of maintaining the operation to the local
economy.
The market assessment also assesses effects based on experience with the Correnso Mine (Golden Link
Project). It indicates that the positive impact of mining on the property market outweighs adverse effects on
affected properties, and that the relatively short-term effects they experience are offset by the positive wider
impact.
The bulk of submissions received on these matters reflected the local economic contribution, with the majority
highly supportive. This reflects the fact that the consent, if granted, will enable the continuation of existing
activity and consequently the retention of jobs and support of businesses in the town.
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3

THE ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT

This section draws on the Sense Partners’ Economic Assessment (Appendix B, Project Martha Resource
Consent Application). The author of the current report and the author of the Sense Partners’ report,
Shamubeel Equaab, corresponded and spoke during June 2018 to clarify some of the terminology and
concepts used and issues of report organisation, particularly around the geographic levels at which effects
were appraised and relevant. Some minor changes followed.
3 .1

Sum m ar y

At the national level figures supplied by Oceana Gold NZ Ltd mining at Waihi is expected to contribute:




Annual gold exports with a gross value averaging $112m a year, generating $1.2m in royalties;
Between $98m (earlier) and $73m (later) a year to GDP;
470 jobs, including direct employment and multiplier effects in other sectors and businesses.

At the local level, the project is expected to retain 250 direct, highly- paid local jobs, a further 80 jobs at peak
capital investment, and 20 contractor jobs (all measured in Full Time Employment).
In 2017 the cost of employment (wages, Kiwisaver contributions, and other benefits) totalled $27.5m, the bulk
of which would have accrued to local employees (with local referring to the town and surrounding labour
catchment). Payments to contracting businesses amounted to $8.4m. In 2016, $700,000 was also contributed
in support of local community organisations and events.
Much of the local economic impact takes place through the support of suppliers to the operation and to the
demand for local goods and services generated by the households of employees, something which is well
understood by local business and community leaders.
The report suggests that around 30% of total economic benefits will accrue in Hauraki District Council, 45% in
the wider Waikato and Bay of Plenty regions, 15% in the rest of New Zealand and 10% overseas.
The economic contribution is substantial particularly in the build-up period, although it may be expected to
vary somewhat from the estimates provided by Sense Partners, if only because of changing circumstances. At
the same time, the report highlights the finite nature of this contribution, with the conclusion that:
” Extending the mine’s operation for another 11 years gives the local area more time to seriously consider
and invest in a transition plan for a post-mining economy. …
“The local economy is already diverse and resilient. Additional time, effort and resources directed to a postmining transition strategy will ensure the local community continues to benefit from a well-functioning
economy” (p.3).
3 .2

The Re por t

The Sense Partners report provides descriptive statistics based on Oceana Gold NZ sourced information and
Statistics New Zealand employment data. It also provides an estimate of the composition of the Waihi
economy based on the author’s calculations. The limits to the data are acknowledged. The use of local
estimates of local GDP is acceptable (Figure 1 p.5 and Figure 1 p.6), if only to illustrate the dominance of
mining in the economy.
The impacts are based on a comparison of projected activity with and without the mine extension, the latter
based on a rundown of employment to decommissioning and minimal maintenance needs beyond 2 019.
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This is both dramatic and obvious with respect to direct employment. It is acknowledged, though, that
multiplier impacts are not symmetrical: the rundown of indirect and induced jobs may not be quite as
dramatic. The author notes that multiplier analysis:
“does not take into account the potential flexibility on the economy and the isolation of some sectors and
economic resources” (p13).
Given that qualification and using the 2013 national input-output tables compiled by Statistics NZ, Sense
Partners estimates that over the course of the project “790 jobs per year on average will be supported through
direct (300), indirect and induced effects (490)” (p.15). Figure 3 (p.14) however, indicates a volatile
employment profile, rising from around 150 direct employees in 2019 to 360 in 2021, falling back to 300 eight
years later, and then falling rapidly to 40 by 2031 and under 10 by 2034.
3 .3

As s es s ment

While the precise figures may vary during the life of Project Martha, there is no doubt that the economic wellbeing of Waihi remains tied up with the continuation of mining. On these grounds, I recommend acceptance
of the conclusions of the Sense report and see no economic reason to decline the resource consents.
At the same time, the prospect that there will eventually be an end to mining in Waihi (or that the activity will
be subject to increasing uncertainty and potential volatility) means that pursuing a reduction in dependence is
an initiative worth adopting by the Council, ideally with the support of Oceana (but without that being a
condition of the resource consents).
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4

ASSESSMENT OF MARKET EFFECTS

The Assessment of Market Effects by Telfer Young (Waikato) sets out expectations for the impact of the
proposed programme on residential and commercial property values. The assessment draws on evidence
regarding recent market behaviour, particularly the response to the Correnso mine now into its final year of
operation (for which Project Martha is effectively an extension). Key elements of that evidence are
summarised below.
4 .1

Ar e a of Influe nce

The report first identifies the potential areas of residential impact based on a combination of physical factors,
awareness, and perception of risk:
(1) Residential locations above underground activity (“Above”),
(2) Residential properties adjacent to the first category (“Fringe”).
(3) Residential properties further out (“Outer”), where awareness of mining activity would be heightened
by vibration. Telfer Young defines this outer area to fall inside the 3m/s vibrations contour beyond
which mining-related vibration is unlikely to be discernible.
Analysis of impacts according to these categories (and for commercial and reserve activities in the vicinity) is
considered for the short and long terms. Based on the locations of properties relative to the underground
resource (the Rex lode), 22 Above Residential properties are identified, 58 Fringe Residential, and 31 Fringe
Commercial (6.3.6).
4 .2

Mar ke t Expe r ie nce

The long-term performance of the Waihi property market is assessed relative to mining and to the
performance of the Paeroa and Te Aroha markets. These are primarily rural service towns where abattoirs are
the major employers (although not as significant as mining is in Waihi). The Telfer Young report notes that
average house and section prices in Waihi prior to recommencement of mining (1987) tracked below Paeroa
and Te Aroha but have subsequently exceeded Paeroa and been consistent with Te Aroha (paragraphs 5.1.2 to
5.1.7, p.8).
All three towns have “followed the national trend and they are otherwise consistent with each other in market
behaviour” through the 2000s. They have also been consistent with the national market through post 2012
population gains from migration (5.2.1). The report reiterates the conclusion of an evaluation prepared for the
Correnso mine (2008) that the lag in house prices close to the mine was more than outweighed by the overall
gains attributable to mining in Waihi (5.1.7)
The short-term perspective (since 2008) compares trends in Waihi East (the area most affected by Correnso
mine, announced in 2011) with trends in Waihi West. There is evidence of a significant impact after the
announcement and when mining commenced in 2013. This was offset for individual vendors by a top-up policy
through which the company paid the difference between a fair price on the part of the purchaser and the
value had market activity not been influenced by mining. While the Top-Up policy was discontinued in 2016 it
has been reintroduced by OGNZL as part of its current Project Martha Property Policy 2

2

www.waihigold.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Property-Policy-2018.pdf
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The share of sales in Waihi East between 2008 and 2013 was more or less proportionate to the area’s share of
dwellings (5.2.7). The market for housing in the area was not affected, although the top up spending may have
had an influence. The top-up spending can be taken as a measure of the short-term impact of the mine.
Since 2013 Waihi East the number of sales and average price dropped behind Waihi West although this is
qualified by the low number of sales on which the average is based. Telfer Young conclude the recorded
impact of the Correnso operation on the market aligned with expectations from their assessment:
“Any disparity shown by these sales [since July 2015] would lie within the predicted range of between 5-10% in
the short-term period of 0-2 years post commencement and 5% in the medium-term mining period of 3-7 years
post commencement” (para 5.2.9), the latter including the post-top up period.
4 .3

Case St udie s

The review of local experience was complemented by a review of case studies (Section 6.1); Stawell and
Ballarat, both mining towns in, Victoria, Australia. In both cases, local valuers report no effect on property
values. In the smaller of the two, Stawell (population 6,000) mining has positively influenced property values
through the economic activity it supports.
4 .4

Past Com plaint s

Analysis of residential complaints covers open pit and underground operations (Section 6.2). The Martha Open
Pit closed following a slip on the north wall, so only complaints received in 2014 are considered. They
comprised:





Vibration: 135 complaints from 18 individuals (of which 121 were from just three individuals);
Noise: 39 complaints from 17 individuals;
Property: 1 complaint;
Dust: 8 complaints, 4 from one individual.

The following table quantifies residential complaints associated with underground mining:
Correnso (2016-17)

Favona (July-December 2010)

Vibration
Noise

110, from 20 individuals
76, from 15 (of which 59 from 4)

97, from 13, of which 59 from 4
2

Property
Dust

6
2

3
0

Noise and vibration tend to go hand-in -hand in response to blasting and so are treated as a single issue.
The authors conclude from past complaints that underground mining could influence property values based on
concerns over proximity, the nuisance effect of noise/vibration, and fears of property damage.
No complaints were received from commercial properties regarding open pit mining in 2014, although
vibration monitoring indicated that the town centre will have experienced noise or vibration. Nevertheless,
the authors identify the same underground mining-related factors as for residential property (proximity,
noise/vibration, damage), together with traffic impacts, as potentially influencing commercial property values.
4 .5

Im pact on Value s

(1) Property Damage
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With respect to property damage, there has only been one incident reported. Given this and Oceana Gold’s
acknowledgement of responsibility “in the unlikely event that there is damage caused by its activities” Telfer
Young is of the opinion:
“that the market has not, and will continue to not, discount property values for the risk of property damage”
(2) Vibration
The residential market experience with the Correnso mine (Appendix D) – supported by the Favona experience
(Appendix H) – suggests that:
“vibration, at the levels and frequency experienced from Correnso, is not influencing property values within
the area where vibration levels trigger complaint. In the same way, we are of the opinion that vibration
associated with Project Martha will have little to no quantitative influence on property values” (6.4.5.12)
And that:
“The predicted effect on property values in relation to Correnso was primarily from proximity to mining”
(6.4.5.13).
Consequently, the authors:
“do not anticipate there being any effect on residential property as a consequence of vibration within the
consented levels associates with Project Martha …” (6.4.5.20).
(3) Proximity
Correnso was the first modern mining in Waihi involving activity beneath existing residential properties. 3 Given
the fear of the unknown, Telfer Young had predicted the greatest negative influence taking place at the time of
announcement, and then diminishing over time. The evidence indicates this to have been the case.
4 .6

Pot e nt ial Change in Pr ope r t y V alue s

The assessment is based on the detailed research summarised above. The authors:
“Anticipate the level of impact through the initial phase of Project Martha … to be similar to Correnso …
along the same pathway to acceptance from a starting point of announcement to one where the “unpopular
use” is able to be physically measured by the market and neutralised, leaving values to restore to the preannouncement level” (7.4)
On this basis, the report provides an indicative estimate of likely discounts to property values depending on
time-frame and location relative to mining acti vity (7.9, p.35). This suggests an immediate but short-lived
slowdown in sales activity, a possible price discount of up to 20% diminishing to zero within eight years for
Above properties, with a lesser impact on Fringe properties and no price impact elsewhere.

3

There are no commercial properties above the proposed mine. More generally, the very few past issues arising for business
appear to have been successfully managed and the existence of mining seen as an advantage to commercial property (6.5.13. 6.5.16).
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4 .7

Asse ssm e nt

Given the evidence on which they are based, the key conclusions from the Telfer Young report on the impact
of Project Martha on property values appear robust:



There will be no impact on commercial properties;
The greatest potential for changes in residential property values is between announcement and the earl y
part of mining activity, with the magnitude related to proximity. Beyond that:
“normal forces could be expected to take effect reflecting supply and demand pressures similar to other
areas of the town” (8.4).

These conclusions suggest that any negative impact on the market will be confined to a relatively small
number of properties, short-term in nature, and more than compensated by the value that mining adds to the
Waihi property market generally.
While the authors have adopted a relatively conservative approach, it might be expected that the community’s
experience of the impact of Favona and Correnso underground mines should reduce the fear of the unkno wn
and moderate the NIMBY effect on which they base the possibility that Project Martha will elicit impacts like
those of Correnso. Even if this proves to be the case, the local economy and community, including residents in
Waihi East, can be expected to be worse off if consent is declined.
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5

Submissions

The resource consents sought by Oceana Gold NZ Ltd are for land use and subdivision. Some 240 submissions
were received on the land use consent application and 228 on the application for subdivision consent. Almost
all the second group also sought consideration with respect to the land use consent.
The majority were in support of the applications, supporting the contribution to the economy, incomes and
employment, consistent with the findings of the economic assessment.
There was a small number which objected, however. Four of these were close to the Martha Pit: two across
Bulltown Rd, and all within 300m of the pit perimeter.4 Not surprisingly, they are opposed to continuation of
mining, the associated noise, dust, and vibration, and the impact on property prices and saleability. They also
expect road widening to impact badly on their properties and add to nuisance effects during construction.
Ideally, the submitters would like the ability to sell to the company, and that the Top Up policy be retained.
Two other households in proximity acknowledge the need for pit remediation, but express concerns about the
risks around it and propose that the company should be prepared to purchase the properties if the instability
persists. Clarity over responsibility for paying for damage is also called for, along with independent monitoring
of blasting and of dust and noise.
These submissions raise the matters of nuisance that underlie the Telfer Young assessment, and the possibility
of house damage for immediate neighbours. However, given the small number of such submissions received
the nature of their concerns, and their proximity to the mine, concerns of nuisance and potential damage to
nearby properties can be addressed directly by the company based on the Property Policy available on the
Ocean Gold website.5
Finally, concern is expressed about the impact of road improvement on traffic and particularity speed. Road
calming measures are suggested to manage risk. It is assumed that the Council will consider safety issues
arising out of road redevelopment independently of the resource consent.
In the author’s opinion, the conclusion from the review of economic and market assessments stands: the
weight of the submissions reflects the economic benefits of continuing mining.

4
5

Submissions 24, 26, 74, and 189
www.waihigold.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Property-Policy-2018.pdf
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6

CONCLUSIONS

This review of the technical documents accepts their data, methods, and conclusions. It concludes that there
are no economic or property market-related reasons for the resource consent applications for Project Martha
to be rejected.
Indeed, the opposite applies: the contribution of the existing mining activity cannot be denied, and its
continuation is to be welcomed on economic grounds. Its discontinuation would have si gnificant adverse
impacts on the local economy which would flow over into the business sector and the property market. The
Project Martha Property Policy provides a company-initiated avenue suitable for dealing with significant
adverse effects to individual properties.
Having accepted the evidence of the benefits Martha Mine brings to Waihi , it is noted that the economy has
also benefitted of late from population gains6. There are good prospects for continuing population growth to
increase the town’s resilience, or at least reduce its dependence on the mine. The challenge remains, whether
or not the consents sought are granted, for the Council and community to find ways to boost non-mining
activities. These could, if needed, compensate for any possible future downturn in mining. If it goes ahead,
Project Martha will provide some breathing space during which initiatives to diversify the economy may be
pursued.

6

Between 2011 and 2017 the Waihi Urban Area June population grew by an estimated 510 people, (11%). Over the same period
the February employment numbers in Waihi District grew by only 50 (3%), based mainly on growth in mining (up 140 employees).
The inference is that Waihi is, and should continue to be, a beneficiary of the decanting of population from the main centres.
Beyond that, however, a more broadly-based economy is still needed.
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INTRODUCTION
The following report is a review of the visual, landscape, and amenity components of the application by
OceanaGold New Zealand Ltd (OGNZL) to extend the Martha Mine Pit
This document has been prepared as part of an analysis of the content and adequacy of information
relating to visual, landscape, and amenity effects identified within the resource consent application and
assessment of environmental effects (AEE). This document has been prepared within the context of the
Resource Management Act 1991, The Waikato Regional Policy Statement (WRPS), and the Operative
Hauraki District Plan (HDP).
The review is divided into the following sections:
a. Section 1: Review of the visual, landscape, and amenity components of the application
documentation;
b. Section 2: Review of submissions received following notification; and
c. Section 3: Findings and Recommendations
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SECTION 1: REVIEW OF THE VISUAL, LANDSCAPE, AND AMENITY COMPONENTS OF THE
APPLICATION DOCUMENTATION
PURPOSE OF REVIEW
The purpose of this review is to determine the following:
a.

b.

If sufficient information is contained within relevant parts of the application documentation
(Project Martha Landscape and Visual Effects (PMLVA) to allow a potentially affected person
and/or the decision‐maker to gain a clear and concise understanding of the nature and extent of
effects that the development is likely to have on landscape and visual amenity; and
If the level of detail provided in the application documentation corresponds with the scale and
significance of the effects on the environment in accordance with Schedule 4 (2)(3)(c) of the
RMA.

REVIEW APPROACH
Overview of the Methodological Approach Used
The approach most commonly used for the assessment of this type of development within the New
Zealand context is the Expert VIA approach, where expert analysis is used to identify effects on landscape
and amenity values. This approach is supported by the NZILA, within the best practice note 10.1, of which a
variant has been used by the author of the Visual Effects and Shading Assessment.
A number of different variants of the Expert VIA approach are currently in use in New Zealand. While this
can result in the identification of different types of effect and different rating outcomes (due to different
emphasis being placed on the factors considered when effects are identified and evaluated), in general all
variants of this method seek to identify:
a.
b.
c.

Landscape and visual amenity values (biophysical/geophysical, associative and perceptual)
associated with the existing environment;
Those potentially affected by a proposed development; and
The nature of the change that is likely to occur as a result of a proposed development and the
resultant type and level of effect likely to result.

This leads to an ability to identify:
d. Avoidance, remedy or mitigation requirements.
This review was carried out within the context of the requirements of the RMA, the findings and
recommendations of the New Zealand Institute of Landscape Architects (NZILA) “best practice” notes and
guides1.
The following factors have been considered:
a. Whether the correct landscape context (spatial extent) has been identified for the assessment
(the extent of the potentially affected landscape2)?
b. Whether the relevant physical attributes of the landscape have been adequately identified and
described?
c. Whether the main elements of the proposal, with the potential to affect visual and landscape
amenity, have been identified?
d. Whether existing values associated with the landscape and views of it (visual amenity) have
been correctly identified and described? Are these supported by evidence and/or research?
e. Whether the status of the landscape containing/affected by the proposed development has
1

2

NZILA Best Practice Note: Landscape Assessment and Sustainable Management 10.1 & NZILA Best Practice Guide: Visual Simulations
BPG 10.2
For the purposes of this report the word landscape is used in the sense that it is inclusive of rural, peri‐urban and urban environments.
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f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

been identified (within the context of the Resource Management Act (RMA), Regional Policy
Statement (RPS), and the Operative District Plan)? Are the relevant provisions of the planning
instruments met (landscape and visual)?
Whether relevant potentially affected people have been identified?
Whether the potential landscape and visual effects of the proposed development have been
analysed, and the effects rated in a consistent manner?
Whether the report described how the proposed development will change existing landscape
values (s6(b) issues) and visual quality and amenity values (s7(c) issues)?
Whether the assessment adequately described and/or communicated how the proposed
development will alter the landscape within which it will be contained?
Whether any limits of acceptable change have been identified?
Whether an appropriate strategy has been identified or adopted in order to avoid, remedy or
mitigate any unacceptable adverse effects on landscape values and visual amenity?

Fundamentally, this review will identify whether the landscape and visual assessment reaches a set of clear
and concise conclusions, supported by an appropriate methodological framework within the context of the
relevant planning instruments and New Zealand case law. This approach is also supported by international
research into the best practice approach towards visual assessment3.
Consideration has been given to whether the level of detail provided in the assessment of effects
(landscape, visual and amenity) corresponds with the scale and significance of the effects on the
environment in accordance with Schedule 4 (2)(3)(c) RMA.
Site Inspection
As part of this review, a site inspection was carried out on 16 June 2018. The purpose of the site visit was
to verify the findings of the PMLVA and to identify if any obvious omissions and errors (including the
identification of appropriate and representative view locations for assessment).
During the site inspection all identified viewpoint locations were visited and the indicative visual
simulations were assessed within the context of the site.
DOCUMENTS REVIEWED
The following documents and/or extracts have been reviewed as part of this report:
Consent Application
a.
b.
c.
d.

Project Martha ‐ Applications for Resource Consents and Assessment of Environmental Effects.
OceanaGold. 26 May 2018.
Legal Description of Properties Supporting Project Martha. . (Appendix A to the application
documentation).
Project Martha Landscape and Visual Effects. Boffa Miskell. Revision 4. 17 May 2018. (Appendix
D to the application documentation).
Proposed Consent Conditions. OceanaGold. (Appendix O to the application documentation).

Pre‐Lodgement Review
A pre‐lodgement copy of the Project Martha Landscape and Visual Effects report (PMLVA), dated 27 March
2018, was reviewed and the attached preliminary feedback provided to the applicant (refer attachment 1:
Email dated 4 May 2018).
The pre‐lodgement report adequately identified:
a. The landscape context and relevant physical attributes of the site and its surroundings;
3

NCHRP Report 741 – Evaluation of Methodologies for Visual Impact Assessment. Transportation Research Board. 2013
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b.
c.
d.

The main elements of the proposal that have the potential to create landscape and visual effects
and/or affect amenity values;
The status of the landscape within the relevant planning instruments;
Proposed mitigation.

Recommended amendments to the report included:
a. Identification of the rationale applied in determining effects ratings;
b. Clarification of property ownership/affected parties to the west of the application site;
c. Identification of the location of the water intake structures;
d. Identification of the location of the ventilation shaft and entrance portal;
e. Further analysis of effects on the historic gardens; and
f. Land ownership around the proposed noise mitigation bund and road realignment.
The purpose of the pre‐lodgement review was to try to reduce the need to request additional information
under s92 of the RMA.
Other Relevant Documentation
In addition to the application documentation, the relevant conditions of the mining licence (rehabilitation)
were reviewed along with relevant sections of the Rehabilitation and Closure Plan (July 2017). These are
now provisions of the ODP.
METHODOLOGY
The PMLVA assessment is consistent with NZILA best practice guidelines and follows the Expert approach to
landscape and visual analysis. The report assesses the following factors separately:
a. Physical effects;
b. Visual effects;
c. Landscape character effects; and
d. Natural character effects.
The level of effect is given a rating, using a 7 point scale. This is consistent with NZILA recommendations.
Urban effects are not specifically reviewed; however the landscape and visual effects from within the
affected urban area around Cambridge Road are addressed. Generic methodological guidance notes are
contained within Appendix 1 of the PMLVA document.
Key Landscape and Visual Amenity Issues Addressed in the Review
The following key issues have been analysed within the review:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Identification of the main elements of the proposal with the potential to affect visual and
landscape amenity values;
Identification of existing visual and landscape amenity values in and around the site;
Effects on urban/landscape character values;
Effects on visual amenity from surrounding representative locations;
Whether the proposal addresses the provisions of the relevant planning instruments?
Whether an appropriate strategy has been identified to avoid, remedy or mitigate any
unacceptable adverse effects on landscape values and visual amenity?
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ANALYSIS OF KEY ISSUES AFFECTING LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL AMENITY VALUES.
The following section analyses the key issues addressed in the review process.
Identification of the Main Elements of the Proposal
The PMLVA identifies that in landscape terms, the relevant aspects of Project Martha are primarily limited
to the proposed mining operation associated with the Martha Pit and include:
a. The extension of the existing pit to the north involving the gradual re‐establishment of benches
within the area affected by the existing landslide, over a period of 10 years. (Figure 3 in the
PMLVA showing the proposed works at years 0, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 10).
b. Reconfiguration of the noise mitigation measures along the north wall of the pit, including the
construction of the earth noise bund, construction of a noise fence and realignment of the
walkway (depicted in the areas shown in red in fig. 1 below).
c. Realignment of Cambridge Road (shown as an orange dashed line in fig 1 below).
d. A new vehicle access to the existing magazine building from within the operational mine (shown
as an orange dashed line in fig 1 below).
e. Construction of a fresh air portal, an air returns ventilation shaft, and an air return portal within
the southern confines of Martha Pit.
It is identified that during the initial stage of the mining operations, activity will encroach into an existing
residential area adjacent to the edge of the existing pit rim. The extent of the encroachment is shown in
the image below, extracted from Figure 4 of the PMLVA report.

Figure 1: Extract from Fig 4 of the LMVLA Report showing extent of encroachment into the residential area

Reviewer’s Response
In general it is considered that sufficient information is provided within the PMLVA report to gain an
understanding of the main elements of the proposal likely to affect existing landscape and amenity values.
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Identification of Existing Landscape Context and Character
The PMLVA describes the existing landscape context, character and land cover succinctly. The report
identifies the location of the Martha pit as being within an urban area and identifies that:
Despite its proximity, mining activity has not resulted in major visual impacts on adjoining areas,
primarily due to the topography and vegetation which maintains an effective screen along the pit rim.4

The report identifies the wider landscape context as being part of the broader foothills landform associated
with the Coromandel Range. The report also states that the site is not identified as an outstanding natural
feature or landscape or an amenity landscape under the relevant statutory documents.
The character of Waihi is identified as being strongly influenced by mining operations and includes several
mining artefacts dispersed throughout the town and along the pit rim. These include:
a. The pit rim walkway which, in places provides opportunities to look into the existing pit from
various vantage points; and
b. The historic (relocated) Cornish Pump house.
To the north‐west of Martha Pit, the existing land use is described as comprising low density residential
development which transitions into rural lifestyle and rural development along foothills of the Coromandel
Range. The rural land use surrounding Waihi is described as comprising a mix of exotic pasture and
cropping interspersed with shelter planting and orchard trees, with mining operations associated with the
Process Plant and tailings storage facilities contributing to the landscape character.
Specific reference is made to three properties owned by OGNZL, at the northern end of Miners Place,
within which the buildings have been removed but the garden areas have continued to be maintained.
These garden remnants are reportedly referred to as the "Historic Gardens" but have no formal statutory
recognition. The report identifies that:
To the south‐west of the proposed extension of the pit rim, and north of Miners Place, much of the
existing “Historic Gardens” will remain and provide an opportunity to reinstate the pit rim walkway
through this area. Following preparatory works, including relocation of the existing noise bund, the
amended landform provides an opportunity to extend replacement planting in association with the
realigned pit rim walkway and soften the resulting interface within adjoining residential areas. While the
footprint of the relocated noise bund will traverse the eastern edge of the “Historic Gardens” the effects
will be low and can be satisfactorily managed as outlined in the indicative landscape mitigation plan (see
Figure 6: Landscape Mitigation)5.

Description of the Martha pit, the 2015 earth slip and the mines associated existing structures and facilities
(both within the Martha Pit itself and within the associated processing area to the east)are provided.
The PMLVA report summarises the site context and character as follows:
The existing character of Waihi is influenced by its proximity to established mining activity. This includes
references to mining artefacts, utilitarian influences and recreation opportunities established along the
pit rim. Despite the physical proximity of mining, there are limited views of mining activity from nearby
urban areas.
At a broader scale, the township of Waihi occupies a transition from the foothills of the Coromandel
Range into the productive lowlands which extend to the south‐east. The resulting landscape is
characterised by undulating and flattened topography and contains an established mix of working land
uses and sequence of elevated vegetated hills. No outstanding natural landscapes or features or amenity
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landscapes have been identified within or surrounding Waihi.6

Reviewer’s Response
In general, when read in conjunction with the graphic attachments to the report, I consider that sufficient
information is provided within the PMLVA report to gain an understanding of the existing landscape
context and character surrounding the site.
Effects on Landscape Character
The PMLVA assesses the effects on landscape under the heading Physical Effects and concludes that the
changes to the physical landform and landscape characteristics of the site will be limited to:
a. An increase in the overall footprint of the Martha Pit resulting in the loss of some existing
vegetation around the pit rim;
b. the gradual re‐establishment of benches within the area affected by the existing landslide
c. The construction of two portals and a ventilation shaft within the confines of Martha Pit;
d. Changes in composition of stockpiles at portal entrances and the existing Process Plant;
e.
f. The relocation of the existing noise bund along the north‐west edge of the pit; and
g. Modifications to the lake intake/outlets structures (to be constructed as part of the
rehabilitation process at the completion of mining operations).
Most of the proposed modification to Martha Pit will occur within the enclosure of the existing open pit
mine.
The report assesses the effects on the various physical components of the landscape as follows:
a. Landform ‐ low adverse effects.
b. Vegetation ‐ low neutral effects (presumably adverse)
c. Pit Rim Walkway ‐ moderate beneficial effects.
d. Lake Intake I Outlet Structures ‐ low adverse effects

Figure 2 Physical effects summary table from the PMLVA Report (Page 12)

6
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Reviewer’s Response
In general, the Physical Effects section (Section 5.1) of the PMLVA is limited to describing the extent of
physical change that will occur (above ground), and does not describe or assess how (or even if) these
changes affect the existing landscape characteristics of the site.
In my opinion, because the proposed (above ground) activity within the pit is of a type that is normally
associated with mining, it is unlikely to have any noticeable effect on existing landscape character. While
the re‐benching of the area under the landslide will be visible within the pit, the resultant formation will be
consistent with the characteristics of the balance of the pit. The inclusion of the additional portals and the
ventilation shaft is unlikely to be of a scale (when considered within the context of the pit) that will affect
existing perceptions of character.
The relocation/formation of the noise bund and the loss of pit rim vegetation associated with the extension
of the mine footprint into the adjacent low density and residential zone will have a more noticeable effect
at a very local level, but is not at a scale that will affect the wider landscape character associated with the
township and its surroundings.
It is likely that works associated with the construction of the noise bund and the realignment of the road
will have some temporary effects on the amenity enjoyed by adjacent properties, however upon
completion, this is likely to return to permitted baseline levels.
I concur with the landscape character effect ratings outlined in the above table (fig 2). I consider, however,
that these ratings represent the effects associated with the completed works, and that the level of effects
during construction (temporary effects) will be a magnitude higher (e.g. low adverse becomes medium
adverse and medium beneficial becomes low beneficial).
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Effects on Visual Amenity
The visual assessment section of the report (section 5.2) identifies that despite its proximity to the adjacent
urban area, nearby viewing opportunities are more or less limited to in and around the pit rim walkway.
The report identifies:
Beyond the pit rim, views are generally concealed by intervening landform and established areas of
vegetation or otherwise significantly reduced by substantial viewing distances. From low‐density
residential development to the north‐west of Waihi there may be some opportunities to observe enabling
works associated with proposed mining activity such as realigning Cambridge Road and forming the
adjacent noise bund. Beyond this, proposed mining activity will remain concealed below the pit rim as
work continues to extend deeper within the operational mine.7

While this is not supported by view shed analysis, it is readily verifiable by site inspection.
The report identified that beyond the pit rim, views of the pit will remain concealed due to intervening
topography and vegetation. No new views into the pit are identified.
Visual effects associated with the expansion of the mine’s footprint include the removal of trees around the
northern pit rim; and, the construction of a new noise bund, fence and walkway. This part of the
development will affect the visual characteristics of the existing rim and skyline (from some locations)
The existing view and the changes expected to occur are described from a number of view locations. Two
viewpoints are specifically identified and their locations shown on figure 5 of the PMLVA report. These are:
a. Viewpoint 1 ‐ Cambridge Road; and
b. Viewpoint 2 ‐ The Pump House.
In addition, four general areas are also assessed. These include:
a. Cambridge Road / Bulltown Road ‐ Low Density Residential Area
b. Pit Rim Walkway ‐ Recreation Area
c. North‐east Waihi ‐ Residential Area
d. Union Hill and Black Hill ‐ Recreation Areas
Photomontages are provided for the two identified view location points and show the existing view and
during operation views.
From the Cambridge Road view location, the photomontage shows the loss of most of the existing skyline
vegetation, the realignment of Cambridge Road (including the removal of an existing building to allow for
the realignment), the new noise bund and fence. From this location, changes within the pit are not visible.
From the Pump house view locations, the photomontage shows the development of the benching within
the pit at year 10. The various portals and ventilation shafts are not shown (out of photo).
The PMLVA report suggests that modifications to the noise bund may result in adverse visual effects on
nearby locations within the Cambridge Road / Bulltown Road ‐ Low Density Residential Zone. While the
changes that will occur are described the report, the effects of those changes are not assessed in detail.
From the other identified viewing areas, the changes that will occur are identified as either occurring at
distance/barely discernible, or being no different to what is currently occurring within the pit.

7
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Effects from each location are summarised as follow:
Location
Cambridge Road / Bulltown Road ‐ Low Density Residential Area
Pit Rim Walkway ‐ Recreation Area
North‐east Waihi ‐ Residential Area
Union Hill and Black Hill ‐ Recreation Areas

Effect Level
Level of Effect = Moderate
Nature of Effect = Adverse
Level of Effect = Low
Nature of Effect = Neutral
Level of Effect = Low
Nature of Effect = Neutral
Level of Effect = Very Low
Nature of Effect = Neutral

Reviewer’s Response
While the report adequately describes the visual changes that will occur as a result of the proposed activity
(i.e. what will be seen), it does not analyse the effect the changes will have on existing visual characteristics
of the view or existing visual amenity.
However, I agree that within the context of the application, the area where adverse effects are most likely
to be moderate is limited to locations in and around Cambridge and Bulltown Roads. Effects from these
locations are likely to include a change in the spatial characteristics of the immediate neighbourhood
resulting from:
a. Loss of visual amenity associated with a replacement of a natural appearing skyline (grass and
trees) with an artificial barrier (close boarded fence). This type of effect is based on the
aesthetic premise that views of a natural skyline will be preferred over an artificial one; and
b. A change in spatial perceptions associated with the encroachment of the noise bund and a loss
of the taller vegetation along the existing pit rim.
c. The realignment of the corner of Cambridge and Bulltown Roads and associated loss of existing
vegetation.
The AEE documentation identifies:
The legal description of all properties that will support the various activities associated with Project
Martha are documented in Appendix A to the Assessment of Environmental Effects attached to this
application for resource consent.8

The following (annotated) image shows properties owned by Oceanagold Ltd highlighted in gold, properties
in private ownership highlighted in red, and unknown or unchecked properties in white. Note: the numbers
identified in the image below do not relate to the property street numbers.

Figure 3 ‐ Property ownership (from Appendix A of the AEE)
8
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The only privately owned properties, physically affected by the application, are:
a. 14 Pitt Street (No. 56 in fig 3 above); and
b. 77 Bulltown Road (No. 49 in fig 3 above).
At the time of preparation of the PMLVA, negotiations for the purchase of 77 Bulltown Road were
reportedly underway.
While it is indicated in the AEE that support is provided for the proposed activity from the owners of the
above properties, this is not supported by written approval or equivalent within the AEE.
However, I consider that the adverse effects associated with the construction of the noise bund,
realignment of the rim walkway and associated mitigation planting will be of a shorter duration (within the
context of the application) and can be considered to be temporary effects. It is noted that the works in this
area are scheduled to occur in the initial stages of the project.
I also concur with the moderate adverse effects rating (given for the above addresses) and agree that it will
drop back to low once the abovementioned work is completed and the proposed mitigation planting shown
in figure 6 of the PMLVA (subject to recommended amendments) has occurred.
Effects on Natural Character
The PMLVA identifies that as part of the rehabilitation of the Martha Pit, a low key intake structure will be
constructed on the Ohinemuri River to assist with filling of the pit lake. Similarly, once the lake is filled, a
tunnel will be constructed beneath Moresby Avenue to enable water to overflow from an outlet structure
into the Mangatoetoe Stream. No other detail is provided.
The PMLVA states:
Any modification along the margins of the Ohinemuri River will remain low key within a modified
working rural environment and have limited effect on the condition or character of the larger stream
environment.9

The report identifies the effects of the intake and outlet structures as being localised within an already
modified environment. Effects on natural character are rated as low.
Reviewer’s Response
I generally concur with the ratings of effects within the context of the likely requirement of the inlet/outlet
structure.
Proposed Mitigation
The PMLVA identifies that following the construction of the noise bunds, low planting will be established on
the noise bund to achieve a cohesive vegetative cover.
Cross sections are provided to show the relationship between the walkway, noise bund, noise fence and
planting. These show a noise wall located between the rim walkway and the pit.
Recommended conditions of consent are provided within the PMLVA. These differ slightly to the set
contained within Appendix O of the AEE documentation. For the purpose of this report, the Appendix O
version has been adopted.

9
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Reviewer’s Response
Overall the approach and strategy envisaged by the Rehabilitation and Closure Plan (2017) is not adversely
affected by the application.
The configuration of the walkway and noise wall means that views into the pit itself will be screened from
view (with the exception of an unspecified number/sized viewing holes), and opportunities will exist to
overlook properties at 11 Cambridge Road (which is owned by the applicant) and 14 Pitt Street. This may
affect existing privacy within the two properties. Given that views into the pit itself are more desirable
from the public walkway, it is recommended that consideration be given to either, relocating the noise wall
to the outside of the walkway (i.e. between the private property and the walkway) or, if this is not possible
for safety reasons, establishing taller screen planting between the walkway and the abovementioned
dwellings/yard areas.
Statutory Context and Planning Matters
Review of the statutory context and planning matters (within this report) is limited to the relevant
landscape and amenity provisions. A more detailed review of all relevant conditions is provided within the
reviewing planner’s report.
The PMLVA provides an overview of the relevant objectives and policies of the Resource Management Act,
the Waikato Regional Policy Statement, the Waikato Regional Plan and the Hauraki District Plan. It does
not include any detailed analysis (landscape and visual amenity) against the various rules or assessment
criteria contained within the district plan, rather an overview summary statement is provided.
In terms of s6(b), the PMLVA identifies that the proposed activity is not located within an identified
outstanding natural feature or landscape (ONFL) or amenity landscape. In terms of s7(c) the application
documentation identified the effects on visual amenity and shading as being less than minor.
Figure 4 of the PMLVA identifies that the Martha Pit expansion is mainly located within the Martha Mineral
Zone (MMZ), but also encroaches into the adjacent Low density and Residential Zones in the north. The
report states that:
In physical terms, the Proposed Development will increase the overall footprint of Martha Pit by
approximately 2.4 hectares from the existing mine's open footprint of approximately 54 hectares; only
0.28 ha of which extends beyond the Martha Mineral zone.10

Reviewer’s Response
Application of the bundling principle means that the application is to be assessed as an non‐complying
activity.
Within the context of the level of effect on landscape and visual amenity/character, and natural character,
the PMLVA adequately addresses the relevant objectives and policies of the relevant plans. While not
specifically addressed, the PMLVA contained sufficient information to allow the application to be
considered against the relevant assessment criteria applicable to each affected zone and the specific and
district wide matters contained within the Hauraki District Plan.
The following assessment is limited to the planning provisions relevant to landscape, visual and amenity
matters. It does not represent a review of all of the relevant matters/provisions that need to be considered
before consent can be granted or declined. This has been undertaken in the planner’s report.
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The majority of the above ground works associated with the pit expansion are located within the Martha
Mineral Zone. The following assessment criteria are relevant to landscape and visual amenity/character
matters:
5.17 MARTHA MINERAL ZONE
5.17 (1) OBJECTIVE 1
To provide for the utilisation of the mineral resource in a sustainable manner.
(a)
Policies
Objective 1 will be achieved by the implementation of the following policies:
(i) …
(ii) Ensure that the amenity values of Waihi and the wider community are protected.
5.17.7.1 GENERAL ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
(1) With respect to the zone development standards, Council will have regard to them for assessment
purposes, in particular where either the activity or the adverse effects of the activity are in close
proximity to the boundary between the Martha Mineral Zone and any other adjoining or adjacent
zone boundary. However, Council recognises that because of the nature of the mining activities and
the existing mining licence and/or resource consent conditions, the zone development standards
may not always be relevant or appropriate.
(2) Whether landscaping can avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of mining operations and
mining. In particular, whether the landscaping provides a visual buffer with respect to:
(a) screening unsightly and disturbed areas from other land beyond the Martha Mineral Zone
(b) providing a visually attractive outlook without blocking intermediate and distant views
(c) softening any hard or bleak surfaces. Hauraki District Plan April 2016 Section 5.17: Martha
Mineral Zone (Words in italics in rules and assessment criteria are defined in Section 4.0
Definitions) 5.17‐9
(3) Whether adequate public safety measures (eg fencing and bunds) have been provided, particularly
with respect to any open pit.
(4) Whether the methods proposed to avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of the activities
are practical and effective.
(5) Whether the proposed rehabilitation of the site and adjacent areas during and following the
cessation of mining activities (including open pit, conveyor, waste disposal areas and surface
infrastructure such as roads, plant and equipment) is undertaken and results in a landscape,
features and facilities that are appropriate within the context of the environment they are located
within. With respect to proposed post‐mining landscapes and features (lakes, reserves, recreation
areas), their appropriateness within the environment they are located in, will be considered in
relation to such matters as:
(a) The visual appearance of rehabilitated areas.
(b) Public access and safety.
(c) Structural engineering and environmental integrity.
(d) The provision of community and/or recreational facilities.

In terms of the above assessment criteria, I consider that:
a. The Landscape mitigation proposed will provide appropriate screening of unsightly parts of the
mine (subject to the recommendations contained in this report that relate to screening of the
noise wall) and provide for an attractive outlook (5.17.7.1(2);
b. The proposed landscape mitigation works will achieve the requirements of 5.17.7.1(4);
c. The proposal will not affect the outcomes of the existing site closure plan 5.17.7.1(5).
The proposed pit expansion encroaches into the Residential Zone and the Low Density Residential Zone.
The following objectives, policies, rules and assessment criteria are relevant to landscape and visual
amenity/character matters only. Other relevant provisions are assessed by others:
5.7 RESIDENTIAL ZONE
7.7.2(3) OBJECTIVE 3
To avoid, remedy or mitigate any adverse effect of residential and non‐residential
developments on the environment and character of the locality.
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(a)

Policies
Objective 3 will be achieved by implementation of the following policies:
(i) Ensure development and subdivision is designed and located to:
(1) integrate well with the immediate locality;
(2) contribute positively to the streetscape;
(3) provide occupants of dwellings with a reasonable outlook, access to sufficient
open space and reasonable aural and visual privacy.
(ii) …

5.7.7.1 GENERAL ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
(5) The extent to which the development’s design maintains or enhances the anticipated scale,
character and amenity of the residential neighbourhood.
(6) The extent and quality of any proposed landscaping and/or retention of existing vegetation on the
site and the effectiveness of planting in enhancing the streetscape of the area.
(11) Whether the nature of the activity has the potential to create nuisance and health and safety
effects, such as noise, vibration and dust, which cannot effectively or practically be controlled by
mitigation measures.
(13) Whether the activity and any building and structures are of a scale and intensity which is in keeping
with the character, amenity and ambience values of the existing urban environment.
5.8 LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
5.8.7.1 GENERAL ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
(7) Whether the nature of the activity has the potential to create nuisance and health and safety
effects, such as noise, vibration and dust, which cannot effectively or practically be controlled by
mitigation measures.
(9) Whether the activity and any building and structures are of a scale and intensity which are in
keeping with the character, amenity and ambience values of the existing urban environment.

In terms of the above objective, policies and assessment criteria (relevant to landscape, visual and amenity
effects only), I consider that:
a. In terms of 7.7.2(3) and 7.7.2(3) (a)(i), works associated with the realignment of the roads, re‐
establishment of pit rim walkway and mitigation planting are able to be integrated into the
existing environment, contribute to the streetscape in a positive way and provide for visual
privacy through the construction of a bund, fencing and planting.
b. In terms of 5.17(1) and 5.17 (1)(a)(ii), the existing amenity associated with the interface
between the mine and adjacent residential area will remain relatively unchanged. There will
however be some localised adverse effect on visual amenity associated with the road
realignment.
c. While the configuration and location of the various features (road, bund, etc) that contribute to
existing landscape/urban character will change, the overall characteristics of the urban area
around Pitt Street, Cambridge Road and Bulltown Road will remain relatively constant in terms
of criteria 5.7.7.1(5), (6), (13), and 5.8.7.1(9), above.
d. In terms of 5.7.7.1(11) and 5.8.7.1(7), adverse effects associated with the construction of the
bund can be mitigated through a construction management plan.
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SECTION 2: REVIEW OF SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED FOLLOWING NOTIFICATION.
Public Notification and Review af Submissions Received (Landscape & Visual Amenity)
The application was publicly notified, with submissions closing on 14 September. The submission form
allowed submitters to address the following proposals separately:
a. Part A: Proposed Martha underground mine;
b. Part B: Proposed remediation/extension of Martha Pit (the Phase 4 Cutback); and
c. Part C: Proposed road realignment and subdivision (Cambridge and Bulltown Roads).
Four submissions in opposition (whole or part) that broadly related to the landscape, visual and/or amenity
effect of the application were received for review. None of the submissions related to the underground
mine (Part A) application. The landscape, visual and amenity issues raised in the submissions relate to the
proposed pit extension and road realignment (Parts B & C) and are summarised as follow:
No.
24

Submitter
E. Naumann

188

D. Holland

189

H. Holland

215

C. Purcell

Key Issues Raised (landscape, visual and/or amenity only)

Loss of amenity associated with increased noise, dust, vibration11.

Damage to existing structures and planting during development.

Loss of amenity from increased noise, dust, vibration.

Undefined adverse effects associated with the road being moved
closer to the submitter’s property.

Loss of amenity due to increased noise, dust, vibration.

Undefined adverse effects associated with the road being moved
closer to the submitter’s property.

Loss of amenity due to increased noise.

Part Ref
B
C
B
C
B
C
B

Relevant Requested Outcomes (landscape, visual & amenity effects only)
The Naumann submission requests that:
Any structure or planting that may get damaged during this project get reinstated to an equivalent or
better standard immediately on completion of the road works.

Reviewer’s Response
The landscape mitigation proposed by applicant addresses the mitigation request contained in the
Naumann submission (24) by offering a condition that requires that all disturbed areas outside of the
operational mine are planted to soften the changes in landform. Further amendments to this condition are
recommended below to more clearly define the extent of mitigation works to be undertaken.
It is noted that the proposed mitigation also include noise attenuation fencing, between the pit rim
walkway and the pit rim, to help reduce the effect of noise from the pit on existing amenity. The
effectiveness of the noise attenuation fencing is assessed by others.

11

Public health issues relating to dust, noise and vibration addressed by others.
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SECTION 3: FINDINGS AND RECOMENDATIONS
Findings
When read in conjunction with the application for resource consent, AEE and property description
documentation, the PMVLA Report provides sufficient information to gain an understanding of the
proposed activities and the changes that will occur.
In general, the effects on landscape and visual amenity, character and natural character (in and around the
Ohinemuri River) will be low. The exception is in and around the Pitt Street, Cambridge Road and Bulltown
Road area, where effects will be moderate, until proposed mitigation becomes established. This is
considered to be a temporary effect associated with the realignment of the Cambridge/Bulltown Road
intersection, construction of a new noise bund and wall and the relocation of the pit rim walkway.
Following the establishment of the proposed planting, effects are expected to reduce to low.
Development in support of proposed underground activity (portals and air intakes within the Martha Pit)
associated with the consent application will not affect existing landscape character, amenity or natural
character values beyond the pit.
Photomontages are provided for the two identified view location points and show the existing view and the
changes that will occur as a result of the proposed pit expansion.
Effects on the natural character of the Ohinemuri River, associated with the construction of the proposed
water inlet structure for the filling of the Martha Pit (post closure), are expected to be low. Effects on the
natural character of the Mangatoetoe stream, associated with the pit lake outflow (post closure) are also
expected to be low.
With mitigation, the proposal is able to meet the requirements of the relevant district planning provisions
in regard to effects on character and amenity.
In general the effects of the (above ground) activity associated with the proposal will be no more than
minor when considered within the context of the site. Localised adverse effects in and around
Cambridge/Bulltown Road will initially be more than minor during construction, but will reduce to
acceptable levels (no more than minor) following the establishment of the proposed mitigation.
No submissions were received that specifically raised issues with effects on landscape or visual amenity.
Four submissions were received that raised issues related to adverse effect on general amenity. In my
opinion, the proposed mitigation and restoration works will help reduce effects on general amenity (as far
as practicable within the scope of landscape and visual effects).
Recommended Conditions
Should consent be granted, it is recommended that the screen planting conditions of consent contained
within the application documentation (Appendix O) are adopted, subject to the following amendments
(underlined).

SCREEN PLANTING LANDSCAPE MITIGATION
57. Prior to the first exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall submit a landscape plan that is in
general accordance with the landscape mitigation concept plan included with the Landscape
Mitigation Plan prepared by Boffa Miskell Ltd and contained within Appendix O of the Assessment
of Environmental Effects (25 May 2018) for Project Martha to the Council for certification. The
landscape plan shall detail the following:
a.

The trees and plants to be removed as part of the activities in, and around, the Martha Pit that
are authorised as part of this consent;
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b.

The relocation of the pit rim walkway between Miners Place and Cambridge Road;

c.

The measures to ensure all disturbed areas outside the operational mine are planted to soften
changes in landform and complement adjoining areas of vegetation;, replace any existing
planting lost as a result of the realignment of Cambridge/Bulltown Roads, and to screen at
least 80% of the noise wall from view from adjacent residential areas when viewed from
Cambridge Road and Bulltown Road. and All planting shall complement adjoining areas of
vegetation;

d.

The measures to ensure that privacy of existing dwellings adjacent to the pit rim walkway
(where relocated as part of b. above) is maintained.

e.

The measures to ensure the water intake and outlet tunnel structures minimise disturbance
along the Ohinemuri River and Mangatoetoe Stream respectively, and soften any necessary
built elements with planting which appears integrated within adjoining riparian areas;

f.

Indicate the species, size and number of proposed plants within identified planting areas; and

g.

Outline maintenance and replacement requirements for the first three years following
establishment to promote plant survival.

Dave Mansergh
DipP&RM(Dist), BLA(Hons), MLA, Registered ANZILA
Director
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Attachment 1: Email to D Burton ‐ Preliminary Review ‐ Martha Mine Landscape and Visual
Assessment

Dave Mansergh
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave Mansergh
Friday, 4 May 2018 12:08 p.m.
'Dave Burton'
Preliminary Review ‐ Martha Mine Landscape and Visual Assessment

Hi Dave
In response to your email of 17 April, I have now undertaken a preliminary review of the Martha Mine
Landscape and Visual Assessment report. In general the report adequately identifies:
1. The landscape context and relevant physical attributes of the site and it surroundings;
2. The main elements of the proposal that have the potential to create landscape and visual effects
and/or affect amenity values;
3. The status of the landscape within the relevant planning instruments;
4. Proposed mitigation.
In my opinion there are a couple of areas within the report where additional information could be added to
make the assessment easier to understand. These relate to changes that will occur outside of the pit
(where changes are more likely to affect existing landscape and visual amenity for adjacent residents) and
are as follow:
1. Difference between visual change and effects. At present the report concentrates on describing
the change that will occur, but does not specifically state or identify the effects of the change. As
result assumptions have to be made by the reader in order to verify the ratings, cross reference the
effect with the relevant planning provisions and reconcile the effect against the recommended
mitigation measures? It would be useful if the report provided a summary of the rationale applied
in determining the ratings provided. For example, in the case of the Cambridge Road/Bulltown
Road description, identify existing amenity and then explain how the construction of the noise
bund and planting affects that amenity to the extent that it results in a moderate effects rating.
2. The diversion of Cambridge Road and the effects on adjacent properties. In general little detail is
provided around how the realignment will affect properties to the west. It is unknown if these are
in private ownership of are owned by OceanaGold. As above, the assumptions need to be made by
the reader in order to make sense of the effects ratings. (The report does not identify current land
ownership patterns. If the properties potentially affects most by the bund/road realignment are
already owned by OceanaGold then this might be less of an issue). Again it would be useful if more
detail and analysis is provided around the likely effects of the road realignment on adjacent
properties.
3. Water intake/outlet structures. It would be useful to identify the location of the water
intake/outlet structures. In addition, while it is identified in several places in the report that the
water intake and outlet structures will be “low key”, insufficient detail is provided to allow
independent verification that the effects will be low.
4. Ventilation shaft and entrance portal. It would be useful to confirm where the proposed ventilation
shaft and entrance portal are to be located.
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5. Historic Gardens. The report identifies possible disturbance to the “Historic Gardens”. It would be
useful to provide some context around the relative importance of /effects on these features.
6. Land ownership. Land ownership around the proposed noise mitigation and road realignment.
I would not expect that it will take much effort to update the report to address the above and I would
recommended that this occurs prior to lodgement. At this stage I have not spoken directly with Boffa
Miskell, but am happy to do so.
Please call me to discuss further if required.
Regards

Dave Mansergh Dip P&RM (Dist), BLA(Hons), MLA, ANZILA
Registered NZILA Landscape Architect
Director
Mansergh Graham Landscape Architects Ltd
23 Naylor Street
P.O. Box 542, Hamilton
New Zealand
Phone: 64-7-8584959
Mob: 64-274-776398
www.mgla.co.nz
Information contained in this email is confidential. If you have received this email in error, please delete it immediately and inform the
sender. MGLA cannot be held responsible for the accuracy or files or data that have been imported or converted to be compatible with the
receivers computer network, software or operating system. You are advised to check the content and accuracy of all files against a hard copy of
known accuracy and use the translated data for reference purposes only.
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Appendix 7. Project Martha Property
Policy

Project
MARTHA

PROPERTY POLICY

The following programmes will be offered by OceanaGold as the Project Martha Property Policy.
This policy contains six parts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

We Break, We Pay
Top Up
Amenity Effect Programme
BRANZ Inspections
Property Support Purchases and Payments
Waihi Community Forum

We Break We Pay
We know from community consultation, Correnso submissions, Social Impact Assessments and the operation of our
underground mines that there is concern around what OceanaGold would do if blasting or other mine-related effects
caused property damage. In recognition of this concern, the consent conditions proposed by OceanaGold in its Project
Martha consent applications include limits and processes designed to avoid property damage. For example, limits on
vibration from blasting have been set well below the level where cosmetic property damage could occur.
In addition, we have a specific process to be followed if a property owner perceives there may have been damage to
their property. This was included in the Correnso Underground Mine consent conditions. We have offered similar
conditions in any new consents granted for Project Martha.
The process is:
•

Details of the complaint are logged by OceanaGold as the consent holder and must be investigated within five
business days or as soon as practicable thereafter unless the matter is considered urgent.

•

If the resident does not agree with the findings of the consent holder’s initial investigation, the consent holder
may engage a third party to investigate the complaint for both the home owner and the company and report back
within 30 days. Alternatively, the resident may contact Hauraki District Council (HDC) and if the Council
determines that a third-party investigation is warranted then OceanaGold shall commission and meet the
reasonable costs of the investigation.

•

If it is determined that the property damage is attributable to OceanaGold activities the Company will remedy
the damage as soon as practicable in accordance with any recommendations made by the third party.

•

If any dispute arises the consent holder will offer the resident the opportunity to enter into arbitration through
HDC. If the resident does not want to participate then the consent holder’s obligations under this condition are
at an end.

Examples used in this document are for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as being representative of any actual current or
future offers that may be made by OceanaGold New Zealand Ltd.
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Example #1:
Ron and Cheryl Landowner notice that a concrete wall in their garage has cracked. There is mining 300 metres away from
their property, so they come to us. We engage independent experts to investigate. They find that there is an old drainage
pipe running through the property which collapsed and was refilled before mining operations began and this is the most likely
cause of the cracking. If Ron and Cheryl are not satisfied by the outcome of these investigations they can refer the issue to
HDC.

Example #2:
Joy and Eric Lifestyler contact us to say that water has flooded on to their property from the mine site during heavy rain and
left silt in their orchard. We investigate and find that a drainage pipe on our land has cracked and storm water is flowing on
to the Lifestyler’s property. We repair the drain, remove the silt from the orchard, and reseed the grass.

Top Up
Top Up is designed to avoid distortions in the property market due to adverse perceptions of mining effect and
encourages ongoing private ownership.
The Top Up programme is based on the concept of a fair price and a fair offer. A ‘fair price’ would be an asking price
that is not out of step with market value for similar properties in Waihi and more distant from mining activity. A ‘fair
offer’ would have to be in the range that could be reasonably expected, given market conditions at that time.
OceanaGold may seek advice from an independent, registered valuer, based on recent sales of equivalent Waihi
properties in areas remote from mining as a check on both.
Only one Top Up is available per property. A purchaser, having bought a property with the benefit of a Top Up from
OceanaGold, cannot then resell that property and rely on the second purchaser receiving a second Top Up to make
up any difference in the price offered and market value. The first purchaser has benefited through buying the property
at a lower cost to them, which has then been ‘topped up’ by the company, and has done so with full knowledge of the
proximity of the property to the mining activity. The first purchaser (and any later owner) may however be eligible for
on-going payments under the Amenity Effect Programme (AEP).
Summary
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Makes up the difference between the fair price offered by a purchaser and the fair market value
sought by a vendor, by OGNZL paying the purchaser a ‘top up’ to add to the purchase price already
offered and that is then paid to the vendor.
The property should be on the market for at least 4 months following the announcement of Project
Martha on 28 March 2018; OGNZL would establish if the asking price was reasonable, through
engaging an independent registered valuation if necessary.
Available to all properties within the Rex area defined in technical reports as shown on the attached
map. There are two areas, ‘above’ and ‘adjacent’; variable depending on timing and proximity to mine.
There is a limit of two applications per property for the one sale.
Only one Top Up payment will be made per property.
Real estate commission, legal fees and moving costs are to be paid by the purchaser and vendor in the
usual manner.
The Top Up programme may be terminated by OGNZL when actual property sales generally match the
market values.

Examples used in this document are for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as being representative of any actual current or
future offers that may be made by OceanaGold New Zealand Ltd.
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Example #1:
Phil Resident has a house with a market value of $300,000. He has the property listed for sale at $320,000. It has been on the
market for nine months. He receives a firm offer of $280,000. Phil approaches OGNZL which agrees to top up the offer by
$20,000. Phil accepts the offer at $300,000. The $20,000 is paid to the purchaser to top up the offer, and Phil receives market
value ($300,000). Because the house sold at market value, there is no consequential reduction of values in the neighbourhood.
The new owner gets a property for the value of his/her offer.

Example #2:
Jenny Houseowner has a house with a market value of $300,000. She has the property listed for sale at $320,000. It has been
on the market for nine months. She receives a firm offer of $250,000. She asks OGNZL to Top Up the difference between the
offer and her asking price. The company declines to make a Top Up payment of $50,000 because it is not a fair offer.

Project Martha Top Up
Area

Above
Adjacent

Examples used in this document are for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as being representative of any actual current or
future offers that may be made by OceanaGold New Zealand Ltd.
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Amenity Effect Programme (AEP)
The AEP already exists and applies to all areas of our operations. Although we continue to operate within
consent limits we are aware that some members of the community feel affected by our operations. The AEP
scheme recognises the potential or perceived effects of our operations on residents’ amenity. It is based on
payments determined by measured effects from our operations. As operations move or change, AEP payments
also change.
We will continue to monitor vibration effects and use the monitoring data to adjust the payments accordingly.
Payment will vary during the life of the consent, for example as operations move, a property which will no
longer be above a production area may receive less. Payments will be annually adjusted for inflation. We will
publish a summary of the AEP payments on an annual basis. AEP will be available to all residential properties
in an area defined by vibration monitors. Legal residences in commercial properties will also be eligible for
AEP. More information about AEP may be found on our website www.waihigold.co.nz

BRANZ Inspections
All properties in the Rex area will be offered BRANZ inspections. The Building Research Association of New
Zealand (BRANZ) is an independent industry organisation. They will conduct a comprehensive survey of all
properties above Rex (subject to the consent of each owner) and produce a video recording for each property.
This survey will cover the interior and exterior of each property, and include driveways and paths. It will
provide a useful benchmark for property owners if, later, they consider that their property has been affected
by our operations. These inspections will be offered prior to any tunnelling or mining starting.

Property Support Purchases and Payments
This part of the Property Policy was provided for under Conditions 46 and 47 of the Correnso land use consent.
It will be part of the Project Martha property package. Before we construct a development drive (a tunnel)
beneath any residential property we will contact the owner and offer an ex gratia payment equal to 5% of the
market valuation of the property. Before we stope (mine) beneath any residential property we will contact
the owner and offer to purchase the property at market valuation or provide the ex gratia payment. If we
construct a spiral decline below a residential property we will also offer to purchase. Market valuation will be
determined by two independent registered valuers, one chosen by the owners and one chosen by
OceanaGold. All valuations are conducted as if Project Martha has not been announced. If a property owner
elects to sell at market value they will also receive assistance with legal and moving costs to the value of $4,500
and an inconvenience payment of $20,000. OceanaGold will also pay any financial institution mortgage break
penalty fees associated with the property. If you decide to sell your property to us you may still wish to live
there, in which case you can rent it back.
Property owners who are offered purchase and elect not to sell and instead take the 5% ex gratia payment
can request OceanaGold to purchase their property at any time while mining activities are occurring under
Examples used in this document are for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as being representative of any actual current or
future offers that may be made by OceanaGold New Zealand Ltd.
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this consent on the same terms. The ex gratia payment would be deducted from the market value purchase
price.
Example #1:
We plan to construct a development drive under Alice Gardener’s property. We contact her to advise of this and our
intention to offer a 5% ex gratia payment. She says she wishes to receive this payment and gives us permission to engage
a registered valuer to value her property. The valuer returns with a valuation of $250,000. We pay Alice $12,500.

Example #2:
We plan to mine (stope) ore under Jim Mower’s property. We contact Jim to advise him of this and offer to either purchase
his property or make an ex gratia payment. Jim agrees to have his property valued. The valuer provides a valuation of
$280,000. We offer to purchase Jim’s house for this amount, plus a total of $24,500 for moving and legal costs and as an
inconvenience payment, or to provide him with an ex gratia payment of $14,000.

Waihi Community Forum
The Waihi Community Forum was set up for the Correnso project and has worked well as a very effective
conduit between the company and the community. This group will continue. The current Forum members will
seek members from the Project Martha area to join them. OceanaGold is pleased that Forum members see
the value of this group and are keen to continue.
The Forum is funded by OceanaGold and is made up of two representatives from OceanaGold, two from
Hauraki District Council and up to five members drawn from the Waihi community. More details about the
Forum and the group’s original Terms of Reference can be found on their website:
www.waihicommunityforum.co. nz

Examples used in this document are for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as being representative of any actual current or
future offers that may be made by OceanaGold New Zealand Ltd.
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Appendix 8. Recommended Council
Conditions

Appendix 8a
Land Use Consent (Track change copy)

TRACK CHANGED PROPOSED LAND USE CONSENT CONDITIONS – PROJECT MARTHA
GENERAL CONDITIONS
1.

The activities authorised by this consent are those set out in Appendix Y and within the
Project Martha area as defined on the plan being Appendix Y1 shall be undertaken in general
accordance with the information contained in the Assessment of Environmental Effects (25
May 2018) and supporting technical documents submitted by OceanaGold New Zealand
Limited (“the consent holder”) to the Hauraki District Council ("the Council") in support of its
resource consent applications for Project Martha, and as subsequently confirmed or modified
in further information supplied to the Council in response to requests for further information
provided in accordance with Section 92 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (“Act”), and
as amended by the conditions below.
This consent authorises a pit generally in accordance with the following dimensions:
a.

Pit area: 501.1ha;

b.

Pit depth: 275m;

c.

Total Waste rock volume (bcm) 48m;

d.

Total Ore Processed (tonnes) 31m;

e.

Pit depth consented (mine datum mRL): 875; and

f.

Pit length x breadth: 960m x 770m.

In the event of any conflict or discrepancy between the documents noted above and the
conditions of this consent, the conditions shall be determinative.

Advice note
The activities authorised by this consent will rely on the use of existing mining infrastructure
in Waihi - including the conveyor and surface mine roads, the processing plant, the water
treatment plant, stockpile areas and the tailing storage facilities. This consent does not
apply to the use of this infrastructure as they are authorised by other permits and consents
held by the consent holder.
1A

This consent also enables the use, maintenance and rehabilitation of existing and consented
underground mining infrastructure (e.g. for the transportation of material) in existence at
the commencement of this consent. However, it does not authorise underground mining in
these other underground areas as the consent holder already holds a number of permits and
consents for these areas, which are:
Mining Permit: 41 808;
a.

Favona: 85.050.326.E (2004);

b.

Trio: RC-15735 (2012);

c.

Correnso: #LUSE-202.2012.0000050.001 (2013);

d.

SUPA: LUSE-202.2016.00000544.001;
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e.

f.

MDDP1: LUSE-202.2017.00000664.001; and

MDDP2: LUSE-202.2018.00000881.001

2.

Pursuant to Section 134(1) of the Act, this consent may only be exercised by OceanaGold
New Zealand Limited or its successor.

3.

Pursuant to Section 125(1) of the Act, this consent shall lapse if not given effect to within
five years of the date of commencement of this consent.

4.

Pursuant to Section 123(b) of the Act, this consent is for an unlimited period. Note to
Hearing: consideration may be given to a specific term for the consent following the
outcome of the hearing.

5.

At least 20 working days prior to the first exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall
advise the Council in writing of the date upon which the exercise of this consent is to be
physically commenced.

6.

Any earthworks or remedial works in the buffer zone* of the Martha Pit for pit stability
reasons shall only occur with the approval of the Council. All such works shall be carried out
in compliance with the provisions of Condition 6871 of this consent.
*

For the purposes of this condition the buffer zone is that zone provided for the EMMA
consent (85.030.009E) updated to reflect the PM4 design

SCHEDULE ONE
7.

The consent holder shall comply with the common conditions between the Council and the
Waikato Regional Council in Schedule One as relevant to the management of the mining and
rehabilitation activities authorised by this consent.

HOURS OF WORK
8.

Permissible operating hours within the Martha Pit (including the operation of the mobile
crusher) and surface facilities area shall be restricted to:
Monday to Friday

0700 -– 2100; and

Saturday

0700 - 1200

The above hours of work apply provided that operations are only permitted between 1900
and 2100 on Monday - Friday if the operations are of an urgent nature and necessary for the
effective carrying out of mining activities and that they comply with the noise limits specified
in Condition 22.
Details of operations conducted between 1900 - 2100 on Monday - Friday shall be recorded
and made available to the Council on request.
The above hours of work do not apply with respect to the use of water trucks for controlling
dust so long as the activity complies with the noise limits specified in Condition 22.
9.

Underground mining activities authorised by this consent may be carried out 24 hours per
day, seven days per week.
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10.

Vehicle access to, and from, the Martha Underground Mine via the Martha Pit may be carried
out 24 hours per day, seven days per week provided the activity complies with the noise
limits specified in Condition 22.

11.

Hauling ore and waste rock between the open pit portals and in pit stockpiles and associated
stockpiling and rehandling, and the use of the pit lake filling corridor may be carried out 24
hours per day, seven days per week provided these activities comply with the noise limits
specified in Condition 22.

12.

Ventilation shafts and fresh air / return air portals and the cement aggregate fill plant
authorised by this consent may be operated 24 hours per day, seven days per week
provided these activities comply with the noise limits specified in Conditions 22 and 23.

13.

Maintenance activities may be carried out 24 hours per day, seven days per week provided
this activity complies with the noise limits specified in Conditions 22 and 23.

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
14.

The construction noise conditions in this consent apply to the following activities authorised
as part of this consent:
a.

All road re-alignment works at Bulltown / Cambridge Roads;

b.

House relocation and demolition;

c.a.

All works associated with the construction of the noise bund / fencing;

d.b.

The construction of the cement aggregate fill plant;

e.c.

The rehabilitation of the Martha Pit;

f.d.

The construction of the intake structure, associated infrastructure and pipeline for the
pit lake.

g.e.

The construction of the outlet and discharge structure for the pit lake; and

h.f.

The construction of the limestone addition plant for the pit lake.

NOISE
Construction Noise
15.

All construction activities authorised by this consent shall not exceed the following noise
limits within the boundary of Waihi Central School during the school term:

Monday – Friday
0830 - 1500
16.

LAeq
55 dB

LAFmax
75 dB

At all locations, including the Waihi Central School outside the times specified in Condition
15, all construction activities authorised for by this consent shall not exceed the following
noise limits:

Monday – Friday

Saturdays
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0630 - 0730
0730 - 1800
1800 - 2000

0730 – 1800

60 dB
75 dB
70 dB

75 dB
90 dB
85 dB

17.

At all other times, including Sundays and public holidays, the noise level from all construction
activities authorised by this consent shall not exceed 40 dB LAeq.

18.

Construction noise shall be managed, measured and assessed in accordance with New
Zealand Standard NZS6803:1999 Acoustics – Construction Noise.

19.

All construction noise shall be measured at any occupied dwelling* not owned by the
consent holder or related company, or not subject to an agreement with the consent holder
or related company.
*

20.

21.

‘Occupied dwelling’ means any building or part of a building lawfully used for
residential purposes.

The construction noise limits above shall not apply to any property or site that is:
a.

Owned by the consent holder or a related company; or

b.

Owned by a third party which is subject to either a registered covenant or a written
agreement (a copy of which is provided to the Council) whereby noise effects on the
property caused by activities authorised under this consent are not to be taken into
account for monitoring and compliance purposes.

The consent holder shall prepare a Noise Management Plan for certification by the Council.
The objective of the Noise Management Plan is to provide detail on how compliance with
Conditions 15 to 18 will be achieved for the duration the construction activities referred to in
Condition 14.
As a minimum, the Noise Management Plan shall consider the requirements of Annex E of
New Zealand Standards NZS6803:1999 Acoustics – Construction Noise, design limits,
complaints procedures and noise monitoring. With respect to noise monitoring, the Noise
Management Plan shall record that the company will assess and record representative noise
levels on a weekly basis during construction activities and provide a summary report to the
Council on a three-monthly basis.
The Noise Management Plan shall be submitted to the Council at least 20 working days prior
to the first exercise of this consent. The Noise Management Plan may be reviewed and
amended from time to time, subject to the certification of the Council but not in a manner
inconsistent with these conditions.

Advice Note
The Noise Management Plan may be prepared in conjunction with any Noise Management
Plans prepared in accordance with the consent or permitted activity performance standards
requirements applying to the consent holder’s other mines in the Waihi area.
Operational Noise
22.

The noise level (LAeq) around the Martha Pit arising from mining and related activities at any
point outside the 55 dB and 50 dB control boundaries around the Martha Pit shown on
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Figure 14 of the Assessment of Noise Effects by Hegley Acoustics (May 2018) arising from
mining and related activities shall not exceed the limits specified below:

Monday – Friday
Saturday
All other times
Monday - Sunday
23.

0700 - 2100
0700 - 1200
2100 - 0700

55dB
Control
Boundary

50dB Control
Boundary

Outer Control
Boundary

55
55
40
70

50
50
40
70

50
50
40
70

dB
dB
dB
dB LAFmax

dB
dB
dB
dB LAFmax

dB
dB
dB
dB LAFmax

The noise level (LAeq) associated with the use of the cement aggregate fill plant, Favona
portal and polishing pond stockpiles and the pit lake filling pipeline corridor shall not exceed
the limits specified below:
Monday – Friday
Saturday
All other times

0700 - 2100
0700 - 1200

55 dB
55 dB
40 dB

24.

Operational noise shall be measured in accordance with the provisions of New Zealand
Standard NZS6801:2008 Acoustics – Measurement of Environmental Sound and assessed in
accordance with the provisions of New Zealand Standard NZS 6802:2008 Acoustics –
Environmental Noise.

25.

All operational noise shall be measured at any occupied dwelling not owned by the consent
holder or related company or not subject to an agreement with the consent holder or related
company.

26.

The operational noise limits shall not apply to any property or site that is:

27.

a.

Owned by the consent holder or a related company; or

b.

Owned by a third party which is subject to either a registered covenant or a written
agreement (a copy of which is provided to the Council) whereby noise effects on the
property caused by activities authorised under this consent are not to be taken into
account for monitoring and compliance purposes).

The consent holder shall prepare a Noise Management Plan for certification by the Council.
The objective of the Noise Management Plan is to provide detail on how compliance with
Conditions 22 to 24 will be achieved for the duration the consent.
With respect to noise monitoring, the Noise Management Plan shall require that the company
will assess and record representative noise levels at intervals not exceeding six months
during mining and related activities and provide a summary report following the completion
of each monitoring event.
The Noise Management Plan shall be submitted to the Council at least 20 working days prior
to the first exercise of this consent. The Noise Management Plan may be reviewed and
amended from time to time, subject to the certification of the Council but not in a manner
inconsistent with these conditions.

Advice note
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The Noise Management Plan may be prepared in conjunction with any Noise Management
Plans prepared in accordance with the consent or permitted activity performance standards
requirements applying to the consent holder’s other mines in the Waihi area.
BLASTING AND VIBRATION
Impulsive Vibration from Blasting
28.

Ground Vibration
All blast events shall comply with the vibration levels, number of events and durations
specified in Conditions 29 to 33.

29.

Impulsive Vibration from Blasting
All blast events shall comply with the limits and standards set out below as measured at the
boundary of any residential, low density residential or town centre zoned site that is lawfully
used for residential purposes, or the notional boundary of any occupied rural dwelling.

30.

31.

The standards in Condition 33 shall not apply to any property or site that is:
a.

Owned by the consent holder or a related company; or

b.

Owned by a third party which is subject to either a registered covenant or a written
agreement (a copy of which is provided to the Council) whereby vibration effects on
the property caused by activities authorised under this consent are not to be taken
into account for monitoring and compliance purposes).

Underground Blasting
There shall be no more than three blast events per day, from Monday to Saturday and
between 0700 and 2000.
No blasting shall be undertaken at night (2000 to 0700 the following day).
Blasts for safety purposes can occur at any time and shall not exceed 1.00mm/s.

32.

Pit Blasting
Blasting is permitted between the hours of 1000 – 1500 Monday to Friday and 1000 – 1200
Saturday.
No blasting in the Pit shall occur concurrently with underground blasts other than for safety
reasons.
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The maximum overpressure is 128 dBL for any blast.
33.

All blasting
a.

No blasting shall be undertaken on Sundays or on public holidays.

b.

The peak particle velocity (vector sum) shall be no more than:

c.

(i)

For development blasts;

5mm/s for 95% of the monitored events

2mm/s on average.

(ii)

For production blasts;

5mm/s for 95% of the monitored events

3mm/s on average.

(iii)

For Martha Pit blasts:

5mm/s for 95% of the monitored events

Compliance with the 95% and average limits shall be measured over a six-month
rolling period.

d.

Compliance with the 95% limit shall be determined separately for development blast
events and for production blast events, and based on the highest recorded vibration
for each blast event measured at any monitor, where the blast type is assigned on a
monitor-by-monitor basis according to the blast with the minimum scaled distance
from each monitor.

e.

Compliance with the average limit shall be determined separately for each blast
monitor based on the total number of blast events in the six-month rolling period.

f.

For all underground blast events, including those involving a combination of
production and development blasts (95% compliance);

g.

(i)

Production blasts shall have a total duration of not more than 9 seconds;

(ii)

Development blasts shall have a total duration of not more than 12 seconds;

(iii)

A combination of production and development blasts shall have a duration of
not more than 12 seconds.

No underground blast event shall have a duration of more than 18 seconds.
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h.

Duration is to be calculated as the time from the nominal firing time of the first charge
to the nominal firing time of the last charge.

i.

A ‘Blast Event’ is defined as:
‘An individual or number of linked individual blasts of not more than the total
duration periods specified above.’

j.

A ‘Development Blast’ is defined as:
‘Any blast with a maximum instantaneous charge weight per hole of no more
than 7 kilograms of explosive.’

k.

A ‘Production Blast’ is defined as:
‘Any blast in which a single hole contains a maximum instantaneous charge
weight of more than 7 kilograms of explosive.’ Slot blasts are deemed to be
Production Blasts for the purpose of this definition.

l.

Monitoring in the ground at the base of the Cornish Pumphouse shall be undertaken
when blasting is carried out within a 250m radius – vertically and horizontally, of the
structure.
The peak component vibration levels shall not exceed 25mm/s at frequencies in the
range 20 to 30 Hz within the 250m radius.
A report addressing changes to the building’s structural integrity (with particular
emphasis on changes that are likely to be caused by blast-induced vibrations from
blasting in the Martha Underground Mine, within the 250m radius (horizontal and
vertical), shall be supplied to the Council on the anniversary of the date of
commencement of the Martha Underground Mine. The report shall be prepared by a
registered engineer experienced in such work.

Advice note
There shall be no more than three development / production blast events per day from
within all of the underground mines operated by the consent holder combined.
Minimisation and Mitigation of Blasting Impacts
34.

In addition to complying with the requirements of Condition 28, the consent holder shall
minimise, to the extent practicable, the impacts of blasting vibrations on the community.
The measures to be applied in this regard shall be set out in the Vibration Management Plan
(Condition 46) and will include details of how the following requirements will be achieved
where practicable:
a.

Restrict the duration of blast events to the minimum consistent with safe and efficient
mining operations;

b.

Fire the underground production blasts within the 1pm meal break;
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c.

Fire the three defined daily or underground blast windows s fat shift changes and
meal breaks;

d.

Implement timely blast notification procedures; and

e.

Report blast event vibration results in a timely manner.

35.

While blasting is occurring as provided for by this consent, the consent holder shall also
continue to implement the Amenity Effects Programme (“AEP”) in respect of vibration as set
out below, provided that owners and / or tenants who have entered into a separate
arrangement with the consent holder and / or have otherwise agreed not to receive the AEP
will not be eligible to receive AEP payments under this condition.

36.

The consent holder shall use the recorded data from the vibration compliance monitoring
network to estimate the vibration received at occupied residences from blasting associated
with the Martha Pit and the Martha Underground Mine, and shall make payments to the
occupiers of those residences in accordance with the table and criteria below:

Vibration Magnitude (mm/s)
≥ 1.5
≥ 3.5
≥5
≥6

Payment Per Blast Event ($)
18.68
55.92
186.75
371.69

37.

The stated payment rates are those existing at 1 January 2018. The rates will be adjusted
for the start of each calendar year by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) published by Statistics
New Zealand and made publicly available on the consent holder’s website.

38.

An occupied residence (including properties lawfully used for residential purposes in the
Town Centre zone) shall be eligible to receive AEP payments if it receives two or more blast
events generating vibration of 1.5 mm/s or greater in any month.

39.

The AEP does not apply to any unoccupied houses or undeveloped residential property.

40.

Occupiers of eligible residences shall receive a minimum payment of $250.

41.

Payments to occupiers of eligible residences shall be calculated six-monthly, and payment
made within two months or as soon as practicable thereafter.

42.

Should AEP payments become taxable, the consent holder shall not be liable for any taxes
associated with the payments. Nor shall the consent holder be liable for any future changes
to national superannuation or other benefits as a result of an eligible occupier receiving the
AEP payments in accordance with this consent.

43.

Where blast events provided for under this consent occur simultaneously with blast events at
the underground mines operated by the consent holder and set out in Condition 1A above,
the consent holder shall ensure that such blast events comply with the maximum ground
vibration level limits specified in Condition 33 of this consent.
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44.

For the initial 100 underground blast events of each type, no more than one exceedance of
5mm/s in every 20 consecutive blast events shall be deemed to be compliant with the 95
percentil limit stated in Condition 33.
The assessment of compliance with the average limits stated in Condition 33 shall not apply
until 100 underground blast events of each type have been fired.
Once 100 underground blast events of each type have been fired, compliance with both the
95 percenttile and average limits shall be separately assessed for each blast type as per
conditions 33 d. and e. respectively.
Blasting and Vibration Monitoring

45.

Blasting and vibration monitoring shall be managed as follows:
a.

The consent holder shall monitor impulsive vibration from all blast events associated
with the mining activities provided for under this consent;

b.

The monitoring system shall be automated to allow for the prompt analysis of each
blast event;

c.

Suitably trained personnel shall conduct any monitoring required under this consent,
including the installation of roving monitors. Equipment used for monitoring,
equipment calibration and vibration measurement procedures shall comply with the
current Australian Standard AS2187.2 (or equivalent international standards) and
equipment manufacturers' recommendations;

d.

Unless otherwise required or confirmed in writing by the Council, the fixed monitoring
locations for the Martha Pit, Martha Underground Mine and Rex Orebody shall be
those shown in Figure X;

e.

The fixed monitoring locations shall not be on, or inside, a building or structure;

f.

Pursuant to Condition 45d. data received from a roving monitor may identify a new or
additional permanent monitoring location;

g.

A roving monitor shall be deployed to record vibrations in locations where complaints
regarding vibration have been made in accordance with a procedure specified in the
Vibration Management Plan required under Conditions 46 and 47; and

h.

A complete record of each blast event shall be maintained. The record shall include:
(i)

Types of measurement instrument used;

(ii)

Time and duration of blast event;

(iii)

Locations of blasts;

(iv)

Locations of monitoring positions;

(v)

Distances from the blasts to the monitoring position and nearest residence;

(vi)

Measured vibration levels;
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(vii)

Total amount of explosive used;

(viii) Delay sequence of the blast event;
(ix)

Maximum instantaneous charge;

(x)

Volume of rock blasted;

(xi)

Complaints (including the nature of effects, for example rattling window, was
the complainant awoken) and whether the vibration mitigation action process
has been undertaken (Condition 48); and

(xii)

Design criteria not covered in items (i) to(xi) above.

Advice note
While this condition relates only to the monitoring of blast vibration associated with the
mining activities provided for under this consent, similar conditions apply to all of the
consent holder's other mining operations and require the consent holder to monitor blast
vibrations from all of its mining activities.
Vibration Management Plan
46.

The consent holder shall prepare a Vibration Management Plan for certification by the
Council. The objective of the Vibration Management Plan is to provide detail on how
compliance with Conditions 28 to 54 will be achieved for the duration of this consent. The
Vibration Management Plan shall be submitted to the Council at least 20 working days prior
to the first blast event authorised by this consent.
The Vibration Management Plan may be reviewed and amended from time to time, subject
to the certification of the Council but not in a manner inconsistent with these conditions.

47.

The Vibration Management Plan shall specifically include the following:
a.

Measures to be adopted to meet the conditions of this consent to ensure that blast
vibrations are minimised to the greatest extent practicable, including:
(i)

Description of the blast design criteria and blast design review procedures. All
blasts shall be designed to a 95-percent level of confidence to achieve the
ground vibration level limits specified in conditions 33 and 34;

(ii)

The numbers, times (generally around shift changeovers), duration of blast
events, and in general terms the coordination of underground blasts into one
blast event and steps to minimise the duration of blast events;

(iii)

Procedures to be adopted where vibration levels approach the maximum limits
and mitigation actions to be implemented in the event of an exceedance of the
ground vibration level limits stated in Condition 33;

(iv)

The methods and procedures to be adopted to enable the separate recording
and reporting of development and slot/production blasting;

(v)

The methods and procedures to be adopted for managing and monitoring of
overpressure;
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(vi)

The method and procedures to be adopted for managing flyrock including
measures to ensure that all blasting in the pit achieves a factor of safety of 2
and monitoring overpressure;

(vii)

The methods and procedures to be adopted in deploying the roving monitor(s),
data usage from the roving monitors, and identifying circumstances where
vibration monitoring within structures shall be considered. Any monitoring
undertaken in these circumstances is deemed not to be compliance monitoring;
and

(viii) The methods and procedures for identifying and addressing anomalous
vibration results recorded at any monitored site, including sites monitored with
roving monitors.
b.

The location of fixed monitoring locations to be established in accordance with
Condition 45 d.

c.

Further detail on the Amenity Effect Programme as required under Condition 35.

d.

The properties to be surveyed in accordance with condition 55.

e.

Records to be kept, including blast design data.

Advice note
The Vibration Management Plan may be prepared in conjunction with the Vibration
Management Plans prepared in accordance with the consent requirements applying to the
consent holder’s other mines in the Waihi area.
Management and Reporting
48.

Throughout the period of mining the Rex Orebody as authorised under this consent, the
consent holder shall prepare a two-dimensional plan at the start of each calendar month
showing the existing mining and the proposed areas of mining activities during that month.
The plan shall be loaded onto a page of the consent holder's website. A downloadable pdf
version of the plan shall be available from the website and hard copies shall also be
available for collection from the Waihi Information Centre and the Hauraki District Council’s
Waihi Service Centre, and on request.
The consent holder shall use its best endeavours to restrict its blasting to the work areas
defined on the plan recognising that operational constraints prevail and may lead to
deviations from the plan during the course of the month.

49.

No blasting operations shall be carried out without the written approval of the Mine
Manager. Before blasting commences, the Mine Manager shall ensure that the operations
will not cause danger, damage or undue discomfort to any person nor danger and damage
to property.

50.

In the event that blast monitoring shows that the vibration standards have been exceeded,
the consent holder shall implement mitigation actions to ensure compliance. Possible
mitigation actions include, but are not limited to:
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a.

Limiting the rate of excavation advance;

b.

Reducing the blast hole diameter;

c.

Reducing the weight of explosive in the blast hole;

d.

Using alternative explosive types;

e.

Using electronic delays to adjust sequencing;

f.

Decking;

g.

Changing the blast pattern;

h.

Drilling and blasting in two passes; and

i.

Changing the method of mining.

51.

The consent holder shall provide a report to Council for each blast event where the
measured vibration exceeds the applicable peak particle velocity specified in Condition 33.
The report shall be submitted within five working days after the blast event and include the
records listed in Condition 45(h) above and mitigation actions taken to limit subsequent blast
vibrations to the maximum limits or less as generally outlined in Condition 50.

52.

The consent holder shall, prior to the first development blast event pursuant to this consent,
establish a page on its website that will show the recorded vibration magnitude for the last
ten blast events for each of the compliance monitors required under Condition 45 d. The
results of the most recent blast event will:

53.

54.

a.

Be posted on the consent holder’s webpage as soon as practicable after the
occurrence of that blast event; and

b.

Remain provisional until they are verified.

The consent holder shall provide a summary report to Council at three-monthly intervals
after the first exercise of this consent. The report shall include the following:
a.

Confirmation of actions (including all safety blasts) taken during the previous
reporting period;

b.

All vibration related complaints received during the current reporting period and
mitigation actions taken by the consent holder;

c.

Results of vibration monitoring separately for underground development and
production blasts ;and for Martha Pit blasts; and

d.

All roving monitor data results recorded during the quarter.

Monitoring records, reports and complaint schedules shall be stored securely and maintained
in a systematic manner for 12 months after completion of all blasting at the underground
mine. Records shall be available for perusal by Council and its representatives on request.
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All blast events shall comply with the following standards as measured at the boundary of any
residential, low density residential or town centre zoned site that is lawfully used for
residential purposes, or the notional boundary of any occupied rural dwelling:
Parameter

Peak
Amplitude

Project
Martha Pit

Peak particle velocity (PPV,
vector sum) 5 mm/s at 95percentile.

Martha
Rex
Underground
Orebody
Mine including
Rex Orebody
Development / Production
Blast Events
Peak particle velocity (PPV,
vector sum) 5 mm/s at 95percentile.
Blasts for Maintenance / Safety
Purposes

Number
of
Blast Events

N/A

Peak particle velocity (vector
sum) 1 mm/s at 95-percentile.
Development / Production
Blast Events
3 blasts events per day.
Blasts for Maintenance / Safety
Purposes

Permitted
Blasting Times

Monday to Friday
1000 – 1500

N/A
Development
Blast Events

Saturday
1000 – 1200

Monday to Saturday
0700 - 2000

/

Production

Blasts for Maintenance/Safety
Purposes
Overpressure
Blast
Event
Duration
29.

128 dBL
N/A

When required.
N/A
No blast event shall have a
duration of more than 18
seconds.

The standards in Condition 28 shall not apply to any property or site that is:
a.

Owned by the consent holder; or
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b.

Owned by a third party which is subject to either a registered covenant or a written
agreement (a copy of which is provided to the Council) whereby vibration effects on
the property caused by activities authorised under this consent are not to be taken
into account for monitoring and compliance purposes).

30.

In addition to Condition 28:
a.

Compliance with the 95-percentile limits shall be measured over a six-month rolling
period;

b.

Compliance with the 95-percentile limits shall be determined based on the highest
recorded vibration for each blast event measured at any monitor;

c.

For the initial 100 blast events of each type (e.g. blast events for the Martha Pit,
underground development / production and underground blasts for maintenance /
safety purposes), no more than one exceedance of the applicable PPV limit in every
20 consecutive blast events shall be deemed to be compliant with the 95-percentile
limit;

d.

Once 100 blast events of each type have been fired, compliance with the 95percentile shall be separately assessed for each blast type as per Condition 30(b);

e.

‘Blast Event Duration’ is to be calculated as the time from the nominal firing time of
the first charge to the nominal firing time of the last charge; and

f.

'Blast Event' is defined as 'An individual or number of linked individual blasts of not
more than the total duration periods specified above.'

Advice note
1.
The 95-percentile shall be calculated for all blast events combined.
2.

There shall be no more than three development / production blast events per day
from within all of the underground mines operated by the consent holder combined.

Minimisation and Mitigation of Blasting Impacts
31.

In addition to complying with the requirements of Condition 28, the consent holder shall
minimise, to the extent practicable, the impacts of blasting vibrations on the community.
The measures to be applied in this regard shall be set out in the Vibration Management Plan
(Condition 42) and will include details of how the following requirements will be achieved
where practicable:
a.

Restrict the duration of blast events to the minimum consistent with safe and efficient
mining operations;

b.

Fire blasts events at consistent times within the limits on permitted blasting times
specified in Condition 28;

c.

Implement timely blast notification procedures; and

d.

Report blast event vibration results in a timely manner.
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32.

Where blasting is occurring as provided for by this consent, the consent holder shall also
continue to implement the Amenity Effects Programme (“AEP”) in respect of vibration as set
out below, provided that owners and / or tenants who have entered into a separate
arrangement with the consent holder and / or have otherwise agreed not to receive the AEP
will not be eligible to receive AEP payments under this condition.

33.

The consent holder shall use the recorded data from the vibration compliance monitoring
network to estimate the vibration received at occupied residences from blasting associated
with the Martha Pit and the Martha Underground Mine, and shall make payments to the
occupiers of those residences in accordance with the table and criteria below:

Vibration Magnitude (mm/s)
≥ 1.5
≥ 3.5
≥5
≥6

Payment Per Blast Event ($)
18.68
55.92
186.75
371.69

34.

The stated payment rates are those existing at 1 January 2018. The rates will be adjusted
for the start of each calendar year by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) published by Statistics
New Zealand and made publicly available on the consent holder’s website.

35.

An occupied residence shall be eligible to receive AEP payments if it receives two or more
blast events generating vibration of 1.5 mm/s or greater in any month.

36.

The AEP does not apply to any unoccupied houses or undeveloped residential property.

37.

Occupiers of eligible residences shall receive a minimum payment of $250.

38.

Payments to occupiers of eligible residences shall be calculated six-monthly, and payment
made within two months or as soon as practicable thereafter.

39.

Should AEP payments become taxable, the consent holder shall not be liable for any taxes
associated with the payments. Nor shall the consent holder be liable for any future changes
to national superannuation or other benefits as a result of an eligible occupier receiving the
AEP payments in accordance with this consent.

40.

Where blast events provided for under this consent occur simultaneously with blast events at
other underground mines operated by the consent holder, the consent holder shall ensure
that such blast events comply with the maximum ground vibration level limits specified in
Condition 28 of this consent.
Blasting and Vibration Monitoring

41.

Blasting and vibration monitoring shall be managed as follows:
a.

The consent holder shall monitor impulsive vibration from all blast events associated
with the mining activities provided for under this consent;

b.

The monitoring system shall be automated to allow for the prompt analysis of each
blast event;
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c.

Suitably trained personnel shall conduct any monitoring required under this consent,
including the installation of roving monitors. Equipment used for monitoring,
equipment calibration and vibration measurement procedures shall comply with the
current Australian Standard AS2187.2 (or equivalent international standards) and
equipment manufacturers' recommendations;

d.

Unless otherwise required or confirmed in writing by the Council, the fixed monitoring
locations for the Martha Pit, Martha Underground Mine and Rex Orebody shall be
those shown in Figure X;

e.

The fixed monitoring locations shall not be on, or inside, a building or structure;

f.

Pursuant to Condition 41(d), data received from a roving monitor may identify a new
or additional permanent monitoring location;

g.

A roving monitor shall be deployed to record vibrations in locations where complaints
regarding vibration have been made in accordance with a procedure specified in the
Vibration Management Plan required under Condition 42; and

h.

A complete record of each blast event shall be maintained. The record shall include:
(i)

Types of measurement instrument used;

(ii)

Time and duration of blast event;

(iii)

Locations of blasts;

(iv)

Locations of monitoring positions;

(v)

Distances from the blasts to the monitoring position and nearest residence;

(vi)

Measured vibration levels;

(vii)

Total amount of explosive used;

(viii) Delay sequence of the blast event;
(ix)

Maximum instantaneous charge;

(x)

Volume of rock blasted;

(xi)

Complaints (including the nature of effects, for example rattling window, was
the complainant awoken) and whether the vibration mitigation action process
has been undertaken (Condition 48); and

(xii)

Design criteria not covered in items (i) to(xi) above.

Advice note
While this condition relates only to the monitoring of blast vibration associated with the
mining activities provided for under this consent, similar conditions apply to all of the
consent holder's other mining operations and require the consent holder to monitor blast
vibrations from all of its mining activities.
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Vibration Management Plan
42.

The consent holder shall prepare a Vibration Management Plan for certification by the
Council. The objective of the Vibration Management Plan is to provide detail on how
compliance with Conditions 28 to 52 will be achieved for the duration of this consent. The
Vibration Management Plan shall be submitted to the Council at least 20 working days prior
to the first blast event authorised by this consent.
The Vibration Management Plan may be reviewed and amended from time to time, subject
to the certification of the Council but not in a manner inconsistent with these conditions.

43.

The Vibration Management Plan shall specifically include the following:
a.

Measures to be adopted to meet the conditions of this consent to ensure that blast
vibrations are minimised to the greatest extent practicable, including:
(i)

Description of the blast design criteria and blast design review procedures. All
blasts shall be designed to a 95-percentile level of confidence to achieve the
ground vibration level limits specified in Condition 28 and the requirements of
Condition 31(a;

(ii)

The numbers, times (generally around shift changeovers), duration of blast
events, and in general terms the coordination of blasts into one blast event and
steps to minimise the duration of blast events;

Procedures to be adopted where vibration levels approach the maximum limits and
mitigation actions to be implemented in the event of an exceedance of the
ground vibration level limits stated in Condition 28;
(ii)

The method and procedures to be adopted for managing flyrock and monitoring
overpressure; and

(iii)

The methods and procedures to be adopted in deploying the roving monitor(s),
data usage from the roving monitors, and identifying circumstances where
vibration monitoring within structures shall be considered. Any monitoring
undertaken in these circumstances is deemed not to be compliance monitoring.

b.

The location of fixed monitoring locations to be established in accordance with
Condition 41(d); and

c.

Records to be kept, including blast design data.

Advice note
The Vibration Management Plan may be prepared in conjunction with the Vibration
Management Plans prepared in accordance with the consent requirements applying to the
consent holder’s other mines in the Waihi area.
Property Damage
44.55. Before blasting associated with the Rex Orebody of the Martha Underground Mine
commences, and provided the property owner consents, the consent holder shall:
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a.

Undertake a BRANZ survey for each building in accordance with the Project Martha
Property Policy as on the applicant’s website as at 19 October 2018;

b.

Ccomplete a structural condition survey for at least 5 representative properties
(excluding properties owned by the consent holder at that time) as agreed in writing
by the Council. The representative properties are to be located in the vicinity of the
vibration monitors required under Condition 451 (d.); and

c.

In addition to these properties, structural condition surveys shall be carried out at
‘control’ properties removed from the influence of any potential vibration effects from
mining, as approved by the Council.

The survey properties shall be identified in the Vibration Management Plan (Conditions 46
and 47).
The surveys shall be carried out by an independent structural engineer suitably qualified and
experienced in domestic building design and construction. The survey reports shall include a
visual inspection and video of all existing built surfaces and defects including concrete
accessways.
45.56. Upon receipt of a complaint of property damage an appropriately qualified staff member of
the consent holder shall investigate and respond to the complaint within five business days
or as soon thereafter as practicable unless the matter is considered urgent.
If the resident does not agree with advice from the consent holder’s representative the
consent holder mayshall, or if the cause of the damage is unclear the consent holder shall,
engage an appropriately qualified independent third party to investigate and report to both
the homeowner and consent holder. The consent holder shall request that report to be
available in 30 days unless considered urgent by the independent third party in which case
the report shall be made available as soon as practicable. If the resident does not agree
with the advice orand the consent holder does not engage a third party then the resident
may contact the Council, and if the Council determines, after investigation, that a third-party
investigation is warranted then the consent holder shall commission and meet the
reasonable costs of that investigation.
If the advice of the independent third party or the consent holder’s representative
determines that the cause of the damage is attributable to the activities authorised by this
consent, then the consent holder will remedy the damage at its cost as soon as practicable
in accordance with any recommendation by the consent holder’s representative or by the
third party and to the reasonable satisfaction of the resident.
If any dispute arises in accordance with this condition, then the matter shall be referred to
arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996. An arbitrator shall
be appointed by the President of the Institute of Professional Engineers in New Zealand.
The arbitrator shall give their determination within 30 working day of their appointment,
unless the consent holder and the property owner agree that time shall be extended. In all
other respects, the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996 shall apply. If the resident
chooses not to participate in the binding arbitration then the consent holder’s obligations
under this condition are at an end.
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Management and Reporting
46.

Throughout the period of mining the Rex Orebody as authorised under this consent, the
consent holder shall prepare a two-dimensional plan at the start of each calendar month
showing the existing mining and the proposed areas of mining activities during that month.
The plan shall be loaded onto a page of the consent holder's website. A downloadable pdf
version of the plan shall be available from the website and hard copies shall also be
available for collection from the Waihi Information Centre and the Hauraki District Council’s
Waihi Service Centre, and on request.
The consent holder shall use its best endeavours to restrict its blasting to the work areas
defined on the plan recognising that operational constraints prevail and may lead to
deviations from the plan during the course of the month.

47.

No blasting operations shall be carried out without the written approval of the Mine
Manager. Before blasting commences, the Mine Manager shall ensure that the operations
will not cause danger, damage or undue discomfort to any person nor danger and damage
to property.

48.

In the event that blast monitoring shows that the vibration standards have been exceeded,
the consent holder shall implement mitigation actions to ensure compliance. Possible
mitigation actions include, but are not limited to:
a.

Limiting the rate of excavation advance;

b.

Reducing the blast hole diameter;

c.

Reducing the weight of explosive in the blast hole;

d.

Using alternative explosive types;

e.

Using electronic delays to adjust sequencing;

f.

Decking;

g.

Changing the blast pattern

h.

Drilling and blasting in two passes; and

i.

Changing the method of mining.

49.

The consent holder shall provide a report to Council for each blast event where the
measured vibration exceeds the applicable peak amplitude specified in Condition 28. The
report shall be submitted within five working days after the blast event and include the
records listed in Condition 41(h) above and mitigation actions taken to limit subsequent blast
vibrations to the maximum limits or less as generally outlined in Condition 33.

50.

The consent holder shall record the vibration magnitude for blast events resulting from the
mining activities authorised by this consent. The results of the most recent blast event will:
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a.
b.

Be posted on the consent holder’s webpage as soon as practicable after the
occurrence of that blast event; and
Remain provisional until they are verified.

The consent holder shall provide a summary report to Council at three-monthly intervals after the
first exercise of this consent. The report shall include the following:
Confirmation of actions taken during the previous reporting period;
All vibration related complaints received during the current reporting period and mitigation
actions taken by the consent holder;
Results of vibration monitoring separately for development and production blasts; and
All roving monitor data results recorded during the quarter.
Monitoring records, reports and complaint schedules shall be stored securely and maintained in a
systematic manner for 12 months after completion of all blasting at the underground mine.
Records shall be available for perusal by Council and its representatives on request.
FENCING
52.57. The consent holder shall provide and maintain a secure fence around the Martha Pit and the
Surface Facilities Area, and any other area required for public safety purposes.
53.58. On the completion of mining activities authorised by this consent, the consent holder shall
provide a secure fence around the Martha Pit / pit lake and any other areas previously
subjected to mining activities that require fencing for public safety purposes in accordance
with the final Rehabilitation and Closure Plan (which will detail where fencing is required at
the completion of mining activities).
LIGHTING
54.59. Any night lighting established in the Martha Pit shall be installed, designed and located and
shaded in order that the level of lighting measured at the boundary of any site not owned by
the consent holder or related company, or not subject to an agreement with the consent
holder or related company, is no greater than 8.0 lux.
SCREEN PLANTING LANDSCAPE MITIGATION
55.60. The consent holder shall prepare and implement a maintenance programme for the removal
of invasive exotic trees, plants and seedlings in areas surrounding the Martha Pit. The
maintenance programme shall be documented in the Rehabilitation and Closure Plan
required in accordance with Condition 24 of Schedule One.
56.61. Prior to the first exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall submit a landscape plan
that is in general accordance with the landscape mitigation concept plan included with the
Landscape Mitigation Plan prepared by Boffa Miskell Ltd and contained within Appendix D of
the Assessment of Environmental Effects (25 May 2018) for Project Martha to the Council for
certification. The landscape plan shall detail the following:
a.

The trees and plants to be removed as part of the activities in, and around, the
Martha Pit that are authorised as part of this consent;
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b.

The relocation of the pit rim walkway between Miners Place and Cambridge Road;

c.

The measures to ensure all disturbed areas outside the operational mine are planted
to soften changes in landform and complement adjoining areas of vegetation;, replace
any existing planting lost as a result of the realignment of Cambridge/Bulltown Roads,
and to screen at least 80% of the noise wall from view from adjacent residential areas
when viewed from Cambridge Road and Bulltown Road. andAll planting shall
complement adjoining areas of vegetation;

d.

The measures to ensure that privacy of existing dwellings adjacent to the pit rim
walkway (where relocated as part of b above) is maintained;

d.e.

The measures to ensure the water intake and outlet tunnel structures minimise
disturbance along the Ohinemuri River and Mangatoetoe Stream respectively, and
soften any necessary built elements with planting which appears integrated within
adjoining riparian areas;

e.f.

Indicate the species, size and number of proposed plants within identified planting
areas; and

f.g.

Outline maintenance and replacement requirements for the first three years following
establishment to promote plant survival.

The landscape plan required in accordance with this condition may be part of the
Rehabilitation and Closure Plan required in Condition 24 of Schedule One, and shall be
implemented within the first available planting season following completion of the relevant
works and maintained in accordance with the requirements of the plan.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN
57.62. Prior to commencing construction activities associated with the noise bund (including its
reworking), pit rim walkway, and the re-alignment of Bulltown / Cambridge Roads, the
consent holder shall prepare and submit a Construction Management Plan for certification by
the Council.
58.63. The Construction Management Plan shall indicate:
a.

Activities to be carried out, including their sequence and duration. A discussion on
construction and removal methods considered shall be provided (including the
establishment of laydown areas);

b.

Plant and equipment proposed to be used;

c.

Any activities likely to be undertaken on land beyond the ownership or control of the
consent holder, the duration of such activities, and proposed measures to mitigate
adverse effects that might be experienced by the general public and/or adjacent
residents as a consequence of these activities;

d.

Proposals with respect to the removal or demolition of existing houses lying within or
adjacent to the proposed noise bund (construction proposals only); and

e.

Proposed measures to mitigate potential adverse effects (in particular noise, dust and
traffic generation) occurring as a consequence of construction and removal activities,
in particular measures aimed at safeguarding adjacent residential amenity.
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Advice Note
The consent holder shall ensure that the Construction Management Plan developed for this
consent is not inconsistent with that developed for the subdivision consent (consent number
to come).
59.64. The Liaison Officer shall ensure that the programme of construction and reworking the
noise bunds is provided to all residents in the immediate area surrounding the bund who, in
their opinion, are likely to experience the effects of these activities and to the Council. This
programme shall be provided at least five working days in advance of the construction or
reworking of the noise bund being undertaken.
60.65. Non-acid forming material shall be used in the construction of the noise bund to ensure
that no leaching occurs during, or after, construction of the noise bund.
61.

The re-alignment of Bulltown / Cambridge Roads shall be undertaken and completed to the
satisfaction of the Council in accordance with the Hauraki District Council Engineering Manual
or other agreed standard.

62.

The consent holder shall be responsible for the relocation, re-alignment and reinstatement of
any utility services affected by the exercise of this consent in accordance with the Hauraki
District Council Engineering Manual or other relevant standards, and shall submit plans for
the relocation, re-alignment and reinstatement of these utility services to the Council for
certification.

RIVER INTAKE AND LAKE OUTLET CONSTRUCTION
63.66. Prior to commencing construction of the water intake and lake outlet structures and
infrastructure, the consent holder shall prepare a detailed construction / design report and
management plan for certification by the Council.

Advice note
The consent holder will also need to comply with the conditions of Consents XXX and XXX
from the Waikato Regional Council with respect to the construction of the river intake and
lake outlet structures.
64.67. The construction / design report and management plan shall indicate the main construction
activities to be undertaken, materials to be delivered to the construction area, materials to
be removed from the construction area, duration and timing of earthworks and construction
of structures, and proposals concerning the rehabilitation of areas disturbed during
construction.
65.68. The Liaison Officer shall ensure that the programme of construction of the water intake and
lake outlet structures is provided to all residents in the immediate area who, in their opinion,
are likely to experience the effects of these activities and to the Council. This programme
shall be provided at least five working days in advance of the construction work being
undertaken.
66.69. The construction of the lake outlet structures shall be carried out and completed to the
satisfaction of the Group Manager - District Engineering Services.
MINE CONSTRUCTION
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67.70. The consent holder shall prepare a Pit Slope Management Plan. This plan shall be peer
reviewed by the Peer Review Panel (required in accordance with Condition 13 i. of Schedule
One) and submitted to Council for certification prior to exercise of this consent. The Pit
Slope Management Plan shall address at least the following issues:
a.

Procedures for the investigation, monitoring, excavation and backfilling of old mine
stopes where required;

b.

Specifications for construction and placement of stope pillars where required;

c.

Development of a monitoring regime focused on monitoring groundwater and pit
slope behaviour including pit wall movement due to underground mining;

d.

Location and installation of horizontal drains for the purposes of addressing
groundwater and surface water effects;

e.

The identification of areas around the Martha Pit that may be subject to ground
deformation and associated structures / facilities that may be at risk; and

f.

Development of a contingency response appropriate to these facilities / structures in
the event of instability - including restoring these facilities to their former condition,
the provision for interim structures / facilities or alternative structures / facilities in the
event they are affected by the mining activities authorised by this consent.

SURFACE STABILITY
68.71. Underground mining within the Martha Underground Mine shall be conducted to ensure
ground surface stability. This shall include adoption of the following measures:
a.

Mining methods shall be restricted to those that require stope voids created or
enlarged as a result of this consent to be backfilled. For bottom-up virgin stopes, this
is to provide an operating floor for further stoping to proceed. For top-down remnant
mining, open voids from historic stoping within 10m of a new remnant stope are to be
backfilled prior to the commencement of mining that remnant stope, and new stoping
in filled historic stopes shall commence at the top level to form a new stope back in
rock;

b.

No stoping in the Rex Orebody shall occur above a depth of at least 40m below the
top of the andesite, unless investigations reported to the Council demonstrate to its
satisfaction that a lesser depth will ensure surface stability; such investigation report
to include at least, results from groundwater monitoring above Rex workings, results
from extensometers installed from the surface above Rex workings, and surface
settlement results from markers in the area above the Rex lode;

c.

No stoping shall occur within 20m of the base of the Milking Cow zone and the 65 0
draw cone above the base;

d.

Backfilling of any other underground workings that overlap with the Martha
Underground Mine where geotechnical conditions require backfilling to ensure longterm stability;
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e.

Seismic monitoring and rock movement monitoring of underground mine workings for
the duration of mining including backfilling and any other underground rehabilitation
work to include at least the monitoring of three (3) extensometers to be installed from
the surface above the Rex lode and spaced along the alignment of the upper mining
level of that lode; and

f.

Grouting of all future surface-drilled holes to a depth below the top of the andesite;

g.

All unfilled historic stope voids within 30m of the final depth of the MP4 pit shall be
backfilled with cement aggregate fill (CAF) as soon as access permits and before the
base of the North wall cutback part of MP4 reaches 900mRL; and

h.

Should any new lodes be found between current Martha Underground lodes, mining
within those new lodes shall not commence until investigations reported to the
Council demonstrate to its satisfaction that mining in the new lodes will ensure
surface stability and MP4 pit stability.

69.72. Prior to the first exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall provide to the Council
for certification a Void Management Plan.
The objective of the Void Management Plan is to confirm the location and shape of old
unfilled and filled mine voids, and to identify the risks and controls required to ensure
ground surface stability. The plan will include, but will not be limited to, mine design
(including access) for remnant mining, modelling, probe drilling, stand-off distances (where
applicable), monitoring and operating procedures. The consent holder shall review and
update the plan as necessary including whenever there is any change in the methods or
procedures used for void detection monitoring or operating procedures and shall provide the
updated plan to the council for certification.
70.73. The Void Management Plan shall include a procedure describing preventative and
mitigation actions that would be implemented to ensure that the mining in the Rex Orebody
does not drain the strata overlying the andesite via existing drill holes and structures.
Preventative and mitigation actions may include:
a.

Avoiding intercepting the drill holes with mine workings;

b.

Grouting drill holes from underground where underground development intercepts
holes that are making water or geotechnical defects with significant and sustained
water flows; and

c.

Undertaking geotechnical investigations to demonstrate to the satisfaction of Council
that draining of the drill hole(s) will not adversely affect surface stability.

71.74. The consent holder shall provide to the Council on an annual basis (within one month of
an agreed anniversary date) a report:
a.

Describing the location, depth, height and volume (m 3) of stopes and a summary of
the data required by Condition 735 regarding unfilled stope voids; and

b.

Describing the lengths of the development that, due to the encountered geotechnical
conditions or where multiple levels overlap, will require backfilling prior to mine
closure; and

c.

Describing the backfilling and compaction associated with each stope; and
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d.

Describing the ground conditions revealed by the mine excavations; and

e.

Describing the monitoring and measures adopted to ensure surface stability,
particularly as provided for in Condition 69 71 and the outcomes of such measures;
and

f.

Describing the location and depth of exploratory drives; and

g.

Confirming that the extent of the mining works is confined to the Project Martha area
as defined in Figure X.

72.75. The consent holder shall report to the Council on a monthly basis on the total stope
volume and volume of filled stopes for that month for each mining method employed. The
cumulative volume of unfilled historic voids and CAF filled voids in accordance with Condition
71 g) are to be included as separate items. The report shall be in a form acceptable to the
Council and the data shall be for the situation as at the 20 th day of the reporting month. The
report shall be delivered on or before the end of the calendar month covered.
The consent holder shall report to the Council on a monthly basis detailing any anomalous
results from the seismic monitoring and rock movement monitoring required by Condition
6971. The report shall also include stand-off distances (where applicable) to ensure
compliance with the Void Management Plan required by Condition 72. The report shall be
delivered on, or before, the end of the calendar month covered.
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES MANAGEMENT
79.76. All hazardous substances are to be stored in approved and bunded containment in
accordance with the relevant New Zealand Standards and Codes of Practice and the
Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996 and Regulations. A Hazardous
Substances Use and Management Plan setting out details of the substances used / stored,
containment measures, risk management and emergency response approach shall be
submitted to the Council for certification prior to the use of any hazardous substances
depot(s) authorised as part of this consent.
SOCIAL IMPACTS MANAGEMENT PLAN
80.77. Prior to the first exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall engage a suitably qualified
and independent social impact specialist, whose brief and appointment shall be approved by
the Council, to prepare a Social Impact Management Plan (“SIMP”). The SIMP shall be
submitted to the Council for certification within three months of the notice given under
Condition 5 or as otherwise approved in writing by the Council.
81.78. The purpose of the SIMP shall be to provide an updateable framework to identify, assess,
monitor, manage and re-assess the social effects (positive and negative) of the Martha Pit
and Martha Underground Mine, in combination with the other mining projects undertaken by
the consent holder in the area, on the community and to also provide an annual report on
the outcomes of this work.
82.79. The SIMP will be based on best practice guidelines and procedures for social impact
assessment and shall include a set of indicators covering the drivers and outcomes of
potential social effects attributable to mining activities authorised as part of this consent in
combination with the other mining projects undertaken by the consent holder in Waihi. This
may include:
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a.

Numbers employed in the mine operations – OGNZL and contractors (“workers”);

b.

Location of mine workers (i.e. number of workers residing locally – Waihi / Waihi
Ward / Waihi Beach) regionally and beyond;

c.
d.

Workers’ housing (rental vs owner occupied, new builds and existing houses);
Location and number of OGNZL owned houses in Waihi and breakdown between
employee / contractor / renters and public renters;

e.

Changes in housing market – house and rent prices and relationship to mine
operations, including variations or trends in property sales and enquiries;

f.

Relationship of mine operations to any impacts on local services (i.e. education,
health, vulnerable member of the community);

g.

Relationship of mine operations to any impacts on emergency services (i.e. fire, civil
defence, ambulance);

h.

Changes in participation of voluntary and recreational groups;

i.

Changes in local business activity arising from mining activity;

j.

Take up of the consent holder’s property purchases and top up policy;

k.

Distribution and use of the Amenity Effects Programme; and

l.

Complaints and associated information received by the consent holder and the
response to those complaints.

83.80. The consent holder shall engage a social impact assessment specialist approved by the
Council to prepare a report on an annual basis on the monitoring results, analysis of those
results, and management of effects outlined in the SIMP. The report will also include any
recommendation on changes to the agreed indicators. The report shall be provided to the
Council and made publicly available.
84.81. In the event that the SIMP identifies a significant adverse trend in the indicators that are the
result of the consent holder’s mining activities authorised by this consent, the consent holder
shall undertake appropriate mitigation action and shall report to the Council on any
appropriate mitigation actions it has taken in response to the trend. For the avoidance of
doubt, the effect of cessation or suspension of mining activities authorised by this consent
will not be considered when assessing adverse trends.
85.82. The SIMP shall be reviewed as required over the life of the mining activities authorised by
this consent, but at a minimum of every five years from the first certification of the SIMP by
the Council.
86.83. The consent holder shall consult with the Council and with key stakeholders identified in the
SIMP in undertaking the review of the SIMP, and the reviewed SIMP shall be certified by the
Council before it is implemented.

Advice note
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The SIMP referred to in the above conditions can be an extension of that required under the
Correnso consent conditions and if so, the requirements of Condition 80 77 are considered
to have already been met.
PROPERTY PROGRAMME
87.84. At least three months prior to the placement of the first explosives for any blasts
immediately beneath any part of the legal title to a residential property overlying stopes for
any mining of the Rex Orebody provided for under this consent, the consent holder shall
offer to:
a.
Purchase that property from the registered proprietor at market value.
b.

This offer shall be set by reference to the two independent valuations required by
Condition 9590; or

If the registered proprietor prefers, to provide an ex gratia payment equal to 5% of the
property’s market value to the registered proprietor

Advice note
For the purpose of Conditions 8487 to 98101 “Residential Property” means a property that
has a residential dwelling constructed on it.
88.85. Prior to the placement of the first explosives for any development blasts immediately
beneath any part of the legal title to a residential property for any mining of the Rex
Orebody provided for under this consent, the consent holder shall offer to provide an ex
gratia payment equal to 5% of the property’s market value to the registered proprietor of
that title.
The location of any mining operation, and in particular whether any obligation under
Condition 84 or 85 has been triggered, shall be determined by reference to the plan of
existing and proposed operations required under Condition 48.
89.86. If the consent holder’s offer under Conditions 87 84 or 88 85 is not accepted, but the
registered proprietor wishes to negotiate, the consent holder shall offer to commit to a
binding arbitration process in relation to the property purchase or ex gratia payment
referred to above (whichever is applicable), provided that the basis for determining the ex
gratia payment is not amenable to further negotiation.
90.87. The arbitration process, which can be initiated by either party by written notice to the other
party, shall be in accordance with the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996. If the parties
cannot agree upon an arbitrator within a week of receiving the written notice, then an
arbitrator shall be appointed by the President of the Property Institute of New Zealand.
Such arbitrator shall give an award in writing within 30 days after his or her appointment,
unless the consent holder and the registered proprietor agree that time shall be extended.
The consent holder shall bear the reasonable costs of the arbitrator and the venue. In all
other respects, the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996 shall apply. If the registered
proprietor does not wish to enter into that binding process, then the consent holder’s
obligations under Conditions 8487 to 89 85 are at an end. For the avoidance of doubt,
provided that the consent holder has made the offer in Conditions 87 84 or 8885, there is
nothing that prevents the consent holder from commencing mining activities beneath that
residential property.
91.88. Only one offer under Conditions 87 84 or 8588 need be made for any property in order for
the conditions to be satisfied.
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92.89. For the purpose of this consent, “market value” is the value determined by a registered
valuer at the time of making the valuation, ignoring the announcement of, and the existence
/ operation of Project Martha but including sales data from outside Waihi if appropriate, and
any other relevant information.
93.90. The market valuation required by Conditions 87 84 and 88 85 shall be undertaken by two
independent registered valuers paid for by the consent holder, one of whom shall be
selected by the consent holder and the registered proprietor shall be given the option of
selecting another valuer.
94.91. A registered proprietor electing to sell their property under the terms of Condition 87(a)84 a.
shall receive the following additional payments as part of the payment on settlement of the
transaction:
a.

$1,570 to assist with legal costs;

b.

$3,130 to assist with moving costs; and

c.

$15,660 as an inconvenience payment.

The above payments apply from 1 January 2018. They shall be adjusted annually by the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) published by Statistics New Zealand.
95.92. Upon receipt of a confirming letter from a registered proprietor’s bank or other financial
institution, the consent holder shall reimburse a registered proprietor electing to sell their
property under the terms of Condition 87(a)84 a. for any penalty interest charged for
breaking a fixed mortgage associated with that property. For the avoidance of doubt, the
consent holder need not reimburse the registered proprietor where the mortgage is
cancelled or transferred to a new property without a penalty being charged.
96.93. A registered proprietor electing to sell their property under the terms of Condition 87(a)84 a.
can choose to remain in that property and pay rent at a reduced rate in lieu of receiving the
AEP.
97.94. A recipient of an ex gratia payment made under Condition 87(b)84 b. has the right to
require the consent holder to purchase the property at any time during the mining activities
provided for under this consent under the same terms provided for in Condition 87(a)84 a.,
including receiving the payments specified in Condition 91106, except that the ex gratia
payment shall be deducted from the market value.
98.95. A recipient of an ex gratia payment made under Conditions 87(0)84 b. or 8588 shall be
eligible for the AEP pursuant to Condition 3632.
99.96. The processes described in Conditions 87 84and 88 85shall be managed by an independent
third party engaged and funded by the consent holder.
100.97. Conditions 88 84 to 9699 do not apply if the consent holder and the landowner have
entered into a separate agreement that constitutes an agreement for the purposes of these
conditions.
101.98. At the commencement of this consent, and annually thereafter until all offers required
under Conditions 87 84and 88 85have been made, the consent holder shall provide a report
to Council on the offers made.
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COMMUNITY MEETING
102.99. Following the first exercise of this consent (i.e. upon the consent holder giving notice
under Condition 5), the consent holder shall hold a consultation meeting open to the public.
The meeting shall be called quarterly during the first year of mining activities provided for
under this consent, and six-monthly thereafter.
The meeting shall be chaired by an independent chairperson, whom will be paid for by the
consent holder and approved by the Council. The purpose of the meeting shall be to:
a.

b.

Present information from the preceding six months on the following:
(i)
A description of the mining activities provided for under this consent that have
been undertaken;
(ii)

A summary of relevant environmental monitoring results; and

(iii)

Progress on any matters raised at the preceding meeting;

Receive feedback from the meeting attendees on the consent holder’s activities and
progress on the matters listed above.

RECOGNITION OF TANGATA WHENUA VALUES
Cultural Awareness Programme
103.100.
The consent holder shall ensure that a Cultural Awareness Programme is provided
to all of the consent holder’s staff and full-time contractors working at the Waihi operations
as soon as practicable after commencement of this consent. The Cultural Awareness
Programme shall be provided on a six-monthly basis thereafter for the duration of mining
activities as part of this consent, so as to ensure that any new staff members or new fulltime contractors that have commenced working in the Martha Pit or the Martha
Underground Mine in the previous six-month period receive the benefit of the Cultural
Awareness Programme.
104.101.
The Cultural Awareness Programme shall be prepared and delivered by tangata
whenua who have a particular interest in the Waihi area in conjunction with the consent
holder. The consent holder shall be solely responsible for all reasonable costs associated
with the preparation and delivery of the Cultural Awareness Programme. The consent
holder shall keep a record of when the Cultural Awareness Programme has been delivered to
its staff and full-time contractors, and which staff and full-time contractors have attended
the Cultural Awareness Programme. This record shall be made available to the Council at
the same time as the report required by Condition 106103.
Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan
105.102.
The consent holder shall, in consultation and collaboration with tangata whenua
who have a particular interest in the Waihi area, engage an appropriately experienced
consultant to prepare a Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan specific to the consent holder’s
operation in Waihi.
The purpose of the Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan is to develop recommendations and
solutions that achieve the goals of the plan. The goal of the Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan
is to achieve the restoration and or enhancement of the mauri of Pukewa and the
surrounding land forms. The Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan will seek to achieve the goals
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by providing a framework for a collaborative approach with the consent holder and tangata
whenua on shared understandings, build and ensure effective collaborative relationships and
build support for kaitaki capacity. The Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan may include, for
example, a description of the area that is subject of the plan, intended outcomes and a
timeline for achieving those outcomes.
106.103.
On each anniversary of the completion of the Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan, the
consent holder shall prepare and provide an annual report detailing the activities undertaken
during the preceding year and progress made against the objectives and outcomes of the
plan. This report shall be provided to those tangata whenua with a particular interest in the
Waihi area and shall also be provided to the Council.
Iwi Advisory Group
107.104.
Upon the first exercise of this consent, and at six-monthly intervals thereafter, the
consent holder shall invite representatives of those tangata whenua with a particular interest
in the Waihi area, the Council and the Waikato Regional Council to attend a meeting. The
costs associated with the venue for the meeting, and any associated catering costs, will be
met by the consent holder. The purpose of the meeting is to provide a forum at which any
of the attendees can raise any matters of concern to them, and the consent holder can
update the attendees on its activities within the prior six months. In that regard, the
consent holder shall present a summary of:
a.

The mining activities undertaken;

b.

Progress with the implementation of the Cultural Awareness Programme and the
Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan;

c.

A summary of relevant environmental monitoring results; and

d.

Progress on any maters raised at any preceding meeting that required follow up by
the consent holder.

Annual Consultation Reports
108.105.
The consent holder shall forward to the Council a report annually, covering the
period to 1 June of each year, that details the discussions and outcomes of ongoing
consultation with iwi that have an interest in the Waihi area in relation to the spiritual and
cultural interests of the iwi. Each report shall be produced in conjunction with the iwi that
have an interest in the Waihi area and forwarded to the Council within three months of the
end of the period to which the particular report relates.
TRANSPORT
109.106.
At least one two months prior to the commencement of haulage of aggregate for
the manufacture of Concrete Aggregate Fill (CAF) for backfilling the Martha Underground
Mine, the consent holder shall engage a suitably qualified road maintenance engineer to
prepare a programme to record the condition of the existing road pavement, and the bridge,
on of Baxter Road. The programme shall be submitted to the Council for approval before
the assessment is conducted.and submit this assessment to the Council. The inspection and
recording of the road pavement condition, and bridge condition, shall be undertaken in
consultation with the Council’s Roading Asset ManagerTransportation Manager.
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The road pavement condition rating shall be used as the baseline (including vehicle counts)
for assessing the works required during the period in which mining activities authorised by
this consent are occurring, to return the road pavement to at least its standard / condition
prior to the commencement of the aggregate / backfill haulage activity.
110.107.
The consent holder shall in conjunction with a Council representative undertake an
annual road pavement inspection of Baxter Road during the period that the road is used for
the aggregate / backfill haulage activity.
111.108.
The consent holder shall reimburse the Council for the cost of the road pavement
maintenance (potholes / surface rutting etc) caused by the cartage of aggregate and backfill
material along Baxter Road during the period in which mining activities authorised by this
consent are occurring. The maintenance cost will be calculated on a pre-rate basis against
the baseline heavy vehicle traffic volumes and taking into account any financial assistance
received by Council for maintenance.

Advice note
The Council will invoice the consent holder for any maintenance costs annually in arrears
commencing one year from the receipt of the pre-commencement road pavement condition
survey by the Council.

112.109.
At the completion of the aggregate / backfill haulage activity associated with this
consent, the consent holder shall return Baxter Road to the agreed road pavement condition
as identified in the road pavement condition survey carried out in accordance with Condition
106 of this consent at the consent holder’s expense and to the satisfaction of the Council,
where not otherwise reimbursed in accordance with Condition 108.
113.110.
If the aggregate / backfill material required for the Martha Underground Mine is
not sourced from the Waitawheta Quarry on McLean Road, the Council shall be advised at
least one month prior to the commencement of the aggregate / backfill haulage activity of
the location of the source of the material and the expected haulage routes.
114.111.
Intersection upgrades of State Highway 2 and Baxter Road and / or Crean Road
shall be completed by, and at the cost of, the consent holder prior to the first use of these
intersections by trucks importing quarry rock to the site for the purpose of creating
cemented aggregate fill (as approved under this land use consent).
Prior to the
commencement of the intersection upgrade, the consent holder shall submit to Council
details of the design of the proposed upgrade, along with written confirmation from the New
Zealand Transport Agency (as the road controlling authority for State Highway 2) that they
accept the proposed design.The Consent holder shall provide right turn bays in accordance
with Part 2: Section 3.16 of the Transport Agency’s Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings at
the SH2/Baxter Road and SH25/Site Access intersections. The design for the right turn bays
shall provide adequate stacking distance to accommodate the 95percentile expected queue
length for the right turn movements. The design of the right turn bay at Baxter Road will
incorporate adequate provision for turning movements at the SH2/Crean Road intersection.
112. The consent holder shall provide left turn deceleration lanes in accordance with Part 2:
Section 3.14 of the Transport Agency’s Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings at the
SH2/Baxter Road and SH25/site access intersections.
113. At all intersections affected by the proposal, sight distances that comply with the Austroads
Guide to Road Design shall be achieved.
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HERITAGE FEATURES
115.114.
The consent holder shall maintain a photographic record of any potential pre-1900
workings encountered as part of the mining activities authorised by this consent, and should
also seek to retrieve items from the historic workings that might be useful for displays and
interpretation, subject to the safety of staff and the mining activities being undertaken.
116.115.
Prior to mining into pre-1900 workings, the consent holder shall undertake laser
scanning to identify the extent of the old workings in order to aid in understanding of early
mining activities in Waihi.
116. In the event of any accidental discoveries of archaeological sites by the consent holder or
contractors the following procedure shall be followed:
a.

The contractor must shut down all machinery, secure the area and advise the Site
Manager;

b.

The Site Manager shall notify the Project Archaeologist (if relevant), the Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga Regional Archaeologist (if no authority has been granted)
and if necessary the appropriate consent process shall be initiated;

c.

If the site is of Maori origin the Site Manager shall also notify the appropriate iwi
group/s to determine what further actions are appropriate to safeguard the site or its
contents;

d.

If skeletal remains are uncovered the Site Manager shall advise the Police; and

e.

Works affecting the archaeological site shall not resume until Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga, the Police (if skeletal remains are involved) and iwi groups have
each given the appropriate approval for work to continue.

Advice Note:
The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 provides for the recording, protection
and preservation of archaeological sites whether registered or not.
If any land use activity (such as earthworks, fencing or the erection or removal of
structures) is likely to damage, modify or destroy any pre-1900 archaeological site (whether
recorded or unrecorded) an “authority’ consent from Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
must be obtained for the work to lawfully proceed. This applies to all sites, regardless of
whether a Building or Resource Consents have been granted or not. Heritage New Zealand
should be contacted for further information on this requirement.
The site curtilages associated with the dwelling at 85 William Street has been identified as
having potential for associated sub-surface archaeological remains. Earthworks associated
with the MP4 Cut Back will therefore require an archaeological authority, as will destruction
or modification of 19th Century mine workings.
117. The consent holder shall use its best endeavours to ensure that the dwelling removed from
12 Cambridge Road is relocated to a suitable site within the urban area of Waihi as close to
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its original location as practicable, having regard to site conditions, access, amenity values
and heritage values.
118. With respect to discoveries of cultural significance to iwi that have a particular interest in the
Waihi area, if practicable and after consultation with iwi, the discovery shall be left in situ
and all reasonable efforts will be taken by the consent holder to protect that discovery.
If it is not practicable to leave the discovery in situ, then iwi that have a particular interest in
the Waihi area shall be given a reasonable opportunity to arrange for the removal of the
discovery, and the consent holder shall provide reasonable assistance to iwi that have a
particular interest in the Waihi area to do so, if so requested by iwi that have a particular
interest in the Waihi area.

REMOVAL OF TRAMP MATERIAL
119.117.
The consent holder may remove up to a maximum of six truck loads (i.e. 12 truck
movements) on any one day of tramp material from the Martha Pit to the existing recycling
depot on Baxter Road, for either recycling or controlled burning or other authorised disposal.
120.118.
The consent holder shall maintain screen planting at the existing recycling depot,
together with a vehicle parking and manoeuvring area to an all-weather metalled standard.
121.119.
Where necessary, due to weather conditions or otherwise, all vehicles carrying
tramp material from the mine shall pass through a wheel wash at the mine before entering
onto a public road.
122.120.
day.

The recycling depot shall not operate outside the hours of 0700 to 2000 on any

123.121.
m2.

Only one sign may be erected on the recycling depot site and shall not exceed 1.5

124.122.
The consent holder shall retain a record of each truck load of tramp material
carried and these records are to be made available for inspection by the Council upon
request.
125.123.
The recycling depot shall be bunded to divert all stormwater on the site into a
containment pond. The bund and pond are to be constructed and maintained to the
satisfaction of the Council's Manager of Planning and Environmental Services.

SCOUT HALL
126.124.
The First Waihi Scout Group hall shall be relocated from the site indicated on Plan
X to a site on the reserve at the eastern end of the pit lake. The location of the building, the
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vehicular access, carparking, earthworks, and landscaping shall be subject to Council
approval following receipt of appropriate plans and reports.
ADMINISTRATIVE CHARGES
125. That pursuant to Section 36(1)(b) of the Resource Management Act 1991, the applicant shall
pay Hauraki District Council charges for receiving, processing and granting the Resource
Consent.e consent holder shall pay to the Council all actual and reasonable charges arising
from the monitoring of the conditions of this consent and any other administrative charges
fixed in accordance with Section 36 of the Act, or any charge prescribed in accordance with
regulations made under Section 260 of the Act.
127. That pursuant to Section 36(1) (c) of the Resource Management Act 1991 the applicant shall
pay Hauraki District Council a fee of $110.00 for the administration associated with the
monitoring of the consent, and thereafter shall pay to Hauraki District Council, all costs that
arise for monitoring this consent, including all costs associated with site visits, and the
consideration and certification of plans and details associated with the consent, as appropriate.
REVIEW OF CONDITIONS
128.126.
Pursuant to Section 128(1)(a)(i) and (iii) of the Act, the Council may, 12 months
from the commencement of this consent and annually thereafter, or on receipt of any of the
reports required by this consent, review any or all of the conditions of this consent for the
following purposes:
a.

To review the effectiveness of the conditions of this consent in avoiding, remedying or
mitigating any adverse effects on the environment that may arise from the exercise of
this consent, and if necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of
further or amended conditions. In deciding to undertake a review and where further
or amended conditions are deemed necessary, the Council shall have regard to all of
the information contained in the reports required under the conditions of this consent
– including data obtained from fixed and roving vibration monitors;

b.

To address any adverse effects on the environment which have arisen as a result of
the exercise of this consent that were not anticipated at the time of commence of the
consent; or

c.

To review the adequacy of, and necessity for, any of the monitoring programmes or
management plans that are part of the conditions of this consent.

129.127.
Pursuant to Section 128(1)(a)(i) and (iii) of the Act, the Council may review
Conditions 40 to 45 in Schedule One of this consent following any change made to the Trust
Deed referred to in Condition 40 of Schedule One.
130.128.
Such a review shall only be commenced after consultation between the consent
holder and the Council, and the consent holder shall pay the actual and reasonable costs of
the review.
131.129.
Notwithstanding Condition 1301298 above, where the Council elects to review
Conditions 69 to 7340-45 Schedule One of this consent, such a review shall be undertaken
after consultation with the Waikato Regional Council.
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SCHEDULE ONE – COMMON CONDITIONS BETWEEN THE HAURAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL
AND THE WAIKATO REGIONAL COUNCIL
ANNUAL WORK PROGRAMME
1.

The consent holder shall within six months of the date of commencement of this consent,
and on the anniversary of that date every year thereafter, or at any other date approved by
the Council in writing, provide to the Hauraki District Council and the Waikato Regional
Council (“the Councils”) an Annual Work Programme for the following year (for information
purposes). The Annual Work Programme shall include:
a.

Mining activities proposed for the following year;

b.

A description of the proposed sequencing of works and the environmental procedures
to be adopted during the works; and

c.

The proposed progressive rehabilitation and revegetation of active areas of the mine
site.

Advice note
The Annual Programme may be prepared in conjunction with the Annual Work Programme
prepared in accordance with the consent requirements applying to other mines in the Waihi
area.
COMPANY LIASION OFFICER
2.

At least 20 working days prior to the exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall
appoint a person (the “Liaison Officer”) to liaise between the consent holder, the community
and the Councils. The appointment of the Liaison Officer shall be subject to the approval of
the Councils.
The Liaison Officer shall have sufficient delegated power to be able to deal immediately with
complaints received and shall be required to investigate those complaints as soon as possible
after receipt. The Liaison Officer shall be appointed for the duration of the mining activities
associated with this consent.
The name of the Liaison Officer, together with their contact phone numbers and email
address, shall be publicly notified on the consent holder’s website prior to the exercise of this
consent and shall remain on the website for the duration of mining activities authorised by
this consent.

COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
3.

The consent holder shall maintain and keep a complaints register for any complaints
received from any member of the community. As a minimum, the register shall record,
where this information is available, the following:
a.

The date, time, and details of the incident that has resulted in a complaint;

b.

The location of the complainant when the incident was detected;

c.

The possible cause of the incident;
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4.

d.

Any corrective action taken by the consent holder in response to the complaint,
including timing of that corrective action; and

e.

Communication with the complainant in response to the complaint.

The complaints register shall be made available to the Councils on request and relevant
aspects shall be reported to the Councils in the three-monthly noise and vibration monitoring
summary reports (refer to Conditions 27 and 51 of the consent issued by the Hauraki District
Council).

PEER REVIEW PANEL
5.

The consent holder shall engage, at its cost, a Peer Review Panel (“the Panel”). The
members of this Panel shall be fully independent of the planning, design and construction of
the Martha Pit, Martha Underground Mine and all its associated facilities.

6.

The primary function of the Panel is to ensure that the conditions relating to the design,
construction, and operation of Martha Pit and Martha Underground Mine and rehabilitation
associated with the key components of the Martha Pit (with particular focus on pit slope
stability issues) are met, that the Martha Pit is stable and that such work is undertaken by
appropriately qualified personnel in accordance with best practice.

7.

The Panel shall comprise technical specialist(s) who between them have demonstrated
expertise in the following fields:
a.

Geotechnical engineering, with recognised experience in open pit construction and
open pit and underground rock mechanics;

b.

Hydrogeology, with recognised open pit mining experience; and

c.

Rehabilitation and closure.

8.

The members of the Panel, and their defined field(s) of expertise, shall be approved by the
Councils prior to appointment to the Panel.

9.

Each member of the Panel may act as peer reviewer only in their area of expertise, but the
full Panel shall review all plans relating to the planning, design and construction of the
Martha Pit and all its associated facilities.

10.

The Panel may co-opt other specialist members to assist in any of its functions for specified
periods subject to the approval of the Councils.

11

The consent holder shall provide the Panel with all records, plans, designs etc that the Panel
requests, and shall afford the Panel full access to the site at all reasonable times.

12

The Panel, or individual members of the Panel, may be the same panel as that which
undertakes peer review as required by any other authorisations at this site (including
authorisations issued prior to the Act).

13

To carry out its primary function, the Panel shall report in writing to the Councils on all
matters which are submitted to it for review, other than draft proposals submitted to it by
the consent holder and which are superseded, and at least at the following times:
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a.

Prior to the commencement of any mining activities authorised by this consent;

b.

At all critical project stages;

c.

On completion of mining;

d.

On completion of lake filling;

e.

On completion of closure;
and at least on the following matters:

f.

The Pit Slope Management Plan and any subsequent updates as are appropriate;

g.

Progress against the Annual Work Programme;

h.

Site development including hydrogeological issues and geotechnical issues;

i.

Performance against the requirements of the Pit Slope Management Plan;

j.

Pit slope stability monitoring;, and

k.

Status of underground mining (particularly upper level mining), backfilling of historic
stope voids and interaction between underground workings and the open pit, and

k.l.

Rehabilitation and closure plans.

DEWATERING AND SETTLEMENT MONITORING PLAN
14

The objectives of the groundwater and settlement management system shall be to ensure
that dewatering operations do not give rise to surface instability and differential settlement
beyond that authorised by this consent.

15

Two months prior to dewatering below 700 m RL (mine datum), the consent holder shall
prepare, and submit to the Councils for its certification, a Dewatering and Settlement
Monitoring Plan. The purpose of the Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan is to
monitor and assess the effects of the activities on land settlement and the groundwater
hydraulic regime, and also to detail the contingency measures that will be actioned should
groundwater or surface settlement triggers be exceeded.

16

The Plan shall, as a minimum, provide an overall description of the groundwater and
settlement monitoring system and the measures to be adopted, including contingency
measures, to meet the objectives of the groundwater and settlement management system
set out in Condition 14 of this schedule. The monitoring regime shall be designed to assess
the effects of:

17.

a.

Dewatering on the regional groundwater system; and

b.

Dewatering on settlement.

Monitoring locations are to provide appropriate resolution of mine inflows and pumping,
groundwater levels (both for the shallow and deep aquifers) and ground surface tilt relative
to the scale of surface infrastructure, throughout the area within the maximum extent of the
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groundwater cone of depression and particularly in the areas above and adjacent to the
mining activities provided for in this consent. Final details are to be agreed with the
Councils but are to include additional piezometers and extensometers located along the line
of upper level workings in the Rex lode. The Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan
shall also provide groundwater and settlement trigger limits that will initiate the
implementation of contingency mitigation and / or monitoring measures and shall detail any
linkages with the operation of the Martha Pit and Martha Underground.
18.

The exercise of this consent shall be in accordance with the Dewatering and Settlement
Monitoring Plan as certified by the Councils. The Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring
Plan shall be reviewed and updated as necessary by the consent holder. Any updated
Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan shall be promptly forwarded to the Councils for
certification, and following this process, the updated plan shall be implemented in place of
the previous version.

19.

In the event that a tilt greater 1 in 1,000 occurs between any two network monitoring
locations installed in accordance with the Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan
required pursuant to Condition 15 of this schedule, or there is a significant variance from the
predicted settlement rates, the consent holder shall notify the Councils in writing within 20
working days of receiving the results of the monitoring. The consent holder shall then:
a.

Explain the cause of the non-conformance;

b.

Propose appropriate settlement contingency measures to the Councils and the timing
of implementation thereof by the consent holder;

c.

Implement settlement contingency measures as appropriate within the agreed time
limit; and

d.

Advise the Councils on the steps the consent holder proposes to take in order to
prevent any further occurrence of the situation.

20.

The consent holder shall as a matter of urgency, advise the Councils of any significant
anomalies identified by the regular reading of groundwater levels in the piezometer
network. Such advice is to include an explanation of the anomalous results and
actions proposed to address any issues identified. This report is to be provided to the
Councils within 10 working days of the anomalous results being identified.
A “significant anomaly” is defined as a drop in groundwater level greater than the
seasonal variation in piezometers within the alluvium and younger volcanic rocks and a
drop of 15m or more in recordings from piezometers tapping the upper 50 m of
Andesite over a one month period. 15 m or more offset occurring in the piezometer
recordings over a one-month period.

21.

In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the conditions of this consent and the
provisions of the Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan, then the conditions of this
consent shall prevail.

Advice note
The monitoring undertaken in terms of the Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan may
need to be continued for a period beyond the term of this consent depending on recharge of
the groundwater following cessation of underground mining activities and filling of the
Martha Pit.
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DEWATERING AND SETTLEMENT MONITORING REPORT
22.

The consent holder shall provide to the Councils (within one month of an agreed anniversary
date) an annual Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Report. The report shall, as a
minimum, provide the following information:
a.
b.

The volume of groundwater abstracted;
The data from monitoring undertaken during the previous year, including groundwater
contour plans (derived from the data) in respect of the piezometer network;

c.

An interpretation and analysis of the monitoring data, in particular any change in the
groundwater profile over the previous year, predictions of the future impacts that may
arise as a result of any trends that have been identified including review of the
predicted post closure effects based on actual monitoring data, and what contingency
actions, if any, the consent holder proposes to take in response to those predictions,
this analysis shall be undertaken by a party appropriately experienced and qualified to
assess the information;

d.

Any contingency actions that may have been taken during the year; and

e.

Comment on compliance with Conditions 14 to 21 of this schedule including any
reasons for non-compliance or difficulties in achieving conformance with the
conditions of consent.

f.

The report shall be forwarded in a form acceptable to Councils.

REHABILITATION AND CLOSURE PLAN
23

The consent holder shall rehabilitate all areas that have been subject to mining activities as
authorised as part of this consent.

24

The consent holder shall prepare a Rehabilitation and Closure Plan covering all areas that
may be affected by the mining activities authorised as part of this consent. The plan shall
be submitted to Councils for certification prior to the commencement of mining activities
authorised by this consent.

25

The Rehabilitation and Closure Plan shall be in two parts:
a.

Part A shall describe the programmed rehabilitation (including re-vegetation and
backfilling) that is proposed for the site(s) for the following twelve months, should
closure not be proposed during that period; and shall report on any such works
undertake during the previous year;

b.

Part B shall:
(i)

Describe the proposed method of rehabilitation and closure should closure
occur within the following 12 months;

(ii)

Include an assessment of any residual risk that the site(s) would pose to the
environment and the neighbouring community should closure occur within the
following 12 months; and
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(iii)

26.

Include a programme for monitoring of the sites(s) following closure, and list all
maintenance works likely to be necessary at the closed site(s) for the
foreseeable future.

In considering the Rehabilitation and Closure Plan, the Councils shall take into account:
a.

The degree of compliance with the concepts described in the Annual Work
Programme;

b.

Their usefulness and practicability in terms of the Waihi community; and

c.

On-going maintenance issues.

PUBLICLY AVAILABLE MANAGEMENT PLANS / MONITORING REPORTS
27
All management plans, monitoring reports and other compliance monitoring reporting
required
by this consent shall be available to the public by posting on the consent holder’s
website as
follows:
a.

The plans and reports shall be posted only when certified by the Councils (where
required by the conditions of this consent) or received by the Councils (e.g.
monitoring reports); and

b.

Only the current versions of the plans and reports are to be displayed on the consent
holder’s website.

Advice note
For clarification, the bond requirements set out in the conditions below are joint between
the Hauraki District Council and the Waikato Regional Council.
The conditions relating to the bonds and trust form an integrated whole and are not
severable.
REHABILITATION BOND
28.

Prior to the exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall provide and maintain in favour
of the Councils a rehabilitation bond to:
a.

Secure compliance with all the conditions of this consent and to enable any adverse
effects on the environment resulting from the consent holder’s activities and not
authorised by a resource consent to be avoided, remedied or mitigated;

b.

Secure the completion of rehabilitation and closure in accordance with the approved
Rehabilitation and Closure Plan;

c.

Ensure the performance of any monitoring obligations of the consent holder under
this consent;

d.

Enable the Councils to undertake monitoring and management of the site until
completion of closure of the site; and
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e.

Enable the Councils, in the event of the bond being called upon, to purchase
Industrial and Special Risk Insurance in the sum of $12 million (1998 dollars) and
public liability insurance to the sum of $5 million (1998 dollars).

29.

The rehabilitation bond shall be in a form approved by the Councils and shall, subject to
these conditions, be on the terms and conditions required by the Councils.

30.

The rehabilitation bond shall provide that the consent holder remains liable under the RMA
Resource Management Act 1991 (“Act”) for any breach of the conditions of consent which
occurs prior to the completion of closure.

31.

Section 109(1) of the Act shall apply to the rehabilitation bond and the rehabilitation bond
shall be registered under the Land Transfer Act 1952 by the consent holder at its expense
against the certificates of title of the properties comprising [XXX] owned by the consent
holder or its subsidiaries, and as identified on Plan [reference and date to be confirmed].

31.

Unless the rehabilitation bond is a cash bond, the performance of all of the conditions of the
bond shall be guaranteed by a guarantor acceptable to the Councils. The guarantor shall
bind itself to pay for the carrying out and completion of any condition in the event of any
default of the consent holder, or any occurrence of any adverse environmental effect
requiring remedy.

32.

The amount of the rehabilitation bond shall be fixed annually by the Councils who shall take
into account any calculations and other matters submitted in the Rehabilitation and Closure
Plan, or otherwise, by the consent holder which are relevant to the determination of the
amount. The amount of the rehabilitation bond shall be advised in writing to the consent
holder at least one month prior to the review date.

Advice note
A fixed date of 31 May in any given year offers a useful ‘target’ for the Councils and the
Company to aim for.
33.

34.

The amount of the rehabilitation bond to achieve the purposes set out in Condition 28 of this
schedule above shall include:
a.

The estimated costs (including any contingencies necessary) of rehabilitation and
closure in accordance with the conditions of this consent, on completion of the mining
operations proposed for the next year and described in the Rehabilitation and Closure
Plan;

b.

Any further sum which the Councils consider necessary to allow for remedying any
adverse effect on the environment that may arise from the exercise of this consent;

c.

The estimated costs of monitoring, in accordance with the monitoring conditions of
this consent, until this consent expires; and

d.

Any further sum which the Councils consider necessary for monitoring any adverse
effect on the environment that may arise from the exercise of this consent including
monitoring anything which is done to avoid, remedy, or mitigate an adverse effect.

Should the consent holder not agree with the amount of the rehabilitation bond fixed by the
Councils then the matter shall be referred to arbitration in accordance with the provisions of
the Arbitration Act 1996. Arbitration shall be commenced by written notice by the consent
holder to each of the Councils advising that the amount of the rehabilitation bond is
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disputed, such notice to be given by the consent holder within two weeks of receipt of
notification of the amount of the rehabilitation bond. If the parties cannot agree upon an
arbitrator within a week of receiving the notice from the consent holder, then an arbitrator
shall be appointed by the President of the Institute of Professional Engineers of New
Zealand. Such arbitrator shall give an award in writing within 30 days after his or her
appointment, unless the consent holder and the Councils agree that time shall be extended.
The parties shall bear their own costs in connection with the arbitration. In all other
respects, the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996 shall apply. Pending the outcome of that
arbitration and subject to Condition 359 below, the existing bond shall continue in force.
That sum shall be adjusted in accordance with the arbitration determination.
35.

If, for any reason other than default of the Councils, the decision of the arbitrator is not
made available by the 30th day referred to above, then the amount of the bond shall be the
sum fixed by the Councils, until such time as the arbitrator does make his/her decision. At
that stage the new amount shall apply. The consent holder shall not exercise this consent if
the variation of the existing bond or new bond is not provided in accordance with this
condition.

36.

The rehabilitation bond may be varied, cancelled, or renewed at any time by agreement
between the consent holder and the Councils provided that cancellation will not be agreed to
unless a further or new rehabilitation bond acceptable to the Councils is available to replace
immediately that which is to be cancelled (subject however to the condition below as to
release of the rehabilitation bond on the completion of closure of the site - as that phrase is
elsewhere defined - to the Councils' satisfaction).

37.

The Councils shall release the rehabilitation bond on the completion of closure of the site.
“Completion of closure of the site" means when the elements of the entire project have
been demonstrated by the consent holder to the satisfaction of the Councils to have reached
a stable, self-sustaining, rehabilitated state as defined by the approved Rehabilitation and
Closure Plan.

Advice note
"Completion of closure of the site" means when the elements of the entire project have
been demonstrated by the consent holder to the satisfaction of the Councils to have reached
a stable, self-sustaining, rehabilitated state as defined by the approved Rehabilitation and
Closure Plan.
38.

All costs relating to the rehabilitation bond shall be paid by the consent holder.

39.

This consent shall not become operative unless and until the consent holder provides the
rehabilitation bond to the Councils.

TRUST
40.

The Trust established for the Martha Mine Extended Project shall also be responsible for the
post closure Martha pit including the activities authorised under this consent. The Trust
purposes and powers shall be:
a.

To take legal title after completion of the closure of the site to the land on which
Storage 2 and Storage 1A are located (as shown in Appendix X). The Trust shall have
no power of sale of the land;
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b.

To take legal title after completion of the closure of the site to the park to be formed
at Junction Road (as shown in Appendix X);

a.

To take legal title after completion of the closure of the site to the land upon which
the Water Treatment Plant is located (as shown in Appendix X);

b.

To monitor and maintain these facilities in perpetuity and to be responsible for such
monitoring and maintenance as to ensure that Storage 2 and Storage 1A and the park
(and proposed pit lake if acceptable to LINZ) remain in a stable, self- sustaining,
rehabilitated state;

c.

To maintain and monitor the proposed pit lake (subject to agreement with LINZ);

d.

To obtain any resource consents that may be required after completion of the closure
of the site and the expiration or surrender of this consent;

e.

Without limiting the above, to take out insurance cover against unexpected risks;

f.

To reimburse the Councils for any costs incurred by them in monitoring or maintaining
Storage 2 and Storage 1A, the park, and proposed pit lake; and

g.

To invest any funds held to generate the necessary income to pay for the above
purposes.

These purposes and powers shall be recorded in a Trust Deed approved by the Councils.
The Trust Deed shall provide:
h.

That the Councils shall have the power to appoint two trustees each to the Trust;

i.

For the appointment by the Councils, after consultation with Ngati Tamatera, of one
additional trustee representing Ngati Tamatera; and

j.

For the appointment by Te Runanga a Iwi o Ngati Tamatera Incorporated of one
advisory trustee representing Ngati Tamatera.

41.

The consent holder shall be responsible for all costs associated with the establishment of the
Trust. The solicitor appointed to act for the Trust shall be independent of the solicitors
acting for the consent holder and shall be approved of by the Councils.

42.

The consent holder shall execute an irrevocable deed of transfer in favour of the Trust of the
land upon which Storage 2 and 1A are sited and shall provide the executed transfer together
with the certificates of title (as soon as they are issued) to be held in escrow subject to
condition 4518 by the solicitor acting for the Trust.

43.

The consent holder shall execute an irrevocable deed of transfer in favour of the Trust of the
land upon which the park at Junction Road is to be and shall provide the executed transfer
together with the certificates of title (as soon as they are issued) to be held in escrow
subject to Condition 4619 by the solicitor acting for the Trust.

44.

The consent holder shall execute an irrevocable deed of transfer in favour of the Trust of the
land upon which the Water Treatment Plant is sited and shall provide the executed transfer
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together with the certificates of title (as soon as they are issued) to be held in escrow
subject to Condition 5225 of this schedule by the solicitor acting for the Trust.
45.

The Trust Deed shall provide that upon the completion of closure of the site, the transfers of
land will be completed by the trustees registering the transfers on the relevant certificates of
title, and the trustees shall undertake their responsibilities with respect to the park,
proposed pit lake and tailings storage facilities. The Water Treatment Plant shall be in good
working condition at the time the transfer of it to the Trust is completed.

CAPITALISATION BOND
46.

Prior to the exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall provide and maintain in favour
of the Councils a capitalisation bond to secure the settlement on the Trust of the required
capital sum to fund the Trust to carry out its obligations.

47.

The capitalisation bond shall be in a form approved by the Councils and, subject to these
conditions, shall be on the terms and conditions required by the Councils.

48.

Unless the capitalisation bond is a cash bond, the performance of all of the conditions of the
capitalisation bond shall be guaranteed by a guarantor acceptable to the Councils.

49.

The amount of the capitalisation bond shall be fixed annually by the Councils and shall
cover:
a.

The estimated costs of dealing with any adverse effect on the environment which may
become apparent after the surrender or expiry of this consent. This sum may include
(without limitation) provision to deal with structural instability or failure, land and/or
water contamination, and failure of rehabilitation. Such estimated costs shall include
the costs of investigation, prevention, and remediation of any adverse effect;

b.

The estimated costs of monitoring for and of any adverse effect and of measures
taken to avoid, remedy, or mitigate any adverse effect;

c.

Provision for contingencies;

d.

The estimated costs of long-term monitoring and maintenance of the area to be
owned or managed by the Trust, following completion of closure of the site; and

a.

Provision for the reasonable remuneration of the trustees having regard to their duties
and responsibilities as trustees

and be based on the residual risk assessment dated 20 July 1998 prepared by the consent
holder and provided to the Councils. Such residual risk assessment shall be updated
annually.
The amount of the reviewed bond shall be advised in writing to the consent holder at least
one month prior to the annual review date.
The amount of the bond shall be reduced by the capital amounts settled on the Trust from
time to time by the consent holder.
50.

Should the consent holder not agree with the amount of the capitalisation bond fixed by the
Councils then the matter shall be referred to arbitration in accordance with the procedures
set out in Conditions 34 and 35 above. Subject to Condition 35, that sum shall be adjusted
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in accordance with the arbitration determination. The consent holder shall not exercise this
consent if the variation of the existing capitalisation bond or new capitalisation bond is not
provided in accordance with this condition.
51.

The capitalisation bond may be varied, cancelled, or renewed at any time by agreement
between the consent holder and the Councils.

52.

The capitalisation bond shall expire upon the settlement on the Trust by the consent holder
of the required capital sum.

53.

All costs relating to the capitalisation bond shall be paid by the consent holder.

54.

In addition to the insurance cover required for the Rehabilitation Bond in condition 28 (e), the
consent holder shall throughout the term of this consent be able to demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the Hauraki District Council that it holds sufficient funds, insurances or other
financial instruments (“cover”) to enable any adverse effect on the environment resulting
from the consent holder’s activities and not authorised by a resource consent to be promptly
avoided, remedied or mitigated.
The consent holder shall provide evidence to the Council annually that sufficient cover is in
place. This evidence shall be provided to Council at the same time as the Annual Work
Programme is submitted as required by Condition 1 to Schedule 1 of this consent.
Should the consent holder and the Council not agree on the sufficiency of the level of cover,
the matter shall be referred to arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the Arbitration
Act 1996. Arbitration shall be commenced by written notice by the Council advising that the
amount of the cover is disputed, such notice to be given by the Council within two weeks of
notification of the amount of the cover. If the parties cannot agree upon an arbitrator within a
week of receiving the notice from the consent holder, then an arbitrator shall be appointed by
the President of the Institute of Professional Engineers in New Zealand. Such arbitrator
shall give an award in writing within 30 days after his or her appointment, unless the consent
holder and the Council agree that time shall be extended. In all other respects, the
provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996 shall apply. Pending the outcome of that arbitration,
the existing cover shall continue in force. The sum of the cover shall be adjusted in
accordance with the arbitration determination.

55.

These conditions form an integrated whole and are not severable.
Note:

This condition is complementary to the requirements of Condition 10 to Schedule 1
of the consents granted by the Waikato Regional Council.
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APPENDIX Y
SCHEDULE OF CONSENTED ACTIVITIES – PROJECT MARTHA

MARTHA UNDERGROUND MINE

1.

Underground mining associated within the Martha Underground Mine, including, but not
limited to:
a.

Sill drive development;

b.

Drilling, blasting, earthworks and the removal of rock material and ore;

c.

Stockpiling of rock material from underground mining in the Martha Pit;

d.

Further lowering of the groundwater table to enable mining activities within the Martha
Underground Mine;

e.

The establishment and use of a Return Air Portal, Return Air Shaft and Fresh Air
Portal in the Martha Pit; and

f.

Backfilling of stopes with rock and Concrete Aggregate Fill, and flooding of the
workings.

2.

The use and storage of hazardous substances in the Martha Underground Mine.

3.

The use, maintenance and rehabilitation of existing and consented portals, access drives,
ventilation shafts and other underground facilities and infrastructure outside of the Martha
Underground Mine, which are currently authorised as part of the:

a.

Favona Underground Mine

85.050.326.E (2004)

b.

Trio Underground Mine

RC-15735 (2012)
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c.

Correnso Underground Mine

LUSE-202.2012 (2013)

d.

Slevin Underground Mine

LUSE-202.2016.00000544.001

e.

Martha Drill Drive Project 1

LUSE-202.2017.00000664.001

f.

Martha Drill Drive Project 2

LUSE-202.2018.00000881.001

PHASE 4 CUTBACK
4.

5.

Mining operations associated with the Martha Pit, including, but not limited to:
a.

The realignment of Bulltown/Cambridge Roads and the relocation of network utilities;

b.

The establishment of a new noise bund and fencing;

c.

The realignment of the pit rim walkway and associated landscaping;

d.

The realignment of Magazine Road (internal mine road);

e.

The formalisation of a vehicle access off Grey Street (unformed road);

f.

The removal of overburden and rock from the Martha Pit, and the stacking and
storage of that material within the pit;

g.

The use of machinery and vehicles on haul roads and along pit walls, including for the
provision of access to the Martha Underground Mine;

h.

The use of a mobile crusher within the Martha Pit;

i.

The use of the Surface Facilities Area to process and stockpile material from the
Martha Pit and Martha Underground Mine;

j.

Rehabilitation of the Martha Pit by way of the creation of a lake and associated
recreation facilities and landscaping, including the establishment of a limestone
storage silo and pump unit and associated water take and discharge;

k.

The establishment of an intake structure on the margin of the Ohinemuri River and an
associated pipeline route; and

l.

The establishment of a discharge structure for overflow water from the pit lake.

Surface mining in the Martha Mineral Zone.
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6.

Road Realignment.

7.

Subdivision of land to accommodate the realignment of Bulltown/Cambridge Roads.

8.

Removal and demolition of Company owned dwellings on Bulltown/Cambridge Roads.

USE OF EXSISTING ABOVE GROUND INFRASTRUCTURE
9.

Use of the stockpiles at the Favona Portal and Polishing Pond for the temporary stockpiling
of ore and rock, and for the temporary stockpiling of imported crushed rock.

10.

Use of the concrete batching plant (consented but not yet constructed).

11.

Use of other existing mine infrastructure which was authorised by ML 32 2388 or is currently
authorised by LUC 85.030.009E (Extended Martha Mine Area – ‘EMMA’).
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Appendix 8a
Land Use Consent (Clean copy)

TRACK CHANGED PROPOSED LAND USE CONSENT CONDITIONS – PROJECT MARTHA
GENERAL CONDITIONS
1.

The activities authorised by this consent are those set out in Appendix Y and within the
Project Martha area as defined on the plan being Appendix Y1 shall be undertaken in general
accordance with the information contained in the Assessment of Environmental Effects (25
May 2018) and supporting technical documents submitted by OceanaGold New Zealand
Limited (“the consent holder”) to the Hauraki District Council ("the Council") in support of its
resource consent applications for Project Martha, and as subsequently confirmed or modified
in further information supplied to the Council in response to requests for further information
provided in accordance with Section 92 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (“Act”), and
as amended by the conditions below.
This consent authorises a pit generally in accordance with the following dimensions:
a.

Pit area: 51.1ha;

b.

Pit depth: 275m;

c.

Total Waste Rock Volume (bcm) 48m;

d.

Total Ore Processed (tonnes) 31m;

e.

Pit depth consented (mine datum mRL): 875; and

f.

Pit length x breadth: 960m x 770m.

In the event of any conflict or discrepancy between the documents noted above and the
conditions of this consent, the conditions shall be determinative.

Advice note
The activities authorised by this consent will rely on the use of existing mining infrastructure
in Waihi - including the conveyor and surface mine roads, the processing plant, the water
treatment plant, stockpile areas and the tailing storage facilities. This consent does not
apply to the use of this infrastructure as they are authorised by other permits and consents
held by the consent holder.
1A

This consent also enables the use, maintenance and rehabilitation of existing and consented
underground mining infrastructure (e.g. for the transportation of material) in existence at
the commencement of this consent. However, it does not authorise underground mining in
these other underground areas as the consent holder already holds a number of permits and
consents for these areas, which are:
a.

Favona: 85.050.326.E (2004);

b.

Trio: RC-15735 (2012);

c.

Correnso: #LUSE-202.2012.0000050.001 (2013);

d.

SUPA: LUSE-202.2016.00000544.001;

e.

MDDP1: LUSE-202.2017.00000664.001; and
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f.

MDDP2: LUSE-202.2018.00000881.001

2.

Pursuant to Section 134(1) of the Act, this consent may only be exercised by OceanaGold
New Zealand Limited or its successor.

3.

Pursuant to Section 125(1) of the Act, this consent shall lapse if not given effect to within
five years of the date of commencement of this consent.

4.

Pursuant to Section 123(b) of the Act, this consent is for an unlimited period. Note to
Hearing: consideration may be given to a specific term for the consent following the
outcome of the hearing.

5.

At least 20 working days prior to the first exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall
advise the Council in writing of the date upon which the exercise of this consent is to be
physically commenced.

6.

Any earthworks or remedial works in the buffer zone* of the Martha Pit for pit stability
reasons shall only occur with the approval of the Council. All such works shall be carried out
in compliance with the provisions of Condition 71 of this consent.
*

For the purposes of this condition the buffer zone is that zone provided for the EMMA
consent (85.030.009E) updated to reflect the PM4 design

SCHEDULE ONE
7.

The consent holder shall comply with the common conditions between the Council and the
Waikato Regional Council in Schedule One as relevant to the management of the mining and
rehabilitation activities authorised by this consent.

HOURS OF WORK
8.

Permissible operating hours within the Martha Pit (including the operation of the mobile
crusher) and surface facilities area shall be restricted to:
Monday to Friday

0700 – 2100; and

Saturday

0700 - 1200

The above hours of work apply provided that operations are only permitted between 1900
and 2100 on Monday - Friday if the operations are of an urgent nature and necessary for the
effective carrying out of mining activities and that they comply with the noise limits specified
in Condition 22.
Details of operations conducted between 1900 - 2100 on Monday - Friday shall be recorded
and made available to the Council on request.
The above hours of work do not apply with respect to the use of water trucks for controlling
dust so long as the activity complies with the noise limits specified in Condition 22.
9.

Underground mining activities authorised by this consent may be carried out 24 hours per
day, seven days per week.
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10.

Vehicle access to, and from, the Martha Underground Mine via the Martha Pit may be carried
out 24 hours per day, seven days per week provided the activity complies with the noise
limits specified in Condition 22.

11.

Hauling ore and waste rock between the open pit portals and in pit stockpiles and associated
stockpiling and rehandling, and the use of the pit lake filling corridor may be carried out 24
hours per day, seven days per week provided these activities comply with the noise limits
specified in Condition 22.

12.

Ventilation shafts and fresh air / return air portals and the cement aggregate fill plant
authorised by this consent may be operated 24 hours per day, seven days per week
provided these activities comply with the noise limits specified in Conditions 22 and 23.

13.

Maintenance activities may be carried out 24 hours per day, seven days per week provided
this activity complies with the noise limits specified in Conditions 22 and 23.

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
14.

The construction noise conditions in this consent apply to the following activities authorised
as part of this consent:
a.

All works associated with the construction of the noise bund / fencing;

b.

The construction of the cement aggregate fill plant;

c.

The rehabilitation of the Martha Pit;

d.

The construction of the intake structure, associated infrastructure and pipeline for the
pit lake.

e.

The construction of the outlet and discharge structure for the pit lake; and

f.

The construction of the limestone addition plant for the pit lake.

NOISE
Construction Noise
15.

All construction activities authorised by this consent shall not exceed the following noise
limits within the boundary of Waihi Central School during the school term:

Monday – Friday
0830 - 1500
16.

LAeq
55 dB

LAFmax
75 dB

At all locations, including the Waihi Central School outside the times specified in Condition
15, all construction activities authorised by this consent shall not exceed the following noise
limits:

Monday – Friday
0630 - 0730
0730 - 1800
1800 - 2000

Saturdays
0730 – 1800

LAeq
60 dB
75 dB
70 dB

LAFmax
75 dB
90 dB
85 dB
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17.

At all other times, including Sundays and public holidays, the noise level from all construction
activities authorised by this consent shall not exceed 40 dB LAeq.

18.

Construction noise shall be managed, measured and assessed in accordance with New
Zealand Standard NZS6803:1999 Acoustics – Construction Noise.

19.

All construction noise shall be measured at any occupied dwelling* not owned by the
consent holder or related company, or not subject to an agreement with the consent holder
or related company.
*

20.

21.

‘Occupied dwelling’ means any building or part of a building lawfully used for
residential purposes.

The construction noise limits above shall not apply to any property or site that is:
a.

Owned by the consent holder or a related company; or

b.

Owned by a third party which is subject to either a registered covenant or a written
agreement (a copy of which is provided to the Council) whereby noise effects on the
property caused by activities authorised under this consent are not to be taken into
account for monitoring and compliance purposes.

The consent holder shall prepare a Noise Management Plan for certification by the Council.
The objective of the Noise Management Plan is to provide detail on how compliance with
Conditions 15 to 18 will be achieved for the duration the construction activities referred to in
Condition 14.
As a minimum, the Noise Management Plan shall consider the requirements of Annex E of
New Zealand Standard NZS6803:1999 Acoustics – Construction Noise, design limits,
complaints procedures and noise monitoring. With respect to noise monitoring, the Noise
Management Plan shall record that the company will assess and record representative noise
levels on a weekly basis during construction activities and provide a summary report to the
Council on a three-monthly basis.
The Noise Management Plan shall be submitted to the Council at least 20 working days prior
to the first exercise of this consent. The Noise Management Plan may be reviewed and
amended from time to time, subject to the certification of the Council but not in a manner
inconsistent with these conditions.

Advice Note
The Noise Management Plan may be prepared in conjunction with any Noise Management
Plans prepared in accordance with the consent or permitted activity performance standards
requirements applying to the consent holder’s other mines in the Waihi area.
Operational Noise
22.

The noise level (LAeq) around the Martha Pit arising from mining and related activities shall
not exceed the limits specified below:

Monday – Friday
Saturday
All other times

0700 - 2100
0700 - 1200

Outer Control Boundary
50 dB
50 dB
40 dB
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Monday - Sunday
23.

2100 - 0700

70 dB LAFmax

The noise level (LAeq) associated with the use of the cement aggregate fill plant, Favona
portal and polishing pond stockpiles and the pit lake filling pipeline corridor shall not exceed
the limits specified below:
Monday – Friday
Saturday
All other times

0700 - 2100
0700 - 1200

55 dB
55 dB
40 dB

24.

Operational noise shall be measured in accordance with the provisions of New Zealand
Standard NZS6801:2008 Acoustics – Measurement of Environmental Sound and assessed in
accordance with the provisions of New Zealand Standard NZS 6802:2008 Acoustics –
Environmental Noise.

25.

All operational noise shall be measured at any occupied dwelling not owned by the consent
holder or related company or not subject to an agreement with the consent holder or related
company.

26.

The operational noise limits shall not apply to any property or site that is:

27.

a.

Owned by the consent holder or a related company; or

b.

Owned by a third party which is subject to either a registered covenant or a written
agreement (a copy of which is provided to the Council) whereby noise effects on the
property caused by activities authorised under this consent are not to be taken into
account for monitoring and compliance purposes).

The consent holder shall prepare a Noise Management Plan for certification by the Council.
The objective of the Noise Management Plan is to provide detail on how compliance with
Conditions 22 to 24 will be achieved for the duration the consent.
With respect to noise monitoring, the Noise Management Plan shall require that the company
will assess and record representative noise levels at intervals not exceeding six months
during mining and related activities and provide a summary report following the completion
of each monitoring event.
The Noise Management Plan shall be submitted to the Council at least 20 working days prior
to the first exercise of this consent. The Noise Management Plan may be reviewed and
amended from time to time, subject to the certification of the Council but not in a manner
inconsistent with these conditions.

Advice note
The Noise Management Plan may be prepared in conjunction with any Noise Management
Plans prepared in accordance with the consent or permitted activity performance standards
requirements applying to the consent holder’s other mines in the Waihi area.
BLASTING AND VIBRATION
Impulsive Vibration from Blasting
28.

Ground Vibration
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All blast events shall comply with the vibration levels, number of events and durations
specified in Conditions 29 to 33.
29.

Impulsive Vibration from Blasting
All blast events shall comply with the limits and standards set out below as measured at the
boundary of any residential, low density residential or town centre zoned site that is lawfully
used for residential purposes, or the notional boundary of any occupied rural dwelling.

30.

31.

The standards in Condition 33 shall not apply to any property or site that is:
a.

Owned by the consent holder or a related company; or

b.

Owned by a third party which is subject to either a registered covenant or a written
agreement (a copy of which is provided to the Council) whereby vibration effects on
the property caused by activities authorised under this consent are not to be taken
into account for monitoring and compliance purposes).

Underground Blasting
There shall be no more than three blast events per day, from Monday to Saturday and
between 0700 and 2000.
No blasting shall be undertaken at night (2000 to 0700 the following day).
Blasts for safety purposes can occur at any time and shall not exceed 1.00mm/s ppv.

32.

Pit Blasting
Blasting is permitted between the hours of 1000 – 1500 Monday to Friday and 1000 – 1200
Saturday.
No blasting in the Pit shall occur concurrently with underground blasts other than for safety
reasons.
The maximum overpressure is 128 dBL for any blast.

33.

All blasting
a.

No blasting shall be undertaken on Sundays or on public holidays.

b.

The peak particle velocity (vector sum) shall be no more than:
(i)

For development blasts;

5mm/s for 95% of the monitored events
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c.

2mm/s on average.

(ii)

For production blasts;

5mm/s for 95% of the monitored events

3mm/s on average.

(iii)

For Martha Pit blasts:

5mm/s for 95% of the monitored events

Compliance with the 95% and average limits shall be measured over a six-month
rolling period.

d.

Compliance with the 95% limit shall be determined separately for development blast
events and for production blast events, and based on the highest recorded vibration
for each blast event measured at any monitor, where the blast type is assigned on a
monitor-by-monitor basis according to the blast with the minimum scaled distance
from each monitor.

e.

Compliance with the average limit shall be determined separately for each blast
monitor based on the total number of blast events in the six-month rolling period.

f.

For all underground blast events, including those involving a combination of
production and development blasts (95% compliance);
(i)

Production blasts shall have a total duration of not more than 9 seconds;

(ii)

Development blasts shall have a total duration of not more than 12 seconds;

(iii)

A combination of production and development blasts shall have a duration of
not more than 12 seconds.

g.

No underground blast event shall have a duration of more than 18 seconds.

h.

Duration is to be calculated as the time from the nominal firing time of the first charge
to the nominal firing time of the last charge.

i.

A ‘Blast Event’ is defined as:
‘An individual or number of linked individual blasts of not more than the total
duration periods specified above.’

j.

A ‘Development Blast’ is defined as:
‘Any blast with a maximum instantaneous charge weight per hole of no more
than 7 kilograms of explosive.’
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k.

A ‘Production Blast’ is defined as:
‘Any blast in which a single hole contains a maximum instantaneous charge
weight of more than 7 kilograms of explosive.’ Slot blasts are deemed to be
Production Blasts for the purpose of this definition.

l.

Monitoring in the ground at the base of the Cornish Pumphouse shall be undertaken
when blasting is carried out within a 250m radius – vertically and horizontally, of the
structure.
The peak component vibration levels shall not exceed 25mm/s at frequencies in the
range 20 to 30 Hz within the 250m radius.
A report addressing changes to the building’s structural integrity (with particular
emphasis on changes that are likely to be caused by blast-induced vibrations from
blasting in the Martha Underground Mine, within the 250m radius (horizontal and
vertical), shall be supplied to the Council on the anniversary of the date of
commencement of the Martha Underground Mine. The report shall be prepared by a
registered engineer experienced in such work.

Advice note
There shall be no more than three development / production blast events per day from
within all of the underground mines operated by the consent holder combined.
Minimisation and Mitigation of Blasting Impacts
34.

In addition to complying with the requirements of Condition 28, the consent holder shall
minimise, to the extent practicable, the impacts of blasting vibrations on the community.
The measures to be applied in this regard shall be set out in the Vibration Management Plan
(Condition 46) and will include details of how the following requirements will be achieved
where practicable:
a.

Restrict the duration of blast events to the minimum consistent with safe and efficient
mining operations;

b.

Fire the underground production blasts within the 1pm meal break;

c.

Fire the three defined daily underground blast windows at shift changes and meal
breaks;

35.

d.

Implement timely blast notification procedures; and

e.

Report blast event vibration results in a timely manner.

While blasting is occurring as provided for by this consent, the consent holder shall also
continue to implement the Amenity Effects Programme (“AEP”) in respect of vibration as set
out below, provided that owners and / or tenants who have entered into a separate
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arrangement with the consent holder and / or have otherwise agreed not to receive the AEP
will not be eligible to receive AEP payments under this condition.
36.

The consent holder shall use the recorded data from the vibration compliance monitoring
network to estimate the vibration received at occupied residences from blasting associated
with the Martha Pit and the Martha Underground Mine, and shall make payments to the
occupiers of those residences in accordance with the table and criteria below:

Vibration Magnitude (mm/s)
≥ 1.5
≥ 3.5
≥5
≥6

Payment Per Blast Event ($)
18.68
55.92
186.75
371.69

37.

The stated payment rates are those existing at 1 January 2018. The rates will be adjusted
for the start of each calendar year by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) published by Statistics
New Zealand and made publicly available on the consent holder’s website.

38.

An occupied residence (including properties lawfully used for residential purposes in the
Town Centre zone) shall be eligible to receive AEP payments if it receives two or more blast
events generating vibration of 1.5 mm/s or greater in any month.

39.

The AEP does not apply to any unoccupied houses or undeveloped residential property.

40.

Occupiers of eligible residences shall receive a minimum payment of $250.

41.

Payments to occupiers of eligible residences shall be calculated six-monthly, and payment
made within two months or as soon as practicable thereafter.

42.

Should AEP payments become taxable, the consent holder shall not be liable for any taxes
associated with the payments. Nor shall the consent holder be liable for any future changes
to national superannuation or other benefits as a result of an eligible occupier receiving the
AEP payments in accordance with this consent.

43.

Where blast events provided for under this consent occur simultaneously with blast events at
the underground mines operated by the consent holder and set out in Condition 1A above,
the consent holder shall ensure that such blast events comply with the maximum ground
vibration level limits specified in Condition 33 of this consent.

44.

For the initial 100 underground blast events of each type, no more than one exceedance of
5mm/s in every 20 consecutive blast events shall be deemed to be compliant with the 95
percent limit stated in Condition 33.
The assessment of compliance with the average limits stated in Condition 33 shall not apply
until 100 underground blast events of each type have been fired.
Once 100 underground blast events of each type have been fired, compliance with both the
95 percent and average limits shall be separately assessed for each blast type as per
conditions 33 d. and e. respectively.
Blasting and Vibration Monitoring
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45.

Blasting and vibration monitoring shall be managed as follows:
a.

The consent holder shall monitor impulsive vibration from all blast events associated
with the mining activities provided for under this consent;

b.

The monitoring system shall be automated to allow for the prompt analysis of each
blast event;

c.

Suitably trained personnel shall conduct any monitoring required under this consent,
including the installation of roving monitors. Equipment used for monitoring,
equipment calibration and vibration measurement procedures shall comply with the
current Australian Standard AS2187.2 (or equivalent international standards) and
equipment manufacturers' recommendations;

d.

Unless otherwise required or confirmed in writing by the Council, the fixed monitoring
locations for the Martha Pit, Martha Underground Mine and Rex Orebody shall be
those shown in Figure X;

e.

The fixed monitoring locations shall not be on, or inside, a building or structure;

f.

Pursuant to Condition 45c. data received from a roving monitor may identify a new or
additional permanent monitoring location;

g.

A roving monitor shall be deployed to record vibrations in locations where complaints
regarding vibration have been made in accordance with a procedure specified in the
Vibration Management Plan required under Conditions 46 and 47; and

h.

A complete record of each blast event shall be maintained. The record shall include:
(i)

Types of measurement instrument used;

(ii)

Time and duration of blast event;

(iii)

Locations of blasts;

(iv)

Locations of monitoring positions;

(v)

Distances from the blasts to the monitoring position and nearest residence;

(vi)

Measured vibration levels;

(vii)

Total amount of explosive used;

(viii) Delay sequence of the blast event;
(ix)

Maximum instantaneous charge;

(x)

Volume of rock blasted;

(xi)

Complaints (including the nature of effects, for example rattling window, was
the complainant awoken) and whether the vibration mitigation action process
has been undertaken (Condition 34); and

(xii)

Design criteria not covered in items (i) to(xi) above.
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Advice note
While this condition relates only to the monitoring of blast vibration associated with the
mining activities provided for under this consent, similar conditions apply to all of the
consent holder's other mining operations and require the consent holder to monitor blast
vibrations from all of its mining activities.
Vibration Management Plan
46.

The consent holder shall prepare a Vibration Management Plan for certification by the
Council. The objective of the Vibration Management Plan is to provide detail on how
compliance with Conditions 28 to 54 will be achieved for the duration of this consent. The
Vibration Management Plan shall be submitted to the Council at least 20 working days prior
to the first blast event authorised by this consent.
The Vibration Management Plan may be reviewed and amended from time to time, subject
to the certification of the Council but not in a manner inconsistent with these conditions.

47.

The Vibration Management Plan shall specifically include the following:
a.

Measures to be adopted to meet the conditions of this consent to ensure that blast
vibrations are minimised to the greatest extent practicable, including:
(i)

Description of the blast design criteria and blast design review procedures. All
blasts shall be designed to a 95-percent level of confidence to achieve the
ground vibration level limits specified in conditions 33 and 34;

(ii)

The numbers, times (generally around shift changeovers), duration of blast
events, and in general terms the coordination of underground blasts into one
blast event and steps to minimise the duration of blast events;

(iii)

Procedures to be adopted where vibration levels approach the maximum limits
and mitigation actions to be implemented in the event of an exceedance of the
ground vibration level limits stated in Condition 33;

(iv)

The methods and procedures to be adopted to enable the separate recording
and reporting of development and slot/production blasting;

(v)

The methods and procedures to be adopted for managing and monitoring of
overpressure;

(vii) The methods and procedures to be adopted in deploying the roving monitor(s),
data usage from the roving monitors, and identifying circumstances where
vibration monitoring within structures shall be considered. Any monitoring
undertaken in these circumstances is deemed not to be compliance monitoring;
and
(viii) The methods and procedures for identifying and addressing anomalous
vibration results recorded at any monitored site, including sites monitored with
roving monitors.
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b.

The location of fixed monitoring locations to be established in accordance with
Condition 45 d.

c.

Further detail on the Amenity Effect Programme as required under Condition 35.

d.

The properties to be surveyed in accordance with condition 55.

e.

Records to be kept, including blast design data.

Advice note
The Vibration Management Plan may be prepared in conjunction with the Vibration
Management Plans prepared in accordance with the consent requirements applying to the
consent holder’s other mines in the Waihi area.
Management and Reporting
48.

Throughout the period of mining the Rex Orebody as authorised under this consent, the
consent holder shall prepare a two-dimensional plan at the start of each calendar month
showing the existing mining and the proposed areas of mining activities during that month.
The plan shall be loaded onto a page of the consent holder's website. A downloadable pdf
version of the plan shall be available from the website and hard copies shall also be
available for collection from the Waihi Information Centre and the Hauraki District Council’s
Waihi Service Centre, and on request.
The consent holder shall use its best endeavours to restrict its blasting to the work areas
defined on the plan recognising that operational constraints prevail and may lead to
deviations from the plan during the course of the month.

49.

No blasting operations shall be carried out without the written approval of the Mine
Manager. Before blasting commences, the Mine Manager shall ensure that the operations
will not cause danger, damage or undue discomfort to any person nor danger and damage
to property.

50.

In the event that blast monitoring shows that the vibration standards have been exceeded,
the consent holder shall implement mitigation actions to ensure compliance. Possible
mitigation actions include, but are not limited to:
a.

Limiting the rate of excavation advance;

b.

Reducing the blast hole diameter;

c.

Reducing the weight of explosive in the blast hole;

d.

Using alternative explosive types;

e.

Using electronic delays to adjust sequencing;

f.

Decking;

g.

Changing the blast pattern;

h.

Drilling and blasting in two passes; and
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i.

Changing the method of mining.

51.

The consent holder shall provide a report to Council for each blast event where the
measured vibration exceeds the applicable peak particle velocity specified in Condition 33.
The report shall be submitted within five working days after the blast event and include the
records listed in Condition 45(h) above and mitigation actions taken to limit subsequent blast
vibrations to the maximum limits or less as generally outlined in Condition 50.

52.

The consent holder shall, prior to the first development blast event pursuant to this consent,
establish a page on its website that will show the recorded vibration magnitude for the last
ten blast events for each of the compliance monitors required under Condition 45 d. The
results of the most recent blast event will:

53.

54.

a.

Be posted on the consent holder’s webpage as soon as practicable after the
occurrence of that blast event; and

b.

Remain provisional until they are verified.

The consent holder shall provide a summary report to Council at three-monthly intervals
after the first exercise of this consent. The report shall include the following:
a.

Confirmation of actions (including all safety blasts) taken during the previous
reporting period;

b.

All vibration related complaints received during the current reporting period and
mitigation actions taken by the consent holder;

c.

Results of vibration monitoring separately for underground development and
production blasts and for Martha Pit blasts; and

d.

All roving monitor data results recorded during the quarter.

Monitoring records, reports and complaint schedules shall be stored securely and maintained
in a systematic manner for 12 months after completion of all blasting at the underground
mine. Records shall be available for perusal by Council and its representatives on request.
Property Damage

55.

Before blasting associated with the Rex Orebody of the Martha Underground Mine
commences, and provided the property owner consents, the consent holder shall:
a.

Undertake a BRANZ survey for each building in accordance with the Project Martha
Property Policy as on the applicant’s website as at 19 October 2018;

b.

Complete a structural condition survey for at least 5 representative properties
(excluding properties owned by the consent holder at that time) as agreed in writing
by the Council. The representative properties are to be located in the vicinity of the
vibration monitors required under Condition 45 d.; and
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c.

In addition to these properties, structural condition surveys shall be carried out at
‘control’ properties removed from the influence of any potential vibration effects from
mining, as approved by the Council.

The survey properties shall be identified in the Vibration Management Plan (Conditions 46
and 47).
The surveys shall be carried out by an independent structural engineer suitably qualified and
experienced in domestic building design and construction. The survey reports shall include a
visual inspection and video of all existing built surfaces and defects including concrete
accessways.
56.

Upon receipt of a complaint of property damage an appropriately qualified staff member of
the consent holder shall investigate and respond to the complaint within five business days
or as soon thereafter as practicable unless the matter is considered urgent.
If the resident does not agree with advice from the consent holder’s representative the
consent holder may, or if the cause of the damage is unclear the consent holder shall,
engage an appropriately qualified independent third party to investigate and report to both
the homeowner and consent holder. The consent holder shall request that report to be
available in 30 days unless considered urgent by the independent third party in which case
the report shall be made available as soon as practicable. If the resident does not agree
with the advice or the consent holder does not engage a third party then the resident may
contact the Council, and if the Council determines, after investigation, that a third-party
investigation is warranted then the consent holder shall commission and meet the
reasonable costs of that investigation.
If the advice of the independent third party or the consent holder’s representative
determines that the cause of the damage is attributable to the activities authorised by this
consent, then the consent holder will remedy the damage at its cost as soon as practicable
in accordance with any recommendation by the consent holder’s representative or by the
third party and to the reasonable satisfaction of the resident.
If any dispute arises in accordance with this condition, then the matter shall be referred to
arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996. An arbitrator shall
be appointed by the President of the Institute of Professional Engineers in New Zealand.
The arbitrator shall give their determination within 30 working day of their appointment,
unless the consent holder and the property owner agree that time shall be extended. In all
other respects, the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996 shall apply. If the resident
chooses not to participate in the binding arbitration then the consent holder’s obligations
under this condition are at an end.

FENCING
57.

The consent holder shall provide and maintain a secure fence around the Martha Pit and the
Surface Facilities Area, and any other area required for public safety purposes.

58.

On the completion of mining activities authorised by this consent, the consent holder shall
provide a secure fence around the Martha Pit / pit lake and any other areas previously
subjected to mining activities that require fencing for public safety purposes in accordance
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with the final Rehabilitation and Closure Plan (which will detail where fencing is required at
the completion of mining activities).
LIGHTING
59.

Any night lighting established in the Martha Pit shall be installed, designed and located and
shaded in order that the level of lighting measured at the boundary of any site not owned by
the consent holder or related company, or not subject to an agreement with the consent
holder or related company, is no greater than 8.0 lux.

LANDSCAPE MITIGATION
60.

The consent holder shall prepare and implement a maintenance programme for the removal
of invasive exotic trees, plants and seedlings in areas surrounding the Martha Pit. The
maintenance programme shall be documented in the Rehabilitation and Closure Plan
required in accordance with Condition 24 of Schedule One.

61.

Prior to the first exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall submit a landscape plan
that is in general accordance with the landscape mitigation concept plan included with the
Landscape Mitigation Plan prepared by Boffa Miskell Ltd and contained within Appendix D of
the Assessment of Environmental Effects (25 May 2018) for Project Martha to the Council for
certification. The landscape plan shall detail the following:
a.

The trees and plants to be removed as part of the activities in, and around, the
Martha Pit that are authorised as part of this consent;

b.

The relocation of the pit rim walkway between Miners Place and Cambridge Road;

c.

The measures to ensure all disturbed areas outside the operational mine are planted
to soften changes in landform, replace any existing planting lost as a result of the
realignment of Cambridge/Bulltown Roads, and to screen at least 80% of the noise
wall from view from adjacent residential areas when viewed from Cambridge Road
and Bulltown Road. All planting shall complement adjoining areas of vegetation;

d.

The measures to ensure that privacy of existing dwellings adjacent to the pit rim
walkway (where relocated as part of b above) is maintained;

e.

The measures to ensure the water intake and outlet tunnel structures minimise
disturbance along the Ohinemuri River and Mangatoetoe Stream respectively, and
soften any necessary built elements with planting which appears integrated within
adjoining riparian areas;

f.

Indicate the species, size and number of proposed plants within identified planting
areas; and

g.

Outline maintenance and replacement requirements for the first three years following
establishment to promote plant survival.

The landscape plan required in accordance with this condition may be part of the
Rehabilitation and Closure Plan required in Condition 24 of Schedule One, and shall be
implemented within the first available planting season following completion of the relevant
works and maintained in accordance with the requirements of the plan.
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN
62.

Prior to commencing construction activities associated with the noise bund (including its
reworking), pit rim walkway, and the re-alignment of Bulltown / Cambridge Roads, the
consent holder shall prepare and submit a Construction Management Plan for certification by
the Council.

63.

The Construction Management Plan shall indicate:
a.

Activities to be carried out, including their sequence and duration. A discussion on
construction and removal methods considered shall be provided (including the
establishment of laydown areas);

b.

Plant and equipment proposed to be used;

c.

Any activities likely to be undertaken on land beyond the ownership or control of the
consent holder, the duration of such activities, and proposed measures to mitigate
adverse effects that might be experienced by the general public and/or adjacent
residents as a consequence of these activities;

d.

Proposals with respect to the removal or demolition of existing houses lying within or
adjacent to the proposed noise bund (construction proposals only); and

e.

Proposed measures to mitigate potential adverse effects (in particular noise, dust and
traffic generation) occurring as a consequence of construction and removal activities,
in particular measures aimed at safeguarding adjacent residential amenity.

Advice Note
The consent holder shall ensure that the Construction Management Plan developed for this
consent is not inconsistent with that developed for the subdivision consent (consent number
to come).
64.

The Liaison Officer shall ensure that the programme of construction and reworking the noise
bunds is provided to all residents in the immediate area surrounding the bund who, in their
opinion, are likely to experience the effects of these activities and to the Council. This
programme shall be provided at least five working days in advance of the construction or
reworking of the noise bund being undertaken.

65.

Non-acid forming material shall be used in the construction of the noise bund to ensure that
no leaching occurs during, or after, construction of the noise bund.

RIVER INTAKE AND LAKE OUTLET CONSTRUCTION
66.

Prior to commencing construction of the water intake and lake outlet structures and
infrastructure, the consent holder shall prepare a detailed construction / design report and
management plan for certification by the Council.

Advice note
The consent holder will also need to comply with the conditions of Consents XXX and XXX
from the Waikato Regional Council with respect to the construction of the river intake and
lake outlet structures.
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67.

The construction / design report and management plan shall indicate the main construction
activities to be undertaken, materials to be delivered to the construction area, materials to
be removed from the construction area, duration and timing of earthworks and construction
of structures, and proposals concerning the rehabilitation of areas disturbed during
construction.

68.

The Liaison Officer shall ensure that the programme of construction of the water intake and
lake outlet structures is provided to all residents in the immediate area who, in their opinion,
are likely to experience the effects of these activities and to the Council. This programme
shall be provided at least five working days in advance of the construction work being
undertaken.

69.

The construction of the lake outlet structures shall be carried out and completed to the
satisfaction of the Group Manager - Engineering Services.

MINE CONSTRUCTION
70.

The consent holder shall prepare a Pit Slope Management Plan. This plan shall be peer
reviewed by the Peer Review Panel (required in accordance with Condition 13 i. of Schedule
One) and submitted to Council for certification prior to exercise of this consent. The Pit
Slope Management Plan shall address at least the following issues:
a.

Procedures for the investigation, monitoring, excavation and backfilling of old mine
stopes where required;

b.

Specifications for construction and placement of stope pillars where required;

c.

Development of a monitoring regime focused on monitoring groundwater and pit
slope behaviour including pit wall movement due to underground mining;

d.

Location and installation of horizontal drains for the purposes of addressing
groundwater and surface water effects;

e.

The identification of areas around the Martha Pit that may be subject to ground
deformation and associated structures / facilities that may be at risk; and

f.

Development of a contingency response appropriate to these facilities / structures in
the event of instability - including restoring these facilities to their former condition,
the provision for interim structures / facilities or alternative structures / facilities in the
event they are affected by the mining activities authorised by this consent.

SURFACE STABILITY
71.

Underground mining within the Martha Underground Mine shall be conducted to ensure
ground surface stability. This shall include adoption of the following measures:
a.

Mining methods shall be restricted to those that require stope voids created or
enlarged as a result of this consent to be backfilled. For bottom-up virgin stopes, this
is to provide an operating floor for further stoping to proceed. For top-down remnant
mining, open voids from historic stoping within 10m of a new remnant stope are to be
backfilled prior to the commencement of mining that remnant stope, and new stoping
in filled historic stopes shall commence at the top level to form a new stope back in
rock;
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72.

b.

No stoping in the Rex Orebody shall occur above a depth of at least 40m below the
top of the andesite, unless investigations reported to the Council demonstrate to its
satisfaction that a lesser depth will ensure surface stability; such investigation report
to include at least, results from groundwater monitoring above Rex workings, results
from extensometers installed from the surface above Rex workings, and surface
settlement results from markers in the area above the Rex lode;

c.

No stoping shall occur within 20m of the base of the Milking Cow zone and the 65 0
draw cone above the base;

d.

Backfilling of any other underground workings that overlap with the Martha
Underground Mine where geotechnical conditions require backfilling to ensure longterm stability;

e.

Seismic monitoring and rock movement monitoring of underground mine workings for
the duration of mining including backfilling and any other underground rehabilitation
work to include at least the monitoring of three (3) extensometers to be installed from
the surface above the Rex lode and spaced along the alignment of the upper mining
level of that lode;

f.

Grouting of all future surface-drilled holes to a depth below the top of the andesite;

g.

All unfilled historic stope voids within 30m of the final depth of the MP4 pit shall be
backfilled with cement aggregate fill (CAF) as soon as access permits and before the
base of the North wall cutback part of MP4 reaches 900mRL; and

h.

Should any new lodes be found between current Martha Underground lodes, mining
within those new lodes shall not commence until investigations reported to the
Council demonstrate to its satisfaction that mining in the new lodes will ensure
surface stability and MP4 pit stability.

Prior to the first exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall provide to the Council for
certification a Void Management Plan.
The objective of the Void Management Plan is to confirm the location and shape of old
unfilled and filled mine voids, and to identify the risks and controls required to ensure
ground surface stability. The plan will include, but will not be limited to, mine design
(including access) for remnant mining, modelling, probe drilling, stand-off distances (where
applicable), monitoring and operating procedures. The consent holder shall review and
update the plan as necessary including whenever there is any change in the methods or
procedures used for void detection monitoring or operating procedures and shall provide the
updated plan to the council for certification.

73.

The Void Management Plan shall include a procedure describing preventative and mitigation
actions that would be implemented to ensure that the mining in the Rex Orebody does not
drain the strata overlying the andesite via existing drill holes and structures. Preventative
and mitigation actions may include:
a.

Avoiding intercepting the drill holes with mine workings;
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74.

75.

b.

Grouting drill holes from underground where underground development intercepts
holes that are making water or geotechnical defects with significant and sustained
water flows; and

c.

Undertaking geotechnical investigations to demonstrate to the satisfaction of Council
that draining of the drill hole(s) will not adversely affect surface stability.

The consent holder shall provide to the Council on an annual basis (within one month of an
agreed anniversary date) a report:
a.

Describing the location, depth, height and volume (m 3) of stopes and a summary of
the data required by Condition 75 regarding unfilled stope voids; and

b.

Describing the lengths of the development that, due to the encountered geotechnical
conditions or where multiple levels overlap, will require backfilling prior to mine
closure; and

c.

Describing the backfilling and compaction associated with each stope; and

d.

Describing the ground conditions revealed by the mine excavations; and

e.

Describing the monitoring and measures adopted to ensure surface stability,
particularly as provided for in Condition 71 and the outcomes of such measures; and

f.

Describing the location and depth of exploratory drives; and

g.

Confirming that the extent of the mining works is confined to the Project Martha area
as defined in Figure X.

The consent holder shall report to the Council on a monthly basis on the total stope volume
and volume of filled stopes for that month for each mining method employed. The
cumulative volume of unfilled historic voids and CAF filled voids in accordance with Condition
71 g) are to be included as separate items. The report shall be in a form acceptable to the
Council and the data shall be for the situation as at the 20 th day of the reporting month. The
report shall be delivered on or before the end of the calendar month covered.
The consent holder shall report to the Council on a monthly basis detailing any anomalous
results from the seismic monitoring and rock movement monitoring required by Condition
71. The report shall also include stand-off distances (where applicable) to ensure compliance
with the Void Management Plan required by Condition 72. The report shall be delivered on,
or before, the end of the calendar month covered.

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES MANAGEMENT
76.

All hazardous substances are to be stored in approved and bunded containment in
accordance with the relevant New Zealand Standards and Codes of Practice and the
Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996 and Regulations. A Hazardous
Substances Use and Management Plan setting out details of the substances used / stored,
containment measures, risk management and emergency response approach shall be
submitted to the Council for certification prior to the use of any hazardous substances
depot(s)
authorised
as
part
of
this
consent.

SOCIAL IMPACTS MANAGEMENT PLAN
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77.

Prior to the first exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall engage a suitably qualified
and independent social impact specialist, whose brief and appointment shall be approved by
the Council, to prepare a Social Impact Management Plan (“SIMP”). The SIMP shall be
submitted to the Council for certification within three months of the notice given under
Condition 5 or as otherwise approved in writing by the Council.

78.

The purpose of the SIMP shall be to provide an updateable framework to identify, assess,
monitor, manage and re-assess the social effects (positive and negative) of the Martha Pit
and Martha Underground Mine, in combination with the other mining projects undertaken by
the consent holder in the area, on the community and to also provide an annual report on
the outcomes of this work.

79.

The SIMP will be based on best practice guidelines and procedures for social impact
assessment and shall include a set of indicators covering the drivers and outcomes of
potential social effects attributable to mining activities authorised as part of this consent in
combination with the other mining projects undertaken by the consent holder in Waihi. This
may include:

80.

a.

Numbers employed in the mine operations – OGNZL and contractors (“workers”);

b.

Location of mine workers (i.e. number of workers residing locally – Waihi / Waihi
Ward / Waihi Beach) regionally and beyond;

c.

Workers’ housing (rental vs owner occupied, new builds and existing houses);

d.

Location and number of OGNZL owned houses in Waihi and breakdown between
employee / contractor / renters and public renters;

e.

Changes in housing market – house and rent prices and relationship to mine
operations, including variations or trends in property sales and enquiries;

f.

Relationship of mine operations to any impacts on local services (i.e. education,
health, vulnerable member of the community);

g.

Relationship of mine operations to any impacts on emergency services (i.e. fire, civil
defence, ambulance);

h.

Changes in participation of voluntary and recreational groups;

i.

Changes in local business activity arising from mining activity;

j.

Take up of the consent holder’s property purchases and top up policy;

k.

Distribution and use of the Amenity Effects Programme; and

l.

Complaints and associated information received by the consent holder and the
response to those complaints.

The consent holder shall engage a social impact assessment specialist approved by the
Council to prepare a report on an annual basis on the monitoring results, analysis of those
results, and management of effects outlined in the SIMP. The report will also include any
recommendation on changes to the agreed indicators. The report shall be provided to the
Council and made publicly available.
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81.

In the event that the SIMP identifies a significant adverse trend in the indicators that are the
result of the consent holder’s mining activities authorised by this consent, the consent holder
shall undertake appropriate mitigation action and shall report to the Council on any
appropriate mitigation actions it has taken in response to the trend. For the avoidance of
doubt, the effect of cessation or suspension of mining activities authorised by this consent
will not be considered when assessing adverse trends.

82.

The SIMP shall be reviewed as required over the life of the mining activities authorised by
this consent, but at a minimum of every five years from the first certification of the SIMP by
the Council.

83.

The consent holder shall consult with the Council and with key stakeholders identified in the
SIMP in undertaking the review of the SIMP, and the reviewed SIMP shall be certified by the
Council before it is implemented.

Advice note
The SIMP referred to in the above conditions can be an extension of that required under the
Correnso consent conditions and if so, the requirements of Condition 77 are considered to
have already been met.
PROPERTY PROGRAMME
84.

At least three months prior to the placement of the first explosives for any blasts
immediately beneath any part of the legal title to a residential property overlying stopes for
any mining of the Rex Orebody provided for under this consent, the consent holder shall
offer to:
a.

Purchase that property from the registered proprietor at market value. This offer shall
be set by reference to the two independent valuations required by Condition 90; or

b.

If the registered proprietor prefers, to provide an ex gratia payment equal to 5% of
the property’s market value to the registered proprietor

Advice note
For the purpose of Conditions 84 to 98 “Residential Property” means a property that has a
residential dwelling constructed on it.
85.

Prior to the placement of the first explosives for any development blasts immediately
beneath any part of the legal title to a residential property for any mining of the Rex
Orebody provided for under this consent, the consent holder shall offer to provide an ex
gratia payment equal to 5% of the property’s market value to the registered proprietor of
that title.
The location of any mining operation, and in particular whether any obligation under
Condition 84 or 85 has been triggered, shall be determined by reference to the plan of
existing and proposed operations required under Condition 48.

86.

If the consent holder’s offer under Conditions 84 or 85 is not accepted, but the registered
proprietor wishes to negotiate, the consent holder shall offer to commit to a binding
arbitration process in relation to the property purchase or ex gratia payment referred to
above (whichever is applicable), provided that the basis for determining the ex gratia
payment is not amenable to further negotiation.
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87.

The arbitration process, which can be initiated by either party by written notice to the other
party, shall be in accordance with the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996. If the parties
cannot agree upon an arbitrator within a week of receiving the written notice, then an
arbitrator shall be appointed by the President of the Property Institute of New Zealand.
Such arbitrator shall give an award in writing within 30 days after his or her appointment,
unless the consent holder and the registered proprietor agree that time shall be extended.
The consent holder shall bear the reasonable costs of the arbitrator and the venue. In all
other respects, the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996 shall apply. If the registered
proprietor does not wish to enter into that binding process, then the consent holder’s
obligations under Conditions 84 to 85 are at an end. For the avoidance of doubt, provided
that the consent holder has made the offer in Conditions 84 or 85, there is nothing that
prevents the consent holder from commencing mining activities beneath that residential
property.

88.

Only one offer under Conditions 84 or 85 need be made for any property in order for the
conditions to be satisfied.

89.

For the purpose of this consent, “market value” is the value determined by a registered
valuer at the time of making the valuation, ignoring the announcement of, and the existence
/ operation of Project Martha but including sales data from outside Waihi if appropriate, and
any other relevant information.

90.

The market valuation required by Conditions 84 and 85 shall be undertaken by two
independent registered valuers paid for by the consent holder, one of whom shall be
selected by the consent holder and the registered proprietor shall be given the option of
selecting another valuer.

91.

A registered proprietor electing to sell their property under the terms of Condition 84 a.
shall receive the following additional payments as part of the payment on settlement of the
transaction:
a.

$1,570 to assist with legal costs;

b.

$3,130 to assist with moving costs; and

c.

$15,660 as an inconvenience payment.

The above payments apply from 1 January 2018. They shall be adjusted annually by the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) published by Statistics New Zealand.
92.

Upon receipt of a confirming letter from a registered proprietor’s bank or other financial
institution, the consent holder shall reimburse a registered proprietor electing to sell their
property under the terms of Condition 84 a. for any penalty interest charged for breaking a
fixed mortgage associated with that property. For the avoidance of doubt, the consent
holder need not reimburse the registered proprietor where the mortgage is cancelled or
transferred to a new property without a penalty being charged.

93.

A registered proprietor electing to sell their property under the terms of Condition 84 a. can
choose to remain in that property and pay rent at a reduced rate in lieu of receiving the
AEP.

94.

A recipient of an ex gratia payment made under Condition 84 b. has the right to require the
consent holder to purchase the property at any time during the mining activities provided for
under this consent under the same terms provided for in Condition 84 a., including receiving
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the payments specified in Condition 91, except that the ex gratia payment shall be deducted
from the market value.
95.

A recipient of an ex gratia payment made under Conditions 84 b. or 85 shall be eligible for
the AEP pursuant to Condition 36.

96.

The processes described in Conditions 84 and 85shall be managed by an independent third
party engaged and funded by the consent holder.

97.

Conditions 84 to 96 do not apply if the consent holder and the landowner have entered into
a separate agreement that constitutes an agreement for the purposes of these conditions.

98.

At the commencement of this consent, and annually thereafter until all offers required under
Conditions 84and 85have been made, the consent holder shall provide a report to Council on
the offers made.

COMMUNITY MEETING
99.

Following the first exercise of this consent (i.e. upon the consent holder giving notice under
Condition 5, the consent holder shall hold a consultation meeting open to the public. The
meeting shall be called quarterly during the first year of mining activities provided for under
this consent, and six-monthly thereafter.
The meeting shall be chaired by an independent chairperson, whom will be paid for by the
consent holder and approved by the Council. The purpose of the meeting shall be to:
a.

b.

Present information from the preceding six months on the following:
(i)
A description of the mining activities provided for under this consent that have
been undertaken;
(ii)

A summary of relevant environmental monitoring results; and

(iii)

Progress on any matters raised at the preceding meeting;

Receive feedback from the meeting attendees on the consent holder’s activities and
progress on the matters listed above.

RECOGNITION OF TANGATA WHENUA VALUES
Cultural Awareness Programme
100. The consent holder shall ensure that a Cultural Awareness Programme is provided to all of
the consent holder’s staff and full-time contractors working at the Waihi operations as soon
as practicable after commencement of this consent. The Cultural Awareness Programme
shall be provided on a six-monthly basis thereafter for the duration of mining activities as
part of this consent, so as to ensure that any new staff members or new full-time
contractors that have commenced working in the Martha Pit or the Martha Underground
Mine in the previous six-month period receive the benefit of the Cultural Awareness
Programme.
101. The Cultural Awareness Programme shall be prepared and delivered by tangata whenua who
have a particular interest in the Waihi area in conjunction with the consent holder. The
consent holder shall be solely responsible for all reasonable costs associated with the
preparation and delivery of the Cultural Awareness Programme. The consent holder shall
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keep a record of when the Cultural Awareness Programme has been delivered to its staff
and full-time contractors, and which staff and full-time contractors have attended the
Cultural Awareness Programme. This record shall be made available to the Council at the
same time as the report required by Condition 103.
Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan
102. The consent holder shall, in consultation and collaboration with tangata whenua who have a
particular interest in the Waihi area, engage an appropriately experienced consultant to
prepare a Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan specific to the consent holder’s operation in
Waihi.
The purpose of the Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan is to develop recommendations and
solutions that achieve the goals of the plan. The goal of the Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan
is to achieve the restoration and or enhancement of the mauri of Pukewa and the
surrounding land forms. The Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan will seek to achieve the goals
by providing a framework for a collaborative approach with the consent holder and tangata
whenua on shared understandings, build and ensure effective collaborative relationships and
build support for kaitaki capacity. The Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan may include, for
example, a description of the area that is the subject of the plan, intended outcomes and a
timeline for achieving those outcomes.
103. On each anniversary of the completion of the Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan, the consent
holder shall prepare and provide an annual report detailing the activities undertaken during
the preceding year and progress made against the objectives and outcomes of the plan.
This report shall be provided to those tangata whenua with a particular interest in the Waihi
area and shall also be provided to the Council.
Iwi Advisory Group
104. Upon the first exercise of this consent, and at six-monthly intervals thereafter, the consent
holder shall invite representatives of those tangata whenua with a particular interest in the
Waihi area, the Council and the Waikato Regional Council to attend a meeting. The costs
associated with the venue for the meeting, and any associated catering costs, will be met by
the consent holder. The purpose of the meeting is to provide a forum at which any of the
attendees can raise any matters of concern to them, and the consent holder can update the
attendees on its activities within the prior six months. In that regard, the consent holder
shall present a summary of:
a.

The mining activities undertaken;

b.

Progress with the implementation of the Cultural Awareness Programme and the
Cultural Balance Monitoring Plan;

c.

A summary of relevant environmental monitoring results; and

d.

Progress on any matters raised at any preceding meeting that required follow up by
the consent holder.

Annual Consultation Reports
105. The consent holder shall forward to the Council a report annually, covering the period to 1
June of each year, that details the discussions and outcomes of ongoing consultation with
iwi that have an interest in the Waihi area in relation to the spiritual and cultural interests of
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the iwi. Each report shall be produced in conjunction with the iwi that have an interest in
the Waihi area and forwarded to the Council within three months of the end of the period to
which the particular report relates.
TRANSPORT
106. At least two months prior to the commencement of haulage of aggregate for the
manufacture of Concrete Aggregate Fill (CAF) for backfilling the Martha Underground Mine,
the consent holder shall engage a suitably qualified road maintenance engineer to prepare a
programme to record the condition of the existing road pavement, and the bridge, on Baxter
Road. The programme shall be submitted to the Council for approval before the assessment
is conducted. The inspection and recording of the road pavement condition, and bridge
condition, shall be undertaken in consultation with the Council’s Transportation Manager.
The road pavement condition rating shall be used as the baseline (including vehicle counts)
for assessing the works required during the period in which mining activities authorised by
this consent are occurring, to return the road pavement to at least its standard / condition
prior to the commencement of the aggregate / backfill haulage activity.
107. The consent holder shall in conjunction with a Council representative undertake an annual
road pavement inspection of Baxter Road during the period that the road is used for the
aggregate / backfill haulage activity.
108. The consent holder shall reimburse the Council for the cost of the road pavement
maintenance (potholes / surface rutting etc) caused by the cartage of aggregate and backfill
material along Baxter Road during the period in which mining activities authorised by this
consent are occurring. The maintenance cost will be calculated on a pre-rate basis against
the baseline heavy vehicle traffic volumes and taking into account any financial assistance
received by Council for maintenance.

Advice note
The Council will invoice the consent holder for any maintenance costs annually in arrears
commencing one year from the receipt of the pre-commencement road pavement condition
survey by the Council.
109. At the completion of the aggregate / backfill haulage activity associated with this consent,
the consent holder shall return Baxter Road to the agreed road pavement condition as
identified in the road pavement condition survey carried out in accordance with Condition
106 of this consent at the consent holder’s expense and to the satisfaction of the Council,
where not otherwise reimbursed in accordance with Condition 108.
110. If the aggregate / backfill material required for the Martha Underground Mine is not sourced
from the Waitawheta Quarry on McLean Road, the Council shall be advised at least one
month prior to the commencement of the aggregate / backfill haulage activity of the location
of the source of the material and the expected haulage routes.
111. The Consent holder shall provide right turn bays in accordance with Part 2: Section 3.16 of
the Transport Agency’s Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings at the SH2/Baxter Road and
SH25/Site Access intersections. The design for the right turn bays shall provide adequate
stacking distance to accommodate the 95percentile expected queue length for the right turn
movements. The design of the right turn bay at Baxter Road will incorporate adequate
provision for turning movements at the SH2/Crean Road intersection.
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112. The consent holder shall provide left turn deceleration lanes in accordance with Part 2:
Section 3.14 of the Transport Agency’s Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings at the
SH2/Baxter Road and SH25/site access intersections.
113. At all intersections affected by the proposal, sight distances that comply with the Austroads
Guide to Road Design shall be achieved.
HERITAGE FEATURES
114. The consent holder shall maintain a photographic record of any potential pre-1900 workings
encountered as part of the mining activities authorised by this consent, and should also seek
to retrieve items from the historic workings that might be useful for displays and
interpretation, subject to the safety of staff and the mining activities being undertaken.
115. Prior to mining into pre-1900 workings, the consent holder shall undertake laser scanning to
identify the extent of the old workings in order to aid in understanding of early mining
activities in Waihi
116. In the event of any accidental discoveries of archaeological sites by the consent holder or
contractors the following procedure shall be followed:
a.

The contractor must shut down all machinery, secure the area and advise the Site
Manager;

b.

The Site Manager shall notify the Project Archaeologist (if relevant), the Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga Regional Archaeologist (if no authority has been granted)
and if necessary the appropriate consent process shall be initiated;

c.

If the site is of Maori origin the Site Manager shall also notify the appropriate iwi
group/s to determine what further actions are appropriate to safeguard the site or its
contents;

d.

If skeletal remains are uncovered the Site Manager shall advise the Police; and

e.

Works affecting the archaeological site shall not resume until Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga, the Police (if skeletal remains are involved) and iwi groups have
each given the appropriate approval for work to continue.

Advice Note:
The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 provides for the recording, protection
and preservation of archaeological sites whether registered or not.
If any land use activity (such as earthworks, fencing or the erection or removal of
structures) is likely to damage, modify or destroy any pre-1900 archaeological site (whether
recorded or unrecorded) an “authority’ consent from Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
must be obtained for the work to lawfully proceed. This applies to all sites, regardless of
whether a Building or Resource Consents have been granted or not. Heritage New Zealand
should be contacted for further information on this requirement.
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The site curtilages associated with the dwelling at 85 William Street has been identified as
having potential for associated sub-surface archaeological remains. Earthworks associated
with the MP4 Cut Back will therefore require an archaeological authority, as will destruction
or modification of 19th Century mine workings.
REMOVAL OF TRAMP MATERIAL
117. The consent holder may remove up to a maximum of six truck loads (i.e. 12 truck
movements) on any one day of tramp material from the Martha Pit to the existing recycling
depot on Baxter Road, for either recycling or controlled burning or other authorised disposal.
118. The consent holder shall maintain screen planting at the existing recycling depot, together
with a vehicle parking and manoeuvring area to an all-weather metalled standard.
119. Where necessary, due to weather conditions or otherwise, all vehicles carrying tramp
material from the mine shall pass through a wheel wash at the mine before entering onto a
public road.
120. The recycling depot shall not operate outside the hours of 0700 to 2000 on any day.
121. Only one sign may be erected on the recycling depot site and shall not exceed 1.5 m 2.
122. The consent holder shall retain a record of each truck load of tramp material carried and
these records are to be made available for inspection by the Council upon request.
123. The recycling depot shall be bunded to divert all stormwater on the site into a containment
pond. The bund and pond are to be constructed and maintained to the satisfaction of the
Council's Manager of Planning and Environmental Services.
SCOUT HALL
124. The First Waihi Scout Group hall shall be relocated from the site indicated on Plan X to a site
on the reserve at the eastern end of the pit lake. The location of the building, the vehicular
access, carparking, earthworks, and landscaping shall be subject to Council approval
following receipt of appropriate plans and reports.
ADMINISTRATIVE CHARGES
125. The consent holder shall pay to the Council all actual and reasonable charges arising from
the monitoring of the conditions of this consent and any other administrative charges fixed
in accordance with Section 36 of the Act, or any charge prescribed in accordance with
regulations made under Section 260 of the Act.
REVIEW OF CONDITIONS
126. Pursuant to Section 128(1)(a)(i) and (iii) of the Act, the Council may, 12 months from the
commencement of this consent and annually thereafter, or on receipt of any of the reports
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required by this consent, review any or all of the conditions of this consent for the following
purposes:
a.

To review the effectiveness of the conditions of this consent in avoiding, remedying or
mitigating any adverse effects on the environment that may arise from the exercise of
this consent, and if necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of
further or amended conditions. In deciding to undertake a review and where further
or amended conditions are deemed necessary, the Council shall have regard to all of
the information contained in the reports required under the conditions of this consent
– including data obtained from fixed and roving vibration monitors;

b.

To address any adverse effects on the environment which have arisen as a result of
the exercise of this consent that were not anticipated at the time of commencement
of the consent; or

c.

To review the adequacy of, and necessity for, any of the monitoring programmes or
management plans that are part of the conditions of this consent.

127. Pursuant to Section 128(1)(a)(i) and (iii) of the Act, the Council may review Conditions 40 to
45 in Schedule One of this consent following any change made to the Trust Deed referred to
in Condition 40 of Schedule One.
128. Such a review shall only be commenced after consultation between the consent holder and
the Council, and the consent holder shall pay the actual and reasonable costs of the review.
129. Notwithstanding Condition 128 above, where the Council elects to review Conditions 40-45
of Schedule One of this consent, such a review shall be undertaken after consultation with
the Waikato Regional Council.
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SCHEDULE ONE – COMMON CONDITIONS BETWEEN THE HAURAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL
AND THE WAIKATO REGIONAL COUNCIL
ANNUAL WORK PROGRAMME
1.

The consent holder shall within six months of the date of commencement of this consent,
and on the anniversary of that date every year thereafter, or at any other date approved by
the Council in writing, provide to the Hauraki District Council and the Waikato Regional
Council (“the Councils”) an Annual Work Programme for the following year (for information
purposes). The Annual Work Programme shall include:
a.

Mining activities proposed for the following year;

b.

A description of the proposed sequencing of works and the environmental procedures
to be adopted during the works; and

c.

The proposed progressive rehabilitation and revegetation of active areas of the mine
site.

Advice note
The Annual Programme may be prepared in conjunction with the Annual Work Programme
prepared in accordance with the consent requirements applying to other mines in the Waihi
area.
COMPANY LIASION OFFICER
2.

At least 20 working days prior to the exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall
appoint a person (the “Liaison Officer”) to liaise between the consent holder, the community
and the Councils. The appointment of the Liaison Officer shall be subject to the approval of
the Councils.
The Liaison Officer shall have sufficient delegated power to be able to deal immediately with
complaints received and shall be required to investigate those complaints as soon as possible
after receipt. The Liaison Officer shall be appointed for the duration of the mining activities
associated with this consent.
The name of the Liaison Officer, together with their contact phone numbers and email
address, shall be publicly notified on the consent holder’s website prior to the exercise of this
consent and shall remain on the website for the duration of mining activities authorised by
this consent.

COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
3.

The consent holder shall maintain and keep a complaints register for any complaints
received from any member of the community. As a minimum, the register shall record,
where this information is available, the following:
a.

The date, time, and details of the incident that has resulted in a complaint;

b.

The location of the complainant when the incident was detected;

c.

The possible cause of the incident;
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4.

d.

Any corrective action taken by the consent holder in response to the complaint,
including timing of that corrective action; and

e.

Communication with the complainant in response to the complaint.

The complaints register shall be made available to the Councils on request and relevant
aspects shall be reported to the Councils in the three-monthly noise and vibration monitoring
summary reports (refer to Conditions 27 and 51 of the consent issued by the Hauraki District
Council).

PEER REVIEW PANEL
5.

The consent holder shall engage, at its cost, a Peer Review Panel (“the Panel”). The
members of this Panel shall be fully independent of the planning, design and construction of
the Martha Pit, Martha Underground Mine and all its associated facilities.

6.

The primary function of the Panel is to ensure that the conditions relating to the design,
construction and operation of Martha Pit and Martha Underground Mine and rehabilitation
associated with the key components of the Martha Pit (with particular focus on pit slope
stability issues) are met, that the Martha Pit is stable and that such work is undertaken by
appropriately qualified personnel in accordance with best practice.

7.

The Panel shall comprise technical specialist(s) who between them have demonstrated
expertise in the following fields:
a.

Geotechnical engineering, with recognised experience in open pit construction and
open pit and underground rock mechanics;

b.

Hydrogeology, with recognised open pit mining experience; and

c.

Rehabilitation and closure.

8.

The members of the Panel, and their defined field(s) of expertise, shall be approved by the
Councils prior to appointment to the Panel.

9.

Each member of the Panel may act as peer reviewer only in their area of expertise, but the
full Panel shall review all plans relating to the planning, design and construction of the
Martha Pit and all its associated facilities.

10.

The Panel may co-opt other specialist members to assist in any of its functions for specified
periods subject to the approval of the Councils.

11

The consent holder shall provide the Panel with all records, plans, designs etc that the Panel
requests, and shall afford the Panel full access to the site at all reasonable times.

12

The Panel, or individual members of the Panel, may be the same panel as that which
undertakes peer review as required by any other authorisations at this site (including
authorisations issued prior to the Act).

13

To carry out its primary function, the Panel shall report in writing to the Councils on all
matters which are submitted to it for review, other than draft proposals submitted to it by
the consent holder and which are superseded, and at least at the following times:
a.

Prior to the commencement of any mining activities authorised by this consent;
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b.

At all critical project stages;

c.

On completion of mining;

d.

On completion of lake filling;

e.

On completion of closure;
and at least on the following matters:

f.

The Pit Slope Management Plan and any subsequent updates as are appropriate;

g.

Progress against the Annual Work Programme;

h.

Site development including hydrogeological issues and geotechnical issues;

i.

Performance against the requirements of the Pit Slope Management Plan;

j.

Pit slope stability monitoring;

k.

Status of underground mining (particularly upper level mining), backfilling of historic
stope voids and interaction between underground workings and the open pit, and

l.

Rehabilitation and closure plans.

DEWATERING AND SETTLEMENT MONITORING PLAN
14

The objectives of the groundwater and settlement management system shall be to ensure
that dewatering operations do not give rise to surface instability and differential settlement
beyond that authorised by this consent.

15

Two months prior to dewatering below 700 m RL (mine datum), the consent holder shall
prepare, and submit to the Councils for its certification, a Dewatering and Settlement
Monitoring Plan. The purpose of the Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan is to
monitor and assess the effects of the activities on land settlement and the groundwater
hydraulic regime, and also to detail the contingency measures that will be actioned should
groundwater or surface settlement triggers be exceeded.

16

The Plan shall, as a minimum, provide an overall description of the groundwater and
settlement monitoring system and the measures to be adopted, including contingency
measures, to meet the objectives of the groundwater and settlement management system
set out in Condition 14 of this schedule. The monitoring regime shall be designed to assess
the effects of:

17.

a.

Dewatering on the regional groundwater system; and

b.

Dewatering on settlement.

Monitoring locations are to provide appropriate resolution of mine inflows and pumping,
groundwater levels (both for the shallow and deep aquifers) and ground surface tilt relative
to the scale of surface infrastructure, throughout the area within the maximum extent of the
groundwater cone of depression and particularly in the areas above and adjacent to the
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mining activities provided for in this consent. Final details are to be agreed with the
Councils but are to include additional piezometers and extensometers located along the line
of upper level workings in the Rex lode. The Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan
shall also provide groundwater and settlement trigger limits that will initiate the
implementation of contingency mitigation and / or monitoring measures and shall detail any
linkages with the operation of the Martha Pit and Martha Underground.
18.

The exercise of this consent shall be in accordance with the Dewatering and Settlement
Monitoring Plan as certified by the Councils. The Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring
Plan shall be reviewed and updated as necessary by the consent holder. Any updated
Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan shall be promptly forwarded to the Councils for
certification, and following this process, the updated plan shall be implemented in place of
the previous version.

19.

In the event that a tilt greater 1 in 1,000 occurs between any two network monitoring
locations installed in accordance with the Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan
required pursuant to Condition 15 of this schedule, or there is a significant variance from the
predicted settlement rates, the consent holder shall notify the Councils in writing within 20
working days of receiving the results of the monitoring. The consent holder shall then:

20.

a.

Explain the cause of the non-conformance;

b.

Propose appropriate settlement contingency measures to the Councils and the timing
of implementation thereof by the consent holder;

c.

Implement settlement contingency measures as appropriate within the agreed time
limit; and

d.

Advise the Councils on the steps the consent holder proposes to take in order to
prevent any further occurrence of the situation.

The consent holder shall as a matter of urgency, advise the Councils of any significant
anomalies identified by the regular reading of groundwater levels in the piezometer network.
Such advice is to include an explanation of the anomalous results and actions proposed to
address any issues identified. This report is to be provided to the Councils within 10
working days of the anomalous results being identified.
A “significant anomaly” is defined as a drop in groundwater level greater than the seasonal
variation in piezometers within the alluvium and younger volcanic rocks and a drop of 15m
or more in recordings from piezometers tapping the upper 50 m of Andesite over a one
month period.

21.

In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the conditions of this consent and the
provisions of the Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan, then the conditions of this
consent shall prevail.

Advice note
The monitoring undertaken in terms of the Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Plan may
need to be continued for a period beyond the term of this consent depending on recharge of
the groundwater following cessation of underground mining activities and filling of the
Martha Pit.
DEWATERING AND SETTLEMENT MONITORING REPORT
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22.

The consent holder shall provide to the Councils (within one month of an agreed anniversary
date) an annual Dewatering and Settlement Monitoring Report. The report shall, as a
minimum, provide the following information:
a.

The volume of groundwater abstracted;

b.

The data from monitoring undertaken during the previous year, including groundwater
contour plans (derived from the data) in respect of the piezometer network;

c.

An interpretation and analysis of the monitoring data, in particular any change in the
groundwater profile over the previous year, predictions of the future impacts that may
arise as a result of any trends that have been identified including review of the
predicted post closure effects based on actual monitoring data, and what contingency
actions, if any, the consent holder proposes to take in response to those predictions,
this analysis shall be undertaken by a party appropriately experienced and qualified to
assess the information;

d.

Any contingency actions that may have been taken during the year; and

e.

Comment on compliance with Conditions 14 to 21 of this schedule including any
reasons for non-compliance or difficulties in achieving conformance with the
conditions of consent.

f.

The report shall be forwarded in a form acceptable to Councils.

REHABILITATION AND CLOSURE PLAN
23

The consent holder shall rehabilitate all areas that have been subject to mining activities as
authorised as part of this consent.

24

The consent holder shall prepare a Rehabilitation and Closure Plan covering all areas that
may be affected by the mining activities authorised as part of this consent. The plan shall
be submitted to Councils for certification prior to the commencement of mining activities
authorised by this consent.

25

The Rehabilitation and Closure Plan shall be in two parts:
a.

Part A shall describe the programmed rehabilitation (including re-vegetation and
backfilling) that is proposed for the site(s) for the following twelve months, should
closure not be proposed during that period; and shall report on any such works
undertake during the previous year;

b.

Part B shall:
(i)

Describe the proposed method of rehabilitation and closure should closure
occur within the following 12 months;

(ii)

Include an assessment of any residual risk that the site(s) would pose to the
environment and the neighbouring community should closure occur within the
following 12 months; and
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(iii)

26.

Include a programme for monitoring of the sites(s) following closure, and list all
maintenance works likely to be necessary at the closed site(s) for the
foreseeable future.

In considering the Rehabilitation and Closure Plan, the Councils shall take into account:
a.

The degree of compliance with the concepts described in the Annual Work
Programme;

b.

Their usefulness and practicability in terms of the Waihi community; and

c.

On-going maintenance issues.

PUBLICLY AVAILABLE MANAGEMENT PLANS / MONITORING REPORTS
27
All management plans, monitoring reports and other compliance monitoring reporting
required
by this consent shall be available to the public by posting on the consent holder’s
website as
follows:
a.

The plans and reports shall be posted only when certified by the Councils (where
required by the conditions of this consent) or received by the Councils (e.g.
monitoring reports); and

b.

Only the current versions of the plans and reports are to be displayed on the consent
holder’s website.

Advice note
For clarification, the bond requirements set out in the conditions below are joint between
the Hauraki District Council and the Waikato Regional Council.
The conditions relating to the bonds and trust form an integrated whole and are not
severable.
REHABILITATION BOND
28.

Prior to the exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall provide and maintain in favour
of the Councils a rehabilitation bond to:
a.

Secure compliance with all the conditions of this consent and to enable any adverse
effects on the environment resulting from the consent holder’s activities and not
authorised by a resource consent to be avoided, remedied or mitigated;

b.

Secure the completion of rehabilitation and closure in accordance with the approved
Rehabilitation and Closure Plan;

c.

Ensure the performance of any monitoring obligations of the consent holder under
this consent;

d.

Enable the Councils to undertake monitoring and management of the site until
completion of closure of the site; and
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e.

Enable the Councils, in the event of the bond being called upon, to purchase
Industrial and Special Risk Insurance in the sum of $12 million (1998 dollars) and
public liability insurance to the sum of $5 million (1998 dollars).

29.

The rehabilitation bond shall be in a form approved by the Councils and shall, subject to
these conditions, be on the terms and conditions required by the Councils.

30.

The rehabilitation bond shall provide that the consent holder remains liable under the RMA
for any breach of the conditions of consent which occurs prior to the completion of closure.

31.

Section 109(1) of the Act shall apply to the rehabilitation bond and the rehabilitation bond
shall be registered under the Land Transfer Act 1952 by the consent holder at its expense
against the certificates of title of the properties comprising [XXX] owned by the consent
holder or its subsidiaries, and as identified on Plan [reference and date to be confirmed].

32.

Unless the rehabilitation bond is a cash bond, the performance of all of the conditions of the
bond shall be guaranteed by a guarantor acceptable to the Councils. The guarantor shall
bind itself to pay for the carrying out and completion of any condition in the event of any
default of the consent holder, or any occurrence of any adverse environmental effect
requiring remedy.

33.

The amount of the rehabilitation bond shall be fixed annually by the Councils who shall take
into account any calculations and other matters submitted in the Rehabilitation and Closure
Plan, or otherwise, by the consent holder which are relevant to the determination of the
amount. The amount of the rehabilitation bond shall be advised in writing to the consent
holder at least one month prior to the review date.

Advice note
A fixed date of 31 May in any given year offers a useful ‘target’ for the Councils and the
Company to aim for.
34.

35.

The amount of the rehabilitation bond to achieve the purposes set out in Condition 28 of this
schedule above shall include:
a.

The estimated costs (including any contingencies necessary) of rehabilitation and
closure in accordance with the conditions of this consent, on completion of the mining
operations proposed for the next year and described in the Rehabilitation and Closure
Plan;

b.

Any further sum which the Councils consider necessary to allow for remedying any
adverse effect on the environment that may arise from the exercise of this consent;

c.

The estimated costs of monitoring, in accordance with the monitoring conditions of
this consent, until this consent expires; and

d.

Any further sum which the Councils consider necessary for monitoring any adverse
effect on the environment that may arise from the exercise of this consent including
monitoring anything which is done to avoid, remedy, or mitigate an adverse effect.

Should the consent holder not agree with the amount of the rehabilitation bond fixed by the
Councils then the matter shall be referred to arbitration in accordance with the provisions of
the Arbitration Act 1996. Arbitration shall be commenced by written notice by the consent
holder to each of the Councils advising that the amount of the rehabilitation bond is
disputed, such notice to be given by the consent holder within two weeks of receipt of
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notification of the amount of the rehabilitation bond. If the parties cannot agree upon an
arbitrator within a week of receiving the notice from the consent holder, then an arbitrator
shall be appointed by the President of the Institute of Professional Engineers of New
Zealand. Such arbitrator shall give an award in writing within 30 days after his or her
appointment, unless the consent holder and the Councils agree that time shall be extended.
The parties shall bear their own costs in connection with the arbitration. In all other
respects, the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996 shall apply. Pending the outcome of that
arbitration and subject to Condition 35 below, the existing bond shall continue in force. That
sum shall be adjusted in accordance with the arbitration determination.
36.

If, for any reason other than default of the Councils, the decision of the arbitrator is not
made available by the 30th day referred to above, then the amount of the bond shall be the
sum fixed by the Councils, until such time as the arbitrator does make his/her decision. At
that stage the new amount shall apply. The consent holder shall not exercise this consent if
the variation of the existing bond or new bond is not provided in accordance with this
condition.

37.

The rehabilitation bond may be varied, cancelled, or renewed at any time by agreement
between the consent holder and the Councils provided that cancellation will not be agreed to
unless a further or new rehabilitation bond acceptable to the Councils is available to replace
immediately that which is to be cancelled (subject however to the condition below as to
release of the rehabilitation bond on the completion of closure of the site - as that phrase is
elsewhere defined - to the Councils' satisfaction).

38.

The Councils shall release the rehabilitation bond on the completion of closure of the site.
“Completion of closure of the site" means when the elements of the entire project have
been demonstrated by the consent holder to the satisfaction of the Councils to have reached
a stable, self-sustaining, rehabilitated state as defined by the approved Rehabilitation and
Closure Plan.

39.

All costs relating to the rehabilitation bond shall be paid by the consent holder.

40.

This consent shall not become operative unless and until the consent holder provides the
rehabilitation bond to the Councils.

TRUST
41.

The Trust established for the Martha Mine Extended Project shall also be responsible for the
post closure Martha pit including the activities authorised under this consent. The Trust
purposes and powers shall be:
a.

To take legal title after completion of the closure of the site to the land on which
Storage 2 and Storage 1A are located (as shown in Appendix X). The Trust shall have
no power of sale of the land;

b.

To take legal title after completion of the closure of the site to the park to be formed
at Junction Road (as shown in Appendix X);

a.

To take legal title after completion of the closure of the site to the land upon which
the Water Treatment Plant is located (as shown in Appendix X);
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b.

To monitor and maintain these facilities in perpetuity and to be responsible for such
monitoring and maintenance as to ensure that Storage 2 and Storage 1A and the park
(and proposed pit lake if acceptable to LINZ) remain in a stable, self- sustaining,
rehabilitated state;

c.

To maintain and monitor the proposed pit lake (subject to agreement with LINZ);

d.

To obtain any resource consents that may be required after completion of the closure
of the site and the expiration or surrender of this consent;

e.

Without limiting the above, to take out insurance cover against unexpected risks;

f.

To reimburse the Councils for any costs incurred by them in monitoring or maintaining
Storage 2 and Storage 1A, the park, and proposed pit lake; and

g.

To invest any funds held to generate the necessary income to pay for the above
purposes.

These purposes and powers shall be recorded in a Trust Deed approved by the Councils.
The Trust Deed shall provide:
h.

That the Councils shall have the power to appoint two trustees each to the Trust;

i.

For the appointment by the Councils, after consultation with Ngati Tamatera, of one
additional trustee representing Ngati Tamatera; and

j.

For the appointment by Te Runanga a Iwi o Ngati Tamatera Incorporated of one
advisory trustee representing Ngati Tamatera.

42.

The consent holder shall be responsible for all costs associated with the establishment of the
Trust. The solicitor appointed to act for the Trust shall be independent of the solicitors
acting for the consent holder and shall be approved of by the Councils.

43.

The consent holder shall execute an irrevocable deed of transfer in favour of the Trust of the
land upon which Storage 2 and 1A are sited and shall provide the executed transfer together
with the certificates of title (as soon as they are issued) to be held in escrow subject to
condition 45 by the solicitor acting for the Trust.

44.

The consent holder shall execute an irrevocable deed of transfer in favour of the Trust of the
land upon which the park at Junction Road is to be and shall provide the executed transfer
together with the certificates of title (as soon as they are issued) to be held in escrow
subject to Condition 45 by the solicitor acting for the Trust.

45.

The consent holder shall execute an irrevocable deed of transfer in favour of the Trust of the
land upon which the Water Treatment Plant is sited and shall provide the executed transfer
together with the certificates of title (as soon as they are issued) to be held in escrow
subject to Condition 45 of this schedule by the solicitor acting for the Trust.

46.

The Trust Deed shall provide that upon the completion of closure of the site, the transfers of
land will be completed by the trustees registering the transfers on the relevant certificates of
title, and the trustees shall undertake their responsibilities with respect to the park,
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proposed pit lake and tailings storage facilities. The Water Treatment Plant shall be in good
working condition at the time the transfer of it to the Trust is completed.
CAPITALISATION BOND
47.

Prior to the exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall provide and maintain in favour
of the Councils a capitalisation bond to secure the settlement on the Trust of the required
capital sum to fund the Trust to carry out its obligations.

48.

The capitalisation bond shall be in a form approved by the Councils and, subject to these
conditions, shall be on the terms and conditions required by the Councils.

49.

Unless the capitalisation bond is a cash bond, the performance of all of the conditions of the
capitalisation bond shall be guaranteed by a guarantor acceptable to the Councils.

50.

The amount of the capitalisation bond shall be fixed annually by the Councils and shall
cover:
a.

The estimated costs of dealing with any adverse effect on the environment which may
become apparent after the surrender or expiry of this consent. This sum may include
(without limitation) provision to deal with structural instability or failure, land and/or
water contamination, and failure of rehabilitation. Such estimated costs shall include
the costs of investigation, prevention, and remediation of any adverse effect;

b.

The estimated costs of monitoring for and of any adverse effect and of measures
taken to avoid, remedy, or mitigate any adverse effect;

c.

Provision for contingencies;

d.

The estimated costs of long-term monitoring and maintenance of the area to be
owned or managed by the Trust, following completion of closure of the site; and

e.

Provision for the reasonable remuneration of the trustees having regard to their duties
and responsibilities as trustees

and be based on the residual risk assessment dated 20 July 1998 prepared by the consent
holder and provided to the Councils. Such residual risk assessment shall be updated
annually.
The amount of the reviewed bond shall be advised in writing to the consent holder at least
one month prior to the annual review date.
The amount of the bond shall be reduced by the capital amounts settled on the Trust from
time to time by the consent holder.
51.

Should the consent holder not agree with the amount of the capitalisation bond fixed by the
Councils then the matter shall be referred to arbitration in accordance with the procedures
set out in Conditions 34 and 35 above. Subject to Condition 35, that sum shall be adjusted
in accordance with the arbitration determination. The consent holder shall not exercise this
consent if the variation of the existing capitalisation bond or new capitalisation bond is not
provided in accordance with this condition.

52.

The capitalisation bond may be varied, cancelled, or renewed at any time by agreement
between the consent holder and the Councils.
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53.

The capitalisation bond shall expire upon the settlement on the Trust by the consent holder
of the required capital sum.

54.

All costs relating to the capitalisation bond shall be paid by the consent holder.

55.

In addition to the insurance cover required for the Rehabilitation Bond in condition 28 (e), the
consent holder shall throughout the term of this consent be able to demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the Hauraki District Council that it holds sufficient funds, insurances or other
financial instruments (“cover”) to enable any adverse effect on the environment resulting
from the consent holder’s activities and not authorised by a resource consent to be promptly
avoided, remedied or mitigated.
The consent holder shall provide evidence to the Council annually that sufficient cover is in
place. This evidence shall be provided to Council at the same time as the Annual Work
Programme is submitted as required by Condition 1 to Schedule 1 of this consent.
Should the consent holder and the Council not agree on the sufficiency of the level of cover,
the matter shall be referred to arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the Arbitration
Act 1996. Arbitration shall be commenced by written notice by the Council advising that the
amount of the cover is disputed, such notice to be given by the Council within two weeks of
notification of the amount of the cover. If the parties cannot agree upon an arbitrator within a
week of receiving the notice from the consent holder, then an arbitrator shall be appointed by
the President of the Institute of Professional Engineers in New Zealand. Such arbitrator
shall give an award in writing within 30 days after his or her appointment, unless the consent
holder and the Council agree that time shall be extended. In all other respects, the
provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996 shall apply. Pending the outcome of that arbitration,
the existing cover shall continue in force. The sum of the cover shall be adjusted in
accordance with the arbitration determination.

56.

These conditions form an integrated whole and are not severable.
Note:

This condition is complementary to the requirements of Condition 10 to Schedule 1
of the consents granted by the Waikato Regional Council.
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APPENDIX Y
SCHEDULE OF CONSENTED ACTIVITIES – PROJECT MARTHA

MARTHA UNDERGROUND MINE

1.

Underground mining associated within the Martha Underground Mine, including, but not
limited to:
a.

Sill drive development;

b.

Drilling, blasting, earthworks and the removal of rock material and ore;

c.

Stockpiling of rock material from underground mining in the Martha Pit;

d.

Further lowering of the groundwater table to enable mining activities within the Martha
Underground Mine;

e.

The establishment and use of a Return Air Portal, Return Air Shaft and Fresh Air
Portal in the Martha Pit; and

f.

Backfilling of stopes with rock and Concrete Aggregate Fill, and flooding of the
workings.

2.

The use and storage of hazardous substances in the Martha Underground Mine.

3.

The use, maintenance and rehabilitation of existing and consented portals, access drives,
ventilation shafts and other underground facilities and infrastructure outside of the Martha
Underground Mine, which are currently authorised as part of the:

a.

Favona Underground Mine

85.050.326.E (2004)

b.

Trio Underground Mine

RC-15735 (2012)

c.

Correnso Underground Mine

LUSE-202.2012.0000050.001 (2013)

d.

SUPA

LUSE-202.2016.00000544.001
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e.

Martha Drill Drive Project 1

LUSE-202.2017.00000664.001

f.

Martha Drill Drive Project 2

LUSE-202.2018.00000881.001

PHASE 4 CUTBACK
4.

Mining operations associated with the Martha Pit, including, but not limited to:
a.

The realignment of Bulltown/Cambridge Roads and the relocation of network utilities;

b.

The establishment of a new noise bund and fencing;

c.

The realignment of the pit rim walkway and associated landscaping;

d.

The realignment of Magazine Road (internal mine road);

e.

The formalisation of a vehicle access off Grey Street (unformed road);

f.

The removal of overburden and rock from the Martha Pit, and the stacking and
storage of that material within the pit;

g.

The use of machinery and vehicles on haul roads and along pit walls, including for the
provision of access to the Martha Underground Mine;

h.

The use of a mobile crusher within the Martha Pit;

i.

The use of the Surface Facilities Area to process and stockpile material from the
Martha Pit and Martha Underground Mine;

j.

Rehabilitation of the Martha Pit by way of the creation of a lake and associated
recreation facilities and landscaping, including the establishment of a limestone
storage silo and pump unit and associated water take and discharge;

k.

The establishment of an intake structure on the margin of the Ohinemuri River and an
associated pipeline route; and

l.

The establishment of a discharge structure for overflow water from the pit lake.

5.

Surface mining in the Martha Mineral Zone.

6.

Road Realignment.
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7.

Subdivision of land to accommodate the realignment of Bulltown/Cambridge Roads.

8.

Removal and demolition of Company owned dwellings on Bulltown/Cambridge Roads.

USE OF EXSISTING ABOVE GROUND INFRASTRUCTURE
9.

Use of the stockpiles at the Favona Portal and Polishing Pond for the temporary stockpiling
of ore and rock, and for the temporary stockpiling of imported crushed rock.

10.

Use of the concrete batching plant (consented but not yet constructed).

11.

Use of other existing mine infrastructure which was authorised by ML 32 2388 or is currently
authorised by LUC 85.030.009E (Extended Martha Mine Area – ‘EMMA’).
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Appendix 8b
Subdivision Consent

RECOMMENDATION
DECISION X
That pursuant to Sections 104, 104B and 104D of the Resource Management Act 1991 the
Hauraki District Council grant consent to this publicly notified Non-Complying Activity
application to subdivide Lot 1 DPS 88853, Lot 2 DPS 28618 and Lot 3 DPS 78565 by way of
boundary relocation to create 1 Special Purpose Lot (proposed Lot 2) to enable the
realignment and construction of Cambridge/Bulltown Roads, to be vested as road in the
Hauraki District Council, and 1 balance lot (proposed Lot 1) in the Low Density Residential
Zone, for the following reasons:




It is considered that the potential or actual adverse effects generated by this proposal
will be less than minor.
The proposal is not considered to be contrary to the objectives and policies of the
Operative District Plan (2014).
The proposal is considered to be consistent with the purpose and principles of the
Resource Management Act 1991.

Subject to the following conditions:
GENERAL
1.

That the subdivision shall be carried out generally in accordance with the following
plans:
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Cambridge Road, WAIHI; Waihi Land Surveyors Ltd; Drawing No 3119B; Dated
13 September 2018
Road Realignment Plan (Preliminary Plan); Traffic Design Group; Drawing No
14618N1J; Dated 15 May 2018 (submitted as part of the Assessment of
Environmental Effects, Appendix E - Traffic Assessment)

ENGINEERING GENERAL
2.

That all design and specifications must be generally in accordance with the HDC
Engineering Manual (2010) (HDCEM), incorporating the Hamilton City Development
Manual (2009) HCDM, Volumes 2 and 3.

3.

That engineering drawings and specifications shall be submitted to the Group
Manager Planning and Environmental Services for approval prior to commencement
of any work. This shall include but not be limited to pavement design, road markings
and signage, street lighting, proposed pedestrian crossings, stormwater disposal,
water supply and wastewater details and should include any necessary geotech nical
reports and design calculations supporting the engineering drawings submitted.
Note: Street lighting and geotechnical design may be peer reviewed by a third party
at the cost of the consent holder.

4.

The consent holder shall appoint a representative to be the contact person for
Council on all technical matters.

5.

As built plans and associated compliance documentation for all physical works
associated with this development must be certified by a Chartered Professional

Engineer and shall be submitted to Council upon completion of construction. This
shall be in accordance with the HDCEM, Volumes 3 and 4. Electronic versions, being
Arcview Shapefile format (.dbf, .shp, .shx, and. prj files) and PDF format, shall be
provided, plus one paper copy.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN
6.

Prior to commencing construction activities associated with the re-alignment of
Bulltown/Cambridge Roads, the consent holder shall prepare and submit a
Construction Management Plan for certification by the Council.

7.

The Construction Management Plan shall indicate:
a.

Activities to be carried out, including their sequence and duration;

b.

Plant and equipment to be used;

c.

Any activities likely to be undertaken on land beyond the ownership or control
of the consent holder, the duration of such activities, and proposed measures
to mitigate adverse effects that might be experienced by the general public
and/or adjacent residents as a consequence of these activities;

d.

Proposals with respect to the removal or demolition of existing houses lying
within or adjacent to the proposed road realignment and

e.

Proposed measures to mitigate potential adverse effects (in particular noise,
dust and traffic disruption) occurring as a consequence of construction,
demolition and relocation activities, in particular measures aimed at
safeguarding adjacent residential amenity.

Advice Note
The consent holder shall ensure that the Construction Management Plan developed
for this consent is not inconsistent with that developed for the land use consent.
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
8.

The construction noise conditions in this consent apply to the following activities
authorised as part of this consent:
a.

All road re-alignment works at Bulltown/Cambridge Roads;

b.

House relocation and demolition.

CONSTRUCTION NOISE
9.

All construction activities authorised by this consent shall not exceed the following
noise limits at the boundary of any occupied dwelling*:
Monday
Friday
0630 - 0730
0730 - 1800
1800 - 2000

–

Saturdays

LAeq

LAFmax

0730 – 1800

60 dB
75 dB
70 dB

75 dB
90 dB
85 dB

*

‘Occupied dwelling’ means any building or part of a building lawfully used for
residential purposes.

10.

At all other times, including Sundays and public holidays, the noise level from all
construction activities authorised by this consent shall not exceed 40 dB L Aeq.

11.

Construction noise shall be managed, measured and assessed in accordance with
New Zealand Standard NZS6803:1999 Acoustics – Construction Noise.

12.

All construction noise shall be measured at any occupied dwelling not owned by the
consent holder or related company, or not subject to an agreement with the consent
holder or related company.

13.

The construction noise limits above shall not apply to any property or site that is:

14.

a.

Owned by the consent holder or a related company; or

b.

Owned by a third party which is subject to either a registered covenant or a
written agreement (a copy of which is provided to the Council) whereby noise
effects on the property caused by activities authorised under this consent are not
to be taken into account for monitoring and compliance purposes.

The consent holder shall prepare a Noise Management Plan for certification by the
Council. The objective of the Noise Management Plan is to provide detail on how
compliance with Conditions 9 to 11 will be achieved for the duration of the
construction activities referred to in Condition 8.
As a minimum, the Noise Management Plan shall consider the requirements of
Annex E of New Zealand Standards NZS6803:1999 Acoustics – Construction Noise,
design limits, complaints procedures and noise monitoring. With respect to noise
monitoring, the Noise Management Plan shall record that the company will assess
and record representative noise levels on a weekly basis during construction
activities and provide a summary report to the Council on a three-monthly basis.
The Noise Management Plan shall be submitted to the Council at least 20 working
days prior to the first exercise of this consent. The Noise Management Plan may be
reviewed and amended from time to time, subject to the certification of the Council
but not in a manner inconsistent with these conditions.

BOND
15.

In accordance with Volume 1, Part 1 Clause 1.4.11 of the HDCEM, the consent
holder is to bond a sum of 10% of the total construction cost of vested assets (to be
agreed with the Hauraki District Council Group Manager Engineering Services) prior
to the issue of the 224(c) Certificate. The bond will be released upon completion of
outstanding work (if any) required at the end of the defects liability period.

16.

The defects liability period for all works shall be 12 months from the date of issue of
the 224(c) Certificate.

17.

The bond is to be prepared at the cost of the consent holder and will contain terms as
the Council may reasonably require and shall have either a cash surety to be
deposited with the Council (with interest to accrue to Council) or a guarantee from a
New Zealand registered trading bank.

EARTHWORKS
18.

That all earthworks are to be undertaken in accordance with the HDCEM Volume 2
Part 2.

19.

That all earthworks shall be certified by a Chartered Professional Engineer,
experienced in geotechnical investigation, as meeting the requirements of NZS
4431:1989. This includes the final as built drawings for the earthworks.

20.

That the consent holder shall implement the requirements of Waikato Regional
Council’s “Erosion and Sediment Control - Guidelines for Soil Disturbing Activities,
dated January 2009” to mitigate dust, sedimentation and erosion.
Note: In particular, the consent holder will need to:




Control all surface runoff from the exposed bare surface areas associated with
the site excavations to prevent silt contamination of downstream catchments.
Contact the Hauraki District Council Development Engineer (07 862 8609) to
organise an engineering site inspection of the silt control measures prior to the
commencement of earthworks.
Ensure all bare ground surface areas are treated to prevent fugitive dust
nuisance during and after construction.

21.

That the consent holder shall make good any damage to the road infrastructure
caused by earthworks or construction machinery during the construction operations.
This shall be to the satisfaction of the Hauraki District Council’s Group Manager
Engineering Services.

22.

That any soil spilled or tracked onto any public road during the earthworks and
construction shall be removed from the road immediately, without being allowed to
enter stormwater channels and catchments.

23.

That all cut to waste materials shall be disposed of to a site where either disposal of
the quantities involved is a Permitted Activity under the District Plan and the Waikato
Regional Plan, or a resource consent has been obtained.
Note: A resource consent may be required for the disposal of material off -site. If
disposal off-site is proposed, the consent holder shall contact the Duty Planner on 07
862 8609 to check whether an additional resource consent is required.

WASTEWATER
24.

That the development shall be reticulated for wastewater disposal in accordance with
the requirements of HDCEM and performance standard 8.5.1 of the operative
Hauraki District Plan. Lot 1 shall be provided with a connection, with the end of the
connection capped and the location marked.

WATER SUPPLY
25.

Lot 1 shall be provided with a separate metered water connection. This shall be
installed in accordance with the requirements of HDCEM and performance standard
8.5.3 of the operative Hauraki District Plan. The meter shall be located in the road
reserve within 0.5m of the boundary. The connection, including the meter, is to be
installed by HDC at the cost of the consent holder.

RELOCATION OF INFRASTRUCTURE
26.

That the existing water and sewer mains shall be relocated to the western side of the
newly realigned Cambridge/Bulltown Roads.

27.

That the existing power and telephone lines shall be relocated to the western side of
the newly realigned Cambridge/Bulltown Roads.

ACCESS
28.

That Lot 2 shall be vested in Council as Road.

29.

That the road network within this subdivision shall be designed and constructed in
general accordance with the requirements of a Collector Road as detailed in Table
3.1 and Volumes 2 and 3 of the HDCEM with the following specific exceptions noted:







A legal road width of at least 20m
The width of the formed realigned road to taper from 9m for the eastern
portion of Cambridge Road (near the corner) to 6m at the top of Bulltown
Road (i.e. to taper by 3m over a 200m stretch of road)
Curb and channel shall be constructed along both sides of the new alignment
to at least the same standard as currently exists
Reinstatement of streetlights to AS/NZS 1158
A footpath shall be constructed along the western side of Cambridge/Bulltown
Roads to at least the same standard as currently exists and of at least the
same length
A pedestrian crossing point shall be constructed/marked out from the northern
end of the footpath to the start of the Pit Rim walkway (across Cambridge/
Bulltown Road).

POWER AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
30.

That the consent holder shall reticulate the subdivision for electricity, including
providing a connection to Lot 1.

31.

That the consent holder shall reticulate the subdivision for telecommunications,
including providing a connection to Lot 1.

HERITAGE FEATURES
32.

That the existing dwelling (villa) at 12 Cambridge Road shall be relocated to a
suitable site within the urban area of Waihi as close to its original location as
practicable, having regard to site conditions, access, amenity values and he ritage
values.

33.

That, should there be any accidental discoveries of archaeological sites by the
consent holder or contractors the following procedure shall be followed:
-

Work shall cease immediately at that place.
The contractor must shut down all machinery, secure the area and advise the
Site Manager.
The Site Manager shall notify the Project Archaeologist (if relevant), the
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Regional Archaeologist (if no authority

-

has been granted) and if necessary the appropriate consent process shall be
initiated.
If the site is of Maori origin the Site Manager shall also notify the appropriate iwi
group/s to determine what further actions are appropriate to safeguard the site
or its contents.
If skeletal remains are uncovered the Site Manager shall advise the Police.
Works affecting the archaeological site shall not resume until Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga, the Police (if skeletal remains are involved) and iwi
groups have each given the appropriate approval for work to continue.

MONITORING
34.

That pursuant to Section 36(1)(b) of the Resource Management Act 1991, the
applicant shall pay Hauraki District Council charges for receiving, pr ocessing and
granting the Resource Consent.

35.

That pursuant to Section 36(1) (c) of the Resource Management Act 1991 the
applicant shall pay Hauraki District Council a fee of $110.00 for the administration
associated with the monitoring of the consent, and thereafter shall pay to Hauraki
District Council, all costs that arise for monitoring this consent, including all costs
associated with site visits, and the consideration and certification of plans and details
associated with the consent, as appropriate.
Advice Notes




This resource consent will lapse in 5 years from the date of the
commencement of the consent (as defined under Section 116 of the RMA)
unless the consent is given effect to or an application is made under Section
125 of the RMA to extend the period after which consent lapses.
Compliance with the conditions of this resource consent does not remove the
need to comply with all other applicable Acts, regulations, bylaws, and rules of
law.

Engineering General

24 hours’ notice must be given for any engineering inspections that are
required to be undertaken during engineering works. The Design Plans
acceptance letter will indicate the frequency of inspections required. All
requests in this regard must be directed to the Hauraki District Council
Development Engineer, on 07-862 8609.

Any work undertaken in the road reserve, including entrance construction,
shall be processed under a Corridor Access Request. This must be submitted
for approval 10 working days prior to the commencement of any works. This
should be done through www.hauraki-dc.govt.nz All enquiries in this regard
must be directed to the Technical Services Business Unit Administrator on 07
862 8609.
Archaeological

The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 provides for the
recording, protection and preservation of archaeological sites whether
registered or not.


If any land use activity (such as earthworks, fencing or the erection or removal
of structures) is likely to damage, modify or destroy any pre-1900
archaeological site (whether recorded or unrecorded) an “authority’ consent
from Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga must be obtained for the work to

lawfully proceed. This applies to all sites, regardless of whether a Building or
Resource Consent has been granted or not. It is noted that a recorded
archaeological site (T13/928) applies to the land and that the site curtilages of
12 Cambridge Road and 77 Bulltown Road have been identified as having
potential for associated subsurface archaeological remains. It is therefore
likely that an Archaeological Authority will be required. The applicant should
contact Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga for any requirements in
relation to the archaeological site, prior to commencing earthworks.
Network Utilities

The consent holder is advised that there are Powerco assets on the street
adjacent to the site and in the location of the proposed noise bund. It is
recommended that the consent holder makes contact with Powerco prior to
works commencing on site to ensure that these assets are protected and
safely relocated/reinstated. Works around Powerco assets will need to be
supervised and undertaken by a Powerco approved contractor (refer to:
www.powerco.co.nz/get-connected/electricity/approved-contractors). Works
around Powerco assets can also be arranged through the Customer Initiated
Works process by contacting: Customerworkseastern@powerco.co.nz

The consent holder is advised that it is its responsibility to meet the costs of
any project related works that are required in order to protect, relocate and/or
reinstate existing network utilities. Such methods shall be consistent with
provisions of the Electricity Act 1992.

That, should there be phone lines to relocate to the western side of the road
realignment, contact be made with Spark prior to works commencing on site
to ensure its assets are protected and safely relocated.
Street Lights

The procedure to be followed for new street lighting in the HDC area is:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

The lights are to be connected as per the supply regulations for a
private installation. A Certificate of Compliance, signed by a registered
electrician and an authorised inspector is to be completed and
submitted as part of the as-built documentation.
The lights can be tested but must remain isolated upon completion of
the work.
A HDC SlimM form is to be completed for each light installed and
submitted as part of the as-built documentation.
A power authority form for each light is to be sent to the appropriate
power authority noting that the lights are isolated. A copy is to be
supplied to the HDC as part of the as-built documentation.
HDC will authorise its contractor to commission the lights. This is at
the consent holder’s cost.

RECOMMENDATION
DECISION X
CANCELLATION OF CONSENT NOTICE
That pursuant to Section 221(3) of the Resource Management Act 1991, Hauraki District
Council agrees to cancel the following consent notice condition as it relates to Lot 3 only (as
required by condition 4 of subdivision consent granted on 16 June 1997, reference: 81.617.
486 that created lots 1-3 DPS 78565 from subdivision of Lot 3 DPS 32910 and Section 1093
Town of Waihi) imposed on the title of Lot 3 DPS 78565:
“That the trees along the road frontage of Lot 2 be kept trimmed back to the legal
boundary to improve sight distances at the vehicle entrances.”

